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GTP-600:
le improvement.

Cinema 100 ms

Dolby Pro Logic 75 ms

DSP: stadium 50 ms

DSP concert hall 30 ms

DSP: nightclub 20 ms

5 -channel stereo 15 ms

surround bat check delay

mono bass EO tone in

op
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CD tuner tape 1 tape 2

video 1 video 2 video 3 video 4

bass treble balance

correct listening environments. The user theater you can

friendly "smart" on -screen display keeps you build an

fully informed and makes system balancing addition to your

easy and accurate. 40 These features home that you

couple ideally with the GTP-600's advanced, can feel as well

programmable remote which lets you as see and hear.

command up to eight additional system Pick up the

components. This sophisticated combination right tools for
consistently delivers sound exactly the way the job at your local Adcom dealer today.

you want to hear it. qb4 And the details? You'll realize that our state-of-the-art

Typically Adcom. Gold plated RCA components hit the nail on the head every
connectors, precision 1% tolerance time.

Roederstein metal -film resistors and high
speed linear gain amplifiers are just a few of
the many outstanding design elements that
give the GTP-600 its exceptional audio and

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130.
video quality. .4 Now, with Adcom home Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Montreal, Quebec (514) 344-1226
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With the GTP-600's delay modes the rear channels move
the walls hack simulating the effect of a much larger area.

details you can hear
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How to put

an addition on

your home.
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Adcom components are critically
acclaimed year after year.

Before you call a contractor
or run to the home impro-
vement store, let an Adcom

home theater GTP-600
tuner/preamplifier

duplicate the dramatic
depths of a large listening area. The
GTP-600 and an award -winning Adcom
power amplifier can instantly create a
custom soundstage for your favorite
movies or musical events, without
physically adding a square foot of space.
i0 Providing switching for up to four
video sources and four audio sources, the
GTP-600 gives you the flexibility to
customize your audio/video system for
years to come. Composite or S -video

connections provide a
high definition signal path
for maximum video
quality. And with features
like Adcom's exclusive
Cinema Surround
circuitry and Dolby Pro
Logic® decoding, the
GTP-600 brings cutting
edge home theater tech-
nology to your fingertips.
40 Logical control
groupings and pre-
programmed DSP (Digital
Signal Processing) modes allow easy,
precise adjustments for a variety of
custom-tailored, psycho -acoustically

The GIP -6(X) keeps you in contro
of the action Hith an easy -to -use

learning remote.



Your home with Adcom's DSP Nightclub mode.
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Your home with Adcom's Cinema Surround Circiiitry and Dolby Pro Logic decoding.

Your home with Adeom's DSP Stadium mode.



THE ULTIMATE HOME THEATRE EXPERIENCE

concept 6

Audio
Cabinet Unit
$1149*

Video
Cabinet Unit
$1999*

Video
Cabinet Unit
and 2 Audio
Cabinet Units
$3999*

111111.1

                                 
THE EXCITEMENT OF LARGE SCREEN TELEVISION

COMBINES WITH THE SENSATION OF

THEATRE -QUALITY SOUND FOR THE

ULTIMATE HOME THEATRE EXPERIENCE.

PROJECTION TELEVISION UNIT
Introducing rear projection TV capability.

Custom panels adapt to your specific
size requirements.

$4399*

STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY,

HIGH-PERFORMANCE DESIGN AND

SUPERIOR QUALITY CABINETRY

COMBINE IN THE SIX

COMPONENTS OF CONCEPT 6,

ETHAN ALLEN'S NEW HOME

THEATRE COLLECTION.

DESIGNED TO ACCOMMODATE

LARGE SCREEN TELEVISIONS,

LASER DISCS AND SURROUND -

SOUND COMPONENTS, CONCEPT 6

ORGANIZES YOUR HIGH-TECH

EQUIPMENT WITH STYLE.

Concept 6 also available in our

Georgian Court and Country French collections.

*Price does not include cost of audio and video equipment.

Prices in this ad are manufacturer's suggested prices effective

October A - December 24, 1993 and are optional with retailer.

Make an even bigger impact! Now Concept 6 can accommodate rear projection TV's.
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Panasonic introduces DCC To

Go. Portable and car units that
play the new digital cassettes.
Cool. And your old cassettes.
Groovy.

Now you can listen to the new

digital compact cassettes and

your favorite old cassettes* just

about anywhere. With the new

RQ-DP7
portable DCC

player and the new

CO-DC1 DCC car deck.

DCC to go is skip resistant. So

you can run DCC or drive DCC

and still enjoy the fidelity of digital

sound with all the advantages of

a cassette.

And like the Technics® DCC

home deck, both the portable and

the car deck have an LCD readout

that shows the name of the album,

artist, song title and more. Plus,

hundreds of your favorite albums

are available now.

The portable comes with a built-

in rechargeable battery that gives

you about 21/2 hours of playback.

There's even a wired remote for

controlling all major functions,

including tape direction.

The car deck has a removable

front panel for extra security. It also

has a wireless remote control and

CD changer control capability.

So if you're looking for DCC to

go, the choice is obvious. lb
'Plays back analog cassettes n analog format

Panasonic
just slightly ahead of our time:

CIRCLE NO 67 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The advent of home theater has triggered

an explosion of stand-alone subwoofers like the
Velodyne Servo F-1500. M&K MX-5000THX.

and Infinity SSW -210 shown here. See
page 75 for more big -bass options.
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8:37 P.M. Supper is done
and the kids are finally in
bed. You don't have to think
about the office for another
12 hours and counting-
welcome to quality time.
Living in America today means making the
most of the quality time you get. That means
taking the time to enjoy your favorite things-
like music. KLH has been in the business of
making music sound better for 35 years.
Today, we combine the traditions of our
founders within a framework of contemporary
sophistication, to design state-of-the-art
speakers. Enter the
Premier SeriesTM.
We've paid attention
to every detail, from
the computer
designed crossovers
to the gold plated
binding posts for
your speaker wire,
they're designed to
make the most of
your music.

Models
61 and 81:
Proof that you don't
need big speakers to get big sound.
These mini -monitors have been engineered
for smooth frequency response, well-behaved
off -axis performance and superior dynamic
fidelity. The woofers are constructed using
heavy-duty polymer fiber cones with 1.5 -inch
high -temperature voice coils and a 20 oz.
barium ferrite magnet in the 61 and a 25 oz.
magnet in the 81. The computer -optimized
cross -ovens incorporate large cross-section
EI core inductors for minimum distortion at
high volumes. The 1 -inch dome tweeters
utilize German made diaphragms, Kapton
voice coil formers and ferrofluid cooling for
exceptional clarity and high power handling.

81

Models 62T and 82T:
These elegant tower speakers were designed
for the audio purist, featuring dual 6.5 -inch
polypropylene cone woofers with die-cast
aluminum baskets and 20 oz. barium ferrite
magnets for dramatic bass extension. The
62T uses a 1 -inch high-performance tweeter
plus a dynamic 5.25 -inch cone midrange.
The flagship 82T incorporates a 1 -inch
European -made tweeter and a wide
dispersion 3 -inch dome midrange to truly
cross the spectrum of sound from bass to
treble. The superior richness and warmth
will bring life to vocal tracks, and
shimmering brightness to strings without
the muddiness of a lower quality midrange.
The 82T is truly the ultimate expression of
KLH performance and value.

Even The Pros Have Nice Things
To Say About the Premier Series.
Julian Hirsch of Hirsch -Houck Laboratories:
' f hz KLH Prem ier t 1 speakers sounded about as
good as they measuaed, which is to say very good
indeed. Their output was as smooth and
eder ded as thaz of nany speakers selling for
5eveml times their modest price, with only a

igh: upper -bass warmth :o distinguish them
fkorn some speakers we have tested that cost in
tie range of $1,)00 to $1,7.00 a pair. "

Robert Long of Tesfflench:
"V there was one quality 1 -at consistently
i-ipressed me about the 81 over the many hours
c: listening evalaaticns, it .vas the solidity and
r- usi:ality cf the deep bass.
...If aiy other model in this [price] range actually
produces more satisf.'ing sound than the KLH

1

F-ernier 81 did in rn) listening room, I have yet
ti: hear it. "
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SURROUND SOUND SPEAKERS!
There may be no .uch thing as a free lunch, but there;)re free speakers. Just

order any pair of speakers from(he Premier Serie; collection and we'll include a pair ofour famous KLH SlOs, a $179.99 value, absolutely free!They're perfect fen surround sound or just as an extraset for the ledroogri or basement. Plus they're weatherresistant, in case yeDu feel like enjoying a little Vivaldi onthe veranda.

But the deal gets better!
We're so sure that ,'ou're going to love your newPremier Se-ies speakers, that if you do decide to returnthem for any reaso-i, you get to keep the 810s! We knowthat once you hear the Premier Series' spectacularimaging, detailed reproduction and amazingperformance you won't be able to live without them.

Woofer

Midrange

Tweeter

Tuned Port

Impedance

Sensitivity

Crossover
Frequency

Amplifier min.

Power* Max.

Frequency
Response

Height

Width

Depth

Model 61

6-1/2"

n/a

1" Dome

Yes

6 Ohm

86dB

1600Hz

5W
130W

40Hz
20kHz

13-3/8"

8-3/4"

9-1/4"

Model 81

8"

n/a

1" Dome

Yes

8 Ohm

87dB

1300Hz

15W
130W

30Hz
20kHz

16-1/2"

10-3/8"

11-1/4"

Model 62T

Dual 7"

5-1/4" Cone

1" Dome

Yes

6 Ohm

87dB
200Hz
800Hz
3000Hz

25W
250W

35Hz
20kHz

38"

9"

11-1/4"

Model 82T

Dual 7"

3" Dome

1" Dome

Yes

6 Ohm

87dB

200Hz
800Hz
3000Hz
25W
250W

35!-Iz
20kHz

38'

9"

11-1/4"

Item Number
for Ordering

DAMARK Price

Oak: B-6267-365832

Black: B-6267-365839

$249.99 Pair

Oak B-6267-365853

Black: B-6267-365846

$299.99 Pair

Oak: B-6267-365888

Black: B-6267-365874

$499.99 Pair

Oak: B-6267-365741

Blaik: B-6267-365433

$999.99 Pair

Risk-Fbee 30 -Day In -Home Trial.
We're giving you 30 days of quality time
bezause, in the end, it's your ears that matter.
You can -ead specifications all day, and even go
to your local superstore for a listen. But the
only way you'll really know what your speakers
will sourd like is to hear them in your home-
and now you can. It couldn't be more
convenient. We'll deliver the speakers to your
dcor, along with your free pair of 810s. All you
have to co is hook them up to your system and
give then a good listen. See how they sound
from the couch, move to the recliner, maybe
watch a couple movies. If after 30 days you're
not ecstatic with your new investment in
sound, send your Premier Series speakers
back ant. keep the 810s! This deal is too good
to pass up!

To order, call DAMARK International,
The Great Deal Company.
We're a great place to shop for all your home
audio/video gear, office electronics and much
more, including KLH Premier Series speakers.
Just look at the chart on the left, find the
speaker that you're interested in, and use that
item number when ordering.

To order, call toll -free 24 hours a day:

1-800-729-9000
We'll Even Pay The Shipping Charges!
We don't think you should have to pay the big
burly guys who carry our freight. So we'll pick
up the tab and ship your speakers to you free.

*Rased on volume set below point of audible distortion. 01993 I)AMARK International, Inc. nghts reserved THE GREAT DEAL COMPANY
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Weve turned avisual medium,

into an audio extra large.
You've never heard anything like this. dynamic range (both exceed 90 decibels). As a re -

With Sensurround" Home Therver you won't just suit, you'll feel violent explosions as well as violin

be surrounded by sound, you'd be solos. On that note, Senn. mound

enveloped, involved, and like never speakers are well -suited t-) music.

before, entertained. Cerwin-

Vega originally designed

Sensurround (with MCA') to

bring deep bass into movie

houses. Now we can bring it
Sensurround Home Theater

Spealcer Systems
iWinner Of The 1992 Design And Engine ring Award#

into your house. Gur 5 -piece .peak- Not to mention, a tub ref Orville

er system for direct -view televisions Redenbacher's* and a ticket booth.

(pictured here) and 7 -piece system for projection Cerwin-Vega Sensurrottn-I. It makes big screen tele-

TVs give you extremely high sensttivity and wide vision, positively huge.

So you don't need separate

speakers for audio and video.

What you will need is an AV

receiver with Dolby Pro Loge

an a fairly large screen TV

Cervvin-Vega:
CIR:LE NO 23 ON READER SERVICE CARD

C/993 Cerwin-lega. Inc. Forour free color catalog, please write :o es at eerwin-I ega. 55.5 East EasyStreet. Simi gallex California 9306.5, or call S05 -5S4-9332.



The
Optimam Card

puts the
right person

in charge
of your

interest rate.



And who better? You know what you're dol_lg
when it comes to using a credit card.

That's why as an Optima Cardmember
you can currently get a rate as low as 12% for
purchases.* All you need to do is pay your
American Express bills on time and spend at
least $1,000 in a year with the Optima Card.

And even if you don't get our lowest rate,
you can have a rate that's lower than most-
currently 14.25% for purchases

Most credit card issuers give the same

high interest rates to everyone. But we think
you deserve more individual treatment-like
the ability to control your own rate.

And whenever you use the Optima Card
this holiday season, you'll help provide a meal
for someone who is hungry, through the
Charge Against Hunger campaign.**

Of course, the full array of American
Express benefits, and personal service, are always
there for you. More than ever, the Optima Card
is the credit card that puts you in control.

*To qualify for an APR which is currently 12% for puciases (16.9% for cast/ advances), Cardmemoers must also have at least one year of tenureon their American Express and
Optima Card Accounts Optima Cardmemoers in goal standing receive an APR for purchases that's currently 14.25% (16.90% for cash advances) All other accounts receive an
APR that's currently 18.25% for purchases (1890% for cash advances). A I (ales are adjus'ed semiannualy based on the P-ime Rate as listed in The Wall Street Jounal The
annual fee for the Optima Card is $15 ($25 for non-Anerican Express' Cardmembe's). For more .nformation or to apply call 1 -800 -OPTIMA -6 Competitivedata according to RAM
Research's Bankcard Update, August 1993.
-American Express will guarantee a minimum donation to Share Our Strength of $t000,000 and will donate up to an additional $4,000,00 based on Card purchasesbetween

10/5/93 and 12/31/93 at 2t per Card purchase. Donation is not tax deductible for Cardmembers.
it) 1993 American Express Centurion Bank.



USE THIS. i[ITHis
AMERICA
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HEARTHIS

FREE.

Photo ©1993 Chris Lee

It's easy. Just by using the Optima' Cord you

can automatically earn points and redeem them

for your choice of more than 80 OPTIMA'

REWARDS - from New York Philharmonic

concert tickets to a selection of compact discs

from J&R Music World.

Best of all, OPTIMA REWARDS are free. Every

time you make an eligible purchase you receive

a point for every dollar you charge. You don't

even have to increase your spending to get the

most from OPTIMA REWARDS - all you need

do is use the Optima Card instead of other credit

cards like VISA or MasterCard.

Of course, you already have excellent reasons to

prefer the Optima Card. It's the only credit card

that recognizes financial responsibility with low

interest rates and the unsurpassed benefits and

service of American Express.

OPTIMA REWARDS:

Just for using the Optima Card.

 See terms and conditions of the OPTIMA REWARDS program

for complete details of that program. Certain transactions such

as cash advances are not eligible. Enrollment in the OPTIMA

REWARDS program is required. Cardmembers whose Optima

account is enrolled in the Membership Miles' program ore not

eligible for OPTIMA REWARDS. For more information, or to

enroll in OPTIMA REWARDS, call 1-800-635-5955. To apply

for the Optima Card call 1 -800 -OPTIMA -6.

Deteriorating Tape
intrigued by Ralph Hodges's "The

 High End" column in September, about
problems in playing back early 1980's Advent
cassettes. I have never dealt with those tapes,
but I know that from 1980 through 1983 CBS
Records [Columbia, Epic, etc.] used a tape
stock for most of its cassettes-and those it
duplicated for RCA, Boardwalk, MCA, and a
few other labels-that has deteriorated very
badly. When those cassettes are played now,
they exhibit a screeching howl that makes
them unlistenable. Tapes made before and
after that period that I've auditioned still seem
to play all right, as do cassettes from other
labels made in that period. BILL SCHUH

The Tape Place/The CD Place
Scottsdale, AZ

There may be hope for some of the early
Advent prerecorded cassettes. I recently

listened to my Advent F1009 cassette of the
Mahler Third with my best headphones, and
the sound was very acceptable. I could hear
faint hiss but no sign of pre -echoes from print -
through. I may be a little more tolerant of slight
background noise than some younger people,
but I suggest listening to old tapes first before
throwing them out. BILL PAINTER

Mount Laurel, NJ

How Much for THX?
For the past few months I have been re-
searching products to upgrade my system

to Home THX. The add-on THX processors
from Lexicon, Fosgate, Technics, and Ken -
wood are all THX-certified and contain the
same THX circuit board. I have become con-
fused about pricing. While they all sound
great, how can the Lexicon sell for $3,000, the
Fosgate and Technics for $2,000, and the
Kenwood for $1,000? Don't all THX-certified
products have to meet the same tough stan-
dard of performance? RALPH NILSSEN

Maple Valley, WA

Home THX products have to provide certain
features and meet certain performance specifi-
cations, but manufacturers have considerable
latitude in how they achieve those requirements
and in what additional features and perfor-
mance enhancements they provide. (There is no
universal THX circuit board that everyone uses,
for example.) Such differences can affect pric-
ing, as can a manufacturer's basic cost of doing
business or its distribution network.

Su bwoofers
With a powered subwoofer, how much
power should be purchased? I enjoy

listening to music in a large room with the
equipment driven at 90 percent from time to

time. Do I need 250 watts for a subwoofer, or is
150 watts plenty? GREG OPOLKA

Macon, GA

As with any other combination of loudspeaker
and amplifier, what you really want to know is
how loud it can play. Normally you could
determine that (approximately, at least) from
the loudspeaker's sensitivity and the amplifier's
maximum power into the speaker's nominal
impedance. Specifications for powered loud-
speakers often indicate the power of the built-in
amplifier but seldom the sensitivity of the speak-
er itself. So what you need to find out is the
combo's maximum acoustic output, normally
given in decibels (dB) of sound -pressure level
(SPL) at I meterfrom the speaker. The amplifier
power rating alone is useless.

Tattoo Who?
would like to point out one slight error in

 Parke Puterbaugh's October review of the
new Porno for Pyros album. He said that
Porno for Pyros "is the Van Halen of the
alternative -music scene: fronted by an obnox-

flippant, and tattooed, with a perpetual smirk
. . . ." Please note that neither of the nincom-
poops presently or formerly fronting Van Ha-
len has a tattoo. SUSAN TUDOR

Montgomery, AL

Surround EQ
1111k avid Ranada's "Using Dolby Pro Logic"
DI in October [part of "Three $500 A/V
Receivers"] was enjoyable and very informa-
tive. I do have a question, though: If equaliz-
ers shouldn't be used in a Pro Logic system,
why do Home THX systems have them, and
are they really necessary? MICHAEL KALLOK

Levittown, PA

How can I incorporate an equalizer into my
home theater system without affecting the

surround sound? DERIC CHRISTENSEN

Mt. View, CA

You can use equalization in a surround system
so long as it is applied to the signal after
decoding rather than ahead of it, and that is the
approach taken in Home THX systems. But in
most cases that means you need at least three
equalizer channels (for the left, center, and right
front speakers) and possibly more. You also
need access to the decoder outputs and power -
amplifier inputs, which you may not have with
an A/V receiver or integrated amplifier. The
equalization built into Home THX processors is
designed primarily to correct the excessive
brightness that occurs when a soundtrack
mixed for playback in a large space, such as a
movie theater, is heard in a much smaller space,
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Uncompromising audio for video. Painlessly.

In days past, you had two choices for home theater sound.

1. To experience the full excitement and realism of a

motion picture, you assembled an ungainly mass of

equipment-preamp, surround sound decoder, video

switcher, and power amplifiers. Then you fought through a

jungle of cables and connectors to make it all work. Ouch.

2. You accepted the lower power and compromised

performance of an AN receiver.

If neither choice appeals to you, Carver offers a

refreshingly different approach: the CT -29v

Preamplifier/Tuner. This innovative control console

combines uncompromising sound with elegantly simple

operation to fully satisfy both the

demanding audiophile and avid

videophile. Incorporating Carver's

most advanced high performance

circuitry, the CT -29v brings to your home a

breathtaking sonic realism equal to (if not better than) what

you'll hear at the best movie theaters. Performance and

features go beyond a full stack of separates and add-ons, yet

the CT -29v is as easy to use as the most basic AN receiver.

Every home theater set-up has different power

requirements, and with the CT -29v you can customize your

amplification. Choose the quality and amount of power you

need-may we suggest some Carvers?-to get the best

performance from your system.

Let your ears be the judge. Listen to your favorite

soundtracks on a Carver CT -29V system. You'll find that the

most intricate musical passages and dynamic sound effects

come across with a stunning realism never before

experienced at home. No surprise. After all, no one is more

qualified to bring you separates for video than Carver, the

established leader in high-performance separates for audio.

Visit your authorized Carver dealer today, and find out

how video sound can be all In with no pain.

This is how audio should be done for video.

 Advd, wed Dolby Pro Logic Surround decoder with auto -input balance provides
theater -like sound.

 Five additional surround modes with DSP and adjustable delay from 0-90mS
 Ultra low distortion, wide bandwidth circuitry delivers clear, smooth Carver sound.
 Linear, high speed isolation buffers on all sources for zero audible crosstalk
 DSP auto recall memorizes the most recent surround settings for each video source
 Fully programmable remote control
 On -screen display visually confirms current system settings
 Three S -Video inputs and outputs
 Multi -room output expands audio to a second zone
 Vocal zoom dialog equalization for compensation of room acoustics and program material

CARVER
Powerful  Musical  Accurate

P.O.Box 12.17. Ls rinudoil, WA 98046  (206) 775-1202 FAX (206) 788-9451
0 1991 CARVER CORPORATION

Disiiibutrd in Canada hi Evolution Audio. 416-847-8888
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such as a typical living room or den. (This
correction is often desirable, but whether it's
absolutely necessary is a judgment call that you
would have to make for yourself.) Outboard
equalizers may be used in addition to improve
the overall response of the loudspeakers in the
listening room, but that is not a Home THX
requirement.

If you just want to use an equalizer for
ordinary stereo listening, with no surround pro-
cessing, you can put it into a tape -monitor loop,
where it can be easily switched in and out of the
system. Just make sure it's bypassed when the
surround decoder is engaged.

DSP ea a PC
s there any software for IBM-compatible

 PC's that can be used to manipulate digital
signals from a CD, DCC, MD, etc.? I have two
sound cards with 44.1 -kHz sampling rates (CD
quality) that have the capability of sampling
recorded music, applying special effects, etc.
I'd like to edit an incoming digital signal and
output the result to a tape or MD. Any sugges-
tions? D. J. BENDER

Liverpool, NY

Technical Editor David Ranada replies: Any
"wave editor" program designed to work with
Microsoft Windows .WAV files will be able to
do basic sound -editing tasks. Some also allow
equalization, reverb, and other processing.
There are very few qfjordable IBM -type sound

boards that incorporate digital input/output fa-
cilities. I know only of the Card D from Digital
Audio Labs in Minneapolis.

Time Delay
I was very disappointed to see the October
 "Time Delay" quote Noel Coppage's com-
parison of his harmonica -playing ability with
that of Steppenwolf's John Kay-the only
negative comment in an otherwise positive
review of Kay's second solo album, "My
Sportin' Life." I was pleased, though, that you
recalled the recording and printed a picture of
Kay from 1973. Truly a rock legend, he is still
touring and recording. BILL WEEKc

Tulsa, OK

Pie Slices
From September "Bulletin": ". . . the EIA
reported that combined sales of consumer

home and car audio products will top $10
billion for the first time this year, giving audio a
solid 25 -percent chunk of the domestic con-
sumer electronics pie . . . ."

From October "Signals": " . . factory sales
of separate audio -only components are ex-
pected to slip to $1.5 billion this year, down
from $1.9 billion in 1990."

These reports seem to be completely at odds
with each other. Would you please explain?

KEN MASSEY
Indianapolis, IN

The EIA sales figure in "Bulletin" combined all
audio and audio/video products, including por-
tables, compact systems, and rack systems. The
figure cited in "Signals" referred only to full-
size, separate, home audio components.

Corrections
eader Yat Minh Leung of Charlestown,

WILMA, pointed out the photo of the $4,500
system in August's "Dealer's Choice" mistak-
enly shows a Pioneer CLD-D502 combi-play-
er, not the Elite CLD-52 combi-player de-
scribed in the article. The units look the same,
but the CLD-D502 (about $200 cheaper) dif-
fers internally.

November's "Digital on the Air" incorrect-
ly identified the digital tape format used by
Sony's Scoopman recorder as DMR. It is
called NT, for non -tracking.

Don Balogh of Green Village, NJ, caught
our incorrect attribution, in "Track Records"
on page 102 in October, of Rod Stewart's
performance of the Yardbirds' The Shapes of
Things to the "Beck-Ola" album. He sang it on
the Jeff Beck Group's first album, "Truth." 

We welcome your letters. Please address
correspondence to Editor, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You should include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.

MUSIC WITHOUT WALLS. Expand your musical horizons with the clear,

wide-open performance of TimeFrame 600 speakers. Call 1 -800 -878 -TIME. CDC1\4 Loudspeakers
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Take that diver's watch to 200

meters deep. Run a

marathon in those

world -class shoes. Max

out the speedometer in

your sports car. Capture every bit of

sound from your favorite CD.

At Alpine we fully believe that if

you have something of quality, you

should get the most out of it. This is

especially true when it's something

you're serious

about, like music.

So that you

hear every

last subtlety,

1982 The worlds first
In -clash, 3 C

all Alpine CD w/Det3chable frD ontShuttlepanel

3D Shuttle

players feature a lightweight laser

pick-up to ensure accurate

reproduction of sound.

Silicon -filled damping

cushions to prevent

including

amplifiers

and speakers

have been engineered so your CD's

digital sound is pure and precise

skipping even under the most severe throughout the system.

road conditions. Plus advanced

circuitry for ultra -low

distortion and extremely

high resolution.

In fact, all Alpine components

Obtaining your CD's full potential is

as simple as calling (310) 326-8000

for the authorized Alpine dealer

nearest you. The Factory

Authorized Sale is now in progress, see

your participating Alpine

dealer for details. It's

your best opportunity to

make the most of your

money and your CD's.

/////ALPINE.

LISTEN TO WNAr
YOUR CD'S REALLY

SOUND LIKE,
CIRCLE NO 4 ON READER SERVICE CARD



NEW MO OCIS
POLK AUDIO

Polk Audio's RM5000 home

theater package includes two 4 x

7 x 51/2 -inch satellite speakers, a

9 x 6 x 4 -inch center speaker. and

a subwoofer with dual push -pull -

configured 6'7 -inch woofers. a

10 -inch passive radiator, and a

V ROTEL
Raters RSP-960 surround

processor preamplifier features a

Dolby Pro Logic decoder. three

synthesized -ambience modes for

nonencoded programs. and inputs

for two audio and three A V

sources (composite- and 5 -

video). It has a subwoofer output

crossover. The satellite and

center speakers each have two

3',,2 -inch drivers and one

tweeter in a simulated -stone

cabinet. Price: S1.099. Polk

Audio. Dept. SR. 5601 Metro Dr..

Baltimore, MD 21215.

with a dedicated level control,

an adjustable 80 120 -Hz

low-pass crossover, and a

Bass ED switch that provides an

8 -dB boost. Price: 5600. Rotel,

Dept. SR. P.O. Box 8. North

Reading, MA 01864-0008.

 Circle 121 on reader service card

it KOSS
Koss's HB-500 infrared wireless

headphone system is said to have

an operating range of up to 500

square feet. Power for the

headphones is supplied by two AA

batteries in one of the earcups.

Price: $100. Koss, Dept SR,

4129 N. Port Washington Ave.,

 Circle 120 on reader service card

 BOSE
The Wave Radio from Bose is no

ordinary clock rad'o. The 14 x 41/2

x 8 -inch dual -alarm clock radio

incorporates a 12 -watt amplifier

and two 21/4 -inch crivers. one of

which is loaded into a 34 -inch

folded "waveguide" tube to

extend bass output down to about

70 Hz. Maximum output is said to

exceed 90 dB. Features include a

line -level input, a credit -card -size

remote control, twelve AM FM

presets, scan and mute buttons,

ramp -up volume, and a back-up

battery. Available factory -direct

for 5349. Bose. Dept. SR, The

Mountain, Framingham, MA

01701-9168.
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Aerosol/I: Get A Grip
Geffen) 20614

SW V: Ws About Time
(RCA) 00151

R.E.M.: Automatic
For The People
(Werner Bros.) 00121

Garth Brooks: The
Chase (Liberty) 00141

Elton John:
Greatest Hite 1978-1988
(MCA) 00160

AC/DC: Live
(Atlantic) 00201

Neil Young: Harvest
Mown (Reprise) 00208

The Doors: LA Woman
(Elektra) 00215

Hersh Cherry:
Homsbrew
(Virgin) 0023e

Frank Sinatra: The Beet
Of The Capitol Years
(Capitol) 00242

Chieftains: The Celtic
Harp (RCA) 00323

Phil Collins:
Serious Hits...Livel
(Atlantic) 00324

Erasure: Popl The First
20 Hits (Reprise) 00328

Silk: LAN Control
(Kets/Elektra) 00363

Dan: Ala
00409

Bell Inv Dello,:
Hood. Mack
(MCA) 00412

Toni Braxton
(La Face) 0042o

Reba McEntire:
Ws Your Call
(MCA) 00422

Tony! Tonll Tonal:
Sons of Soul
(WINI/Mercury) 74193

R.E/A
0

enymous
.R.S 00701

Bast Of Dins Straits:
Money For Nothing
(Warner Bros.) 00713

Club MTV -Party To Go
(Tommy Boy) 00754

Sting: Ten Sump,
.A&M

Duran Duran
(Capitol) 01268

Shal: If I Ever Fall In
Love (Gasoline Alley/
MCA) 00757

Fleetwood Mac:
Greatest Hits
(Warner Bros.) 00796

Buffalo Springfield:
Retrospective
(ATco) 00844

Brooks & Dunn: Hard
Workin' Man
(Arista) 00657

Cecilia Bartoil: it You
Love Me - Arlo
Antichs (London) 00862

Bon Jovi: Keep The
Faith (Mercury) 00868

Richard Elliot:
Soul Embrace
(Manhattan) 00871

Madonna: Erotica
(Sire/Maverick) 00879 s

The Essential
Louis Armstrong
(Verve) 00901

Jethro Dill: Thick As A
Brick (Chrysalis) 01023

Dr. Dre: The Chronic
(Interscope) 01241 $

Hand Griffith: Other
Voices, Other Rooms
(Elektra) 01258

Bruce Hornsby: Harbor
Lights (RCA) 01262

Digabie Planets:
Machin'
(Pendulum) 01263

Snow: 12 Inches Of
Snow (East West) 01266

Perlman: Brehm*,
Violin Concerto
(EMI Classics) 01321

Las Ritersour: Wes
Bound (GRP) 01327

The Best Of Joe Cocker
(Capitol) 01338

Moody Blues: A Night
At Red Rocks With The
Colorado Symphony
Orchestra
(Polydor) 01339

James Brown: 20 Ail -
Time Greatest Hits
(Polydor) 01342

Coverdele/Page
(Geffen) 01343

Levert: For Real Tho'
0

Joe Sample: Invitation
(Warner Bros.) 01358 2

(Atlantic) 01356

Donald Fagan:
Kamaldrlad
(Reprise) 11330

Gordon Ughtloot
Welting For You
(Reprise) 01389

Dwight Yoakarn: This
Time (Reprise) 01360

Big Daddy Kane:
Looks Like A Job
For... (Repose/ Cold
Chillin') 01361

Depeche Mode: Songs
Of Faith And Devotion
(Reprise/Sire) 01362

Robert Plant:
Fete Of Nations
(Es Parana) 01409

Apache:
Ain't S-i

":"InCrini: BOY) 01410

Iron Malden: A Reel
Live One (Capitol) 01419

Talking Heads:
Speaking In Tongues
Sire) 01421

Bryan Ferry: Taxi
(Reprise) 01426

Michael Franks:
Dragonfly Summer
(Reprise) 01427

Chris iseak:
San Franaisco Days
(Reprise) 01428

Porno For Pyros
(Warner Bros.) 01429

r

4 Lion Blondes: Bigger,
Better, Faster, Morel
(Interscope) 53893

Belly: Star
(Rapnse/Sire) 01449

is, very Best Of The
Platters (Mercury) 01475

°monis t: :: Cereal
KINK (Zoo) 01499

David Crosby:
Thousand Roads
(Mantic) 01510

Kiss: Mira 3
(Mercury) 01515

Anthrax: Sound
Cf White Noise
(Elektra) 01517

Cnicedence Clearwater
Revival: Chronicle:
20 Greatest Hits
(=antasy) 01520

Jimi Hendrtx: The
Ultimate Experience
(MCA) 01527

Dire Straits:
On The Night
fWamer Bros.) 01566

Peter Frampton:
Classics (13 Greatest
Hits) (A&M) 04894

Chris LADoux:
Jndw This Old Hat
;Liberty) 10003

Lyle Lovett:
Joshua Judges Ruth
(MCA/Curb) 10608

Jon Secede (sBro 10742

James Galway:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 2
(RCA) 10748

Whitney Houston:
The Bodyguard
Soundtrack
(Mute) 54213

Erich Kunzel:
Ein Strausafest
(Tearc) 10777

Erich Kunzel:
Offenbach, Gene
Parislenne
(Team) 10783

Billy Ray Cyrus:
it Won't Be The Last
(Mercury) 84179

The Theionious Mon
Quirt/ Featuring
John Coltrane:
Live At The Five Spot
(Blue Note) 10906

Boyz II Men:
Cooleytilghharmony
(Motown) 10030

Best Of Miles Davis -
The Capitol/ Blue Note
Years (Blue Note) 11000

Maze Featuring
Frank's Beverly:
Back To Basics
(Warner Bros.) 11013

Jackson Browne:
Running On Empty
(Elektra) 11068

Pat Metheny Group:
This Road To You -Live
In Europe
(Geffen) 11069

Peter Gabriel: Shaking
The Tree -16 Golden
Greets (Geffen) 11069

Prince & lilt,
The N.P.G.: '
(Warner Bros.) 1113e $

James Ingram:
Always You
Warner Bros.) 11271

Daryl Hall & John
Dates: Rock 'N Soul,
Pert 1 (RCA) 13313

Peter Gabriel: So
(Geffen) 14764

.1M.G14.
a/ 11111D8/16
MU IMF /PM its

Nell Young: Unplugged
(Repose) 64125

Tom Jones: The
Complete Tom Jones
(Ceram) 14861

Inner Circle: Bed Boys
(Big Beat/Abantic) 14867

Radlohroad: Pablo
Honey (Capitol) 15318

Maims: The Very Best
Of The Boston Pope
(Philips) 15319

Kronos Quartet:
Gtsreckl, String
Quartets 1 & 2
(kbnesuch) 15683

The Artistry of
Christopher ParkenIng
(EMI Classics) 15570

Nirvana: Nevermind
(Geffen) 15600

Biddy Holly: From The
Original Master Tapes
(MCA) 20069

Paul Simon:
Negotiations And Love
Songs 1971-86
(Warner Bros.) 20461

Jascha Heifetz:
Brahma & Tchalkovelty,
Violin Concertos (RCA
Living Stereo) 20592

Larry Cartton:
Renegade Gentleman
(3RP) 83446

Eurythmics: Greatest
Hits (Arista) 20611

Finn: Before &
After (Capitol) 20876

Vince Gill: I Still Believe
in You (MCA) 21063

fir
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Alan Jackson: A Lot
About Llvin' (And A
Little 'Bout Love)
(Arista) 74074

Eric Ciapton:
TimplecesGreatest
Hits (Polydor) 23386

The Eagles:
Greatest Hits 1971-1975
(Asylum) 23481

Eric Clapton:
Unplugged
(Warner Bros.) 23090

The Beech Boys: TM
Beet Of The Beach
Boys (Capitol) 23946

Fleetwood Mac:
Rumours
(Warner Bros.) 24025

Rlppingtons:
Live In LA.
(GRP) 24872

Foreigner: The Very
Best...And Beyond
(Atlantic) 24722

Toots Thlelemans:
The Brasil Project II
(Private Music) 24861

Gin Blossoms:
New Miserable

=1.nce

24864

Randy Travis:
Wind In The YArs/Sdtic
(Warner Bros.) 25047

Guru: Jarzmatazz
Volume 1
(Chrysalis) 25063

U2: Achtung Baby
(Island) 25174

Ant y Grant: Heart
In Motion (A&M) 25182

Joe Jackson: Look
Sharp) (A&M) 25192
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Clint Black No Time
To KIII

Natidie Cole: Take A
Wok (Bsidra) 03838
Sty= The Grand
Illusion (A&M) 25248

The Best Of Cameo
(Mercury) 26257

SlIvier/Sdtrk.
(Virgin) 25280

Steely Dan: Gold
(MCA) 74339

Olivia Newton -John:
Back to Basks -
The Essential
Collection 1971-1992
(Geffen) 25334

Arrested Development:
3 Years, 5 Months And
2 Days In The Life Of..
(Chrysalis) 25367

House Of Pain
(Tommy Boy) 25419

Guns N'Roses:
Use Your Illusion N
(Geffen) 25634 I

Katie & IlarkalW
Lab qua: Mendeissohn
a Bach, Concertos
For 2 Plante
(Philips) 25436

Chord' Moore: Precious
(Silas/MCA) 30286

Mary J. Bilge:
Where 'The 411?
(Uptown/MCA) 30648 1

The Steve Miller Band:
Greatest Hlts 1974.1978
(Capitol) 331 ea

Smokey Robinson
& The Miracles:
18 Greatest Hits
(Motown) 33878

Tom Petty: Full Moon
Fever WA) 33911
Dave Grusin: Homage
To Duke (GRP) 33825

Kansas:
Live At The Whiskey
(Intersound) 33951

The Mice:

The Bed Of The Band
(Capitol) 34488

Steve Wlnwood:
Chronicles
(Island) 94501

B.B. King: Blue.
Summit (MCA) 94700

aTop: Greatest Hite
(Warner Bros.) 4011

&Mee Davis &
Quincy Jones:
Live At Montreux
(Warner Bros.) 38011

Michael McDonald:
Blink Of An Eye
(Reprise) 36014

Eton John: The One
(MCA) 38022

Deep Purple: The Battle
Rages On (Giant) 35029

Fourpisr
Between The Sheets
(Warner Bros.) 36074

Kathleen Battle At
Carnegie HMI
(DG) 38091

Bryan Adams: Waking
Up The Neighbours
(A&M) 35175

: Singles 46's
(A&M) 35206

Lionel Beck To
Front (Motown) 35210

Johnny GIN: Provocative
(Motown) 38214

Diana Ross: LIve-The
Wdy Jazz &
Blues (Motown) 35220

Sheens Easton:
No Strings (MCA) 35239

Jurassic Park/Sdtrk.
(MCA) 36316

Guns N'Rosee:
Use Your Illusion I
(Geffen) 364410

Charles Molt:
Peroolesi, Stebat Mater
(London)

=CHINE
Of Decadence

(Elektra) 402941

Lenny Kravttz:
You Gonna Go
Way? (Virgin

Enye: %storms&
(Reprise) 43240

Kennedy: Vivddl,
The FPS Seasons
(EMI Claselcs) 43419

David Bowie:
Changesbovele
(Rylcodisc) 43063

The Best Of
The Dooble Brothers
(Weiner Bros.) 43738

The Beet Of Carty
Simon (Beictra) 43707

Pets Toemehend:

=.414. 2.00" I
k.d. king: Modems
(Warner BrosJSire) 44370

Robin 8: Show Me Love
(Big Beat/Mantic) 44582

The Very Beet Of
The Righteous Bros.:
Unchained Melody
(Verve) 44668

Angie & Debbie
(e.apItol) 44812

Travis 'hitt t -r -o -1-b--
(Warner Bras.) 44525

The Cure: Staring At
The See/Standing On A
Beech: The Singles
(Eleklre/Fiction) 60024

George Benson:
Love Remembers
(Mirror Bros.) 33823

Yes: aside Yee
(Atlantic) 50248

New Order:
Republl: (OweeV
Warner Bros.) 52039

Enya: Shepherd Moons
(Reprise) 53190

Pet Senator:
Gravity's Rainbow
(Chrysalis) 53431

Taylor Dews*: Soul
Dancing (Arista) 53416

Bob Marbly: Legend
(Wand) 53521

Mervin Gaye:
15 Grestest Hits
(Motown) 53534

The Steve Miller Band:
Wide River
(Polydor) 59541

The Phony. de: Blade
Ride Il The Pharcyde
(Delicious Vinyl) 53803 t

The John Lamson
Collection
(Coq T3627
The Cars: Greatest Hits
(Elektra) 53702

The Beet Of Howard
Jones (Elektra) 53756

Candy D(RCA)uffer: Sax -A -
Go -Go 53804

Patsy Cline: 12
Gresteet Hits (MCA)
53540

Billy Idol: 'Mai Idol
(Chrysalis) 54038

Start with 4 FREE Compact Discs now

Buy only 1
at the regular Club price
within a year

Then get 3 more CDs of your
choice, FREE

Enjoy 8 CDs for the price of 1
A shipping and handling charge is added to each selection.

Nothing more to buy, EVER!

START SAVING! MAIL THIS POSTAGE -PAID CARD TODAY!

2MI riGw.
NIE, RIP

MPS WNW Is
MSERVICEM

INSTANT

50% -OFF
BONUS

THE BMG MUSIC
SERVICE

DIFFERENCE

From day one,
you're entitled to buy

a CD at half price
every time you buy
one at the regular
Club price. With

other clubs, usually
you must first buy
6 or more at full

price to qualify for
extra savings.

°Please accept my membership in the BMG Music Service and send my 4 FREE selections as
indicated. Under the terms of this offer. I agree to buy just one selection at the regular Club
price within a year. I will then receive 3 more choices FREE! That's 8 for the price of 1, with
nothing more to buy, ever! I understand that a shipping and handling charge will be billed for
each selection.

©RUSH ME THESE 4 HITS NOW
(Indicate by number)

@I am always free to choose from any category, but I am most interested in the music category
checked here (check gm only):

1 LIGHT SOUNDS 2 E COUNTRY 3l.HARD ROCK 4 POP/SOFT ROCK
Natalie Cole Aaron Tippin Aerosmith Rod Stewart
Frank Sinatra Reba McEntire Van Hales Sting

5 LI CLASSICAL" 6 . JAZZ
Luciano Pavarotti Pat Metheny Iron Maiden
Itzhak Penman Rippingtons Anthrax

7 HEAVY METAL

Elms
EAU

Address

First Name Initial Last Name (PLEASE PRINT)

API.

City

Telephone. please (

Area code

Signature

State Zip

®Have you bought anything else by mail in the last II] 6 months El year Ell never

(I) Members who choose CLASSICA as their listening interest will be serviced by the BMG Classical Music Service.
Photocopies of tits reph card are acceptable MAIL TO: BMA Music Service. PO Boo 91001. Indianapolis. IN 462910002
We reserve the right to request additional information, repot any application or cancel any membership Limited to new members local taxes, it any, will be added

Offer available in continental USA and under special arrangement in Alaska and Hawaii Otter not available in Puerto Rico. APO or FPO

CMDSK

AS

1

(c.

2

John Anderson: Solid
Ground (BNA) 54084

White Zombie: La
Sexorcisto: Devil Music
Vol. 1 (Geffen) 54333

Uptown MN Unplugged
(Uptown) 54441

Dave Grusin: The Firm/
Sdtrk. (MCA/GRP) 54569

Pieces Of A Dream:
In Flight (Manhattan/
Capitol) 54626

En Vogue: Funky Divas
(East West) 61717

Guys And Dolls/New
Broadway Cast
(RCA Victor) 61964

Deborah Harry:
Debravation
(Reprise/Sire) 62142

RuPaul: Supermodel
Of The World
(Tommy Boy) 63236

The Eagles:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 2
(Asylum) 63318

Megedeth: Countdown
To Extinction
(Capitol) 63340

Chicago:
Greatest Hits 1982-1989
(Reprise) 63363

Alabama: The Cheap
Seats (RCA) 63590

Jethro Tull: Original
Masters (Chrysalis) 63846

Marc Cohn: The Rainy
Season (Atlantic) 63888

Vann!: In My Time
(Private Music) 83900

N.Y. Voices: What's
Inside (GRP) 63959

Bulletboys: Za-Za
(Warner Bros.) 64044

Dave Koz: Lucky Man
(Capitol) 64060

Patti LuPone:
Live (Highlights)
(RCA Victor) 64067

Menace II Society Sdtrk.
{Jive) 64082

Ziggy Marley & The
Melody Makers:
Joy And Blues
(Virgin) 64112

Paul Westerberg:
14 Songs
(Reprise/Sire) 64176

Bette Midler: Experience
The Divine- Greatest
Hits (Atlantic) 64291

The Best Of Roberta
Flack: Softly With These
Songs (Atlantic) 64294

Glenn Frey: Uve
(MCA) 64314

Brooks & Dunn:
Brand New Man
(Arista) 64331

George Howard:
When Summer Comes
(GRP) 64374

Wynonna
(MCA/Curb) 64540

Robin Zander
(Interscope) 64557

Van Morrison:
Moondance
(Warner Bros.) 64585

Matthew Sweet: Altered
Beast (Zoo) 70310

Barry Manllow:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 1
(Arista) 72863

Mulgrew Miller: Hand
In Hand (Novus) 73649

Tracy Byrd (MCA) 73683

The Police: Every
Breath You Take-The
Singles (A&M ) 73924

The Judds: Greatest
Hits, Vol. 2 (RCA) 74054

Expose (Arista) 74158

Todd Rundgren:
No World Order
(Forward) 74489

Intro (Atlantic) 74530

HERE'S HOW YOUR CLUB WORKS:
The BMG Music Service 4-1-3 Formula. First, choose
4 FREE CDs from this ad. Then buy lust 1 selection at
the regular Club price and you'll get 3 more selections
FREE! That's a total of 8 for the price of 1 (plus
shipping and handling for each selection). You have a
full year to buy your 1 selection, currently priced at
$14.98 and up. It's that easy!

10 -Day Free Trial! Enjoy your first 4 selections for 10
days. If you're not completely satisfied, you may
return them at our expense without further obligation.
Complete Club details will arrive with your
introductory selections.

Club Mailings
 About every three weeks (19 times a year), you'll

receive our exclusive Club catalog filled with
hundreds of choices, plus a Featured Selection from
your preferred music category.
If you want the Featured Selection, do nothing. It will
be sent to you automatically.
If you prefer an alternate selection from the catalog,
or none at all, simply return the Notification Card,
enclosed with each issue of your catalog. by the
date specified.

 We give you at least 10 days to return the Notification
Card. If you end up with less time and, as a result,
receive an unwanted Featured Selection, you may
return it at our expense.

Save with Instant Bonuses. From day one, every time
you buy one CD at the regular Club price. you're
entitled to buy another one of equal or lesser value at
half price. And the savings don't stop there!

The longer you stay, the more you save. Sales and
discounts on your favorite music keep getting better the
longer you remain a member. But it's up to you. After
you pay for your one regular -Club -price selection. you
may cancel your membership simply by writing to us.

If the reply card is missing, please write to: BMG
Music Service, P.O. Box 91001. Indianapolis, IN
46291-0002.

i Parental Advisory-Contains explicit lyrics and/
or artwork.

Dog and horn are trademarks of General Electric
Company, USA. The BMG Logo is a trademark of BMG
Music. Other trademarks used in the advertisement

are the property of various
trademark owners. BMG Music
Service 6550 E. 30th St.,
Indianapolis IN 46219-1194
© 1993 BMG Direct



NEW PRODUCTS

 CONRAD-JOHNSON
Conrad -Johnson's PF2

preamplifier features a JFET

circuit design that is said to

achieve low distortion without the

use of negative feedback. It has

five line -level inputs, including

PARADIGM P
Paradigm's 10 -inch -tall Atom

speaker (S159 a pair) is a two-

way system with a rated

frequency response of 60 Hz to 20

kHz ± 2 dB. The companion SB-

100 subwoofer (S239). 17 x 163.

x 19 inches. has a rated

frequency response of 36 Hz to

100 Hz ± 2 dB and a power -

handling range of 15 to 200 watts.

The Atom is available finished in

oak, white. or black -ash vinyl, the

SB-100 only in black -ash vinyl.

Distributed by AudioStream.

Dept. SR, P.O. Box 2410,

Niagara Falls. NY 14302.

 Circle 125 on reader service card

two tape -monitor loops.

Price: 51.395: 51,795 with the

PF2'H phono stage. Conrad -

Johnson, Dept. SR. 2733 Merrilee

Dr., Fairfax, VA 22031.

 Circle 122 on reader service card

KLH
KLH's Premier 82T speaker

combines two 6I'7 -inch woofers,

a 3 -inch dome midrange, and

a 1 -inch tweeter in a

38 -inch -tall cabinet fin shed in

oak or black vinyl. Rest onse is

rated down to 29 Hz ( -3 dB). An

optional equarizer (shown) is

said to optimize performince for

different room plabments.

Price: 51.000 a pair: S1,; 50 with

EO. KLH, Dept. SP, 11131

Dora St., Sun Valley, CA 91352.

 Circle 123 or reader service card

PIONEER
Pioneer's 107/8 x 35/s x 617 -inch

CDX-M12 twelve -disc car CD

changer is designed to fit under a

seat or elsewhere in the interior

of many vehicles. Control options

include the CD-FM7 FM

modulator remote -control kit

(S200) or any Pioneer head unit.

Price: 5500. Pioneer. Dept.

SR, P.O. Box 1720, Long Beach,

CA 90810-1720.

 Circle 124 on reader service Earl

 RDL ACOUSTICS
The tDL B-1 speaker is designed

to perform optimally either on a

boohshelf or on a stand placed

away from the wall. It teams an

8 -inch woofer with a convex

tweeter in a 11 x 21 x 1114 -inch

cherry -veneer cabinet. Available

factory -direct for 5449 a pair with

a thirty -day money -back

guarantee. RDL Acoustics,

Der. SR, 26 Pearl St., #15,

Bell ngham. MA 02019.

 Cir:le 126 on reader service card
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FOR OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT IN MOTION PICTURE SOUND.

A Sony AN Receiver brings the magic of movie soundtracks home.

With a Dolby Pro Logic® system that literally wraps you in sound bigger than life.

So we ask, heard any good movies lately?

For your complete personal guide to all Sony consumer electronics, we're introducing Sony Style magazine. To receive your copy for $4.95,
plus $1.50 shpping and handling, call I -800 -848 -SONY. Visa and MC. Offer expires 4/94. 01993 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved.

Sony and Sony Style are trademarks of Sony. Dolby and Pro Logic are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.
Columbia Pictures and the Lady and Torch design are trademarks of Columbia Pictures Industries Inc.
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TIME DELAY

eft

35 Years Ago
In a Christmas mood in his
"HiFi Soundings" column in
the December 1958 issue,
Music Editor David Hall
pondered the contributions of
music and home audio toward
Peace on Earth. "Recorded
music has been a powerful
force working against the
apartness of peoples and
nations," he observed. "The
music of Shostakovich and
Prokofiev has achieved
international popularity not
because of, but in spite of
differing ideologies."

Among the new products
noted this month were
Crown's Stereo-Matic tape
player, which could handle 14 -
inch reels ($617), Garrard's
4HF four -speed deluxe
transcription tonearm-and-

Frankie (Mule *win) Laine, 1958

turntable combo ($59.50),
and Fisher's 101-R stereo
AM/FM tuner, with fifteen
tubes and two germanium
diodes ($229.50). In Equipment
Reports, the editors withheld
their findings on the Madison
Fielding MX -l00 stereo -
compatible multiplex adaptor
because the FCC had not yet
decided which stereo -FM
broadcast system to authorize.

Reviewing "Torchin'," a
ballad album by singer Frankie
(Mule Train)Lairie, jazz critic
Nat Hentoff noted approvingly
that it did not contain
"oppressive mule -whipping."

Stereo Review
A GUIDE TO TUNER i AND RECEIVER, BUYING
BASIC OPERA LIBRARY  THE MIGHTY MOUTH
ORGAN  WILLIAM TELL  LORI LIEBERMAN

20 Years Ago
In Best of the Month, George
Jellinek hailed the first -ever
complete recording of
Rossini's William Tell on
Angel ("I expect to enjoy its
many beauties for a long time
to come"), and Edward
Jablonski waxed enthusiastic
over "Bobby Short Is K-ra-zy
for Gershwin" ("I have a four-
letter word to describe my
reaction ... R -A -V -E").
Elsewhere in the review
sections, Noel Coppage was
charmed by Ian Matthews's
"Valley Hi" ("Matthews may
have scored more points this
month than my beloved New
York Knicks"). Chris
Albertson professed
bafflement at Miles Davis's
"In Concert at Philharmonic
Hall, New York" ("I think

111P11, av111
IPA. I (tar

Crown's Stereo-Matic, 1958

Miles is putting us all on").
Paul Kresh was not quite P.C.
in his review of Leonard
Bernstein's recordings of the
four Brahms symphonies ("I
hear in them the sighs of ladies
attending matinees of the New
York Philharmonic"). And
Peter Reilly, tackling Melissa
Manchester's "Home to
Myself," described it as "about
as musical as the clinking of
two plastic glasses."

New products this month
included the Akai GX-285
open -reel tape deck with
Dolby noise reduction ($750)
and the Micro/Acoustics
QDC-1 phono cartridge for
CD -4 quadraphonic discs.
Meanwhile, in test reports
Julian Hirsch examined the
H. H. Scott 490 integrated
stereo amplifier ("The listening
qualities left nothing to be
desired") and the Hungarian -
made Videotone D I32 -E
speaker system. "If these
speakers are indicative of the
state of the audio art in
Hungary," Hirsch declared,
"we look forward to other
products from that country."

And now a word from the
cultural elite: In his "Going on
Record" column, Music Editor
James Goodfriend took issue
with the raison d'etre of "The
Basic Repertoire," one of the
magazine's long -running
features. "To search the world
for the ideal recording of
Scheherazade," he ventured,
"while never being aware of
the Lagrime d' Amante of
Monteverdi strikes me as the
height of absurdity."

10 Years Ago
Letters to the Editor: Readers
of Laurence Greenhill's
August article comparing the
sonic merits of Monster Cable
and zip cord got their last licks

in as the correspondence was
declared officially closed. The
final word came from Jeffrey
Hukkanen of Whittier,
California, who wrote, "I'm

Ster-eb Review
HOW TO CHOOSE A CARTRIDGE
tArlerstandsnq Stylun. SA apes
T. ford of Mug. on Vileo
few 42.111.evaa

 tamp KR TM an.. 41 .lait

waiting for the golden -ear
crowd to proclaim that stereo
systems in Washington State
sound better because
hydroelectrically generated
electricity is 'cleaner.' "

New products this month
included Canon's VR-20A
portable VHS videocassette
recorder, the Marantz DR 80
speaker system (a reference
monitor designed for digital
program sources), and the JVC
KS -Q8 car AM/FM receiver.
And in a special feature on
laserdisc players, hi-fi VCR's,

H. H. Scott 490 amplifier, 1973

and stereo TV's, E. Brad Meyer
correctly predicted that "If all
goes well, you might receive
your first stereo TV broadcast
in late 1984 or early '85."

A good tuna, but not a great
tuna: After listening to Asia's
"Alpha," critic Mark Peel
declared, "It needs a review
about as much as a can of
tunafish needs a review."

-Steve Simels

24 STEREO REVIEW DECEMBER 1993



Columbia House. The face ofjazz.

It was a long, hard road, but Pat has created
a work that captures the excitement and
spontaneity of a concert with the smoothness
of a studio masterpiece. The Road to You
passes familiar Metheny landmarks and
ventures down new avenues. It's a trip that

delivers the best of
M tinny.

Pat Metheny Group -The
Road To You (Geffen)

465.526
Pat Metheny-Secret
Story (Geffen) 444.422

Oscar Peterson Trio -
Trio Plus One (Clark Terry)
(Verve) 466425
Jay McShann-Blues
From Kansas City (Dacca
Jazz/GRP) 466.417

Gerry Mulligan -
California Concerts. Vol. 2
(Blue Note) 466.409

Hubert Laws -Crying
Song (CTI) 466.367
Bob Berg --Enter The
Spun (Stretch Records)

461.772

New York Voices -
What's Inside (GRP)

460.907
Eric Marienthal-One
Touch (GRP) 460499

George Howard -When
Summer Comes (GRP)

465.534

Dave Brubeck-Trio
Brubeck (Musicmasters
Jazz) 460.279
A.J. Croce
(Private Music) 460253
Kim Pensyl-Eyes Of
Wonder (GRP) 460.113

Phillip Bent -The
Pressure (GRP) 459425
Lyle Mays-Fictionary
(Geffen) 459491
John Lucien -Mother
Natures Son (Mercury)

459.685

Jean Luc Ponty-No
Absolute Time
(Atlantic) 464.297
The Rippingtons-Live In
L.A. (GRP) 463.471

Guru-Jazzmatazz
(Chrysalis) 461.319

Art Porter -Straight To
The Point (Verve
Forecast) 461.095

Grant Geissman-Rustic
Technology (Bluemoon)

459.040

The Bunk Project -With
Woody Allen (Music -
masters Jazz) 458.794

Joshua Redman -
(Warner Bros.) 458.778

Mark Whitfield (Warner
Bros.) 458.752

Arturo Sandoval -
Dreams Come True
(GRP) 458.331

Michel Petruccianl
Promenade With Duke
(Blue Note) 458.125

Hubert Laws -My Time
Will Come (Musicmasters)

458426
Acoustic Alchemy -The
New Edge (GRP) 457.481

Tower Of Power-T.O.P
(Epic) 456.616

Nancy Wilson -Nancy
Wilson/Cannonball Adderly
(Capitol) 455.295
John Scofield -What We
Do (Blue Note) 454.942

Lou Rawls -Portrait Of
The Blues (Manhattan)

454.934

Incognito -Tribes. Vibes
& Scribes (Talkin
Loud/Verve) 454418
Abbey Lincoln -Devil's
Got Your Tongue
(Verve) 454.900

Earl Klugh Trio -Volume
Two. Sounds And Visions
(Wamer Bros.) 454.488

Yellow jackets-Like A
River (GRP) 454.165

Kirk Whalum-Cache
(Columbia) 453.928

Miles Davis & Quincy
Jones -Live At Montreux
(Warner Bros 463.554

This is the place where the biggest names
in jazz come together.

From the soaring classics of John
Coltrane to the virtuoso stylings of Chick
Corea, only Columbia House has the
expertise and heritage to bring you face to
face with today's greatest artists.

Look to Columbia House -where the
jazz is.

8 CDs foil(
I HHI:111I till

Benny Goodman -Best Of
Big Bands (Columbia/
Legacy) 460.675

The Thelonious Monk
Quartet -Discovery At
The Five Spot (Blue
Note) 459.909

Best Of Count Basie
(Roulette Jazz) 435490

The Divine Sarah
Vaughan -The Co'umbia
Years 1949-53 (Co umbra)

374.280/394.288

The Modem Jazz Quartet
(Savoy Jazz) 456.202

Stan Getz -Opus De Bop
(Savoy Jazz) 456.166

Charlie Parker -The
Genius Of Charlie Parker
(Savoy Jazz) 456.160

Compact Jazz -Best of
the Jazz vocalists.
(Verve) 434.456

The Best Of Chet Baker
(Pacific Jazz) 433.680

Dinah Washington Sings
The Blues -Compact Jazz
(Mercury) 429.613

Erroll Gamer -Body And
Soul (Columbia Jazz
Masterpieces) 427.955

Ella Fitzgerald -The Cole
Porter Songbook, Vol 1
(Polydor) 426492
Dizzy Gillespie -The
Champ (Savoy Jazz)

456.210

John Coltrane -Giant
Steps (Atlantic) 371.591

Billie Holiday -From The
Onginal Decce Masters
(MCA) 354485
Duke Ellington -Ellington
At Newport (C_ Jazz
Masterpieces) 354.662

-HARLES-
ARTE

Ray Chad's And Betty
Carter (DCC Compact
Classics) 376.293

Dave Brubeck Quartet -
Time Out (Columbia Jazz
Masterpieces) 353460
Miles Davis -Kind Of Blue
(Columbia Jazz
Masterpieces) 353445
Glenn Miller Orchestra -
In The Digital Mood (GRP)

347.492

In 30 years as a writer and performer of pop.
jazz, and soul, George gave us the ultimate in
stylistic flexibility. Now he returns to his jazz
roots in Love Remembers. Two years in the
making, with an all-star supporting cast, this

album gives us Benson to
remember.

George Benson -Love
Remembers (Wamer
3ros ) 439.265
George Benson -
Broom' (Warner Bros.)

286.930

Special EFX-Colleckon
tGRP) 453.506

Bobby Lyle -Secret
Island (Atlantic Jazz)

451.393

Jimmy Scott -All The
Way (Sire) 450.734

Dr. John-Goin' Back To
New Orleans (Warner
Bros.) 450718
David Benoit -Letter To
Evan (GRP) 450.288

Maceo Parker -Life On
Planet Groove (Verve)

449.991

Lincoln Center Jazz
Orchestra -Portraits By
Ellington (Columbia)

449.181

Jeff Lorber-Worth Wait-
ing For (Verve) 456499
Michael Franks -
Dragonfly Summer
(Reprise) 457.028

The Brecker Brothers -
Return Of The Brecker
Brothers (GRP) 448.191

"Jelly's Last Jam" -
Original Broadway Cast
(Mercury) 447.748

Larry Carlton -Kid
Gloves (GRP) 445.569

Tony Bennett -Perfectly
Frank (Columbia) 445.486

Joe Williams -Ballad And
Blues Master (Verve)

442.970

Najee-Just An Illusion
(EMI) 442.251

GRP All -Star Big Band
(GRP) 440.503

Al Jarreau-Heaven And
Earth (Reonse) 439.240

Bob James & Earl
Klugh-Cool (Warner
Bros.) 439.232

Shirley Horn -Here's To
Life (Verve) 439.190

David Sanborn -Upfront
(Elektra) 438.994

John McLaughlin-Oue
Alegna (Verve) 438.473

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO 660 TERRE HAUTE IN

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

1400 NORTH FRUITRIDGE AVENUE
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47812-9202

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

© 1993, The Columbia House Company
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Fourplay refuses to rest on their laurels,
they continue to create some of the most
original new music ever heard, all with
consummate craftsmanship and stellar
vocalists, reaching new peaks of artistry
and innovation. Between the Sheets will keep

the music world wide
awake.

Fourplay (James, Rd-
enour, East & Mason)
-Between The Sheets
(Warner Bros.) 464.578

How do you top Unforgettable? Natalie Cole
has done it in her latest work, Take A Look. She
takes on an ambitious range of jazz classics and
gives them her all -an enduring legacy of
talent, virtuosity, plus a new confidence and

control. Hear a new jazz
great singing great jazz.

Natalie Cole -Take A
Look (Elektra) 460.741

Any 8 CDs for 1g
PLUS A CHANCE TO GET ONE MORE SFREE!

Lee RItenour-Wes
Bound (GRP) 456.756

Best Of Miles Davis (Blue
Note) 435.206

Bobby McFerrin & Chick
Corea-Play
(Blue Note) 434.381

Preservation Hall Jazz
Band -Live! (Sony
Masterworks) 434.043

Cole Porter Songbook,
Vol. 2. Various artists
(Verve) 430.603

Shakatak-Open Your
Eyes (Verve) 430413
Harry Connick, Jr. -Blue
Light, Red Light
(Columbia) 429.191

Fourplay (James, Rit-
enour, East & Mason)
(Warner Bros.) 428.334

Spyro Gyra-Collection
(GRP) 420.950

Crusaders -Healing The
Wounds (GRP) 419.952

Best Of Earl Kiugh
(Blue Note) 419455
Best Of Sonny Rollins
(Blue Note) 419473
Best Of Stanley Turren-
tine (Blue Note) 419.424

Best Of Herbie Hancock
(Blue Note) 419.408

Wynton Marsalls-
Intimacy Calling
(Columbia) 417475
The Best 01 Art Blakey &
The Jazz Messengers -
The Blue NoteYears (Blue
Note) 416.016

Take 6 -So Much 2 Say
(Reprise) 413.310

Dave Grusin -Homage
To Duke (GRP) 458.471

Natalie Cole -
Unforgettable (Elektra)

422.279

Steve Laury-Keeping
The Faith (Denon) 456.277

Louis Armstrong -The
Hot Fives And Hot
Sevens,Vol. 2 (CL Jazz
Masterpieces) 377.507

Kenny G-Duotones
(Arista) 346.544

Dave Koz-Lucky Man
(Capitol) 461.848
Anthology Of Grover
Washington, Jr.
(Elektra) 338432
The Best Of The
Manhattan Transfer
(Atlantic) 312.009

Stan Kenton -Kenton In
Hi-Fi (Blue Note) 466.433

Wynton Marsalis-Citi
Movement (Columbia)

453.910/393.918

Billy Taylor -Dr. T
(GRP) 459.917

Dirty Dozen Brass Band
-Jelly (Columbia) 454.355
Ramsey Lewis -Ivory
Pyramid (GRP) 450.213

Dave Weckl-Heads Up
(GRP) 446.732

Chick Corea Elektric
Band -Beneath The Mask
(GRP) 426.866

Hiroshima -Providence
(Epic) 443.945

Gerry Mulligan -Re -Birth
Of The Cool (GRP)

442.921

Tom Scott -Born Again
(GRP) 440.636

Stanley Jordan -Stolen
Moments (Blue Note)

433,417

Joe Sample -Invitation
(Warner Bros.) 456.905

Milt Jackson -Reverence
(Reprise/ Owest) 460.238

Selections with two numbers contain 2 CDs and count or 2 -so write in both numbers.

COLUMBIA HOUSE, 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave.
P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129
Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this
advertisement. Send 8 Compact Discs and bill me only 1e, plus shipping and
handling. I agree to buy six selections, at regular Club prices, in the next three
years -and may cancel membership anytime after doing so.
My main musical interest is (check one): (But I may always choose from any category)

Jazz Soft Rock Alternative Light Sounds E Rap
Branford Marsalis. Michael Bolton. Depeche Mode. Neil Diamond, LL Cool J,
Yellowiackets Mariah Carey Nine Inch Nails Barbra Streisand Cypress Hill

i Heavy Metal RSA/Soul Easy Listening Li Hard Rock E., Dance Pop
Megadeth. Luther Vandross, Frank Sinatra. Van Haien, Madonna,
Ozzy Osboume Boyz ll Men Ray Conniff Aerosmith En Vogue

Country: Reba McEntire, George Strait Classical: V. Horowitz, K. Battle

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss

Pont First Name Metal Last Name
Age

Address Apt.

City

State Zip
Do you have a VCR? (04) Li Yes CI No A telephone? (01) Yes I No
Have you ever brought anything by mall In the past? (27) 0 Yes I No
How have you paid for your mall order purchase? Check below all that apply:

Cash (28) Cheek (30) Credit Card (29) C Money Order (31)
Note' we ,esene the oght to repo any applfcatfon or cancel any membership These otters not evadable in APO.
FPO &est. Haney Puerto Rtco verse for dews of alternasve offer Canadan reagents MI be SennCe0 Iron Toronto
Applicable sales las added to all orders 721/594

Send these 8 CDs for te
Write one number in each box.

Joe Henderson -So
Near, So Far (Verve)

455.535

Stanley Clarke -East
River Drive (Epic) 449.777

Kenny G -Breathless
(Arista) 448,142

POP
Mariah Carey -Music Box
(Columbia) 465.435

Bob Dylan -30th Anniver-
sary Concert (Columbia)

465.187/395.186
Toni Braxton-

(LaFace) 464.362

Babyface-For The Cool
In You (Epic) 464.222

Kris Kross-Da Bomb
(Rufthouse/Columbia)

463.703

Billy Joel -River Of
Dreams (Columbia)

463495
James Taylor -Live (Col-
umbia) 3487/3934136

HITS
Cypress Hill -Black
Sunday (Rutthouse/
Columbia) 13 463.596

Donald Fagen-Kama-
kiriad (Reprise) 458463
"Sleepless In Seattle" -
Ong. Sndtrk. (Epic
Soundtrax) 458.430

Aerosmith-Get A Grip
(Geffen) 458.075

Sting -Ten Summoners
Tales (A&M) 454.561

"The Bodyguard"-
Onginal Soundtrack
(Arista) 448.159

Blind Melon
(Capitol) 447.995

01Contains explicit lyrics which may be objectionable to some members.
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1-1 Extra Bonus Otter.
I l also send one more CD
now, for which I will be billed
only $6.95.

9.

..and I'm entitled to g, -

this extra CD FREE!

10.

RJM-F6-59

Joey Defrancesco-Live
At The Five Spot
(Columbia) 461.251

Basta -London Warsaw
New York (Epic) 401752
Weather Report -Heavy
Weather (Columbia)

273.557

Michel Camilo-
Rendezvous (Columbia)

459.453

Horace Silver Quartet -
It's Got To Be Funky
(Columbia) 460.709

Branford Maraalis-
Bloomington (Columbia)

460.089

Diane Schuur-Love
Songs (GRP) 458.323
George Duke -Snapshot
(Warner Bros.) 448470

The advantages of jazz a( Culuntbia I louse.
By choosing any 8 CDs for only a penny (plus
shipping and handling), you become a member
of the Columbia House Jazz Club. Once you're
enrolled, you agree to buy just 6 more CDs at
regular Club prices (currently $12.98 to $16.98,
plus shipping/handling) within the next three
years. You may cancel your membership at any
time after doing so.
Free !kiosk. Magazine: As a member we'll keep
you current with the best jazz by sending you the
Columbia House Jazz Magazine about every four
weeks (up to 13 times a year). Inside, you'll find
descriptions of Regular Selections plus hundreds
of alternatives to choose from. We'll also send you
6 Special Mailings. In a year. you'll enjoy a total
of 19 convenient opportunities to select your favor-
ite music.
Buy Only What You Want: If you choose the
Regular or Special Selection, it will automatically be
sent. Or, if you prefer an alternate selection -or
none at all -simply mail the Response Card always
provided by the date specified. You'll always have
10 days to decide. If not, you may return the Selec-
tion at our expense.
Bonus Offer: Join right now and get an additional
CD at the super -low price of only $6.95. That allows
you to take another CD for FREE. That's 10 CDs
in all. And if you're not satisfied, just return every-
thing within 10 days -with no further obligation.
New "Buy More -Pay I.ess" Bonus Plan:
Remain a member after fulfilling your obligation
and take advantage of our money -saving Bonus
Plan. It lets you get a single CD for as little as $3.99
(or a single cassette free) for each CD you buy at
regular Club price. For selection, convenience and
price, Columbia House is the best place for jazz.
So get in the groove. Sign up now.

Where the jazz is.

1400 North Fruundec AvenuesTerre Haute, Indiana 47811.1129



As Good as New

WASHINGTON, D.C. (Dec. 0-In a sur-
prise ruling yesterday, the Supreme Court
outlawed the resale of used cars. In a 6-3
vote, the justices overturned the right of
anyone who owns a car to resell that vehi-
cle to a car dealer or another person. Al-
though the decision addresses only the
resale of used cars, lower courts are ex-
pected to apply it to used furniture, tools,
computers, books-virtually all manufac-
tured goods.

Fielax. No such ruling has actually
been handed down-yet. But the
issue of reselling used goods-in
this case CD's-is the source of a
raging debate in the music indus-
try. Like most things in the mate-

rial world, a CD can be destroyed. But
unlike an LP or a tape, it is extremely
durable. If a CD looks clean and
scratch -free, you're virtually assured
that the music recording is in good
shape. Given that simple fact, it's easy
to see why a thriving market for used
CD's has developed over the past de-
cade. First it was the small, indepen-
dent shops with a few racks of used
discs in the corner. Now some record -
store chains have embraced the idea.
And the record labels aren't happy
about it.

Defending the practice of selling
used CD's, record -store owners argue
that new CD's are too expensive for
many people. Besides limiting pur-
chases in general, high prices also
discourage shoppers from exploring
new repertoire, which hurts the sale of
new music. The availability of used
CD's lets consumers explore unfamil-
iar music, they say-possibly leading
to overall higher sales. Similarly, they
argue that offering used CD's may
actually stimulate the sales of new
CD's by bringing people into the store.
Wherehouse Entertainment, a chain
with more than 330 stores in ten states,
has been known to offer $3 off any new
CD when you bring in a used CD.

Noting that major record labels rou-
tinely sell CD's through their own
record clubs at heavily discounted
prices, record -store owners contend

SIGNALS
B Y KEN C. POHLMANN

that the labels oppose the sale of used
CD's because it loosens their strangle-
hold on the market for low -price CD's.
They also point to the law: The Copy-
right Act contains a first -sale doctrine
that says mechanical royalties must be
paid only the first time an album is
sold; after that, the record is freely
transferable without additional royal-
ties. Finally, record -store owners ar-
gue that it is simply a person's right to
resell his or her own property.

The record labels view things differ-
ently. They see the used -CD trade as a
threat to the future of the music busi-
ness. They say the cost of new CD's is
entirely appropriate considering the
value they offer. They also point to the
law prohibiting CD rentals and argue
that buying and selling used CD's is
merely rental in disguise. The used -
CD market, they maintain, also en-
courages employees and customers to
steal CD's so they can be fenced at
stores that deal in used discs. They
also charge that some record stores
buy used CD's for a few dollars and
send them back to the distributor as
"returned merchandise" for a $10
credit. To curtail that practice, at least
one major distributor has stopped ac-

bels have subsidized record -store ad-
vertising because it increases music
sales and helps break new artists.
Without such support, some stores
may sell fewer albums.

Record stores retaliated against the
embargo of advertising dollars. Some
eliminated marginal titles and ordered
fewer major titles. Others simply ig-
nored the embargo, calculating that
the profits from used CD's would far
outweigh additional sales derived
from co-op advertising. Wherehouse
Entertainment and the Independent
Music Retailers Association even filed
separate lawsuits against the four dis-
tributors, contending that the move to
stifle used -CD sales violates antitrust
laws. Finally, the Federal Trade Com-
mission opened an investigation into
the record labels' used -CD policies
and, according to insiders, their entire
CD pricing structure.

A court battle would certainly not
help the image of the record compa-
nies. They're far from hurting finan-
cially: Music sales totaled $9 billion in
1992, up from $7.8 billion in 1991. And
it's common knowledge that it costs
less than a buck to manufacture a disc,
which is sold to retailers for about $10.

First it was the small, independent shops with

racks of used CD's in the corner.

Now some record -store chains have embraced the idea.

And the record labels aren't happy about it.

cepting returned CD's that have been
opened, instead giving a I percent
credit toward future purchases. Rec-
ord -store owners counter that such
policies force them into the used -CD
business as the only way to recoup
losses on returned discs.

Given the opposing views, it isn't
surprising that war was declared.
Sony Music, Uni, WEA, and CEMA
(four major record concerns that con-
trol more than 64 percent of all music
distribution) boldly withdrew co-op
advertising from stores that deal in
used CD's. Traditionally, record la -

Moreover, elimination of the long box
has cut packaging costs by 50 cents or
more, yet some labels recently raised
CD prices. The record companies per-
suaded Congress to impose a consum-
er tariff on all digital recorders and
media, and some music executives are
now calling for similar tariffs on all
analog recorders and media.

Weighing the issues, the record la-
bels blinked-rescinding their embar-
go on co-op advertising dollars and
cooling their used -CD rhetoric. The
record stores won this skirmish, but
bigger battles lie ahead.
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Surround Improvisation
I need to increase the power to my sur-
round speakers to about 50 watts each, but
,n processor/amplifier does not provide

line -level outputs for the surround channel. Is
there any way I can increase power to the
surrounds without having to replace my present
processor? LEE CHUN LIT

Singapore

ATry the following only if you are sure (ask
the manufacturer if necessary) that the
surround -speaker outputs of your proces-

sor/amplifier are not "bridged." Disconnect
your surround speakers and connect a pair of
fairly hefty resistors (rated at 5 or 10 watts,
say) with a resistance of at least 8 ohms in their
place across the amplifier's speaker outputs
(that is. one resistor per output, wired be-
tween the positive and negative terminals).
Then run wires from the processor/amplifier's
outputs to the inputs of an external amplifier
capable of producing the power you need.
Ordinary speaker cable will do, with the con-
ductor attached to the positive (red) terminal
soldered to the center connector of an RCA
plug and the conductor from the negative
(black) terminal soldered to the plug's shield.
so that you can plug it into the amplifier
inputs. Then connect the external amp's out-
puts to the surround speakers. You may be
able to use the surround -channel level control
on your processor to attenuate the signal
sufficiently to prevent overloading the exter-
nal amplifier's inputs, although that might
result in very noisy operation. If so, insert an
extra level control (or pad) in the line feeding
the external amplifier and balance everything
for optimum level and noise performance.
Once you have everything set up, you can
control the system as if the built-in amplifiers
in your processor were feeding the surround
speakers directly. If your amp's outputs are
bridged, there's little you can do that won't
involve lots of custom -designed circuitry, a
loss of sound quality, or both.

Considering Crosstalk
QMy FM tuner's channel separation is rated

at 70 dB at I kHz, while a receiver I am
considering has only 44 dB at I kHz. How

much impact does channel separation have on
a system's overall sound quality? Will the sec-
ond unit suffer sonically in comparison with the
first? MARK BURBEY

St. Paul, MN

ATheoretically, the larger the channel -sep-
aration number the better. But really big
numbers (which indicate low interchannel

crosstalk) are important only if the channels
are likely to carry unrelated material-as, for
example, they might if they were mono tracks

AUDIO Dish
BY IAN G. MASTERS

from an open -reel tape recorder. A stereo FM
signal, on the other hand, is made up of the left
and right channels of a single stereo signal.
and psychoacoustic research has shown that
you can achieve convincing stereo imaging
with as little as 20 dB of separation. The two
components you mention, therefore, should
sound the same, at least when it comes to
separation.

Pushing Power

0
My amplifier is rated at 225 watts a chan-
nel, but its meters sometimes register as
high as 300 watts. Am I really pushing 600

watts total? And is that likely to damage my
speakers, which are rated for 410 watts peak?

JAMES FIERO

Sheffield, PA

AThe amplifier rating is for a continuous
signal with a stated level of distortion.
From time to time, any amplifier will put

out more than its rated power for very short
periods of time, and yours probably does hit a
total of 600 watts now and then. Almost all
speakers can handle that sort of spike if it's
short enough; in your case, it doesn't even
come close to the peak rating, assuming it is a
per -speaker rating (as they usually are). Even
given the often capricious nature of speaker
power -handling numbers, I doubt that you
have any cause for concern. Also, few amplifi-
er power meters are true power indicators.
Most respond to voltage and are calibrated in
watts on the assumption of some fixed load
impedance (usually 8 ohms), so you seldom
get better than an approximation of the actual
power output into a loudspeaker.

Subwoofer Comparisons
QI am finding it difficult to choose a sub -
woofer because it seems to be almost im-
possible to listen to more than one at a

time. In my travels, I didn't find a single store
that had more than one set up in a particular
area. Sometimes making comparisons means
listening in one room to one unit and then
moving to another room for the next. Any
suggestions as to how I can make meaningful
comparisons? DAN BAW

North Little Rock. AR

APicking a subwoofer is as close as you'll
get to an act of faith in audio. Even if a
dealer sets up a completely fair A/B test-

no easy matter given the wide variations from
model to model in sensitivity, crossover
points, and so forth-the fact that the two
units can't be in exactly the same spot will
often serve to ruin the comparison. Even if it
doesn't, how a subwoofer sounds in a retail-
er's listening room is likely to have little

Definitive Technology®
Authorized Dealers

Holtt'a: Fairbanks. Pyramid: Anchorage.
AL- In Concert. Huntsville. Likis Audio Birmingham.
AB- Leisure Electronics: Little Rock
Az- Jerry's Audio Video: Phoenix, Tucson.
Q.A- Audio Concepts: Long Beach, San Gabriel. Coast Satel-
lite TV: Atascadero. Creative Stereo: Santa Barbara, Ventura.
David Rutledge Audio: Palm Springs. Henry Radio: L k Pa-
cific Coast AN: Corona del Mari Parodyme: Sacramento.
Performance Audio: San Francisco. Sound Co.: Escondido,
San Diego. Sound Goods: Campbell, Mtn. View. Systems De-
sign Redondo Beach. Wilson AN: Woodland Hills.
,c Q- Listen Up: Denver, Boulder, Colorado Springs.

Al Franklin's: Hartford. Carston's AN: Danbury.
Robert's Music: New London. Sound Playground: Newing-
ton, Orange, Norwich.
DC Suburbs - Audio Associates.

- Sound Studio: Dover, Newark. Wilmingtcn.
Absolute Sound Winter Pare Audio Ctr.: Ft. Lauderdale.

Audio Video: Tallahasee. Audio Video Interiors: Metioume.
Invisible Audio: Pensacola. Hoyt Stereo: Jacksonville. Sensu-
ous Sd.: Tampa. Sound Components Coral Gables. Sound
Ideas. Gainesville. Sound Insight FL Pierce. Stereotypes
Daytona. Stereo World FL Myers, Naples. Stuart AN. Stuart.
A- Stereo Shop: Martinez. Stereo Video Systems: Marietta.
El- Maui Audio Center Kahului. Classic Audio: Honolulu.
jA- Audio Logic- Des Moines. Camera Corner Davenport.
Custom AN: Cedar Rapids. Hawker,- Iowa City, Cedar Falls.
JQ- Good Ear : Boise.
IL- United Audio Centers: Chicago & Suburbs- Cars & Stere-
os: Rockford. Jon's Home Center Quincy. Stereo Studio:
Palatine. Select Sound: Naperville. Sterling Elect.: Sterling.
IN- Ovation Audio: Clarksville, Indianapolis.
Jam- Accent Sound: Overland Pare Advance Audio: Wichita.
Audio Junction: Junction City.
xy- Ovation Audio: Lexington, Louisville.
LA- Alterman Audio: New Orleans, Metairie
mA- Goodwin, Audio: Boston. Shrewsbury. Nantucket
Sound: Hyannis.

Audio Assoc.: Annapolis, Laurel, Rockville. Cumberland
Elec.: Cumberland. Gramophone: Bat, Ellicott City. Sound -
leaps: Bat Sound Studio: Salisbury.
RE- Cookin' : Portland.
Ml- Pecars: Detroit, Troy Classical Jazz Holland. Front Row
AN: Flint. Future Sound Ypsilanti. Court SL Listening
Room: Midland, Saginaw.
WI Audio Designs Winona. Audio Perfection' Minneapolis
MQ- Independence AN: Independence- Sd. Central St Louis.
HQ- Audio Video Systems: Charlotte. Stereo Sound:
Durham, Greensboro, Raleigh, Walston Salem. Tr' City Elect.:
Conover.
ED- Precision Audio: Grand Forks
NE- Custom Electronics: Omaha, Lincoln

Cookin': Nashua, Manchester, Newington, Salem, S.
Nashua
N. Sound Waves: NorthfiekS Sassafras: Cherry Hit. Wood-
bridge Stereo: W. Cakivrell, W. Lon ranch, Woodbridge.
EM- West Coast Sound: Abuquerque, Santa Fe.
hi- Upper Ear Las Vegas.
hy.- Audio Breakthroughs: Manhasset. Audio Den: Lake
Grove. Audio Expressions Newburgh. Chemung
Corning, Elmira- Clark Music: Albany, Syracuse- Stereo Ex-
change: Manhattan, Nanuet. Hart Elect.: Vestal. Innovative
Audio: Ekooktyrw Listening Room: Scarsdale- Rowe Camera
Rochester. Sound Mill- Mt. Kisco, Yorktown Hts  Speaker
Shop: Amherst, Buffalo

K Labs Premium Audio: Tulsa.
.1)±1- Audio Craft: Akron, Cleveland, Mayfield His, Westlake.
Audio Etc.: Dayton. Hart Audio Lima. Speaker Shop N Lima.
Qfl- Bradford's HiFI: Eugene. Chelsea AN: Portland, Beaver-
ton- Kelly's Home Ctr.: Salem- Smart Homes: Bend.
pA- GNT Stereo: Lancaster. Hart Electronics: Blakely,
Kingston. Listening Post- Pittsburgh & suburbs.
Sassafras: Bryn Mawr, Montgomeryville, Whitehalk Siert-
oland. Natrona Heights. Studio One: Erie.
El- Eastern Audio: North Providence

- Dashboard- Charleston. Upstairs Audio Columbia.
HI FI Buys: Nashville. Lindsey Ward Knoxville. Modern

Music: Memphis. New Wave Elect.: Jackson. Sound Room:
Johnson City.
.1X- Audio Tech. Temple, Waco. Audio Video. College
Station. Brock AN: Beaumont- Bunkkry's Sd. Systems. Abi-
lene. Bjorn's San Antonio. Don's Hi Fi High Fideli-
ty: Lubbock. Home Entertainment Dallas, Houston. Marvin
Electronics. Ft. Worth. Music by Design: Austin. Sound
Towne. Texarkana.

AudioWorks' Sat Lake City* Stokes Bros.. Logan
yA- Audio Associates: Arlington, Fairfax. Audiotro nice
Roanoke. Digital Sd.: Va. Bch.. Stereotypes Charlottesville.
II. Audio Video Authority: S. Burlington.
yiA- Audio Waves: Everett. Definitive Audio. Bellevue. Seat-
er DESCO Electronics: Olympia. Evergreen Audio: Sil-
verdale. Pacific Sight $ Sound Wenatchee. Sound Mart
Spokane. Tin Ear. Kennewick.
yiAA- Sound Post. Princeton.
yit- Absolute Sound $ Vision: Sheboygan. Audio Empori-
um: Milwaukee.
Puerto Q- Precision Audio- Rio Piedras

tad- Advance Electronics. Winnipeg Audio Ark- Edmon-
ton. Audio Ctr . Montreal, Ottawa, Quebec City Bay Bloor
Toronto. CORA Quebec Crty. Digital Dynamics. Clearbrook
B.C.. Greet West Audio London. Peak Audio: Halifax. Sound
Advice Calgary. Sound Hounds: Victoria B.0  Sound Room:
Vancouver. Sound Station. Courtenay B.C.
Italica. Contact Grupo Volumen. Mexico City.
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"Bipolar Systems are
as Close as We've
Come to Finding

the Holy Grail
of Home Theater."

- Video Magazine

Experience the Miracle of Bipolar Technology
with Definitive s Revolutionary BP8, 10 & 20!
"Truly Outstanding"

- Stereo Review
Experts agree that Definitive's

revolutionary bipolar BP8, BP10
and BP20 are three of the world's
finest speakers and are sonically
superior to any conventional
speaker regardless of cost.

These American -made,
advanced technology bipolar
(front and rear radiating) sys-
tems combine lush spacious
soundstaging, lifelike depth -of-
field, razor-sharp resolution and
pinpoint 3-D imaging with power-
ful subwoofer-like bass (to below
20 Hz), high efficiency, wide
dynamic range and easy -to -posi-
tion convenience. The dramatic
result is superb music and movie
reproduction so real that it has
been called, "a sonic miracle!"

The Ultimate Home Theater
Combine the BP8s,10s, or 20s
with our C/L/R 1000 or Cl cen-
ter channel and BP2 bipolar
surround speakers for the ulti-
mate in home theater sound.

Visit your nearest Definitive
dealer and experience the
absolute sonic superiority of
these truly extraordinary ViVA
Gold Product -of -the -Year, Audio
Video Grand Prix and CES
Design & Engineering Award
winning loudspeakers.
Definitive's remarkable new
PowerFieldTM 1500 250 -watt
powered 15" subwoofer is
now available ($995).

Definitive Technology®
11105 Valley Heights Drive  Baltimore, MD 21117

See dealer list on lacing page (410) 363-7148
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Led.
LED ZEFFELIPI

A stunningly lavish ;et, this new 10 -disc box
comprises all nine lied Zeppelin studio albums
(eight single albums, plus the two -record set,
Physical Graffiti), available for the first time as
digitally remasterec 3y Jimmy Page and in their
original sequence. Extensive, deluxe packaging
reproducing all ongpmal LP artwork in color.
Includes book with 7..emeron Crowe essay and
rare pictures. Nine : assic albums that have
never sounded this giood.
The ultimate music 3 ft for the holidays.
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This new mm. -box set includes the 31 studio
tracks (from the nu- e Led Zeppelin studio albums)

not included it the original 4 -disc boxed set.
Digitally remastared by Jimmy Page from the

original master tapes, it features tne never -
before released Led Zeppelin studio track,

"Baby Come Cn Home," plus a booklet essay
by David Fricke and rare photos. On CD only.

A must own for all Led Zeppelin fans.
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Released in the fall o' 1990 and the first
Led Zeppelin compilaton ever, this 54 track,
4 -CD boxed set has become the best selling
boxed set of its kind, With more than a million
copies sold to date inthe U.S. alone.
A perennial favorite, itis available once again
for the 1993 holiday smson

bearing on how it will perform when you get it
home.

Fortunately, a subwoofer is a relatively
noncritical supplement to your existing speak-
ers, which bear the main burden of good,
neutral sound. If you can make a subwoofer
put out adequate bass somewhere in the hi-fi
store, chances are you have one or more spots
in your own listening room where it will do the
same; it's just a matter of finding them. In-
deed, if the crossover point is low enough and
the subwoofer is amplified separately from the
main speakers, you will probably be able to
get it to work pretty well in a wide range of
placements.

Audio -Equipped VCR's
IIFor some years I have been transferring my
favorite music to the hi-fi track of my VCR,
which gives me 6 to 8 hours of fabulous

audio on a single high-grade videocassette. I
would like to upgrade my recorder, but there are
few machines that have manual record -level
controls-the cheapest I have seen costs $600.
Is there a less expensive solution?

CARL JOHNSON

Lake Orion, MI

AAs a veteran taper, I too get very nervous
when some nondefeatable circuit pre-
sumes to set levels for me, although, in

fairness, many automatic gain controls work
remarkably well. Still, only those who are
seriously into recording want to dispense with
that convenient feature and run things them-
selves, and the electronics industry has appar-
ently concluded that these people are willing
to pay for the privilege. The AFM (hi-fi)
recording on today's VCR's is not significant-
ly superior to that on older machines, how-
ever, so you might save some money either by
buying a used machine or by having your
existing one refurbished. One cautionary
note: Tracking between machines can be mar-
ginal at the slow EP (SLP) recording speed, so
you might have trouble playing some of your
existing tapes on another VCR. The SP speed
is a safer bet.

Wiring a House for Audio

0
i am building a house and would like to put
wall -mounted speaker outlets in every
room, all to be fed by an amplifier in the

living room. How far should the speaker wire be
from electrical and 7V cables in the walls to be
free of interference? Is a special wire required?
And would it be possible to put on/off switches
or other speaker controls in each room?

DAVID S. TURNER
Waukesha, WI

ASpeaker wires carry high-level signals and
are therefore mostly unaffected by inter-
ference from nearby power or television

cables, so positioning is not very critical. Any
good wire will work fine as long as it's heavy
enough. Chances are some of the runs will be
fairly long, and these should use a minimum of
14 -gauge wire; 12 -gauge would be better. Spe-
cialty speaker cables can be used if you can
afford them and they provide equivalently low
resistance, but they're not really necessary.
As for switches, simple double -pole, single -

throw switches can be used in each location.
Better still, use L -pad or T -pad controls to
vary the level while presenting a constant
impedance to the amplifier.

Before you do any of that, however, bear in
mind that such a system might put an intoler-
able strain on your amplifier. The more speak-
ers you have connected in parallel at a given
time, the lower the total impedance of the
system. Many amplifiers can barely tolerate
two pairs of speakers, let alone six. There are
speaker switchers from Niles Audio, So-
nance, and others that provide compensation
to prevent the impedance of the total load on
the amplifier from dropping too low.

Rescuing Open -Reel Tapes
I have a large number of open -reel tapes
recorded in the 1960's, and I want to copy
them onto cassettes to preserve them. Most

of the tapes are made of Mylar, and when
played one of them, it stretched and destroyed
itself by wrapping around the reel hub. I haven't
dared to try another tape, but I would still like to
copy them. Is there any way?

HUGH D. WILSON
Sacramento, CA

AThose old reels can be tricky. Early poly-
ester tape (Mylar is a brand of polyester)
were almost impossible to break, but they

were notorious for stretching. Under enough
stress, the tape could turn into a filament the
size of a thin piece of copper wire, which, as
you have discovered, tended to wind itself
around hubs and capstans with distressing
regularity. Fortunately, such tape was only
around for a short while and was soon re-
placed by "tensilized"-or prestretched-
polyester, which is much hardier. To tell
which kind you have, snip a few inches of tape
from the beginning of a reel and try to stretch
it; if it stretches only a bit and then snaps, it's
the later kind and should play without prob-
lems if handled with care.

Obviously, however, at least some of your
tapes are the early variety. There are still a few
things you can do to get one last pass (the same
principles apply to early acetate and even
paper tapes). A tape is most at risk when first
put into play: The sudden jerk of both the
capstan and the take-up reel apply large but
short-lived forces to the tape that can easily
stretch or snap it. If you splice several feet of
"leader" (tape with no oxide) onto the begin-
ning of the reel, it will absorb the main stress,
and the regular tape should run smoothly
thereafter.

Also, the torque of the take-up reel is great-
est at the beginning, when its effective diame-
ter is smallest, but you can reduce that by
winding enough scrap tape onto the reel first
to lower the start-up forces. Doing so may
limit the amount of the original tape that fits
onto the reel, however, so it is appropriate
only when dubbing tapes from reels that are
smaller than the maximum -size reel the re-
corder can hold.

If you have a question about hi-fi,
send it to Q&A, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
Sorry, only questions chosen
for publication can be answered.
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Definitive's Award-Winning
Center Channels and

Bipolar Surround Speakers
for Your Ultimate

Home Theater
Absolute sonic
superiority and
unequalled value make
Definitive loudspeakers
your obvious choice.

Enthusiasts and world renowned
experts acknowledge the

dramatic sonic superiority of
Definitive loudspeakers for both the
superb reproduction of music and the
dramatic special effects and dialogue
of home theater surround sound.

World's Finest Center
Channel Speakers

Optimum surround sound
reproduction places heavy demands
on the center speaker, the most
important speaker because it handles
50% or more of the program material.
It is no place to settle for second best.
Definitive's C/L/R 1000 and Cl are the
finest shielded, low profile, high
resolution center channel/main
speakers available. They use superior
state-of-the-art components and
technology for extraordinary ultra

The C/L/R 1000, the world's finest center, 1, also a superb left and right main speaker.

high definition articulate clarity and
high power handling (C/L/R 1000: 300
watts, Cl: 200 watts).

The BP2's Bipolar Advantage
131)2s are unique ultra compact

high resolution bipolar (front and
rear radiating) systems intended
primarily for use on the rear/side
surround channels of the finest
home theater systems. Experts agree
that Definitive's bipolars provide a
perfectly diffuse sound source which
is ideal for these applications.

The use of BP2s results in a
much more lifelike, dramatic all -
enveloping listening experience than
is possible with conventional
speakers. In addition, because of
their superb performance
characteristics, the BP2s also make
exceptional main channel speakers.

CIRCLE NO 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Voted #1 for Quality &
Reliability

Definitive speakers are
consistently top -rated and were
chosen by experts in Stereo Review
for their home theater "Dream
System." A survey of U.S. dealers
voted Definitive speakers #1 for
quality and reliability among all
speakers sold in the U.S.!

Visit your nearest Definitive
dealer today and hear why our
superior sounding loudspeakers have
won the industry's most prestigious
honors, including the CES Design &
Engineering Award, Video Magazine's
VIVA Gold Product of the Year Award
and the AudioVideo Grand Prix.

nitive Tedinology
11 105 Valley Heights Dr.  Baltimore, MD 21117
See dealer list on page 26 (4101363-7148



PERIPHERALS

The New Multimedia Speakers
Nature abhors an unfilled market
niche. So it isn't too surprising
that the big guys-speaker
companies with names recog-
nizable to STEREO REVIEW read-
ers-have finally started releas-

ing multimedia speakers. It's about
time, for the multimedia speakers pro-
duced by computer -oriented compa-
nies have generally been pretty awful.
No niche was ever so close to a per-
fect vacuum.

Of course, if the locations of your

C
s I

PRODUCTS AND TRENDS

THAT GO BEYOND

MAINSTREAM AUDIO/VIDEO

BY DAVID RANADA

computer and your home hi-fi listen-
ing setup will allow it, you can spare
the expense of buying multimedia
speakers altogether simply by running
a shielded cable from your comput-
er's sound outputs to a line -level input
of your stereo system. But the loss of
intimacy with the sound-the hi-fi
speakers will seem too far away-will
eventually send you in the direction of
separate multimedia speakers for
placement near your computer.

What's a Multimedia
Speaker?

That's an easy one: a speaker in-
tended for hookup to the sound out-
puts of a personal computer, regard-
less of whether those outputs are built
in or part of an accessory sound
board. All multimedia speakers are
also, by definition, magnetically
shielded, since they are typically used
close to a computer monitor whose
picture can be distorted by intense
stray magnetic fields.

Many, but not all, multimedia
speakers have built-in power ampli-

Bose's RoomMate

Computer Monitor (above

left. S339 a pair)

combines a 4'2 -inch full -

range driver. a power

amplifier. and active

distortion -limiting/

equalization circuitry in a

6 x 9 x 6 -inch ported

enclosure. Altec

Lansing's ACS50 speaker

system (left. S100)

includes a pair of two-

way speakers and an

amp module (on top of

the computer monitor)

with two line -level inputs

and a headphone jack.

Piers and connect to a computer's line -
level outputs. That is to be preferred
to the alternate arrangement of using a
sound board's power amplifiers (if
any), which generally aren't powerful
enough to drive good speakers cleanly
to loud levels.

There are several reasons for want-
ing multimedia speakers beyond sonic
intimacy. They are the same reasons
that justify the existence of home hi-fi
speakers, but in a different order of
importance.

 The better the speaker, the longer
you'll be able to use it without listen-
ing fatigue. This factor is especially
significant if you're operating a multi-
media machine for long stretches.
Speaker attributes that help to reduce
listening fatigue are an extended and
smooth frequency response, freedom
from distortion when playing loud,
and the retention of clarity even while
playing soft.

 Better speakers will improve your
ability to judge the quality of recorded
sounds. This is vitally important if
you are creating multimedia presenta-
tions and especially if you're using
your computer to compose music.
First make crucial sonic assessments
using good speakers, then play your
program through the system you'll be
using for presentation to make sure
that not too much is lost.

 Many multimedia computer sys-
tems can be used simply to play mu-
sic CD's while you work on other
projects. So the better the speakers
sound, the more pleasurable that lis-
tening will be.

Evaluating Multimedia
Speakers

An) demo -room computer hooked
up in a multimedia system should
have a CD-ROM drive and software
that together are capable of feeding a
regular music CD into the speakers.
And there's no more critical software
for speaker evaluation than well -
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At Under $300,
Definitive's DR7s
are Absolutely
"Incredible."

Peter Moncrieff L4R

Experts agree DR7s deliver dramatically
superior sound and unbeatable value

Two of the world's most
extraordinary speakers!
When Peter Moncrieff of
International Audio Review, one
of the world's most well respected
high end audio journals, heard
Definitive's DR7s, he had only
one word for them, "Incredible."
The top experts agree, and you
will too!

Priced under $249 ea. (DR7
Bookshelf Monitor) and $299 ea.
(DR7 Studio Tower), these
extraordinary handcrafted
loudspeakers have breathtaking
three-dimensional imaging,
dynamic lifelike clarity, natural
musicality, astounding bass, and
elegantly sleek designer styling
which make them simply the
best value in the history of hi fi.

How does Definitive do it?
Advanced technology and superb
components, like cast basket driv-
ers, transmission line bass tuning,
low diffraction monocoque cabin-
ets and Linkwitz-Riley crossovers,
all help. But most importantly, we
hear very well and we care.

Perfect for home theater.
Our EIT7 System combines DR7s with
our perfectly timbre -matched Cl jr
center channel ($199) and BP1
bipolar surround speakers ($175
ea.) for a sonically stunning home
theater which sounds clearly
superior to competitors' systems
selling for substantially more.

DefinitiveTechnob
11105 Valley Heights Drive  Baltimore. MD 21117
See dealer list on page 26 14101 363-7148

CIRCLE NO 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD



recorded music. So when you go
shopping for multimedia speakers,
take along a couple of music CD's
and a CD or CD-ROM containing
well -recorded spoken voices. Listen
to these discs on your full-blown
home system or with good head-
phones to remind yourself what they
should sound like. Then shop for the
multimedia speaker that best delivers
the sonic goods. You should seek:

Extended bass response. The laws
of physics decree that it shall be diffi-
cult to produce high-fidelity bass with
small speakers intended for desktop
placement. That's why some manu-
facturers have introduced systems
with separate "bass modules" (it
would be pushing it to classify these
devices in the same category as true
hi-fi subwoofers) to supply an octave
or so of lows, the multimedia counter-
part of a three-piece high-fidelity sub-
woofer/satellite system.

But as important as it is for music
reproduction, don't become preoccu-
pied with bass response, especially if
most of the material you'll be listen-
ing to will be voice. A good speaker
designer can produce a sound quality
that will downplay the lack of low
bass in systems without large or sepa-
rate woofers. It's this balanced sound
quality that you should be after rather
than an artificial bass heaviness; it
will prove less fatiguing over time.

Treble extension and smoothness.
The cheapest multimedia speakers
will produce neither bass nor high tre-
ble, imparting a telephone -like quality
to the sound. Others may produce am-
ple highs only directly on -axis, so that
the speakers have to be aimed straight
into your ears, which may be difficult
to do when they are sitting on a desk.

The Koss COM/10

Computer Speaker

Hanger ($20), shown

with Koss's HD/1

speakers ($40 a pair), is

adjustable for different

monitors and speakers.

A swivel attachment lets

you angle the speakers

to enhance near -field

listening. The HD/1 has

a 3 -inch driver, a 7.2 -

watt amplifier that can

run on four C batteries,

and a bass control.

\ speaker with good treble perfor-
mance will produce a natural and un-
colored sound quality with voices and
music. It will be neither muffled nor
"sibilant" with voices or "edgy" with
music.

Freedom from harshness when play-
ing loud. Harshness can originate in
several ways: speaker overload, poor
frequency response, amplifier clip-
ping, or combinations of the above
with poorly recorded program materi-
al. Make sure the multimedia speaker
you're auditioning can play as loud in
the store as you would ever expect to
hear it from your normal computer -
operating position.

Useful controls. Since they usually
contain their own power amplifiers,
multimedia speakers are easily outfit-
ted with useful electronic controls to
alter their sound quality. Besides a
level control, look for, at the mini-
mum, accessible bass and treble con-
trols (or a "loudness" control) that can
boost the extremes of the frequency
range. Controls with the proper capa-

Acoustic Research's

Powered Partner 622

speaker system ($349)

features a pair of 51/2 -

inch -tall satellites, each

with one 21/2 -Inch driver,

and a bass module with a

6 -inch driver, an active

crossover, and three

amplifiers. Power output

Is 30 watts to the woofer,

8 watts to each satellite.

The bass limit Is 50 Hz.

bilities can be set to produce the illu-
sion of properly balanced sound at
softer -than -normal listening levels.
Unfortunately, no manufacturer has
yet issued a model with equalization
counteracting the obvious sonic col-
orations caused by reflections from
the desktop.

Using Multimedia
Speakers

The typical multimedia speaker in-
stallation actually has some advan-
tages over normal high-fidelity listen-
ing. The speakers are usually close
enough for your head to create sonic
shadows isolating each ear from the
sound of the speaker on the other side.
Such "near -field" listening can be
headphone -like in the precision of its
imaging and uncannily vivid in its re-
production of sonic depth.

Unfortunately, getting such good
imaging and getting good bass re-
sponse are nearly antithetical. The
former usually improves the farther
the speaker is from any reflecting sur-
face (and both the desktop and the
front of the monitor count as reflect-
ing surfaces), while the bass output
rises if a speaker is close to a reflect-
ing surface.

So if bass is still your obsession, re-
member that you can increase the ap-
parent bass output of any speaker by
placing it against a large surface or
two (the desk -wall corner is probably
most convenient). Pricy and inconve-
nient though they may be, three-piece
multimedia speakers can provide a
best -of -both -worlds solution: Mount
the satellites up off the desk and close
to your ears, and put the woofer mod-
ule against a wall or in a corner. With
the right speakers adjusted properly,
the results would do any home hi-fi
system proud.
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A guide to getting full, rich movie theater sound
from a Virtually Invisible° speaker system.

...17475E



Remember when watching a
movie was more than a way to pass
the time? When it was fun? When it
feed your imagination?

That's because the big screen
provides a larger -than -life view of the
world of make believe. And the true-
to-life sound that goes along with the
picture is what turns make believe into
reality. It turns characters into real peo-
ple, pulls us into the action, sets the
pace, and summons our emotions.
And it does it so effectively, we are

transformed from mere observers into
participants in the drama that unfolds
before us.

Until recently, even though re-creat-
ing the excitement of the movie theater
at home was possible, it was available
to only a few - those who could afford
the expensive electronics, those who
were not intimidated by the complex
components, and those who had
enough room to contain it all.

But now, with the availability of
affordable, high resolution big screen
TV's, hi-fi VCR's and laser disc players,

and advanced speaker technology, the
ability to re-create the fascination of
the movies - right in our own homes -
is well within the grasp of many more
families.

Beginning with the following
article, written by Tim Holl, Manager
of Research Operations at Bose
Corporation, this guide describes how
you, too, can enjoy the excitement of
the movies in your home. 



The most
exciting part of your
video could be the

audio!

By Tim Holl Excitement.
That's what I

felt when I took home an early laser
disc player; hooked it up to my sound
system and settled back to watch
Raiders of the Lost Ark. I was totally
absorbed - until I was jarred out of
Indiana Jones' world by the sound of
his yoke somewhere off -screen, when I
saw him speaking on -screen. Audio for
video clearly wasn't as simple as the
"audio only" material I was used to.

Over the years, work on high quali-
ty audio for video has been almost

exclusively in movie theater sound -
very different from home sound. In the
theater; the listening space is larger
More importantly, the larger screen
matches the sound stage size exactly.
At home, even rear -projection screens
provide comparatively small images -
much smaller than the audio image
delivered by normal stereo systems. So,
when you design your home system,
you must take care to seamlessly inte-
grate the sound with the small screen
video.

But don't be daunted. We'll exam-
ine the benefits and drawbacks of vari-
ous approaches, from the simplest use
of a current stereo system, to a full
multi -channel system. You'll soon
understand home theater's
requirements, potential pitfalls, and
what's available to build with. And
you'll see that it can be done with sur-
prisingly inconspicuous equipment.

The first step is to connect
your video sound to your stereo system
and place your TV screen midway



between the speakers. This immediate-
ly improves the tonal balance and
extends the audio image to the width
of the space between the speakers. .

Although on -screen vocal localiza-
tion is not as good as with the TV
sound, the system is much better than
TV alone, particularly on video materi-
al with a musical soundtrack.

If your speakers produce deep bass,
you'll hear another benefit. Movies

Conned the video sound to the stereo sys-
tem and place the TV between the speakers for
improved tonal balance. (Effect illustrated with
Base Direct/Ref speakers.)

often use bass to provide clues to the
overall atmosphere of scenes. A deep,
continuous bass note imparts danger;
such as when enemy spaceships come
into view Without good bass
performance, loudspeakers literally
don't produce these notes - and the
effect is totally lost.

The second step is to
improve vocal localization. On TV
much of the sound is speech, which we
expect to be localized on the screen.
However; the phantom center image
produced by wide -spaced speakers
doesn't provide on -screen localization.

Turning up the TV's volume a bit
can help. A better solution is to move
your stereo speakers next to either side
of the screen. (They must be magneti-
cally shielded so they don't interfere
with the picture.) This narrows the
sound stage, but provides high quality
sound with excellent on -screen vocal
localization.

Slightly more complex audio -video
systems include a steering logic
surround decodes They can provide
many benefits, even if you do not
intend to use a surround channel in the

mat They let you enjoy on -screen
vocal localization without sacrificing a
wide stereo image. Front channel steer-
ing is effmtive on most material, even if
it isn't surround encoded.

In most video material, speech is
recorded monophonically for good on-
screen localization. A steering logic sur-
round decoder directs the monophonic
content of the program to the center
channel only. (Surround decoders with -

Second, add a steering logic sound decoder
and an acoustically matched center channel for
on -screen vocal localization.

out steering logic don't provide this
benefit. Even if they have a center
channel, they feed monophonic signals
equally to the right and left channels.)

Now you need a center channel
loudspeaker on top of or adjacent to

Place them high on the rear wall
where furniture won't interfere
between the speakers and the viewer If
deep bass wasn't nececsa ry, any num-
ber of speakers would work. But, most
surround encoded movies include bass
in the surround channel, which must
be adequately reproduced by the sur-
round speakers to get the full impact.

If you use a three-piece system with
a separate bass enclosure for the rear

Third, complete the system with rear chan-
nel speakers with deep bass to get the full impact
of surround encoded material. (Effect illustrated
with Base Direct/Refleaing. speakers.)

channel, be sure you put the bass unit
well away from the speakers reproduc-
ing bass for the front channel. If the
two bass units are too close together;
the time delay in your surround
decoder will cause the bass notes from

The system will
be much better than the TV
alone, particularly on video

material with a musical
soundtrack.

the TV It must be magnetically shield-
ed; but, since its purpose is to loca lin-
speech, it does not have to produce
deep bass.

Finally, a complete audio -video
system should include rear channel
speakers. And, since there are now sev-
eral speakers in the room, it's a good
idea to select inconspicuous models..

front and rear to interfere with each
other and produce severe and unwant-
ed effects known as comb filtering.

In a full surround system, the rear
effects are only correctly reproduced
on surround encoded material. How-
ever; the left -right -center steering pro-
duced by the decoder will be effective
on most material, encoded or not.



So it is a good idea to switch the
rear speakers off for non -encoded
material but to leave the decoder
active. You'll still get excellent on-
screen localization, even on the non
surround -encoded material, but arbi-
trary rear sounds will not detract from
your enjoyment.

Whether you build your home
theater system all at once, or one step
at a time, always build with an overall
plan in mind.

 To maintain a consistent tonal qual-
ity as the sound moves from chan-
nel to channel, choose front, center;
and rear channel speakers that are
as acoustically matched as possible.

As Stereo Review said, "If the
center speaker doesn't match the
sound of the left and right front
speakers, imaging and clarity will
be impaired."

 To capture all the impact of today's
sound tracks, choose front and rear
speakers with full range response
and wide dynamic range.

 Be sure the radiation pattern of the
front and rear speakers provides a
wide sound stage. This is important
in reproducing the fullness of musi-
cal scores and the ambient sound
accompanying large visual fields.

 Remember; in most cases, more
than one person will be watching.
This will put viewers at different
angles and distances from the
speakers. When you audition
speakers, listen to a movie sound
track from several locations to be
sure you can hear all the channels at
each location.

 And, finally, make sure the sound
system you select will fit into your
room with enough space to allow
comfortable viewing.

Choosing a system that meets
all these criteria can be daunting. But
recent breakthroughs in sound repro-
duction technology, combined with
proven speaker design, now makes
selecting a home theater sound system
easy. Once you take that first step, you
may wonder how you put up with
ordinary IV sound, and find yourself
renting those old favorites again to
hear what you missed the first time. 1:1

Home Theater Speaker System Placement Using Bose
DirecuReflectine Speakers.

1. Front Speakers

Should be placed above
furniture for a wide,
uniform sound stage to
allow tie fullness of the
music and sound effects
to reach a variety of
listening locations.

2. Center Channel

Should fit on top o- just
underneath the IV and
localize on -screen voic-
es to on -screen acti in.

3. Rear Speakers

Should have tie tonal
ciaracteristics of the
front speakers, includ-
ing full bass response
aid wide dispersion.



With Acoustimass speaker technology
in your home theater system,

your eyes won't believe your ears.

Patented Bose® Acoustimass
speaker technology delivers sound so
clear and lifelike, it can rival the best
movie theaters. When the first Acousti-
mass speaker was introduced, Stereo
Review said "..side by side with speak-
ers costing three to five times as much,
the AM -5 (Acoustimass-5) consistently
produced the more exciting and listen -
able sound..."

The part you see.
While Acoustimass technology puts

you in the center of the action by
enveloping you with sound, that
doesn't mean you're surrounded by
bulky equipment. The Virtually Invisi-
ble speaker design takes care of that
with speakers so small they fit in the
palm of your hand and a bass module
you can slip behind or under furniture.

All you see is the Virtually Invisible*
speaker arrays. Their surprising size is
made possible by the extended range

of the hidden Acoustimass bass
module. You'll think all the sound
is coming from the arrays, includ-
ing the bass. And each array can be
rotated to reflect a portion of the
sound off the walls of the room to
help re-create the spaciousness of a
movie theater and a uniform sound
field throughout the listening area.

As Stereo Review said "...its
powerful, room -filling sound
emerges from satellite speakers
which could easily be held on the
palm of one's hand..." Each no
taller than a video tape, they can be
placed conveniently on a shelf or
mounted on a wall or ceiling with
optional mounting brackets. (Floor
stands are also available.)

The part you don't see.
What you don't see is the hideaway

Acoustimass bass module. Its patented
technology was developed by Bose to
radiate sound directly into the room
via an air mass rather than a vibrating
cone. The result is a deep, pure bass
response with no audible distortion.

The Acoustimass bass module is
designed to produce bass so efficiently
that a conventional bass system would
need four times the size to deliver the
same bass response. The result is a bass
module small enough to hide behind a
curtain or under a chair And because
the module produces no audible distor-
tion to give away its location, it can be
placed almost anywhere in the room.

Acoustimass Speaker Technology

Three acoustic masses provide .36dB/octave
acoustic crossover rolloffl You have
complete freedom to hide
the bass module anywhere
in the room.

Elliptical toroid
conduit for the
radiating air mass
provides for laminar
air flow so there is no
audible noise from turbulence,
even at high loudness levels.

You can hide an Acoustimass
bass module nearly anywhere
in the room. All the music,
even the lowest bass notes,
appears to come from the
tiny cube speakers, regardless
of where the bass module is
hidden.

System protection circuit for
more system protection at

high output volumes and
increased reliability.

Three acoustic compression
chambers. Reduced cone motion
eliminates audible distortion.



Build your home theater speaker system
in one or two easy steps.

Acoustimass-7 home theater speaker system.

ACOUStillaSS® systems are
available with either two or three cube
speakers, each precisely matched in
sound quality. So you can buy your
entire system now, or just the front
channel system now and rear channels
later Either way, you're assured of
complete compatibility because each
system is acoustically matched to the
other

By combining acoustically matched
systems, you can create a complete
five -speaker system that takes less
space than many televisions, yet
sounds like many of the best movie
theaters.

Acoustimass-7 home theater
speaker system.

The solution for lifelike, movie -
sized sound from a Virtually Invisible®
speaker system, these three
tiny front speaker arrays
deliver lifelike, spacious
sound. Hidden anywhere you
like is the compact bass mod-
ule. Yet all the sound appears
to come from the arrays.

With its Bose® Direct/
Reflecting® speaker design,
this system re-creates a
natural balance of reflected
and direct sound that
conventional speakers cannot

match. By swiveling the top cube of
each speaker, you can tailor the mid -
and high -frequency pattern to your
preference. Magnetic shielding inside
the arrays allows you to place the cen-
ter channel speaker on or near your
TV, to accurately position on-stage dia-
logue.

Add the acoustically matched
Acoustimass-5 speakers for a five-

Acoustimass-4 home theater speaker system.

speaker system with total sound quali-
ty consistency. Every seat in the house
becomes the best seat in the house.

Acoustimass-4 home theater
speaker system.

The solution for big screen sound
from an even more compact and
affordable system, the Bose
Acoustimass-4 speaker system shares
much of the technology of the Acousti-
mass-7 system. Yet its smaller cube
speakers and even more compact bass
module make its big screen sound fit
into the smallest screening areas. And it
won't crowd your budget.

Engineered to take full advantage of
Acoustimass speaker technology, the
Acoustimass-4 system features three
tiny, magnetically shielded cube speak-
ers. Each is less than 4 inches high, yet
together they fill the room with clear
mid- to high -frequency sound. From
the center channel, you hear crisp dia-
logue. Left and right channel speakers
project their wide stereo image far
beyond the limits of your screen. Hid-
den from sight, the bass module estab-
lishes the lows that set the mood.

For a five speaker system, add the
acoustically matched Acoustimass-3
speaker system for the rear channel.

Check your local newspaper for
special offers.

Then go look. And listen.
You'll find there's an
Acoustimass home theater
speaker system to fit your
needs and your budget. Or
call us toll free for more
information and the names
of authorized dealers.

1-800-444-BOSE
Ext. 286 (1-800-444-2673)
Monday - Friday 9AM - 9PM
Saturday 9AM - 5PM



If you think
home theater means a room full

of speakers the size of movie posters...

With Bose Acoustimass home
theater speaker systems you'll no
longer just watch a train cross your
TV screen. You'll feel it rumble
right through your living room.

"In fact, the more I use Acoustimass speakers,
the more amazed I am." Ext. 286 (1-800-4442673)

piousivassSystellIs

Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

1-800-444-BOSE

Monday - Friday 9AM - 9PM
Saturday 9AM - 5PM

B4 FiFME
Better sound through research®
O 1993 Bine Coporation,1 MiNIIIL1111, Franunghani, MA
01701-9168 Covered by patent fights issued and/or pending.
JN 94378 PN175050



SPECIAL CD OFFER

Rhino's Atlantic

Jazz Gallery

11

limo Records continues its program of remastering
tlIcl rereleasing the distinguished catalog of Atlantic
Records with a new series that is a tribute to the
great jazz artists who recorded for Atlantic. The re-
leases in the series, called Rhino Presents the At-

lantic Jazz Gallery, began last summer and will stretch
over a period of eighteen months. Now Rhino is making a
CD sampler of these legendary jazz artists available to
readers of STEREO REVIEW.

Rhino's previous entries in our special CD sampler pro-
gram were Roots of Rock -and -Roll (April 1990) and the
Rhino Atlantic Remasters Collection (October 1992),
which were particularly well received by our readers. Dur-
ing 1993, to celebrate STEREO REVIEW'S thirty-fifth an-
niversary year, we have amplified our program of special
CD offers, and it seems appropriate to close the year with
yet another tempting offer from Rhino. To get your copy of
the Atlantic Jazz Legends special CD sampler, simply send
in the coupon below with a check or money order for
$3.50, which covers postage and handling.

Atlantic's is one of the few great jazz catalogs that had
not been reissued. Joel Dorn, a former Atlantic producer
and now producer of the new Atlantic Jazz Gallery reis-
sues, says, "The musicians whose music gives this catalog
life are among the finest ever assembled under one banner.
The scope and quality of the music contained within this
body of work make it one of the world's most important
collections of recorded jazz."

Rhino points out that while Atlantic's artists included the
extraordinary composer/performer Charles Mingus, the
flutists Hubert Laws and Herbie Mann, the Modern Jazz
Quartet with its blend of blues and Bach, the singer/pianist
Mose Allison, and such famous pianists as Les McCann
and Ray Charles, the label was really defined by its saxo-
phone players. John Coltrane and Ornette Coleman, often
considered the most influential sax men since Charlie Park-
er, both recorded for Atlantic. So did such other sax men as
the multitalented Rahsaan Roland Kirk, the million -seller
Eddie Harris, and the exotic multiculturalist Yusef Lateef
as well as David "Fathead" Newman and Hank Crawford.
These players gave Atlantic an unparalleled saxophone ros-
ter, and all of them, along with the other artists mentioned
above, are represented on the new Rhino sampler.

The contents are: Hard Times (David "Fathead" New-
man), Compared to What (Les McCann & Eddie Harris),
Whispering Grass (Hank Crawford), The Golden Striker
(Modern Jazz Quartet), The Inflated Tear (Roland Kirk),

Conlin' Home Baby
(Herbie Mann), Ramblin' (Or-
nette Coleman), Your Mind Is on Vacation
(Mose Allison), My Favorite Things (John Coltrane),
Sweet Si.vteen Bars (Ray Charles), Nubian Lady (Yusef La-
teen, and Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting (Charles Min-
gu). The playing time is 73 minutes.

Rhino's Senior Director of A&R Special Projects James
Austin says, "By paying tribute to these legendary
jazzmen, Rhino is not trying to change jazz history, but
simply to reemphasize Atlantic's place in it. When cus-
tomers pick up one of our packages, we hope they'll think
it's the best they could get from any company that draws on
Atlantic jazz. We'll have been successful if long-time jazz
fans are satisfied and if the novice listener is inspired to dig
deeper into a particular artist's body of work."

Whether you are a novice or a long-time jazz fan, we in-
vite you to help us celebrate our birthday by ordering the
Rhino/Atlantic CD sampler. We think you'll be doing your-
self a favor, and you may find that this year we've saved
the best for last!

RHINO'S ATLANTIC JAll LEGENDS SAIVRER

eTrrtfeet rtr,r1rIAT

Send coupon and a check or money order
for $3.50, which covers postage and handling, to
RHINO RECORDS, Depar-ment SR, 10635
Santa Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90025.

NAME

ADDRESS

STREET AND NUMBER

CITY STATE ZIP

Do not send cash. Make check or money order payable to RHINO
RECORDS. Outside the United States send US$6. Please allow six to eight
weeks for delivery. (Offer void after January 31,1994.)
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Too Illuch

Technology?

Arecent item from the Associat-
ed Press in our local newspaper
caught my attention, not be-
cause it had anything to do
with high fidelity (which was
never mentioned), but because

its subject seemed to have a universal
and continuously expanding influence
on the lives of most people, specifi-
cally including those who buy and use
audio equipment.

The article reported on a study by
Dell Computer Corporation suggest-
ing that a sizable percentage (actually,
a majority) of Americans suffer from
"technophobia"-a distrust or fear of
technology as it affects their lives. A
large number of adults are intimidated
by computers and worry about dam-
aging them because of inexperience
or ignorance of their operation.

But what has that to do with high
fidelity? If you have tried to operate
some of today's highly sophisticated
audio components, you must be aware
of the pitfalls they can present, espe-
cially to the technophobe.

Granted, today's audio components
employ vastly more complex and ad-
vanced electronic circuits than their
predecessors, and many have no pre-
decessors from analog days. But one
of the virtues of digital systems is that
they can be made to function in many
respects with little or no human inter-
face. Why, then, are they so intimidat-
ing to so many people?

I have a few thoughts on that sub-
ject, for I have often been as frustrat-
ed as that hypothetical "man on the
street" when faced with today's most
elaborate audio/video components.

First and foremost, I think a sizable
piece of the blame for the situation
lies with consumers themselves. Too
many people simply do not bother to
study (rather than merely skimming)
the instruction manual, whether for a
wristwatch or a home theater system.

TECH TALK
BY JULIAN HIRSCH

1 fail to understand why anyone ex-
pects to be able to use any product
without finding out what it is sup-
posed to do and how to make it work.

Once upon a time, most products in
any specific category were pretty
much alike. If you could use one bug-
gy whip or plow, you could use any of
them. Even products as complex as a
modern automobile are sufficiently
standardized that anyone who can
drive one make or model can usually
drive another make or model reason-
ably well. Of course, he might not be
able to use the radio or heater with
full effectiveness, or even have an
inkling of the existence of many of
the features that contribute to making
one car more desirable than another.
A lot of people who spend tens of
thousands of dollars for a car will not
use a large portion of its capabilities
simply because they never get around
to reading its manual.

We have a very similar situation
with today's audio and audio/video
products. In this industry, as in many

disclose the designer's intentions for a
particular control or feature.

On the other hand, reading the in-
struction manual will often answer
your questions about the operation of
a product, no matter how complex it
may be. Unfortunately, increasing
complexity makes this outcome de-
creasingly likely. But if you have in-
vested in an expensive component, or
several of them, it is a shame to waste
its capabilities by not exploiting them
to the fullest-or at least to the fullest
extent of your needs. Probably there
are some features that are really not
necessary or useful for you, but you'll
never know if you don't find out what
your system can do before deciding
what you will do with it.

Having urged you to read manuals
that frequently are not very good, I
will offer you the small solace that
most computer manuals I have seen
are far worse than anything to be
found in the audio world. The most
serious offenders deal with software,
however. We are indeed fortunate that

If you have tried to operate some of today's

sophisticated audio components, you must be

aware of the pitfalls they can present.

others, there is a strong drive for in-
novation, or at least distinctiveness, in
the appearance and operating features
of new products, and often even in the
terminology used to describe those
features. If you have tried to use a
feature -laden A/V receiver without
reading its manual, you may have
found yourself confronting the same
difficulties facing the user of almost
any high-tech product.

It can be terribly confusing, I'll ad-
mit. I regularly face the problem of
deciphering the occasionally bizarre
nomenclature that has long been a
prominent part of the audio land-
scape. Sad to say, too, there are cases
in which even the most careful exami-
nation of the operating manual fails to

our software (CD's, tapes, or whatev-
er) requires no great technical
prowess to use. So let's concentrate
on mastering our relatively straight-
forward hardware and enjoy the full
potential of our music systems. De-
spite what I have said so far, it is not
so difficult as to be beyond the reach
of anyone willing to make a little ef-
fort, and there is no reason to be ner-
vous or frightened when dealing with
audio components. Almost invariably,
the manual alerts you to actions that
might prove harmful to the equipment
or yourself. Mistakes, however tem-
porarily unpleasant their conse-
quences, will usually be steps on the
road to better sound and greater satis-
faction with your system.
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DOUJ there's an I1HT loudspeaker in everybody's range.

There is no single perfect loudspeaker for every use
- there are several. We know, because we make them.
From NHT's highly acclaimed SuperZero two-way speaker,
to the revolutionary new Model 3.3, the ultimate
expression of our Focused Image Geometry technology.

These two products represent merely the extremes of
NHT's innovative new product family. We now have the ideal
speakers for every space, and every budget. Each is based
on our philosophy of making something great, or not making
it at all. And isn't that something everybody wants to hear?

1111111111111
USE YOUR HERD.

Now Hear This. Inc.. 535 Getty Court. Bldg. A. Benicia. CA 94510
For the NHT dealer nearest you (U S ) call 1.800.NHT-9993: (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd.. (514) 631-6448

CIRCLE NO 50 ON READER SERVICE CARD





Who says you cant
accomplish anything by sitting
in front of a TV all your life?

In 1979, Mitsubishi introduced the world's first one-piece
big screen projectionTV. Since then, we haven't been able to
take our eyes off of it.

Researching. Improving. Perfecting.
So when you buy a new Mitsubishi big screen you're not

just buying a new TV, you're buying 15 generations of techno-
logical advancements. Mitsubishi

Take the VS -5071 displayed on offers the most
extensise line of

the left. Like the rest of our 1994 big screen TV,
featuring slim

line of big screen televisions, its pre- cabinet design.
ompactdecessors include the world's first 50',' C

internal lenso

601; 70" and 120" screens. As allow us to
build our

the first slim cabinet big screens ever cabinets 30%
slimmer without

to be offered to the viewing public. compromising

Of course, for those more inter-
picture quality.

ested in technology than genealogy, rest assured our latest
models continue to offer innovations you won't find in any
other big screen.

Like selective -light lenses for purer color reproduction,
dark -tint black matrix screens that absorb stray room light and
enhance sharpness, and scandium oxide -coated electron guns,
which keep our picture clearer and brighter over time. (In fact,
after ten years of normal use, ours retains 90% of its original
brightness. Others retain only 50%.)

The final result is a family of big screens whose picture
quality rivals even our best direct -view TVs.

For more information about our highly evolved line of
big screens, and the name of your nearest Mitsubishi dealer,
please call us at 1-800-937-0000, ext. 102.

You'll soon see that even if you just sat there for the rest
of your life watching every movie from Annie Hall to Ziegfield
Girl, it would be a very rewarding life indeed.

Mt MITSUBISHI
THE BIG SCREEN COMPANY:

1993 Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. CIRCLE NO 48 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TEST PORTS

Philips DEC -130 Portable DEC Player
KEN C. POHLMANN  HAMMER LABORATORIES

(though compact disc sales keep
rolling along and gaining mo-
mentum, there is no question
that the analog cassette remains
an important music medium.
This is particularly true in por-

table applications, where low-cost
battery -powered cassette players are
almost as ubiquitous as baseball caps.
Seeking to capitalize on the popularity
of portable cassette players and to
extend the life of such products into
the next millennium, Philips has at last
followed the introduction of home
DCC (Digital Compact Cassette) re-
corders with portable DCC players.

The DCC-130 has a slightly smaller
footprint than most portable CD play-
ers, but it is about twice as thick, and
in terms of overall volume, it winds up
being considerably larger. It is also
about 50 percent heavier than many
portable CD players, mainly because

of its rather large battery. The reason
for that is to increase the DCC- I30's
playing time, which at 21/2 hours is
comparable to that of many portable
CD players.

At first glance, the DCC-130 would
probably be mistaken for a portable
DAT player. When the open button is
slid to the left, a clamshell lid partly
opens, and it can be opened quite a bit
wider by hand-more than 50 degrees.
I was surprised that the lid opened so

DIMENSIONS
4% INCHES WIDE. 11/2 INCHES HIGH.

43/4 INCHES DEEP

PlItICII
5550

MANY/ACTIUM!
PHILIPS CONSUMER ELECTRONICS CO.. DEPT. SR.

ONE PHILIPS DR.. KNOXVILLE, TN 37914-1810

far: Although the big gape makes it
easy to insert a tape when the player is
resting on a flat surface, it also invites
incorrect cassette loading, which
could damage the mechanism inside.
Unlike current home DCC recorders,
which use a nine -track turnover head,
the DCC-130 uses an eighteen -track
fixed head. The new head makes the
mechanism smaller and more robust,
and it conserves power as well.

A rocker button is used to select
forward or reverse track -skip, by as
many as ninety-nine tracks on a DCC
or nine tracks on an analog cassette.
Another rocker controls fast -forward
and rewind. The stop button turns the
DCC-130 off if you press it when the
player is already in stop mode. If the
player is in stop mode and no button is
pushed for 4 minutes, it automatically
switches itself off.

Two buttons provide access to the
text information on prerecorded DCC
tapes: The mode button steps through
the album title, artist name, and track
title, and the scroll button is used to
read messages longer than the twelve -
character display. A counter -mode
button selects display of "absolute
time" (elapsed time from the begin-
ning of the tape), track time, total
time, or a simple hub -turns counter for
DCC's; only the counter is available
when playing analog cassettes. A
counter -reset button zeroes the tape
counter, and a side A/B button revers-
es tape direction.

Along the right side of the player
you'll find a hold switch, to prevent
accidental operation of any of the oth-
er buttons, and a switch to select sin-
gle reverse or continuous play at the
end of a side. On the back are a DC
power jack, analog outputs, and a Tos-
link optical digital output. The left side
holds a Dolby B on/off switch for
analog cassette playback, a three -po-
sition dynamic bass -boost switch, a
headphone jack, and a rotary volume
control for the output. As with most
portables, the battery is held in a com-
partment on the bottom of the chassis.

The top -mounted liquid -crystal dis-
play provides a wealth of information,
including text messages, timing and
track numbers, and indicators for tape 6

0
o

C
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You've probably heard
a lot about THX.
Now well see how well
you were listening.

What the heck is this THX thing?

A running shoe? A dessert top-

ping? Misconceptions abound.

But here's the skinny. THX is a

system designed by the folks at

Lucas Entertainment. Its aim:

to make a film sound just as

impressive from your easy chair as

it did from the director's chair in

his fancy high-tech dubbing suite.

MISCONCEPTION .2. Some folks think you need to buy the entire system all et once. But, in
fact, the pieces of the Boston THE system are available separately. You can even power them
with your exiazing Dolby ProLogic receiver and upgrade to the THX electron cs later.

The system consists of six THX

speakers, aid a THX controller/

amplifier combo. Boston Acoustics

THX speakers offer a great deal

more than conventional speakers

when it comes to home theater.

Specifically, dialog is clearer,

effects are more readily localized

MISCONCEPTION it I. Most people think THX uses a
new and dfferent encoding method. Not so. In fact, at
its heart, the THX controller has a Dolby ProLogic
decoder, so it accepts any Dolby -encoded TV program,
video tape or laser disc (unfortunately, that includes
Ishtar). We like to think of it as Dolby ProLogic, refined.

on and off screen, and panning is

more natural (a horse galloping

across the screen souods as such,

with a smooth transition from side

to side). All of this thanks to the

555x speaker's narrow vertical

dispersion pattern. Sound travels

to your ears without ricocheting

off the floor or ceiling, which can

blur crucial dialog and effects.

Another advantage: a sense of

41110 vow*.

MISCONCEPTION 03. A surround is a
sund. Hope. By firing sound forwardurro
and rear, the dipole 5752 surround
washes your walls with sound. Thereby
transporting you to the middle of a
canyon, a city street, or the forest planet
Endor (please don't feed the Ewoks(. In
fact, we believe the 575n is the finest
surround speaker ever built.

true space is achieved with

Boston 575x surrounds. These

dipolar speakers, unlike conven-

tional ones, use walls to reflect

sound several times before it

reaches your ears. So the sound

envelops you and you feel like

a,
MISCONCEPTION r4. THX is electronics.
Actually, most of what THX is lies in how
the speakers are configured. Take our
555n front speaker. We had one aim in
building it: your ears. Sound disperses
horizontally, but is limited vertically.
Since the sound you hear hasn't bounced
off of the floor or ceiling first, dialog is
incredibly clear, effects are crisp.

you're right in the middle of the

scene. And finally, what's a movie

without an explosion or two?

So we built the tight, powerful

Boston 595x subwoofers to deliver

the visceral side of a movie's

sound effects and music. All of

which can be heard at your local

Boston dealer. Stop by for a

demo. Now that you know what

you're listening to.

BostonAcoustics
Just what's important

Boston aria BOSICIIALOJSIJCS are tracremarKs of
Boston Acoustics. Inc All other trademarks are the
property of their respective holders.

To receive a tree copy of Number. the Boston Acoustics magazine of music. circle Reader Service NO 9



TEST REPORTS
side, play mode, track -search mode,
DCC playback, low battery, and other
items. The LCD is backlit when the
player is plugged into its AC adaptor.

The DCC-130 comes with a number
of accessories. Most significant are a
4.8 -volt nickel -cadmium battery and
an AC-adaptor/battery-charger, which
is unusual in having a cradle for charg-
ing a battery outside the player. The
charger can top off a battery in an hour
and has two indicator lights to show
when it is powered and when it is
charging. The adaptor/charger accom-
modates AC line voltages from 100 to
240 volts. The DCC-130 also comes
with a soft vinyl and cloth carrying
case, a phone -plug adaptor cable, and
headphones with an in -line wired re-
mote control. The remote provides
pause, rotary volume control, track
skip, play/stop, tape reverse, side A/B,
fast -forward, and rewind. An LED
embedded in the remote lights to veri-
fy operation. Last, but not least, Phil-
ips throws in a DCC sampler tape.

The DCC-130 delivered generally
impressive results on the test bench.
Speed error and wow -and -flutter were
both reasonably low with analog cas-
settes and essentially unmeasurable
with DCC tapes. DCC playback re-
sponse was good (with only a I.13 -dB
drop at 20 kHz), channel separation
was very wide, and linearity error was
negligible. A -weighted signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) was also good, but I would
like to have seen a better unweighted
S/N, even though it is less significant
perceptually than the A -weighted
measurement. Analog -cassette play-
back measurements were typical for a
portable player.

After charging its battery, I stuffed
the DCC-130 into a body belt along
with a variety of tapes and headed for
the great outdoors. Operation was
very easy and intuitive, especially
since several functions are handled
automatically. For example, the play-
er automatically senses whether the
tape is analog or digital. If analog, it
determines whether the tape requires
normal or chrome/metal equalization,
and if digital, whether the sampling
frequency is 32, 44.1, or 48 kHz. As
you might expect, the Dolby B circuit
is automatically bypassed when play-
ing back a DCC tape. I was also
pleased to note that information such
as the absolute time, track number,

MIASURIMINTS
Measurements were made at the analog out-

puts. Those listed are for the worse of the two
channels.

Fast -wind time IC-90/DCC-90) 145 sec

Speed error
analog -0.24%
digital below measurement limit
Wow -and -flutter (IEC peak -weighted)
analog 0.35%

digital below measurement limit
Line output for indicated 0 dB 1.05 V

DIGITAL PLAYBACK

Frequency response
io 20 kHz +0.02, -1.13 dB

Channel separation
FH 72.6 dB

III kHz 75.4 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio
A -weighted 80.7 dB
unweighted 56.4 dB
Distortion (TH I) + N at I kHz) 0.026%

Linearity error (at -90dB) .... +0.2 dB

ANALOG PLAYBACK

Frequency response
32 Hz to 18 kHz +0, -3.15 dB

Channel separation
I kHz 35.2 dB

10 kHz 33.1 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio
no noise reduction (A -weighted) 53.8 dB

no noise reduction (unweighted) 50.2 dB

Dolby B (unweighted) 53.0 dB

Distortion (THD+N at I kHz) 1.2%

counter setting, and tape direction are
saved in memory when the player is
turned off (they are cleared when you
open the clamshell, however).

Other functions, such as track skip-
ping, worked well. It is a pleasure to
click on the skip button and have the
player reliably find the right track for
you, even if it does take longer than it
would with a disc. Unfortunately,
when skipping tracks on a DCC tape,
the player does not automatically se-
lect the tape direction that will reach
the desired track in the shortest time.
This smart -searching capability was a
welcome feature on home DCC decks,
so I am surprised that it was not incor-
porated in this model, where it would

save time as well as battery power.
I subjected the DCC-130 to a jogging

test and found that analog tapes were
vulnerable to vibration, which caused
fairly severe wow and flutter. On the
other hand, analog playback was not
affected by direct shock to the top or
bottom of the player. DCC tapes suf-
fered the opposite problem: Although
DCC playback was immune to normal
vibration, it was affected by impact to
the top or bottom, which would mo-
mentarily mute the audio output, as
with a CD player.

Sound quality was quite good when
the player had a chance to strut its
stuff. The supplied headphones were
mediocre and limited the fidelity, but
with better headphones, reproduction
was superb. DCC tapes truly provide
all the sound quality of CD or DAT
playback-in other words, you cannot
buy a better -sounding portable audio
player. Prerecorded DCC tapes and
tapes I recorded on a home DCC deck
sounded excellent. Playback of analog
tapes was also good, but clearly no-
where near DCC quality. Overall, ana-
log playback was similar to that of a
high -quality analog -only portable.

Returning home, I auditioned the
DCC-130 over a home stereo system,
using both its analog and digital out-
puts. The sound was quite good via the
analog outputs, attesting to the quality
of the DCC-130's internal digital -to -
analog (D/A) converters. When using
the optical output, you bypass the
internal conversion circuits, enabling
direct digital recording to another digi-
tal deck or playback through an exter-
nal D/A converter. The digital output
operates only when the player is
powered from its AC adaptor, but that
shouldn't normally be a problem.

Although the DCC-130 had a few
rough edges, as is typical of any first -
generation product, its no -holds -
barred sound quality makes it a win-
ner. It is a remarkable piece of
engineering and completes the DCC
trilogy of home, car, and portable
products. Most important, the DCC-
130 also validates the DCC digital/
analog litany that it is literally possible
to enjoy the future, yet take the past
with you. This impressive portable
should silence many DCC critics, per-
suade many doubters, and perhaps
spark some serious excitement among
consumers.
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Ray Manzarek

changed music.

We're making

sure he doesn't

do it as often.

Ray Manzarek, co-founder of
the Doors, keyboardist, composer,
producer, Nakamichi aficionado.
The new MB -4s plays 7CDs
while the MusicBank Organizer
stores their cases.

1=111211F1124PIIM4ilioir

Place seven of Ray's CDs in the Nakamichi MusicBankTM System and you'll

truly appreciate the sonic innovations of a legendary keyboardist and his

preferred components. The MB -4s is significantly faster, quieter, and smaller

than ordinary carousel players. Yet it costs about the same. Which, in a

breakthrough Nakamichi CD player, may be the biggest breakthrough of all.

Nakamichi
Nakamichi America Corporation, 19701 South Vermont Avenue. Torrance, CA 90502 (310) 538-8150

Nakamichi Canada, 276 South West Marine Drive. Vancouver, B.C. V5X 2R4 (6044 324-7535

1993 Nakamichi Corporation.
MusicBank is a trademark of Nakamichi.



It's a clear dilemma. Your lifestyle has changed, but not your speakers. What used to fit well into your

dorm or first apartment looks out of place in your living room now.

However, there is a solution close at hand. Or, more accurately, one that fits in the palm of your

hand. For that's how small these miraculous satellite speakers are. (Take a close look. They're sitting

on the fireplace mantel on the facing page.)

And wait 'till you hear them! You and your guests will be astonished. Because

we've miniaturized everything but that big, room -filling sound.

In fact, 1800 audio experts have recognized the outstanding performance of the

RM3000. Judging it against its competitors, they have selected the RM3000 for the

coveted Audio Grand Prix award every year since its introduction.*

Enjoy the luxurious stone -like look of the Black Matrix satellites and the elegant

gloss black. Or choose the gloss white satellites to have them disappear into your

home. Either way you'll enjoy the lifelike sound and marvel at how they enable you

to distinguish individual instruments and vocals.

The adjustable bracket °how;

you to position the RM3000

for pre( se imaging.

*The Audio Grand Prix awards are sponsored annually by AudioVideo International Magazine.
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WITHOUT THE BIG SMARR
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Polk's compact subwoofer design uses

sophisticated bandpass teonology

to produce room -filling boss without

distortion.

THE RM3000.

CI For Dealer Location

46905
i Call 1-800-992-2520

In (anode cal (416) 847-888/1.

Polk Audio, Inc. 5601 Metro Drive,

But the magic of the entire system lies in the sophisticated band-

pass technology of our subwoofer. It means you can put it any-

where in the room, even hide it if you prefer. Your ears can't find it.

But they certainly will enjoy the deep, detailed, wall-to-wall bass.

For literature and technical specifications, call 1-800-377-POLK.

Once you hear the RM3000, you'll agree that you're not
giving up that big speaker sound. Only the big

speaker.

FROM THE SPEAKER SPECIALISTS

Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA, (410; 358-3600



This One's Something Special
4

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Quitting Smoking

Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health.
11 mg. tar-, 0.8 mg. nicotine an per cigarette by FTC method.
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TEST KNITS

Wharfedale Diamond V

Loudspeaker System
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK

(most a decade ago, Wharfedale
(one of the earliest British loud-
speaker manufacturers) intro-
duced a diminutive two-way
speaker system that delivered
remarkable sound quality. The

Diamond, as it was called, was widely
recognized for its wide -range, smooth,
uncolored sound and very small size,
at a price (in 1984) of $190 a pair.
Improved versions of the Diamond
appeared over the next few years, and
in April 1989 we reviewed the Dia-
mond III, which by then had a list
price of $300 a pair. The process of
refinement has continued, and now we
have the Wharfedale Diamond V,
price unchanged. (The Diamond III
remains in the line, incidentally, re-
duced to $200 a pair.)

Although the Diamond's size has
i increased slightly over the years, it is

LABORATORIES

still one of the smallest speakers that
can legitimately claim hi-fi quality. Its
new curved, molded -plastic speaker
panel is said to enhance the system's
high -frequency dispersion as well as
its appearance (it is one of the few
speakers that actually looks better
with its grille removed). The wooden
cabinet feels like solid concrete or

DIMENSIONS
7 INCHES WIDE, 101/2 INCHES HIGH, 71/2 INCHES DEEP

0/ INCHES WITH GRILLE IN PLACE)

FINISH
SIMULATED BLACK ASH

PRICE
5300 A PAIR

MANUFACTURER
WHARFEDALE. MELODY AUDI) LTD., DEPT. SR.
1940 BLAKE ST., SUITE 101, DENVER. CO 80202

steel when rapped, with not a hint of
audible resonance.

The basic speaker complement re-
mains virtually unchanged, although
both drivers are new. A new 5 -inch
woofer, with a polypropylene cone
and multilayer voice coil, is used with
a newly designed 1 -inch aluminum -
dome tweeter, cooled and damped
with magnetic fluid. The enclosure,
ported on its rear panel, is made of
15 -millimeter (approximately 1/4 -inch)
particleboard except for the front pan-
el, which is 1 inch thick in addition to
having a rigid plastic front molding.

Wharfedale claims a frequency
range of 47 Hz to 25 kHz for the
Diamond V. Its sensitivity is given as
86 dB sound -pressure level (SPL) at 1
meter with a 2.83 -volt input. The nom-
inal impedance of the system is 6
ohms, and it is rated to stand up to 100
watts input. Wharfedale says the Dia-
mond V was designed to give its best
bass performance when placed 2 to 12
inches from the wall behind it.

It was impractical for us to locate
the Diamond V speakers that close to
the wall; instead, we placed them on
26 -inch stands a couple of feet from
the wall behind them. In that position,
their averaged room response was
very flat above I kHz, varying only
-±1.5 dB from 800 Hz to 12 kHz. There
was a tweeter resonance of about 5 dB
at 14 kHz. In the woofer range (with a
close microphone spacing), the maxi-
mum output was at 120 Hz, falling
gently at higher frequencies and at 12
dB per octave below about 90 Hz. The
woofer response spliced to the room
curve in a somewhat ambiguous man-
ner at about 1 kHz. The actual transi-
tion might have been somewhat lower,
but our choice seemed to correlate
best with what we heard.

The Diamond V's quasi-anechoic
MLS frequency response was among
the flattest we have measured through
the middle- and high -frequency range,
with a variation of just ±-1.5 dB from
500 Hz to 10 kHz and ±3 dB from 300
Hz to 20 kHz. High -frequency disper-
sion was also good, with the output 45
degrees off -axis down only 5 dB at 10
kHz and 8 dB at 20 kHz.

One of the Diamond V's most im-
pressive qualities was its bass exten-
sion. Although the bass level dropped
off appreciably with decreasing fre-
quency, the fact remains that this little
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Peace (and Quiet) on Earth
The perfect gift this holiday season.

NOISEBUSTEr
active noise reduction headset

NoiseBuster reduces annoying noise electronically using "anti -noise technology,"

while leaving speech, music and warning signals clearly audible.

Use NoiseBuster in conjunction with your portable audio equipment or in-flight

entertainment system to reduce environmental noise and enjoy better audio quality.

Use the comfortable,

lightweight NoiseBuster:

 in the plane, car, bus, truck,

boat, train, subway, city, home, office

 with lawn mowers, vacuum cleaners,

home power tools, computers, fans

 and in many other everyday situations

where noise is a nuisance.

$149 + shipping/handling
To order, call toll -free:

800-228-3141

het- Noise Cancellation Technologies, Inc

800 Summer Street, Stamford, CT 06901

ADVANCED DESIGN FOR
A SUPERIOR WORKOUT

C40z

The NordicFlex Gold® strength trainer advances the science of
strength training to bring you truly revolutionary results.

GET A FASTER WORKOUT, FASTER RESULTS.
NordicFlex Gold has a patented isokinetic resistance
mechanism that automatically adjusts to the amount of

force you apply. According to research, with
isokinetic resistance:

 You build lean muscle more
efficiently than with rubber band

- systems or free weights.

You spend less time
4.10 between exercises than

with other systems.

And the ergonomically correct
linear exercise motion

isolates the muscle
groups you want to

build for
maximum

results.
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TEST REPORTS
speaker, which can be held on the
palm of one hand, put out a healthy 50
Hz when required, as well as a percep-
tible 40 -Hz fundamental. Unless the
speaker was pushed to its limits, its
bass remained true, instead of degen-
erating into distortion as would hap-
pen with most other small speakers.

The impedance curve exhibited two
bass resonance peaks, 22 and 26 ohms
at 100 and 30 Hz, respectively, and a
maximum of 18 ohms in the range
above 100 Hz. The minimum imped-
ance was 6 ohms at 60 and 250 Hz.

The Diamond V's measured sensi-
tivity was 88 dB, somewhat better
than rated. At a constant drive level of
3.5 volts, corresponding to a 90-dB-
SPL reference level, woofer distortion
was between 0.5 and 1 percent from 2
kHz down to 100 Hz, rising to 2 per-
cent at 65 Hz and 5 percent at 40 Hz.

Although the information supplied
with the speakers did not mention
their crossover frequency, group -de-
lay measurements suggest that it is
about 4 kHz. The system withstood
single -cycle burst inputs of 600 to 800
watts at 1 and 10 kHz without damage
or untoward sounds, but at 100 Hz the
sound became hard at about 22 watts
and progressively harder as the power
increased to 145 watts, where the
woofer cone clearly reached the limits
of its suspension. The speaker suf-
fered no damage from this rather abu-
sive treatment, however.

In listening tests, the Wharfedale
Diamond V sounded every bit as good
as its measurements would suggest. It
had a full-bodied sound, not at all thin,
although with music that contained
strong, deep bass it could not match
larger speakers having more driver
area or enclosure volume. Still, its
sound was invariably remarkable for
such a small speaker and remained
musical and balanced at all times. Also
(and very unusual for a speaker of this
size), the Diamond V's bass output
extended low enough to make it usable
with a real subwoofer (one that oper-
ates only below 50 Hz or so), unlikely
as such a configuration might seem.

We are impressed that Wharfedale
has managed to hold the line on the
Diamond's price despite inflation and
design improvements. At $300 a pair,
the Diamond Ill was a terrific value
five years ago, and the Diamond V is
an even greater one now.
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The
surround
speaker

that's
impossible

to
find

When you look
around a Dolby

Stereo
Theater, what

you see
mounted on the left, r gh: anc back walls are

the
surround

speakers. Multiple a -rays
are used so

you won't
be able to pinpoint where tie sound is

coming from, leaving you totally
imme-sed in the

action.

To
rec-eate this

experience in the hone with a

single pair of
speakers is

extremey difficult. If you can

audibly detect the location ofyour
surround speak-

ers, they're
not really

surround sound
speakers. Most

loudspeaker
manufacturers don't

understand this.

They
assume that their

converticnal
speakers, with

straight-ahead
driver/tweeterplacement, are good

enough tobe used for
surround.

That's not the
case, andAtlantic

Technology knows it.The 154 SR
Surround

Speakershave been
designed utilizingtwo 3 /2"

drivers offset at I OS'angles for
maximum

dispersionof sound. The drivers are thenphase inverted for optimal

randomization of the
surround

information. These

two features produce an effect just like -_he
surround

speaker array in a real
theater. So you'll

really feel

a sandstorm
blowing around you an

undersea
explosion

engulfing you, a meteo- shower
bombarding you.

To your ears, the
Atlantic Techno ogy 134 SR

Surround
Speakers will be

impossible tc find, and

that's what
surround sound is all about.Atlantic

Technology
manufactures an entire

family of
dedicated hone theater

components: power direct-

ed
subwoofers, center

chanrels, front
satellites. All

offer the
highest

performance and are
reasonably

priced. That's why Video
Magazine. sa d In

its price

range, Atlantic
Technology is a rrerotly very hard-ifnot

impossible-to oeat." Call
617-762-6300 and refer to

Dept. A for more
informaticn and the

name of your

nearest Atlantic
Technology dealer.

3L3
Vanderbilt Ave. Dept A

TECHNOLOGY
Nzrwood. MA 02062



At one time
you understood how

this worked.
FIVE BLOCKS MADE A COTTAGE, ten a
castle, and a hundred your own private
empire. With Linn components, it's just

that simple. You can start out with the system that's
right for you today and, using our building-block
approach, improve and ex-
pand your system over time
in affordable steps. Some
steps will improve the per-
formance of your system,
others will expand your sys-
tem throughout your home, but each and every step
has one thing in common. It delivers more music.
PEOPLE NEED MUSIC. Music is important. Explor-
ing the world of music in the comfort of your own
home is therapeutic. It will help you relax, stimulate
your imagination, change your mood, and provide
entertainment and pleasure for your whole family.

MIF

1-800-LINN HI-FI
music for life'

A SOUND INVESTMENT. At our innovative fac-
tory in Scotland, we produce the most advanced and
best sounding hi-fi. Skilled and dedicated people
and our unique single -station -build philosophy
ensure a standard of construction and reliabil-

ity simply not possible
on a production line.
And, with your Linn re-
tailer on hand to provide
assistance long after
your initial purchase,

you can expect your hi-fi to last a lifetime. People
who love music have built our business, so we look
after them. MUSIC FOR YOUR LIFE. To learn
more about Linn Hi-Fi and the many ways in
which Linn can make music a more important
part of your life, phone Audiophile Systems,
Ltd., our U.S. distributor, at 1-800-546-6443.



TEST REPORTS

Definitive Technology DR7 Bookshelf

Loudspeaker System
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

efinitive Technology's first loud-
speakers were floor -standing bi-
polar designs (pairs of drivers on
opposite sides of the cabinet, ra-
diating in phase with each other
to the front and rear). Later came

the more conventional, less expensive
DR7, also a floor -standing speaker but
with just a single set of forward -firing
drivers. Recently the company intro-
duced a version of the DR7 suitable for
shelf or stand mounting. Called the
DR7 Bookshelf, it differs from the
original (now known as the DR7 Tow-
er) principally in height. The greater
height of the 35 -inch DR7 Tower gives
it slightly deeper bass extension than
the 22 -inch DR7 Bookshelf.

The DR7 Bookshelf has a 6 -inch
woofer mounted midway up the front

of its vented enclosure. The woofer
has a mineral -filled polymer cone and
a rugged cast -magnesium basket. It
crosses over through a phase -coherent
Linkwitz-Riley network to a I -inch
soft -dome tweeter with an aluminum
voice coil and magnetic -fluid cooling.

DIMENSIONS
81/2 INCHES WIDE. 22 INCHES MOH.

111/2 INCHES DEEP

FINISH
BLACK WOODORAIN

$249 EACH

MANUFACTURER
DI -J1511 -15E TECHNOI IIGI. Do.'. SR.

11105 VALLE HEIGHTS DR.. BALTIMORE.. MD 21117

The tweeter is located above the woof-
er and offset slightly to the right. The
bass port is on the front panel, near the
bottom.

Input binding posts, recessed into
the back of the cabinet, accept single
or dual banana plugs as well as
stripped wire ends or lugs. The cabi-
net, which is heavily braced internal-
ly, is finished in black with what might
be described as a generic woodgrain
(the manufacturer describes it as
"high-tech black"). The frame of the
removable black cloth grille is de-
signed to complement the speaker
panel so as to minimize diffraction of
sound from the cabinet edges.

Definitive Technology's specifica-
tions for the DR7 Bookshelf are mini-
mal, but its frequency range is given as
26 Hz to 28 kHz, its sensitivity as 90
dB SPL (sound -pressure level) at I

meter with an input of 2.83 volts, and
its nominal impedance as "compatible
with 8 -ohm outputs." The DR7 is rec-
ommended for use with amplifiers rat-
ed between 20 and 200 watts per chan-
nel. It is available both separately and
as part of Definitive Technology's new
HT7 home theater package, which
combines a pair of DR7 Bookshelfs
with a tonally matched CI jr. center -
channel speaker and a pair of BPI
bipolar surround speakers for just
over $1,000 total.

We mounted the DR7's on stands,
weighted with sand, that placed the
tops of the cabinets 35 inches from the
floor. They were positioned 6 feet
apart and 18 inches from the wall
behind them, angled slightly toward
the center of the room.

The averaged room response of the
two speakers was quite uniform, with-
in ±3 dB from 300 Hz to 20 kHz.
Quasi-anechoic MLS response mea-
surements confirmed this result,
showing a mere ±2 -dB deviation in
the on -axis response over the same
range. The close-miked bass response
peaked at 70 Hz, falling off at 12 dB per
octave at lower frequencies and slop-
ing down slightly above 70 Hz. The
composite frequency response was
±5 dB from 38 Hz to 20 kHz. High -
frequency dispersion was typical of 1 -
inch dome drivers, with the output
45 degrees off -axis falling by 2 dB
at 6 kHz, 5 dB at 10 kHz, and 13 dB
at 20 kHz.

Group -delay measurements indicat-
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FREE
Stereo

Catalog

Remember when shopping for a
stereo was fun? So do we. Get
our catalog and get excited again!

 Hundreds of components

 Dozens of top brands

 Packed with buying tips

 Low discount prices

 Computers and video, too

 It's free! Call now. You'll be
glad you did.

Call Now!
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TEST REPORTS
ed that the crossover was at about 2
kHz. The group delay varied only
about 100 microseconds overall from 4
to 20 kHz and less than 2 milliseconds
from the lower woofer range through
the crossover to the tweeter.

The system impedance reached a
minimum of 3.8 ohms at 170 Hz. There
were two bass peaks, 14 ohms at 25 Hz
and 11.5 ohms at 75 Hz, and the maxi-
mum reading was 20 ohms at 13 Hz.
Sensitivity was 90 dB, as rated, and at
that level woofer distortion was be-
tween 0.5 and 1 percent from 2 kHz
down to 70 Hz. It rose at lower fre-
quencies to 4.5 percent at 40 Hz, ap-
proximately the useful lower limit of
the speaker's response. Our single -
cycle tone -burst tests showed that the
DR7 can handle high input levels with-
out excessive distortion. At middle
and high frequencies, it withstood the
maximum power our amplifier could
deliver -410 watts at 1 kHz and 670
watts at 10 kHz-without distress. At
100 Hz, the speaker began to sound
hard at 185 watts input.

The DR7 Bookshelf sounded as good
as it measured and clearly was well
ahead of most similarly priced speak-
ers we have tested in all the important
subjective characteristics-frequency
extension in both treble and bass, ton-
al balance, and imaging (which I use in
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the sense of simulating the effect of a
seamless soundstage between the
speakers and a little beyond them,
with a sense of depth).

When compared with a number of
substantially more expensive speak-
ers, the DR7 not only was a peer of any
of them, but in numerous A/B compar-
isons it usually outperformed speakers
priced as much as two or three times
higher. Even a pair of well-known
British speakers, comparable to the
DR7 in size and driver complement
but originally (some years ago) selling
at more than three times its price, and
which I had always considered to have
superior imaging qualities, came off a
poor second to these remarkable
speakers.

Of course, individual judgments of
speaker quality are always affected by
the local acoustic environment and the
specific program material, to say noth-
ing of the listener's personal taste.
Depending on all the above and more,
the Definitive Technology DR7 Book-
shelf may or may not be the "best"
speaker (whatever that means) of its
size or configuration. But as far as I am
concerned, it is the best -sounding
speaker that I have heard in my home
selling at anywhere near its price. It is
a remarkable value no matter how you
define that term. 0

0.0 E
DUE To SEVERE

PRISON COWING,

ONLY OVAL TYPE

AUTO SPEAKERS
ALLOWED

CELL STEKE0
SYSTEMS



The only way we could make
home theater sound any better was

to lower the price of admission.
There was a time when you had to be

made of money to put together your very own
home theater system.

Fortunately Yamaha's affordable new
RX-V470 A/V receiver has charged all that.

It's the only receiver priced under $500
that combines Yamaha Cinema DSP digital-
ly processed Dolby Pro Logic* and equal
power in the right, left and center channels
(a powerful 50 watts each). The only one.
CINEMA Cinema DSI? as you probably

ID recall, is a remarkable advance
that combines two of the most exciting devel-
opments to come down the audio turnpike in
quite some time.

Yamaha Digital Sound Field Processing
(DSP), a unique technology which recreates
the actual acoustics of some of the most famous
performance venues right in your home.

And Dolby Pro Logic, which places
movie dialogue and sound effects around the
mom, precisely as the director intended.

When combined, these two technologies
create "phantom" surround speakers that allow
sound to travel beyond
the normal range of your
actual surround speakers.
Something which expands
your mom's sound field
to recreate the bigger -
than -life acoustical expe-
rience of a modern-day
movie theater.

In short, Cinema DSP
stands everything else on
its ears. And until now, it's
something you could only
expect to find on Yamaha's more expensive
A/V receivers and amplifiers.

Yamaha's impressive new RX-V470.
You'll be hardpressed to find an A/V receiver
that gives you as much bang for your buck.

Or even as much crash VAMA
and kaboom, for that matter. I

Phantom "-"1":"." r
Speakers ---- rr

Surround Sound Fie

For the dealer nearest you, call 1-800-4YAMAHA today.

Music
and

Effects

6misi
Dialogue

a

IiIIP--//
Mimic
and

Efects

Yamaha's exclusive
Cinema DSP fills every

nook and cranny

HA®

.0".#

maha Electronics CI wivration. USA P.O. Box 6660. &ena Park. CA 9067.2 lkilby Pro Logic is a regiaeml track -nark Aby Lalxs. .icerming Ccrp.
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TEST REPORTS

Pioneer Elite CLD-91

CD/laserdisc Combi-Player
DAVID RANADA  TECHNICAL EDITOR

./. he new flagship of Pioneer's line
of combination laserdisc and CD
players is the CLD-97, a member
of the company's Elite series of
high-performance components.
And though mild-mannered in ap-

pearance, it boasts a wealth of perfor-
mance and convenience features.

Included are the usual cueing con-
trols plus all the extras you would
expect from a high -end player-more
than we have space to describe in
detail. Suffice it to say that the CLD-
97 leaves out nothing useful except the
ability to cue to, or display, CD index
points (a common omission, and a
minor one given the scarcity of in-
dexed CD's nowadays).

Among the most important features
is a field memory that gives long -play
(CLV) videodiscs nearly all the special
playback features that would other-
wise be available only with standard -

play (CAV) discs - freeze frame,
multispeed forward or backward
playback, strobing, and so forth. If
you find these capabilities useful, this
feature alone could save you hundreds
of dollars in disc purchases, since you
can buy the less expensive CLV ver-
sions of your favorite movies and still
do detailed frame -by -frame analysis.
The only CAV tricks not available
with CLV discs are those related to
cueing by frame number or by abso-

DIMENSIONS
18 INCHES WIDE, OS INCHES HIGH.

17% INCHES DEEP

PRICE

MAN UFA
PIONEER Li I( 1110NR. ( LSA). IN( , DIM-. SR.

2265 E. 220TH ST., LONG BEACH, CA 90810

lute time (because CLV discs don't
carry the information necessary to do
them).

Besides automatic videodisc side -
changing, other important features
include twenty -four -selection pro-
grammed playback capability, eight
repeat modes (memory, A/B, single
chapter/track, one side, both sides,
program, random, and program ran-
dom), and an automatic track -editing
function that programs tracks that will
fit within a specified playback time
(handy for making cassette copies of
CD's, for example). The CLD-97 also
has a feature called Hi-Lite Scan,
which, in its standard operating mode,
plays 8 seconds of each track on a CD,
presumably so that you can select
those you want to hear. Strangely,
playback is begun one minute into each
track. The starting point can be reset
to any location within a track, how-
ever, even the most logical one: the
beginning. The standard mode for the
equivalent laserdisc feature does start
at the beginning of each chapter, and
this cannot be changed.

Hookup is simple. Two identical
sets of audio/video outputs are provid-
ed. The phono-jack audio outputs are
at the far right of the back panel, while

C

6
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Introducing TheNext Best -Selling
Loudspeaker Of All Time.

More than 30 years ago, Henry Kloss
designed the now -legendary KLH Model Six,
the first speaker to fully exploit the potential
of two-way design. By using the then -new
principle of the acoustic suspension woofer,
as well as creating a new type of long -throw
integral -dome tweeter, he was able to make
a speaker that provided outstanding performance
at a moderate cost. A decade later he took these
principles still further with the Advent loud-
speaker, one of the best selling speaker models
of all time. Both speakers were considered
industry benchmarks for price/performance.

We are now pleased to announce
Cambridge SoundWorks' Model Six, a two-
way system named in honor of Henry Kloss'
first ground -breaking two-way system.

Not An "Extension Speaker."
Model Six is not an "extensions

It's a serious main speaker withsufficient
frequency range and power -handling to satisfy
serious listeners. Model Six speakers, when
combined with a good receiver and CD player,
comprise a music system for $500 -$600 that
seriously outperforms typical pre-packaged

"shelf" or "rack" systems.

1Wo-Way Design Advantages.
We believe that when lowest cost is not

the ultimate consideration, the best speaker
design is a subwoofer-satellite system like our
Ensemble® and Ensemble II systems. But
a properly designed subwoofer-satellite system
requires three-way design, which entails the cost
of two more drivers and a third cabinet. While
neither Ensemble system is "high end" in "rice,
a complete stereo system starts at about $800,
still too much for music lovers on a budget.

"...the Model Six is

truly a high -quality
speaker...It has an

'all there' sound
quality that belies its
amazingly low price

and does credit to its

heritage...At only
$119 each, the Model
Six is an exceptional
value."

-Stereo Review

111

"1-l°1r.:y7r
for
Orderxastd47:513

esivery.

Model Six continues a long tradition of best-selling, high performance, high value, two-way
speakers by Henry Kloss. Wry natural, accurate, wide -range sound -only $119 each!

What does Model Six give up compared to
our Ensemble systems? With big amplifiers in
large rooms, Ensemble and Ensemble II can
play louder, and they have greater low -bass
extension. They also give you tremendous
room -placement flexibility, which allows you
to optimize performance, with little impact
on the decor of your room.

Costly Components.
Thoughtful Design.

At the heart of Model Six are its drivers,
a 1% " cone tweeter with center %" dome (the
same tweeter we use in Ensemble), and a newly -
designed 8" acoustic suspension woofer. While
classic in their simplicity, these drivers differ
greatly from other moderate -cost speakers.

Model Six's crossover frequency is 2,000
Hz, much lower than many other two-way
designs. This makes it possible to ensure
smooth, uncolored upper midrange with wide
dispersion. Such a low crossover frequency
would not work with conventional tweeters.
But Model Six's tweeter uses a suspension
that allows the "long throws" necessary to
reproduce music in this range.

The 8" woofer cone is larger than those
usually found in speakers of Model Six's size
and price, allowing it to move substantial
amounts of air at low frequencies. And Model
Six puts emphasis on very low frequencies
instead of the mid -bass "rise" common in
many speakers. The result is bass that is more
accurate and extended than similar systems.

But most important is how Henry Kloss
went on to "voice" the system -painstakingly

fine-tuning the octave -to -octave balance. This is
the most important factor in determining the
overall sound of a speaker.

Elegant Cabinet Design.
We devoted considerable time and effort

to making Model Six visually appealing. Con-
vincing simulated wood finishes were chosen -
in oak, teak and black ash. A subtly rounded

"bullnose' molding frames a medium charcoal
grey gill that was custom -woven for Model Six.

Factory -Direct Price: $119 each!
Because we sell factory -direct, Model Six

sells forfar less than it would cost in stores. At
$119 each, in your choice of three finishes, it is
the value in today's loudspeaker market. If you
aren't satisfied, you can return Model Six within
30 days fora full refund.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How

7b Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

154 California St.. Suite 102D, Newton. MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

144: Camhndge ScurKIMks. Ensemble is a regstered trackrnark ot-Carnhndgf
Sound,Abk. Inc Carnhidge Som.:Maks is a radernark of CarnbndgE SoundMk, Inc

tali is a trademark of 1111. Inc.Advent es a trademark of Intemaoonal lemen Inc

Cambndge SoundWzdss not ablated with WI or Advent
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The Critics Love Ensemble
TE/

1°0 sec
Order asiie1tVeri'
for Xm And Ensemble II.

Wha's The Diffetence, Anyway?
Cambridge SoundWorks changed

the audio world when we began
direct -marketing Ensemble' by Henry
Kloss. Ensemble is a revolutionary
dual-subwoofer/satellite speaker
system offering all-out performance,
without cluttering up your room with
huge speaker cabinets. Available only
factory -direct from Cambridge
SoundWorks, with no expensive
middle -men, Ensemble is priced at hun-
dreds less than it would have sold for in
stores. Audio magazine says Ensemble

"may be the best value in the world:'

And Then There Were Two.
Now Cambridge SoundWorks has

introduced Ensemble II, a more affordable
version of Ensemble using only one cabi-
net to hold both subwoofer drivers.
Ensemble II has joined Ensemble in the
ranks of the country's best-selling speak -

"Ensemble may be the
best value in the world."

Audio

The real difference is in the subwoofer.

ers. We believe Ensemble II is a better
system than its best-known competitor.
And because we sell it factory -direct, it's
half the price. Stereo Review said "Ensem-
ble II performs so far beyond its price and
size that it can be compared only with
much larger speakers at substantially
higher prices:' We agree with the writer
who said, "It's hard to imagine going
wrong with Ensemble:' The question is,
which Ensemble system is right foryou?

The Same
Satellite Speakers.

When you listen to either Ensem-
ble system, almost 90% of the music
you hear is being reproduced by the
satellite speakers. Both Ensemble
and Ensemble II use satellite speak-
ers that are virtually identical,
Unlike many competing systems,
Ensemble's satellites are true two-

way speaker systems, each containing a
high performance tweeter and a 4 -inch
woofer. Stereo Review said, "The Ensemble
satellites delivered a smoother output than

Due acoustic
suspension,
sealed subwoofer

Cavity acts as
acoustic band-pass
filter.



many larger and more expensive speakers."
Small (8%"x5%"x4") and unobtru-

sive, they'll fit into the decor of any room.
They're available in scratch -resistant
gunmetal grey Nextel, or primed so you
can paint them any color you wish.

Ensemble satellite speakers are available primed for
painting, so they can matchyour decor az*

The Same Overall Sound.
In many rooms, Ensemble 11 sounds

virtually the same as Ensemble, especially
when Ensemble's two subwoofers are
placed right next to each other. The real
difference between the two systems is
that Ensemble, with its two ultra -compact
subwoofers (12" x 21 " x 41/2 ") , gives you
ultimate placementflexibil#

The Same Attention To Detail.
Ensemble and Ensemble II are con-

structed with the very best materials and
no -compromise workmanship. Their
subwoofers use heavy-duty woofers in
true acoustic suspension enclosures. The
satellites are genuine two-way systems
with very high quality speaker compo-
nents. Individual crossover networks are

built into every cabinet for maximum
wiring flexibility. Robust construction is
used throughout, featuring solid MDF
cabinets and solid metal grilles.

The Same
Factory -Direct Savings.

Cambridge SoundWorks products are
available on factory -direct. By eliminat-
ing the mid le -men, we're able to sell
Ensemble and Ensemble II for hundreds
less than if they were sold in stores.

The Same 30 -Day ibtal
Satisfaction Guarantee.

Choosing a loudspeaker after a brief
listen at a dealer's showroom is like decid-
ing on a car after one quick trip around
the block. So we make it possible to audi-

tion our speakers the right way-

Stereo systems featuring Ensemble and Ensemble II
speakers with Pioneer or Philips electronics start at
onfr $799, including CD player. Dolt°, Surround
Sound systems start at only $999.

in your own home. You get to listen for
hours without a salesman hovering near-
by. If within 30 days you're not happy,
return your speaker system for a full re -

"Ensemble 11 performs so far
beyond its price and size that it
can be compared only with
much larger speakers at
substantially higher prices."

Stereo Review

fund. We even reimburse original UPS
ground shipping charges in the continental
United States.

co
The only difference in satellites is that the original
Ensembles use gold-plated connectors that allow use
of even the heaviest gauge wire.

The Real Difference: The
Ultimate Placement Flexibility

Of Dual Subwoofers.
Placement of bass and high -frequency

speakers in a room-and how those
speakers interact with the acoustics of the
room-has more influence on the overall
sound quality of a stereo system than just
about anything. As an alternative to
spending hundreds (or thousands) of
dollars on this or that "latest" amplifier
or CD player design, you should invest
some of your time experimenting with
various speaker positioning schemes.
Ensemble's two ultra -slim (41/2") sub -

woofers give you more placement flexibil-
ity than any speaker system we know of
(including Ensemble II), and is most likely
to provide the performance you want
in the real world...in-your room.

How lb Order.
The dual-subwoofer Ensemble system

is available in two versions. With hand-
some black -laminate subwoofers for $599.
Or with black vinyl -clad subwoofers for
$499. Ensemble II is priced at $399. For
more information or to order call our
audio experts, 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year. We'll send you our 64 page color
catalog with stereo and surround sound
components and systems from Cambridge
SoundWorks, Pioneer, Philips, Denon and
others. Because we sell factory -direct,
eliminating expensive middle -men, you
can save hundreds of dollars.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
U'& Snow How IO :Wake Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

C 1003 Cz-nbnilw SoundMrks. Ensemble is a registered trademark of
Cambndge ;oundlWrks Ambiance and The Surround are trademark, of
Cambndge ioundWorks AR 6: Advent are trademarks of lensen Laboratones
Bose is a registered trademark of Bose Corporation. Prices do not include
shipping  :Inly the connecting terminals are different.
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HST REPORTS

MEASUREMENTS
DIGITAL AUDIO

All figures are for both CD and laserdisc
except as noted.

Maximum output level 2.3 volts
Dolby calibration error (see text) 1.2 dB

Frequency response (see text)
de -emphasis off

20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.1, -2 dB
de -emphasis on

20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.08, -2 dB
Channel separation
125 Hz 108 dB

I kHz 107.9 dB

16 kHz 104.3 dB

Channel imbalance 0.18 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio (A-wtd.)
dc -emphasis off- 116.6 dB

de -emphasis on 116.6 dB

Dynamic range 109.5 dB

Distortion (THD + N at 0 dB)
20 Hz to 8 kHz <0.034%

20 kHz 7.7% (see text)

Linearity error
-60 to -80 dB <0.2 dB

l -dB error point -102 dB
Defect tracking (CD only. Pierre Verany #2
test disc) 1,500µm

Impact resistance (D. top and sides) A

Cueing accuracy (CD) A

Slewing time ((Di 2.6 seconds

AFM AUDIO

All figures are for laserdisc only.
Maximum output level
left tight 0.48/0.49 volt

Channel imbalance 1.23 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio (referred to 100%
modulation, A-wtd.. CX on) 72.5 dB

Distortion (THD+ N at 1 kHz. 100%
modulation) 0.55%

Separation (at 1 kHz) 50.4 dB

VIDEO

Horizontal luminance resolution
(wedge pattern) >350 lines

Horizontal luminance bandwidth
t -3 dB) 4.6 MHz
Gray -scale nonlinearity (max) 0.8%

Laserdisc side -change time
end of A to start of B 15.3 seconds

start of A to start of B 15.5 seconds

start of B to start of A 18.9 seconds

the two composite -video (phono-jack)
and S -video outputs are at the left side.
Pioneer generously provides both an
optical digital audio output connector
and a coaxial (phono-jack) digital out-
put. The latter is becoming increasing-
ly rare for reasons unrelated to its
versatility, so Pioneer deserves credit
for putting in the extra circuitry. There
is no headphone output.

Like other members of Pioneer's
Elite line, the CLD-97 is finished in a
lacquer -like glossy black with pol-
ished wood end panels. Its vacuum -
fluorescent display can be switched
off with a small front -panel button,
which in turn illuminates a tiny green
LED. The display is functional but
rather small, with the track -number
and time digits crowded close together
and no indication of when the player is
in pause mode.

The supplied remote handset oper-
ates all the player's functions (the
front -panel controls allow only the
most basic cueing operations). It has
a jog-dial/shuttle-ring combination,
which is useful for controlling both
laserdisc and CD playback. Unfortu-
nately, Pioneer still includes a point-
less, inconvenient, and battery -con-
suming illuminated on/off button for
the jog dial. At the same time, the
company has abandoned the logical 0
to 9 numerical keypad found on earlier
models and replaced it with one of
those frustrating systems that require
you to press a +10 button to get to
tracks numbered higher than 9. It
makes even less sense when you dis-

cover that the +10 button is inopera-
tive if you cue directly to a track time
or frame number, which means that
the CLD-97 interprets the same key-
pad in two different ways depending
on the cueing function being per-
formed. Those blemishes aside, it's a
mostly well -arranged remote.

Along with batteries for the remote
control, the supplied accessories in-
clude a stereo audio cable, a compos-
ite -video cable, and-wonder of won-
ders!-an S -video cord. (Many com-
ponents with S -video outputs are not
supplied with the necessary cables.)
I would have been doubly thrilled if
a cable for the optical digital output
had been included as well (they're
even rarer than S -video cables).

Technically, the CLD-97 has a lot
going for it. The manual says that a
good deal of the video signal process-
ing is performed digitally, with conse-
quent benefits in phase performance
(which in video translates to color
accuracy). Audio performance is en-
hanced by 1 -bit digital -to -analog (D/A)
converters. But incorporated in them
is a feature that is sure to excite con-
troversy-a technique Pioneer calls
Legato Link Conversion (see "Legato
Link," page 68).

Leaving aside the questions raised
by Legato Link, the CLD-97's D/A
converters were generally excellent.
Low-level linearity was essentially
perfect down to - 80 dB and exceeded
a 1 -dB error way down at -102 dB.
Our other audio measurements were
equally impressive. Frequency re -
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DESIGNS BY HENRY KLOSS

Our new Center Channel and Center channel Plus speakers are
magnetic, shieldecl so they Kw't cause video interference,
even when placed very near a 7V screen.

IT'S NOT
TOO LATE!

Order by Dec. 23for Xmas delivery.

Our Center
Channel Speakers Deliver

Optimum Pro Logic Performance
At Factory -Direct Prices.

Cambridge SoundWorks sells two
speakers designed by Henry Kloss specif-
ically for use as center channel speakers in
Dolby Surround Pro Logic systems -the
Center Channel and Center Channel Plus.
Our experience with Dolby Surround Pro
Logic systems has shown that the center
channel is very important. A significant
portion of movie soundtracks is directed
to the center channel. It's crucial to use
a speaker that reproduces that material

11160...
Place our loor-prohle Center Channel Plus abov e your 1 t
or. with alma-nal support, use it asa base for your 71

accurately, with the proper volume level and
dispersion pattern.

Center Channel by Henry Kloss.
Center Channel is a compact, two-way

acoustic suspension speaker with a 4"
woofer and a ring radiator tweeter. Because
of its compact size (8% " x5Y, "x4"), it's
simple to place Center Channel directly on
top of or below your TV screen, so that
dialog and sound effects will seem to ema-
nate from their on -screen source.

Center Channel is well shielded magneti-
cally so that it can be placed very close to
your TV without causing video interference.
Acoustically identical to our Ensemble satel-
lite speakers, it's ideal for center channel use
in a Pro Logic system. The factory -direct
price of Center Channel is $149.

Center Channel Plus by Henry Kloss.
The Center Channel Plus is a larger

speeaker recommended for achieving theater-
lik levels in the most sophisticated
and powerful home theater systems. It uses

ftur 3" long -throw woofers and a tweeter
that perfectly matches the acoustics of our
Ensembles and Ensemble II systems. The
frequency range of the outer pair of 3" woof-
ers is intentionally limited to maintain proper
dispersion characteristics.

Because of its wide, low profile (25"
wide, 4" high, 6'/2" deep), Center Channel
Plus is ideal for placement directly on top of
or, uniquely fora product of its type, beneath
a TV -with optional support unit, it can act
as a base for your TV. V* don't know of any
speaker, at any price, that outperforms
Center Channel Plus. The factory -direct price
of Center Channel Plus is $219.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How

76 Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

154 California St., Suite 102D, Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

Ioq2 L3nitek*Scuiletelcs. 0 Ensembie is a registered trademark of Cambndge
Sountiegrks Pnces and speobcances saga to change willow moue
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TEST DEPORTS
sponse with de -emphasis, in particu-
lar, was very good, and noise was
extremely low. Using a special dither -
only test signal to keep the converters
from muting, we found just a tiny
amount of hum at a totally inaudible
-104.7 dB. FM -audio performance
for videodiscs without digital sound-
tracks was par for the course.

We did note that the CLD-97's out-
put from a maximum -level digital au-
dio signal was 1.2 dB greater than the
standard 2 volts. That's inconsequen-
tial for playback of ordinary CD's, but
with Dolby Surround -encoded CD's
and laserdisc soundtracks, it could
cause frequency -response errors in
the surround channel due to mistrack-
ing of the Dolby B circuit in that
channel of the surround decoder.
Those errors can be exacerbated by
incorrect setting of the reference level

within a Dolby Pro Logic decoder-an
all -too -common circumstance. Fortu-
nately, response accuracy is usually
less critical in the surround channel
than in the front channels.

Video bandwidth and, thus, resolu-
tion were excellent, and gray -scale

linearity (an indicator of fidelity in the
critical black -and -white portion of the
video signal) was superb, the best we
have ever seen from a laserdisc player.
I couldn't tell if the CLD-97's picture
quality was a direct result of this un-
usual accuracy, but it was certainly
outstanding.

The on -screen video performance
does indeed justify the CLD-97's
front -panel designation as a "Refer-
ence CD LD CDV Player." And its
audio performance, though not the
absolute best we've seen on the test
bench in every respect, was very, very
good overall and sounded that way.
That, together with a complete range
of convenience features for both CD
and laserdisc playback, makes the
CLD-97 a serious contender for the
affections of dedicated movie and mu-
sic enthusiasts. 0

he CLD-97 incorporates Pioneer'sIr
latest D/A technology, which Pioneer

calls Legato Link Conversion. As
explained in a white paper, Pioneer feels
that the 20 -kHz high -frequency limit of
CD and digital laserdisc soundtracks is
insufficient for music reproduction
because "actual music signals and sounds
in nature contain an abundance of
elements above 20 kHz." Accordingly,
Legato Link Conversion works "by
reconstituting 'lost' frequencies [above
20 kHz] that are eliminated with existing
CD player models."

The reconstitution process used in
Legato Link is described in detail in
neither the white paper nor the manual.
But one can get some idea of what is
going on by looking at the CLD-97's
output as it reproduces high -frequency
sine waves below 20 kHz. When
reproducing a 10 -kHz sine wave, for
example, the player's output spectrum
showed not only the 10 -kHz fundamental
at 0 dB, but also a 34.1 -kHz tone at -42
dB, a 54.1 -kHz tone at - 61 dB, and a
78.2 -kHz tone at -81 dB. (The digital
spectrum -analyzer capability of the
Audio Precision System One that 1 used
for this test doesn't extend beyond 90
kHz, so I can't say whether the
generation of ultrasonics continued to
still higher frequencies.) Put a high
frequency in, and you get that frequency
plus several ultrasonic components out.
But the added signal components are not
integer (whole -number) multiples of the

LEGATO LINK
fundamental, as they would normally be
with sound from an acoustic musical
instrument.

When I changed the input frequency-
say, from 10 kHz to 18 kHz-I got a
different set of ultrasonic tones (26.1
kHz, -14 dB; 62.1 kHz, - 50 dB; 70.2
kHz, - 57 dB). In this case, however, not
only were the ultrasonic tones not integer
multiples of the 18 -kHz fundamental, but
the lowest and strongest of them had
moved down in frequency (from 34.1 to
26 kHz) even though the fundamental
had moved up (from 10 to 18 kHz). That
is even more unnatural: Musical -
instrument harmonics do not move down
as the notes go up.

So Legato Link, as realized in the
CLD-97, produced an ultrasonic output
that is not related to an audio -band input
the way natural harmonics would be. The
output was related instead to the "mirror -
image" spectrum of a sampled waveform.
Specifically, the loudest of the added
ultrasonics actually appeared at 44.1 kHz
(the CD sampling frequency) minus the
frequency of the fundamental, 44.1 kHz
plus the fundamental frequency, and 88.2
kHz minus the fundamental frequency.
That result is what one might expect from
a digital -to -analog converter system with
a "leaky" output -smoothing filter, letting
through some of the ultrasonic sampling
artifacts that most CD players treat as
sonically extraneous and remove so as
not to test the dubious ultrasonic
performance of components down the

line. The CLD-97's relatively strong
ultrasonic output can actually give the
impression that the player produces
elevated high -frequency distortion,
depending on how you define
distortion-hence the 7 -percent total
harmonic distortion plus noise (THD+N)
reading with a 20 -kHz input, which was
taken through a 22 -kHz analog filter.
Passing all the ultrasonic components up
to 500 kHz increased the THD+N
reading to 12.8 percent. Those high
figures are significant, one way or the
other, only if you consider the ultrasonic
frequencies to be audible, however.

There was a hole in the CLD-97's
output where neither fundamentals nor
ultrasonics came out, centered around
22.05 kHz, half the basic CD sampling
rate. I don't think it matters much what
happens above 20 kHz as long as the
output up there is not great enough to
cause audible intermodulation distortion
in your amplifier or speakers, but what
happens below 20 kHz is definitely
important. In that range, the CLD-97's
frequency response was very flat up to 12
kHz, with a very gradual rolloff above
that to -I dB at about 17.5 kHz. That's
slightly more deviation than we usually
see in a CD player, but not to a
significant degree. If you have very good
high -frequency hearing, you might detect
it on some material in a direct comparison
with a player having flatter response in
the top octave, but you would not find it
objectionable. -D.R.
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The Powered Subwoofer
That Has The Audio And Video Press

Jumping Out Of Their Seats.
A jet roaring in 7bp Gun. The heavy-

footed killer robot in Robocop. A semi
hitting concrete after a 20 foot
fall in 71minator 2. These are
examples of the substantial,
very low -frequency effects on
the soundtracks of today's
movies. Such frecuencies are
rare in music, amc are beyond
the capabilities of most speak-
ers designed for music.

The Cambridge SoundAbrics
Powered Subwoofer by Henry
Kloss was created to reproduce
those ultra -low, ultra -strong
bass signals with the power
and impact you would experi-
ence in movie theaters with the
very best sound systems. It's
designed to supplement (not
replace) the subwoofer(s) of Ensem-
ble or Ensemble II. It will also work with
speakers from other companies.

Remarkable bass performance.
The Powered Subwoofer consists of a

heavy duty, 12 inch long -throw acoustic
suspension woofer integrated with a 140

DESIGNS BY HENRY KLOSS

watt amplifier -all in a high-pressure black
laminate cabinet. Its control eanel includes a
bass level control and an 1: I : per octave,
four -position electronic crossover frequency
selector (to match the subwoofer to your
other speakers).

Additionally, an optional electronic
crossover* will provide 18 dB per octave,

PoReredSubwoofer Slave Subwoofer

high-pass, line -level filters for the main and
center amplifiers. These filters allow you to
keep strong, low frequencies of sound effects
out of the front speakers. These signals can
cause distortion, even in speakers designed
for full -range music.

The Powered Subwoofer's bass perfor-
mance is simply awesome. It reproduces
accurate bass to below 30 Hz. You'll hear
soundtracks the way they were meant to be
heard. In fact the bass is better than most

Our Ultimate Home Theater Speaker tem
consists of o u rdual-sulnwo er
Ensemble ststem; our low profile

Center Channel Plus
speaker; a pal). of
our cnnealAI
acclaimed surround
speakers.
The Surround.. our
IbtivredSulnwojer.
our AarSubtswfer
Factory-din-yr pn'ce..
.51.999.

theaters! At the press event when we intro-
duced our Powered Subwoofer, we had
startled members of the audio and video
press literally "jumping out of their seats"
during demonstrations of movie sound-
tracks. The factory -direct price of the Pow-
ered Subwoofer is $599.

Optional "slave" subwoofer.
For all-out home theater performance,

you can add our optional Slave Sub -
woofer, which is identical to our
Powered Subwoofer except that it
lacks the amplifier and controls. It
uses the amplifier and controls
built into the Powered Subwoofer.
Amplifier output jumps from 140
to 200 watts when the Slave
Subwoofer is connected.

The combination of the two
speakers can reproduce a 30 Hz
signal cleanly to a sound pressure
level of over 100 dB in a 3,000 cubic
foot room! That's enough clean,
deep bass for the largest home
theaters, and the most demand-
ing listeners. The factory direct

price of the Slave Subwoofer is $299.

No compromises. No apologies.
The combination of our Ensemble spea-

ker system, Center Channel Plus speaker,
The Surround rear/side speakers, Powered
Subwoofer and Slave Subwoofer (see photo
at left) creates a home theater speaker system
that we believe is the best of its kind.

Although you can spend thousands
more on competing systems, we don't know
of any that outperform this $1,999 package.
If you'd like more information, a free catalog
or our new booklet, "Getting The Most From
Your Dolby Surround System," call our toll -
free number any time.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How

70 Make Loudspeakers.
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154 California St., Suite 102D, Newton, MA 02158
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Canada: 1-800-525-4434
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TEST 'HATS

Sony CDP-C)(100 CD Changer
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

n recent years, sales of CD changers
have mushroomed to the point
where they now easily outstrip those
of single -play models. Some chang-
ers use removable magazines, or
cartridges, that hold five or six or

even ten discs, and a handful can hold
more than one magazine, giving them
a total playing capacity of twelve to
eighteen discs. A second, more popu-
lar variety of CD changer uses a rotat-
ing carousel that holds three to six
discs. There are also a couple of CD
changers that hold as many as a hun-
dred discs or so in removable maga-
zines. Priced well above the usual
range (several thousand dollars), these
machines are most likely to be found in
commercial installations, where they
can supply uninterrupted music for
extended periods of time.

Now, however, Sony has intro-
duced a new type of large -capacity CD
changer at a much more affordable
price. The CDP-CX100 is a big, uncon-

ventionally shaped unit whose verti-
cally projecting rear portion holds the
CD playing mechanism. In front is a
carousel into which as many as one
hundred discs can be loaded vertically.
Access to the nonremovable carousel,
which resembles an overgrown Kodak
slide carousel, is through a hinged win-
dow on top of the changer. When a
disc is selected for playback, the car-
ousel rotates it to the rear, where it is
unloaded into the playing mechanism.

The CDP-CX100's front panel bears
a casual resemblance to that of a full-

DIMINSIONS
17 INCHES WIDE. 91/2 INCHES HIGH

(PANEL HEIGH1. 61/4 INCHES). 18 INCHES DEEP

PRICI
$1.200

MANUFACTURIR
DI PI. SR. I SONY DR.,

PARK RIDGE, NJ 07656

size receiver. Below its display win-
dow, which occupies the center of the
panel, is a row of ten numbered but-
tons used to select discs. Along with
several smaller buttons, the panel also
contains a large round knob labeled
Select Disc/Character with a pushbut-
ton (Enter) in its center that serves
multiple operating and programming
functions.

Other, more familiar panel features
include transport -control buttons, a
headphone jack with adjacent volume
control, a power switch, and a timer
switch for unattended operation of the
player via an external timer. The CDP-
CX100's back panel has fixed- and
variable -level analog audio output
jacks, an optical digital output, and
several jacks for interconnection with
system remote controls.

The player's extensive program-
ming features are operated by means
of a number of front -panel buttons,
with data entry via the selector knob
and its Enter button. The display win-
dow provides information on the sta-
tus of the system. The CDP-CX100 is
an unusually versatile component,
quite unlike most other audio products
in the way it works. That is reflected in
its operating manual, whose thirty-
seven tightly packed pages fortunately
leave little to the imagination. I say
"fortunately" because it is unlikely
that anyone could operate this changer
in other than its most basic mode
without careful study of the manual
and hands-on practice.

Consider the basic task of identify-
ing and locating the discs you have
loaded into the one hundred slots of
the carousel. The Select Disc/Charac-
ter knob is used to rotate the carousel
for loading or unloading a disc from
any slot, and the display window
might read "DISC 29," for example,
to identify the slot currently in playing
position. But the number of the slot
tells you nothing about the disc in it.

Sony has provided a solution to this
problem. The CDP-CX100 is able to
store (and display) an ID of up to
thirteen characters for each slot. Cre-
ating such an ID involves pressing
several front -panel buttons, rotating
the Select Disc/Character knob and
pressing Enter for each character and
space, and pressing the File button to
store the information. You must re-
peat the entire process for each ID.
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Home Theater Speaker
There's A Right Way And A

We'd like to clear up some misconceptions
on the subject of speaker systems for use
in Dolby Pro Logic home theater systems.

Misconception #1: You can use any
speakersfor the surround and center
channels.

The center channel is very important
because a large portion of soundtracks is
directed to the center in systems with Pro
Logic. That speaker should have smooth
frequency response, good power handling -
and it must match the tonal balance of the
main speakers. Also, a center channel
speaker should be magnetically shielded to
prevent video interference.

Surround speakers should also match
the tonal balance of the front speakers.
Indeed, all five speakers should have
matching tonal balances for proper sound.
But unlike front speakers, surround
speakers should create a diffuse sound
field. So the best systems with Pro Logic
use "dipole radiating' surround speakers
(e.g. The Surround II and The Surround
speakers in our $797 and $1,117
packages).

All the systems on this page consist of
speakers designed to match each other
tonally. (Identical timbre).

Misconception #2: Usefive identical
speakers in a system
with Pro Logic.

A number of
companies have
released speaker
packages consisting of
five matching mini -
speakers (some with a
subwoofer). This ignores
the fact that the
surround channels serve
different purposes than
the front channels.

Misconception #3:
A good home theater
speaker system costs
thousands and thousands of dollars.

A number of retailers regularly sell
$10,000 Pro Logic speaker systems. This
is just not necessary.

We believe that the two more expen-
sive systems on this page compete head-
on with combinations selling for thousands
more. Add our Powered Subwoofer ($599),
and we'll compare them to anything on the
market.

$463 Model Six Speakers,
Model Ten -A Speakers (3)

$463 Home Theater Package
Features Model Six And Model Ten -A.

Our most affordable speaker
package for systems with Pro
Logic is centered around the new
Model Six two-way acoustic sus-
pension speaker by Henry Kloss.
Model Six offers smooth, natural
sound over a wide frequency
range. The center channel and
surround speakers are our new
Model Ten -A magnetically
shielded two-way acoustic suspen-
sion speakers. Tonally balanced to
match Model Six, they are ideal for

this affordable system.

Channel, a magnetically shielded version of
our Ensemble satellites. The surround
speakers are The Surround II, the most
affordable dipole radiating speaker we know
of (see previous ad). You could spend
thousands more without improving on this
package.

$1,117 Home Theater Package
Features Our Best Speakers.

This system is built around our dual-
subwoofer Ensemble speaker system (Audio
magazine said it "may be the best value in
the world"). The center channel speaker is
our Center Channel Plus, a unique five -
driver speaker that can be placed above or
below your TV monitor. The surround
speakers are The Surround our best dipole

radiating surround
speaker. This
system, especially
when matched with

1,117
Ensemble System, Center Channel
Plus speaker, The Surround speakers

$797 speaker. The Surround II speakers
Ensemble II System, Center Channel

$797 Home Theater Package
Includes Ensemble II, Center Channel

& The Surround IL
Our best value Home Theater speaker

package features our critically acclaimed
Ensemble II subwoofer-satellite system.
With its natural, balanced sound and
powerful subwoofer, it provides the heart
of a terrific home theater system. The
center channel speaker is our Center

our Powered Subwoofer, delivers awesome
sound -far better than most theaters.

Cambridge SoundWorks products are
not available in stores. Because we sell
factory -direct, eliminating expensive
middle -men, you can save thousands of
dollars. And our 30 -day return policy
means you take no risk.

For A FREE Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How

To Make Loudspeakers

CAMBRIDGE
SotADWoRKs

154 California St.. Suite 102D Newton. Massachusetts 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

447. Cambridge SoundWorl,  Ensemble ts a registered trademark
olEambrklge SoundWorks. In: Cambridge Soundworks is a

trademark or ram riche SoundWorks. In. NAM and Pro Logs are
trademarks Sf KIM Laboratories Licensing Corr
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No Other Loudspeaker
Company Can Run This Ad. TESTI/HOES
Cambridge SoundWorks is a new kind of audio company,

with factory -direct savings, and much, much more...

Audio Hall of Fame member Henry Kioss.
Cambridge Sound\ \ bilis products are designed by our
co-founder, Henry Kloss, who created the dominant
speakers of the '50s (AR), '60s (KLH) and '70s (Advent).
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to* eliminated the expensive middle -men.
By selling factory -direct to the public, we eliminate huge
distribution expenses. Don't be fooled by our reasonable
prices. Our products are wry well designed and made.

.- --
,

Audio experts on call 365 days a yam
Our knowledgeable audio experts (not clerks) are on duty
for advice. hook-up information, or orders, 8AM-midnight
every day, including Sundays and holidays.

30 -Day Ibtal Satisfaction Guarantee.
lty our speakers in your own home, with your music, for
30 days. If you're not satisfied, return them fora refund.
I* even refund orignal ground shipping charges.

SrMir

Five year limited parts and labor speaker warranty.
All of our speakers are backed by a five year parts and labor
warranty. In some cases, we'll even send you a replacement
speaker before we've received your defective unit.

The best values in Dolby Surround Sound.
lit believe The Surround and The Surround H are the
country's best values in surround speakers. Complete Day
Surround Sound systems start at under $1,000.

#

...
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Ambiance ultra -compact speaker system.
NAt think Ambiance is the best "mini" speaker available,
regardless of price. Bass and high -frequency dispersion are
unmatched in its category. $175-$200 each,

NEW: Model Eleven A transportable component system.
The same high performance of the original, in a smaller
package. Carrying case doubles as system subwoofer. Works
on 110.220 & 12 volts. Introductory price $699.

Call 1-800-FOR-HIFI for a free 64 -page catalog with components and systems
from Cambridge SoundWorks, Pioneer, Philips, Sony, Denon and others.

N °T
TO LAT Et
Order by Dec. 23

for Xmas delivery.
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1-800 367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229 Canada 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
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Once you've attached an ID to a slot
in this way, it will appear in large
characters on the display whenever
that slot is rotated into playing posi-
tion. If you identify all the slots, spin-
ning the carousel will flash the identifi-
er for each one as it passes-surely a
very convenient system once you
have done the work of entering the
data. The memory (which is nonvola-
tile but can be edited or deleted) ap-
plies only to the slots, not to the discs
within them. If you change a disc
without changing the stored data for
its slot, the display will show an incor-
rect ID.

The CDP-CX100 also has a full com-
plement of programming modes and
memories for special playback re-
quirements. It can be set to play any
desired sequence of discs and tracks
or to omit any specified tracks from
a playing sequence. A random -play
(shuffle) mode can be applied to the
tracks on a disc or to the order of the
discs themselves, and each CD can be
individually keyed for automatic set-
ting of its playback level to compen-
sate for variations in recording charac-
teristics from disc to disc.

An interesting and unique capability
of the CDP-CX100 is its Group File
feature, which enables you to group
your discs according to ten categories
of your choice, such as the type of
music (rock, pop, classical, jazz, etc.),
the orchestra or conductor, composer,
and so forth. Each group can comprise
as many as a hundred discs (although a
group that large, containing every disc
in the carousel, would be sort of point-
less), and the groups are nonexclu-
sive, meaning that you can put a par-
ticular disc in as many groups as you
like-all ten, if you want. You can
name the groups and store each one in
its own file, then, by pressing its num-
bered button, call up an entire group
for replay, either in the assigned order
or shuffled. Calling a group displays its
assigned name (up to eleven charac-
ters) in the panel window.

Sony provides a remote control with
the CDP-CX100 that incorporates all
its essential control features in one of
the least cluttered handsets we have
seen in some time. Its jog dial is the
functional equivalent of the Select
Disc/Character control on the player's
front panel. It also has well -spaced,
clearly marked buttons.

cal1011b
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IT'S NOT TOO LATE!
Order by Dec. 23 for Xmas delivery.

MEASUREMENTS
Maximum output level 1.97 volts
Frequency response

20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.03, -0.18 dB
Channel separation
100 Hz 127 dB

I kHz 119dB
20 kHz 93 dB
Dynamic range 98 dB
Quantization noise -95 dB
Distortion (THD + N)
I kHz( - 80 to -10dB) <0.0015%
20 Hz to 20 kHz (0 dB) <0.0025%
Linearity error (at -90 d It I c0.5 dB
Maximum interchannel phase shift
(at 20 kHz) 0.85 degree

Defect tracking
(Pierre Verany #2 test disc) 1,250µm
Impact resistance
top

sides A
Cueing time (track -to -track) <3 seconds
Disc -change time 13 to 19 seconds

Clearly, the CDP-CX100 is one of
the most feature -laden CD players
available. Our test sample, a prepro-
duction unit, was accompanied by a
close -to -final version of its instruction
manual, sufficient to enable us to eval-
uate its features and performance.
There was little specific information
on its circuitry, but enough technical
specifications to make it clear that its
performance is intended to match its
versatility. The ratings included a fre-
quency response of 20 Hz to 20 kHz
±0.3 dB, signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
greater than 115 dB, dynamic range
greater than 100 dB, and distortion
less than 0.002 percent. Even by CD -

player standards, those are remark-
able figures!

Our measurements generally con-
firmed both the operating features and
the electrical performance of the CDP-
CX100. The frequency response, for
example, was 0.03 dB from 8 Hz to 8
kHz, falling to -0.18 dB at 20 kHz.
Channel separation was truly excep-
tional, and distortion was utterly negli-
gible-about 0.0015 percent at levels
below -10 dB and 0.0025 percent at 0
dB. At 0 dB (the maximum recorded
signal level), it was 0.0025 percent
from 20 Hz to 6 kHz, falling to 0.0015
percent at 20 kHz. The low-level lin-
earity of the digital -to -analog convert-
ers was also excellent, as were noise
and dynamic -range figures.

The CDP-CX100's ability to deal
with gaps in a disc's information layer
was good, though not exceptional. It
was able to track through 1,250 -micro-
meter gaps, but not through 1,500 mi-
crometers. The typical cueing time,
between tracks at the beginning and
end of a disc, was less than 3 seconds.
Disc -change time depended somewhat
on the discs' relative positions in the
carousel. Between adjacent discs,
some 13 seconds elapsed during the
change, but a shift from Slot 1 to Slot
50 (or vice versa), which requires the
carousel to rotate 180 degrees, plus the
transfers of the two discs between
their playing and storage positions,
required 19 seconds.

The CDP-CX100 is not only large
but also relatively heavy for a CD
player. That may have something to
do with its stability and resistance to
impacts. Unlike most CD players,
which can easily mistrack if handled
roughly, the CDP-CX100 withstood
the hardest slaps I dared give its side
panels without audible mistracking. It
was not quite so immune to top im-
pacts, although I cannot imagine those
occurring in any normal use.

All told, the Sony CDP-CX100 is a
very impressive product-not particu-
larly handsome as hi-fi components
go, but offering an amazing combina-
tion of features and performance at
what must be considered a bargain
price (about half what I'd originally
guessed). It does more, perhaps, than
some of us would find useful, but
everything is available at the touch of a
button, with the bonus of true state-of-
the-art performance. 0

FREE
Audio Catalog
Our u4 -page catalog is loaded with components

and music systems from Cambridge SoundlAbrks,

Pioneer, Philips, Denon, Sony and others.
Because you buy factory -direct, with no expen-

sive middle -men, you can save hundreds of
dollars. For example, a Day Surround system
with Ensemble II speakers, mar speakers, Philips

Dolly Surround receiveL CD player and system

remote is less than $1,000. Call today and find out
wiry. Audio magazine said we "may haw the best
value in the world."

 Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.

 Save hundreds on components and systems
from Cambridge Sounftbrks, Pioneer,
Philips, Denon, Sony and more.

 Audio experts will answer your questions
before and after you buy. SAM -midnight,
365 days a year -even holidays.

 30 Day lbtal satisfaction Guarantee on all
Cambridge SoundVibrIcs products.

The Model Eleven A -
Transportable
Component

System
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WE'D LIKE TO INTRODUCE YOU

TO YOUR NEXT SET OF SPEAKERS

Your next set of speakers should be ready for the day
when every recording is digital and all video has surround
sound. New Optimus' multispeaker systems meet this
challenge and provide superb sound while saving space.

Place a powerful subwoofer out of sight and feel the bass
around you. Position swivel -directable satellites to deliver
incredibly lifelike sound over the widest listening area.
Experience the realism of Dolby Pro Logicc' movie sound
with a center -channel speaker for crystal-clear dialogue.

Optimus speakers are top performers, yet cost much less
than competitors'. You can buy (and
give!) with confidence because they
include a 5 -year limited warranty
honored at 6600 stores.

Come in and get acquainted with
your next set of speakers today.
Optimus: Sound Value in Audio.
Exclusively at Radio Shack.

FED IP T 811/11J

Dolby and Pro Logic are
registered trademarks of
Dolby Laboratories
Licensing Corp.



used to reinforce the speaker's bass output. It wasn't called
a subwoofer a don t think the term had yet been coined), but
that's what it was.

Fortunate y, today you don't have to be a carrenter if you
want tc shore up the bass performance of your hi-fi or A/V
system The runaway popularity of hcme theater and the
widesp-ead acceptance of three-piece subwoofer/satellite
speaker systems have triggered an explosion of stand-alone

THE LOWINWN ON

SUBWOOFERS
Whatyou Heed to bow about selectillga bass boy
When I was a kid, back when dinosaurs roamed free and
were -tot confined to Jurassic Park, read a "how-to" article
in an electronics magazine on using basement joists to create

.8 a speaker enclosure. The idea was to seal the joists with a
sheet of plywood, block off both ends, mount the speaker at
one end, and cut a hole in the floor above the other end.

El Sound emerged from a heating register mounted in the hole.
The contrivance was essentially a crude organ pipe that was

 s



ANNE
The Real World

gybe you've wondered as you've read
this column over the years just what kind
of systems the writers themselves own. If
you envision huge tower speakers in ded-
icated rooms with tube traps and Sonex
walls, think again. Most of us face the

same real -world constraints you do. Take me,
for example.

I don't believe in living rooms you can't live
in. After stuffing myself and all I own into New
York apartments for twelve years, I'd never de-
vote an entire room to furniture I wouldn't dare
sit on. So when I bought a house in the suburbs
last year, there was no question that my most
used and valued possession, the audio/video
system, would go in the room I'd spend the
most time in-the living room.

Trouble is, as wonderful as this spacious 20-
x 25 -foot room is to an ex -Manhattanite, the
vaulted ceilings, large windows, and strangely

placed fireplace spell bad news
for stereo listening. Since there
was really only one place the
front speakers could go, one
place the equipment rack and TV
could go, and one place the sofa
could go, I was left with one al-
ternative: compromise.

Prior to the move, I had chosen
my components (constantly sub-
ject to change) according to mu-
sical and home theater considera-
tions. My Yamaha DSP-A1000
integrated amp provides the req-

uisite equal power across the front three chan-
nels -80 watts apiece in this case-for Dolby
Pro Logic, and each of the surrounds gets 25
watts. All five speakers are Triad System Seven
satellites, which is good for timbral consistency,
but the triangular positioning of the front three
alters the soundstage. As I said, compromise.

The System Sevens are supplemented with a
Triad Thunder powered subwoofer. Triad rec-
ommended using two smaller subs, but this was
my living room, after all, and I chose to use one
big Thunder (it ended up next to the component
rack). Anyway, with its mica top, it was the
best -looking sub I'd ever seen. The front left
and right speakers rest on Triad stands on either
side of the fireplace (one has to be moved over
about a foot when there's a fire). The wires go
through the stands and then run unobtrusively
along the base of the walls and the hearth.

Finding a home for the surround speakers

was a real challenge. Since I didn't want wires
running across the floor, I decided to mount
them on a ceiling beam. But drilling holes in a
main support beam while standing on a 12 -foot
ladder was more than I could deal with, so
I called in a specialist, Bob Bourdeau, from
Audio/Video Systems in Tappan, New York.
Maybe I should say perfectionist: It took him 5
hours to complete the job to his satisfaction.

We decided to aim the surrounds down to-
ward the stuccoed back wall to diffuse their
sound. To keep the wiring clean, Bourdeau ran
one cable with four I8 -gauge conductors up
along the top edge of the wall and fireplace to
the beam, where he split it into two pairs, one
for each speaker. His work is nearly invisible.

Bourdeau's next move was to fine-tune the
picture of my 27 -inch Sony TV using Reference
Recordings' "A Video Standard" laserdisc.
Then, using Lucasfilm's powerful "Wow"
laserdisc as a reference, he adjusted the levels
for all five audio channels. "All those little extra
steps add up," he said. "That's the difference
between an okay system and one that makes
you say, 'Wow, this is great!" To hit the levels
Lucasfilm recommends for theatrical realism,
though, I have to crank the volume knob way
up. I may have to invite the neighbors.

In addition to the Yamaha amp, my compo-
nent stack includes an Onkyo Integra DX -C606
six -disc carousel CD changer, a JVC HR-
S5000U Super VHS VCR, a Harman Kardon
TU9600 AM/FM tuner, a Sony TC-WR901ES
Dolby S cassette deck, and a Pioneer CLD-2080
combi-player for laserdiscs. Everything plugs
into a Radio Shack current -sensing power
switch so I can power up the system by hitting
one key on my remote.

The components are housed in a custom Cus-
tom Woodwork & Design cabinet, which the
company built to my odd specs. It matches my
CWD black oak coffee table and the Leslie
Dame CD and tape storage racks in the peculiar
space behind the equipment.

I like to have music everywhere, so I opted
for a pair of Recoton wireless speakers, which I
take wherever I want music-even on the patio.
I also added a Terk Leapfrog remote -control ex-
tender. And I'm already plotting my next pro-
ject, although it won't be for a few years-
when HDTV's wide screen demands a different
space. Then I guess it will be down to the
basement. Or maybe I'll have to find another
house. -Rebecca Day
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The Addition Is
Unbelievable

Did you know that you already own two-
thirds of a Home Theater system? As the

Number One manufacturer of Home

Theater Systems, we've helped tens of
thousands of people just like you create
an unbelievably exciting Home Theater

system in one easy step. For example,

while our critically acclaimed SS Three/II
processor features the industry's most

sophisticated components such as the
PMI 2126 chip with greater dynamic range

than DSP, all you have to do is simply plug

it into your stereo TV or VCR. The SS

Three's built-in amplifiers will power up
the center and rear channel Surround

speakers (which we also provide), and will

give you a greater level of enjoyment than
you ever thought possible from your

existing equipment. Of course if you're
interested in more complex equations,

AudioSource also happens to be a leading
supplier of complete amp-preamp,

equalizer, subwoofer-satellite, and main,
center and Surround speaker packages.

And the reviews say our product is "a
bargain" that "outperforms much costlier

(and more complex) equipment." Stop by

an AudioSource dealer today to find out
just how unbelievable the addition is.

Aud ioSoure e
Number One in Home Theater'v

©1993 AudioSource, Inc 1327 N Carolan Ave Burlingame, CA 94010 Telephone 415 348-8114
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he year is 2028. George Jetson
is on the $50,000 bill. Well -

dressed business executives wear
stretch jumpsuits and owl -feather
capes. Of course, their heads are
shaved and painted blue. Animal -
rights activist groups have persuaded
a confused Congress to grant U.S.
citizenship to all mammals; dogs can
vote at age three and begin receiving
social security benefits at age nine. A
magazine formerly known as STEREO
REVIEW is celebrating its seventieth
anniversary. The magazine, now called
Uncle Loud's CyberSonic Theater of
the Mind, is very different from the
way it was before the turn of the last
century. Audio is very different.
Everything is very different.

Way back in the 1990's, when peo-
ple started talking about information
superhighways, they envi-
sioned a telecommuni-
cations network that
would link homes,
businesses, uni-
versities, and govern-
ments. They believed
that such a system would
promote access to goods and services,
elevate entertainment, stimulate educa-
tion, and generally help everything run
smoothly. And they were right-we did
get all of those benefits, but in ways
that no one could have foreseen.

Today, in 2028, everyone is wired
up, jacked in, on line, and logged on to
The Net-an interplanetary telecom-
munications system that provides a
link between all citizens and all data-
bases. Everything from kindergarten
classes to porno films, from piano
sonatas to reports on sunspot activity,
is centrally stored in regional govern-
ment and corporate databases, and
is digitally transmitted via satellite
across The Net. Our houses, our cars,
and our personal digital assistants
(PDA's)-all are plugged into The
Net. Thanks to wide -bandwidth chan-
nels and powerful data -compression
systems, information flows at the as-
tounding rate of 100 gigabytes (100
billion bytes) per second. The Net
stores the accumulation of the human
experience, it ties together our pres-
ent, and it guides our future. We owe
everything to The Net.

BY KEN C. POHLMANN
STEREO REVIEW DECEMBER 1993 83
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During your commute to

work, while your electric car is
towed by the cold -fusion tractor
along with two thousand other
cars, you always read Uncle
Loud's. Today's issue contains
more than 100 gigabytes of infor-
mation, instructions, warnings,
and advertisements for the music
lover. You log on to Uncle
Loud's and, as always, you
check the crime report first. In-
formation is the world's most
valuable commodity, and info -
thieves around the world are con-
stantly attacking The Net. Throw
in the info -terrorists, info -hijack-
ers, virus geeks, and jack junkies,
and you've really got your hands
full. Good thing the government
keeps careful watch over The
Net-every keystroke of every
legitimate user is monitored and
recorded by the Baud Police.

Anyway, Uncle Loud himself,
a computer -generated sumo
wrestler wearing his trademark argyle
socks, appears on your dashboard in a
squatting position-full-color, three-
dimensional, and sweatier than usual
this morning. There's been another
break-in at the AT&T world headquar-
ters in Tokyo. Info -terrorists have
sabotaged the mask set for the fifth -
generation VR (virtual reality) chip
set. At Uncle's invitation, you flip on
your own VR projector to take a closer
look. The car windows go opaque, and
suddenly you are inside AT&T's VR
lab, where the chief scientist is ex-
plaining how the terrorists penetrated
the lab's security system. She beckons
to you and an AT&T logo appears,
indicating that you will be billed for the
rest of the program, then she dumps
you down into a cyberspace of the chip
set's mask. She guides you through
the submicron lattice, pointing out
links created and destroyed by the
terrorists. Even to your uneducated
eye (you dropped out after your doc-
toral work) it looks like a mess. You
sign off, shaking your head, remem-
bering the time you were mistakenly
packed in ice and shipped to Green-
land-some hacker's joke.

Back at The Net's main menu, you
call up a real-time cyberspace of the
Grand Canyon North Rim. You are
immersed in a wilderness panorama so
real that you wish you didn't have to
go to work. You meander along Bright
Angel trail at sunrise, marveling at the
canyon's awesome sights and natural
sounds: a distant waterfall, wind in the
trees, a flock of Canadian geese flying
overhead . . . . Time to sign off-you

0 MEIN
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don't want to be late to work again.
You are billed by the National Park
Service.

Detaching from the tractor, you de-
cide to pedal the rest of the way to
work, a regional music store owned by
AT&T. You surrender your regulation
sidearm to Scion, the security robot,
and walk through the lobby, past the
bulletproof windows that protect the
music data library. You enter your
office and log on. Overnight sales were
quite healthy. Brutal Meat's new clas-
sical release did particularly well
thanks to their live concert in Kenya
last night. Over 215 million house-
holds tuned into the event, which was
sent out free over The Net. After
watching the concert, 40.2 million us-
ers sampled the new album over The
Net. Since your record store distrib-
utes all Brutal Meat files through the
northwestern sector, the access fees
should top $87.2 million-not a bad
night's take for a record shop.

The only authentic record
shops left are the ones
found in real -world nos-

talgia arcades-you can even buy an-
tique compact discs in some of them.
Of course, only a few collectors still
have the players to play them on.
Everyone else uses The Net. You can
request almost every piece of music
ever recorded, or any live music as it is
being performed, either free (for pro-
motional purposes) or by paying an
access fee. That's how people enjoy
music-they simply log on to the
world library of music, continuously
available to everyone on The Net. All

you have to do is put on your
Nippers-combination wireless
eyeglasses/earphones that re-
produce the audio and video
program and correct for the se-
vere myopia and hearing loss
now affecting most of the popu-
lation following the Great Broc-
coli Problem of 1994. It's hard to
believe that people once felt
compelled to collect personal
copies of mass-produced re-
cordings. They actually got into
gasoline -powered vehicles and
drove to special stores, paid
hard cash for shiny discs, took
them home, listened to them us-
ing special equipment, and then
stored them. Amazing.

Of course, no one (except
those eccentric compact disc
collectors) listens only to music
anymore. Today, all music is
accompanied by visuals of some
sort. In fact, most albums offer
several choices of accompany-

ing video. If you don't like one, choose
another. If you don't like any of them,
you can cross-link to other video li-
braries and adapt something else to the
music. The last time you checked, The
Net had 18,268 recordings of Beetho-
ven's Ninth Symphony, with a total of
54,189 possible video accompani-
ments. Screamin' Marvin's Chicago
Symphony Orchestra, conducted by
Zeus I03 -Z, has 87 recordings of the
Ninth, for example. Three videos are
offered with Version 39, but any of the
other 54,186 can be adapted automati-
cally. If all else fails, you can always
create your own video.

For that matter, serious music lov-
ers produce their own music anyway.
Every school kid knows how to set a
musical mood, skip over the boring
parts and add exciting new ones, re -
orchestrate, add instrumental or vocal
solos, jam along with their own instru-
ments, and otherwise direct musical
events to their liking. Most albums
contain alternate material and pro-
grams that let you interact with the
music and modify it. Stand-alone cus-
tomization programs, called Tinker
Toys, are also extremely popular. Of
course, devout aficionados draw on
raw material to compose their own
music. Either way, music is always
accompanied by blendo elements such
as poetry, scanned images, computer
graphics and animation, and video-
all orchestrated to produce a highly
personal, highly emotional experi-
ence. It's hard to imagine people just
sitting around listening to music-as
our grandparents used to do -t ryi ng to
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figure out someone else's artistic ex-
pression.

You log on to Uncle Loud's again-
hey, it's part of your job. You flip on
your VR projector and browse
through some of the ads, sitting back
as salespeople politely knock, then
walk into your office. Most of them
hawk the typical junk-PDAs, inflat-
able Nippers, VR projectors, satellite -
dish hats, FLAD's (Four Letter Acro-
nym Decoders). Then something
interesting catches your eye-a new
feelie projector. You nudge your Live
button and the virtual saleslady pro-
gram is replaced by a real telepresence
saleslady. From her office in New
Delhi she explains that in the same
way that traditional VR devices emu-
late sight and sound, a feelie program
emulates the sense of touch.

She demonstrates by handing you a
chinchilla wearing a "Vote for Habib"
campaign button. You reach into the
interspatial fog and take the squirming
animal into your arms. Unlike the
ethereal quality of other virtual im-
ages, this one appears to have weight
and substance-you stroke the chat-
tering critter's soft fur. Suddenly, it
bites you on the finger. The saleslady
laughs, and the animal disappears. No
blood, thank The Net. Hmmm. There
are definite possibilities for feelie tech-
nology in the music business. Brutal
Meat and other computer -generated
virtual orchestras that exist only elec-
tronically could be given much better
telepresence. Fans could shake play-
ers' hands, hold their instruments-
that sort of thing.

You switch to Uncle's chat line to
talk with other music enthusiasts. You
enter the cyberchat room-today, for
some reason, it's decorated like the
forward stateroom on the SS
Titanic. A small group of men
and women are discussing the
sound quality of personal digital
assistants. Primitive PDA's first
appeared back in the 1990's,
when they provided wireless
two-way communication of
voice and data from a pocket-
size device. Today's PDAs are
far more sophisticated. Not only
do they connect you to The Net,
but they can be used to access
music libraries from any loca-
tion and they have built-in aural
and video projectors that trans-
mit data to your Nippers.
Thanks to holographic process-
ing-which uses eighteen dis-
crete channels-the sound is
really quite nice, and the video
display is pretty good too. Still,

there is considerable debate over
which PDA auto -imaging system is
really the best.

ACILII aural projection sys-
tems-or any audio hard-

ware, for that matter-
must adhere to stringent standards set
by the International Cybersonic Stan-
dards Committee. Frequency re-
sponse, distortion, low-level linearity,
dynamic range, and signal-to-noise ra-
tio must all be perfect-PDA's found
to have substandard projectors are
packed on the next Trash Titan and
sent to IGO (Interplanetary Garbage
Outpost). In addition, all aural projec-
tors must be calibrated so that each of
the eighteen channels is properly
placed in the three-dimensional space
around the listener. You do have an
option, however. You can set the im-
aging so that the soundstage follows
you around-when you turn left, it
turns left, for example. Or you can
engage the auto -imaging program so
that the soundstage remains fixed re-
gardless of your position.

Anyway, today's hot question is
about auto -imaging chips. Which au-
dio giant's chip has better tracking,
Motorola's or Fujitsu's? You listen for
a few minutes, then butt in: "I've
always preferred Motorola's auto -im-
aging, and besides, Uncle Loud's auto -
imaging reviewers, specially chosen
because of their susceptibility to mo-
tion sickness, agree on Motorola."
Suddenly, there's a rumble, and peo-
ple are thrown off balance. Someone
shouts that Uncle has programmed an
iceberg into the Titanic program. Your
monitor flashes red-an info -theft is in
progress! Sea water rushes into the
cyberspace and people are thrashing
about, generally enjoying themselves.

But amid the confusion, the thieves
are undoubtedly looting all accounts
that are logged on. You send out an
intruder warning and run from the
stateroom, signing off. The intruder
alert fades from your screen as your
legal program automatically sends a
notice to Uncle Loud's-the publisher
is liable for any losses incurred during
an info -raid.

You arrive back at your house just
as the family that lives there in the
daytime is leaving. As always, they
have thoughtfully left the laser rifles
fully charged and warm to the touch.
As always, the dinner paste is bland
and tasteless, greasy rain rolls down
your window pane, and you are alone.
As always, you turn to The Net. Rest-
lessly surfing from one arena to anoth-
er, you finally enter the InfoZone and
settle on the Music SubZone. The
SubZone holds every book and maga-
zine article ever written about music,
every published musical score, as well
as 12 million record reviews-all hy-
perlinked.

ou open a book on
Brahms and start read-
ing about his Piano

Quintet in F Minor-the first move-
ment is described as symphonic, trag-
ic, and impassioned. You call up the
score, paging through it, then access a
music library and overlay an old 1993
recording, adding the instruments one
by one. You orchestrate the piece,
fulfilling its symphonic potential, then
quickly annex a video program and
photographs of you as a young man.
You walk through your home, through
the orchestra itself, listening intently
to each instrument, examining each
visual display as an object of art. The
technologically amplified emotion is

too much-you fall back into
your chair, weeping, as the mu-
sic plays.

Hours pass. You pull yourself
together, abandoning the video
and lowering the volume of the
music. You log on to today's
Uncle Loud's one last time-
tomorrow's edition is only min-
utes away. Hmmm, a farewell
article from Ken Pohlmann.
Ee's leaving the magazine to
pursue chinchilla ranching.
Good riddance. You start read-
ing his article, which looks
ahead to the future of cyberson-
ics-very pedantic stuff. Yawn-
ing, you fall asleep. Moments
later, thousands of miles away,
a vigilant computer notes the
pause in your keystrokes and
signs you off The Net. 0
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WHAT DO YOU CALL A
MACHINE THAT LETS YOU

PLAY MUSIC, GAMES,

KARAOKE, INTERACTIVE

SOFTWARE AND OVER

7,500 MOVIES WITH THE
HIGHEST -QUALITY

Plel AVAILABLE?

A TECHNICAL KNOCKOUT.

Looking for the best in sight and
sound? Technically, there's only one
way to go. LaserDisc. It combines the
sharpest, most realistic picture avail-
able (60% sharper than videotape)
with crisp, digital sound. Add
CD-ROM interactivity, and you've got

the best thing going. LaserActive:"
It not only lets you play over

7,500 LaserDisc movies and concerts
with the sharpest images you've ever
seen on your TV, but also lets you play
every music CD ever made.

Just insert one of three ingenious
control packs into the main unit's
special port, and you're playing Sega-
games, DuoSoff" games, revolutionary
interactive LaserDiscs or even
LaserKaraoke! This unique design not
nly lets you take advantage of the

best current technology, but also gives
you the ability to upgrade the unit
when new technology is developed.

And when you buy a LaserActive
player and any one of the game
control packs now, you'll get $400

THE SEGA CONTROL

PACK LETS YOU PLAY

INTERACTIVE LASERDISCS,

AS WELL AS SEGA CD'

GAMES AND GENESIS -

ROM CARTRIDGES.

INTRODUCING PIONEER LASERACTIVE.
,nor euritnie, lest bee dealer for deteils 11993 Pioneer Electronics (LISA, Inc., Long Beach, CA. All trademarls, registered Patient -aka end images are the property of their respective owners.



eres I ing
of London.

T: -1E MOVIES
it" ANNTVERIARY COMMINMEr

WIDESCEEN EDITION

LA57.RDISC

worth of software freer So you'll
already have a head start when it
comes to starting your own library.

There's a wide variety of titles
already out, with more coming. From
mind -bending video games and interac-

THE Duo CONTROL RACK

LETS YOU PLAY INTER-

ACTIVE LASERDISCS,

CD-ROM2 AND SUPER

CD-ROM2 DISCS AND

ALL OTHER TURBOGRAFX-

GAME CARTRIDGES.

tive movies to educational discs our
whole family is sure to enjoy. Each
offers the superior picture and sound
you've come to expect from LaserDisc,
combined with the powerful punch of
interactivity. LaserActive, no one else

THE LASERKARAOKE

CONTROL PACK LETS

YOU PLAY 1,500

SING -ALONG SONGS

WITH ON -SCREEN LYRICS,

BACKUP INSTRUMENTALS

AND A MUSIC VIDEO.

umnto AVAIIABILITY

WALT DI S Nf Y'S
MASTEllPIEC E

fANTASIA

ran even step into the Hog with us.
For more information, or your nearest
dealer, call 1 -800 -PIONEER. ext. 310.

(1,1) PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment

$ 4 0 0
WORTH OF SOFTWARE

FREE WITH A LASERACTIVE AND
GAIVE CONTROL PACK PURCHASE.

ONE MACHINE. INFINITE POSSIBILITIES.
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Audio Control's C-101 Series 

Ill ten -hand graphic 

equalizer (5459) features 

sliders that are grouped in 

channel pairs, a generous 

15 -dB boost cut range, and 

an infrasonic filter. A 
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An equalizer
could be defined as a device that
makes the response of an audio system
equal at all frequencies, yielding a
perfectly even tonal balance from top
to bottom. That is one function an
equalizer can perform. On the other
hand, an equalizer's ability to modify
the response at many frequencies
makes it an exceptionally flexible tone
control, capable of producing an al-
most limitless range of spectral un-
evennesses on demand. The result
may be sound that suits your taste, or
it may just be ninety-nine varieties of
bad sound. Because they can have
such a powerful sonic effect, equaliz-
ers are popular system add-ons. How
happy you are with one will depend
not only on its design, however, but
also on how you use it and what you
expect to achieve in the process.

In an ideal world, equalization
would never be necessary: Your play-
back system would provide totally ac-
curate reproduction, and every re-
cording on your shelf would be
properly balanced. In the real world,
of course, every speaker in a hi-fi store
sounds different from every other.
And the speakers that you liked best in
the store sounded different when you
got them home, because of the differ-
ent room acoustics. An equalizer
might help.

Equalizers are built into most studio
consoles and are used every day to
tailor recordings to sound good on the
studio's monitor speakers. Studio
monitors are not all alike, and record-

-,....011/14.

ings from different labels may sound
quite different. You may try to ignore
these differences, or you can use tone
controls and equalizers to ameliorate
the differences and try :o achieve a
more lifelike tonal balance from each
recording.

guali:or Basics
Equalizers span a wIde range of

complexity and cost. The most popu-
lar variety is the graphic equalizer,
which divides the audio range into a
number of frequency bands, with a
slider for each one to adjust the
amount of boost or cut relative to the
levels in the other bands. The sliders
are mounted in parallel on the front
panel so that their positions resemble
points on a frequency -response graph.
Some graphic equalizers even have a
glowing LED in each slider, displaying
a highly visible approximation of the
response curve that the equalizer is
imposing on the incoming signal.

Recent designs often substitute up/
down pushbuttons for the sliders. This
approach sacrifices one convenience
(graphical control arrays) in favor of
another (the ability to more EQ set-
tings in memory for instant recall). In
some equalizers a single set of controls
adjusts both channels. That's handy
for flexible day-to-day tone control,
but if you want to compensate for
room effects or correct problems in
home -recorded tapes, you may have
to make different adjustments in the
two channels and therefore need sepa-
rate controls.

'PETER W. MITCHELL

Many equalizers now incorporate
real-time spectrum analyzers (RTA's)
that display the strength of the signal
in each of the equalizer's frequency
bands. This display can be remarkably
educational, if only because it teaches
you the true frequencies of musical
sounds. You may think that 1 kHz is
the middle of the audio spectrum, but
middle C on the piano (and the middle
of the male vocal range) is two octaves
lower, around 250 Hz. The energy in a
high-pitched trumpet note or soprano
voice typically peaks between I and 2
kHz. Above 2 kHz you'll find a few
very high-pitched sounds, such as pic-
colo and cymbals, but mainly this
range contains the relatively weak har-
monic overtones of midrange notes.
Small EQ adjustments in the range
between 2 and 6 kHz can produce
dramatic changes in the subjective
brightness of the sound.

Bandwidth Bugaboos
Equalizers may have from as few as

three to as many as thirty control
bands. The most popular variety di-
vides the audio spectrum into ten
equal bands, each spanning one oc-
tave. (Each doubling of frequency
constitutes an octave: 200 to 400 Hz,
400 to 800 Hz, etc.) Generally, the first
octave extends from about 20 to 40
Hz, centered at 30 Hz; the second
octave extends from 40 to 80 Hz,
centered at about 60 Hz; and so on up
to the tenth octave, ranging from
about 10 to 20 kHz, centered at about
15 kHz.
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Rane's Home THX-certified THX44 equalizer (Si ,299) boasts an eleven -

band graphic -control grouping (80 to 800 Hz) and two high -frequency

parametric bands apiece for the left, center, and right front channels.

Two low -frequency parametric bands are on tap for the subwoofer channel.

MIX Soundcrattsmen's E440PRO twenty -one -band graphic equalizer

(5549) has one -third -octave spacing from 40 Hz to 1 kHz and variable

spacing from 1 kHz to 16 kHz; the boost cut range is 15 dB per band. Its

C-MOS switches are said to reduce noise and distortion.

BOOSTS AND CUTS:

DO
Think about whether your needs will he

met better by a conventional variable -0

graphic equalizer or by an equalizer that

can provide narrower corrections.

Consider whether you prefer separate

controls for the left and right channels or a

single set of controls that affects both

channels equally.

Use an equalizer for ear -training.

Unless it has a remote control, place it

near your listening chair (using long

cables) and observe the effects of each

control on various musical sounds.

adjusting one band at a time.

Compensate for the spillover of

adjustments made in one band into

adjacent bands by adding small corrections

in the opposite direction on either side.

Take care when applying large boosts at

the ends of the frequency spectrum (above

10 kHz or below 40 Hz), particularly with

bass -reflex woofers. While attempting to

enhance the top and bottom octaves of the

audible spectrum you may also boost

speaker -damaging infrasonic and ultrasonic

signals.

AN EQ CHECKLIST

DON'T
Assume that equalization is the first and

best way to deal with speaker room

interactions. In most cases it should be the

last resort. Experiment first with speaker

placement, listener location, and sound -

absorbing materials.

Be scared away from equalizers by

claims that their phase shift alters the

waveform. Most frequency -response errors

are accompanied by phase shift, and

corrections that improve frequency

response may improve the phase response

at the same time. In any case, human

hearing is remarkably insensitive to phase

shift within a channel, so it seldom matters

anyway.

Assume that the inclusion of a spectrum

analyzer, pink -noise generator, and

measuring microphone means that an

octave -band equalizer can correct for room

acoustics (standing waves, floor

reflections. and so forth). Even partial

success at this task requires the narrow

control bands of a parametric or one -third -

octave equalizer. Doing the job really well

may require digital signal processing (DSP).

Constant Q. In engineering par-
lance, the letter Q represents the
sharpness, or bandwidth, of a filter.
The majority of equalizers are "vari-
able -Q" devices: The effective band-
width of each control becomes pro-
gressively narrower as you increase
the amount of boost or cut. A "con-
stant -Q" equalizer contains a different
type of circuitry, consisting of a large
number of narrow -band filters, all
wired in parallel, and the slider con-
trols simply vary the signal level in
each band. As a result, each band
maintains approximately the same
bandwidth at all boost/cut settings.

This is a difference in circuitry but
not in external appearance or control
function. On the outside, a constant -Q
equalizer looks the same as a variable -
Q model. It may be a graphic equalizer
with vertical sliders, it may have rota-
ry control knobs, or it may be
equipped with up/down pushbuttons
and memories for favorite EQ curves.
In any case, because a constant -Q
equalizer can keep its bandwidth nar-
row while providing a boost or cut of
only a few decibels, it is particularly
useful for correcting loudspeaker im-
perfections and room acoustics.

Sub -octave EQ. Irregularities caused
by speaker resonances, standing
waves, and floor reflections are usual-
ly much narrower than an octave. Oc-
tave -band equalizers are inexpensive
and popular, and they are admirably
versatile as tone controls, but when
audio professionals need to provide
speaker/room response correction for
a recording studio, a movie theater, or
an audiophile system, they usually
specify equalizers that operate in half -
octave or one -third -octave bands.
And since it's impractical to adjust
twenty or thirty bands in each channel
by ear alone, a spectrum analyzer with
the same resolution is used to measure
the response of speaker and room.

Figure 4 illustrates the sort of cor-
rection that a one -third -octave equal-
izer can provide. It shows the effect of
boosting the 1 -kHz band on an Earth-
quake Sound EQ-3200, a thirty -band
equalizer made for automotive use. It
has rotary knobs instead of slider con-
trols and runs on 12 volts DC instead
of 120 volts AC, but in other respects it
performs like many one -third -octave
equalizers designed for home use.
Two settings are shown: +5 dB and
maximum boost (nominally 12 dB).
Compare these curves with those in
Figure 1: The correction is much nar-
rower, even though the EQ-3200 is a
variable -Q equalizer. For even more
precise corrections, you could use a
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As virtually every weaker manu acturer
rushes to de iver tome theater" speak-
ers to the marketplace, M&K amasses
nearly twenty years of experience in -he
field-dating back o Hollywood screen-
ing -room ins-allatians in the 1970s.

M&K engineers have
spent well
over a
decade
studying
the varied
aspects of

surround
sound-includinc encod-

ing and decoding. soundtrack recording,
and the differences between rep-oducing
sound in theaters and in homes.

M&K spea<ers excel in the reproduc-
tion cy' all source material. Accuracy, ow
coloration, pinpoint imaging, wide
dynamic range, and deep -bass repro-
duction are ail critical for music as well
as film sounctracks. M&K Satelli-es and
Subwoofers have teen acclaimed for
these attributes sine the '70s.

And this is why M&K knows that any
speaker that claims to be optimized for
either music Dr film sound, one at the
expense of the other, will never repro-
duce either cure prcperly.

M&K Home Theater Systems
Conventional speakers make t-ie

music and of ects cn film sound-
tracks compressed and dull. But
M&K's excitir g dynamics and
'quick" transients g ve you precise
3-D imaging and a ifelike presence.

M&K Satel ites a -e timbre -
matched, usilg virtually identical
speaker drivers, crossovers, and fre-
quency respcnse, hr a seamless 36O
surround -sound performance. W1h
an all-M&K hpme theater system
voices and elects do not change cha"-

acter when their sound moves from left
to right or front to back in your room.

Even if you are just adding an M&K
subwoofer, front/center, or surround

M&K
COMPONENT

SPEAKERS
FOR THE

HOME
THEATER

speaker to your present system, M&K's
unique timbre controls allow you to
'line -tune" the sound of your new M&K
soeakers to achieve the closest possi-

ble timbre -match wih your a>isting
speakers-even f trey are no- M&Ks.

M&K Center Channel Speakers
Beware of inexpensive "cerrer chan-

nel" speakers. n Pro -Logic the center
channel speaker is driven the
hardest, anc often
reproc uces
as mu::h
sound as the
left and right
speakers
combi -ed.

Eac-i one of liA&K's
six individually a4aitable Satel tes
has e>cepticna cynamic rake anc high
output to meet and exceed th tremen-
dous cemands of the cente- channel.

M&K Powered Subwoofers
_egendary for their massive output,

exceptional detail, aid articula:ion,
M&K's thirteen nierially-pow-yed Sub -
woofers set the industry's standards for
high-performance deep bass.

M&K's innovat VE Push-Pu I Dual
Drive- sutmoo'e-s deliver a irajor
improvement by vrtual y eliminating
even-orde harmcnic distoron, and
doubling efficiency (sarre as doubling
amplifier power) with for imes the
output 3' si igle driver sJbwoofers.

Whether you choose cur state-of-
the-art Horn?. -HX Aud o speaker
system, al add-on set cf surround
sneakers, or anything in between,
no other speakers will give you the
exiting perfcrmance, sound quality,
fle<ibility and 2,o-npatibil ty. pf M&K's
home theater componert speakers.

NALLEP, KREISEL
SOUND COVCEATON

10391Jefferson Elvc., Culver Cif) CA 90232

(310) 04-2854  Fax: (310) 202-8782
TI'X is a registerec trzmmerk 3f LucasArls Ervelainme-0 Co

CIRCLE NO 06 ON READER SERVICE CARD



THE DIGITAL ADVANTAGE

In the climax of Orson Welles's 1948 film

The Lady from Shanghai, the villain follows

Rita Hayworth into a hall of mirrors.

Suddenly he sees her-everywhere he

looks. In some directions he sees multiple

images of her as reflections cascade back

and forth between mirrors.

Similarly, the boundary surfaces of you.

listening room produce multiple reflected

images of every sound. For every direct

sound from a loudspeaker, a secondary

acoustic image is produced by a reflection

off the adjacent side wall. A distorted

image is formed by the reflection off the

boor, another off the ceiling, one oft the

wall behind the speaker, and so on.

Because of the Haas (or "precedence")

effect. you don't hear these reflections as

distinct sounds. The human brain contains

a neural network that uses the direct, first -

arrival soundwave to establish the direction

f the entire sound: reflections that arrive

during the next 40 milliseconds alter the

perceived timbre. Try listening to your

loudspeakers outdoors. In the absence of

reflections. they will sound quite different.

You can reduce the strength of room

ieflections at middle and high frequencies

3y placing sound -absorbing materials at

mirror -image locations on the walls, floor,

and ceiling. And you can reduce the effect

3f standing waves by placing the speakers

and your chair at optimum locations. But

significant reflections and standing waves

Nill remain, particularly at low frequencies

where absorbing materials have little

effect.

The fundamental problem of speaker

Tom interaction is that it is time-

iependent. Reflections are spread out over

3 period of many milliseconds after each

direct wave, and standing -wave patterns

build up in the room as the woofer's output

reflects back and forth between the walls.

Each of these contribution; (direct wave,

early reflections, and standing waves) has

a different influence on the sound you hear.

But a conventional equalizer affects all of

these contributions in the same way.

A decade ago, engineers at Acoustic

Research devised a way in which adaptive

digital filters could operat 3 in both the

frequency and time domair s to equalize

direct and reflected sounds separately.

Advances in the speed am power of

computer chips have now transmuted this

concept from theory into tie realm of real

products. Digital signal processors for

speaker room correction wee initially

developed for recording s'udios by SigTech

(a spinoff from AR), and now living -room

versions have been devele3ed (or are under

development) by SigTech. Snell. Audio

Alchemy. B&W, and other companies.

These processors atterr pt to compensate

for the specific reflections at your

speakers produce in your .03M. A

microphone is used to record the pattern of

direct and reflected souncs arriving at your

chair. Then a computer ar alyzes the signal

and synthesizes a matching digital filter

that equalizes the direct sound, the

reflections, and the stand no waves. The

result is a quality of sound that makes even

the best conventional equalization sound

crude by comparison. The rice is high

(several thousand dollars for the first -

generation DSP systems) but the benefit is

equally remarkable. Highs are spacious

and extended, bass is gutsy and detailed,

midrange timbres are smooM and

uncolored, and stereo images combine

astonishing precision with impressive

depth and detail. -P.W.M.

SigTech's

TF10D-3

TimeField

Acoustic

Correction

System

(S4,750)

one -third -octave equalizer that has
constant -Q filter circuits.

Automatic EQ. This involves con-
venience as well as performance. A
microprocessor that scans rapidly
through the bands of an octave or one-
third -octave equalizer/analyzer can
adjust them automatically to deliver
flat response at the microphone. If
you're lucky, its programming may
also enable you to equalize for a bet-
ter -sounding target response-for ex-
ample, a curve that is slightly boosted
in the bass and has a gentle downward
slope above 1 kHz.

Parametric EQ. Perhaps the most
flexible type of equalization, because
the "parameters" (center frequency
and bandwidth) of each filter band are
adjustable rather than fixed. For ex-
ample, if you have 60 -Hz hum in a
recording, you can tune one band of a
parametric equalizer precisely to the
offending frequency and adjust its
bandwidth to be very narrow so that it
notches out only the hum without
weakening bass notes at other fre-
quencies. If your room has a standing -
wave peak at 80 Hz, you can tune the
parametric EQ to that frequency and
set its bandwidth to match that of the
peak.

Since it can be tuned to cope with
specific problems, a parametric equal-
izer with only two or three bands can
solve some problems even more effi-
ciently than a thirty -band one -third -
octave equalizer. And when you need
a broad -band adjustment for musical
tone control, a parametric EQ can do
that as well. On the other hand, the
very flexibility that is the main advan-
tage of a parametric equalizer can
make it difficult for a novice to learn
how to use it successfully. A one-
third -octave real-time analyzer can
simplify the process by showing you
precisely what effect your EQ adjust-
ments are having on the system's re-
sponse.

The Bottom Line
Equalizers come in many flavors.

For most people, a basic ten -band
graphic equalizer or equalizer/analyz-
er probably strikes the best balance
between flexibility and simplicity of
operation. This is especially true if
your main interest is in altering the
tonal balances of recordings. For ap-
plications in which precision is impor-
tant or for equalization aimed at ame-
liorating sonic problems caused by
room acoustics, a one -third -octave or
parametric equalizer may be a better
choice if you have the patience to deal
with the increased complexity. 0
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Ain -lost four years ago, early in
1990, Bruce Hornsby stopped to
take a look at the way he'd been

living his life. For the past decade, the
Williamsburg, Virginia, native had
based himself in Los Angeles. It was
a great place to consort with musician
friends and walk amid the artifice,
feeling like a cameo in The Player.
But it wasn't such a great place for a
married man who wanted kids to
think about putting down permanent
roots.

So Hornsby, the pianist -singer -
songwriter who launched a Grammy -
winning career in 1986 with his first
album, "The Way It Is," moved back
to Williamsburg. His third album, "A
Night on the Town," was released
shortly afterward, and in the next few
months he played more than 100
shows as guest keyboardist with the
Grateful Dead, toured with his own
band, the Range, produced an album,
"Anything Can Happen," for Leon
Russell (a disappointment, since
Hornsby wanted to recapture Rus-
sell's gospel -rock fire, and Russell
wanted a computer record), and con-
tributed to more than forty albums by
such pop luminaries as Bob Dylan,
the Cowboy Junkies, Crosby, Stills &
Nash, Bonnie Raitt, and Don Henley
(with whom he co -wrote The End of
the Innocence).

"I went, 'Wait a minute! It's time to
_!et back to me,'" Hornsby, thirty -

BY ALMA NASH

LifiaLNilf 3Ealk.

HIT SONG. RUH

PIANO uZ

SOUTHERN REGIONALIST

NICE GUY

ALL OF THE ABOVE

eight, recalled on the phone from the
Williamsburg home that now doubles
as his recording studio. "So [in mid -
19921 I turned down all record re-
quests, and stopped playing with the
Dead."

What Hornsby had in mind was a
record that would offer a stylistic
variation from his "E Minor 9/11
trademark, with four notes played as a
cluster," which was widely, though
badly, copied in the late Eighties. "I
just wanted to go to another place mu-
sically," he says, a place that drew on
what he'd always really been-a
jazzman. His piano work, with its
breakaway rhythms and single -note

60



lines laid over a pop backdrop, has al-
ways owed more to jazz than rock, re-
flecting the influence of Bill Evans,
Keith Jarrett, and McCoy Tyner rather
than Fats Domino or Jeny Lee Lewis.

And so Hornsby, who has an indus-
try reputation as a real player and not
just a Top -40 thug, put together a jam -
happy trio (John Molo from the
Range on drums, Jimmy Haslip from
the Yellowjackets on bass), and invit-
ed superstar pals Branford Marsalis,
Pat Metheny, Jerry Garcia, Phil
Collins, and Bonnie Raitt to sit in.
(Actually, that's not exactly right: Phil
Collins wrote Hornsby a letter and
asked if he could sit in.)

The resulting album, "Harbor
Lights," has been hailed as "musician-
ly" and "bursting with feeling." But
Hornsby is well aware that the fans
who came aboard for his early radio -
friendly hits (Mandolin Rain, The Val-
ley Road) may not get it. "I'm sure a
lot of people who own 'The Way It Is'
will go, 'Oh, my Lord! What has he
done?'," he says.

Hornsby is also hip to the fact that
while many critics see him as a class
perfornier blissfully unconcerned with
image and trends, others size him up
as little more than "an unclassifiable
icon whose style is all signature and
no context," as Scott Robinson of the
Louisville Courier -Journal put it.
And he knows "Harbor Lights" will
encourage more put-downs like that,
since "basically, on the piano, this
record is me sounding like various
different people," and since many of
the songs wear their obvious instru-
mental influences on their sleeves.
The title song, for instance, evokes
Keith Jarrett in the intro, and McCoy
Tyner toward the end, where the
chords get chromatic. Chick Corea
surfaces in the extended chords at the
tag of China Doll, Bill Evans in the
solo on Pastures of Plenty. And Long
Tall Cool One and Talk of the Town
summon up the swing ghost of Wyn-
ton Kelly.

But making influences his own is
what Hornsby has always done best.
As an individual and as a songwriter,
he is defined by his family, his heroes,
and the South that spawned him-cu-
riously, without an accent of any kind.
In short, he's a regionalist.

Bruce Randall Hornsby, the middle-
class son of a heating -oil manufactur-
er and his civic -minded wife, spent
his early teens as a jock, memorizing
sports statistics and playing basket-
ball. (Six feet four, he still plays to

THE WAY IT WAS

THE BEST Of

BRUCE HORNSBY
THE WAY 1715

(RCA 55904)
His 1986 debut hit, mating

New Age jazz pianistics to an
indictment of racism.

THE EN) OF THE INNOCENCE
(GEFFEN 24217)

It's a Don Henley album, but the title
song, which Hornsby plays on and co -

wrote, is what people remember.

SCENES FROM THE SOUTHSIDE

(RCA 56686)
Portrait of the Artist as hit

machine (The Valley Road) and Robert
Frost fan (The Road Not Taken).

keep in shape.) At seventeen, when he
was strumming average guitar in
pick-up rock bands, his life changed
nearly overnight. His older brother,
Bobby, brought home a copy of Elton
John's "Tumbleweed Connection"
and a bootleg tape of Joe Cocker's
"Mad Dogs and Englishmen" tour,
with Leon Russell on keyboards. "I
was floored," he remembered. "I was
lucky that we had a really nice piano
in the house."

Somewhere around twenty, while
getting into jazz studying music at the
University of Miami, his reading ma-
terial also shifted, from Stan Musial's
RBI scats to Southern writers William
Styron and William Faulkner, who
impressed Hornsby with their "own
little milieu, with a set of characters
and situations."

When he began writing songs he
wanted to do the same thing with his
music, and so he populated his work
with portraits of real people from
Williamsburg or the Tidewater region,
something he continues on "Harbor
Lights." Talk of the Town is about an
interracial romance at his high school,
while Rainbow's Cadillac features a
composite character loosely based on
a classmate sports star. Sometimes
Hornsby includes his own family. The
Tide Will Rise is a paean to the dying
breed of the watermen, which once
counted his paternal grandfather

among them. Yet another relative was
a different kind of inspiration. For the
cover art, Hornsby chose the twenti-
eth-century Expressionist painter Ed-
ward Hopper's 1951 study, Rooms by
the Sea. Hopper, it turns out, was his
maternal grandfather's first cousin.

Hornsby's early records reflected
an almost Hopper -like melancholia,
which seems in sharp contrast to the
singer's upbeat personality and
world's -nicest -guy nonchalance.
Maybe that's because his younger
brother, John, wrote the lyrics to
Mandolin Rain and On the Western
Skyline, although Hornsby wrote his
most intensely lovesick song, Every
Little Kiss, entirely on his own.

fter the first album,
he shunned love
songs altogether,

concentrating on narratives that
placed him more in the Robbie
Robertson school of observation and
storytelling than in the Joni Mitchell
league of confessional songwriting.
While the listener learns little about
Hornsby from his songs, he says he
likes it that way. He finds it preten-
tious and uncomfortable to think that
anyone would be interested in his pri-
vate tales of travail.

Yet ''Harbor Lights" does contain
one love song, Fields of Gray, with its
Sam Cooke-ish soul vocal, which
Hornsby wrote for his twin sons, Keith
Randall and Russell Ives, named (in
part) to honor Keith Jarrett and
Leon Russell. Since the twins' birth
two years ago this January, Hornsby's
taken red -eye flights to get home to
them and his wife of eleven years,
Kathy. The boys "make it harder to go
on the road now," but Hornsby says
he's gotten more focused about his
work since their arrival, not more re-
laxed as fellow musicians predicted.

Huey Lewis once called Hornsby's
style "rural Southern high -brow,"
which never completely covered it,
and certainly doesn't today, with
Hornsby's early jazz flirtations now a
full-blown affair. And so the question
is posed: What if the guy in the next
seat on the red -eye asked Hornsby
what it is that he does?

"I'd say, 'I write songs about peo-
ple in my town, and there's a lot of pi-
ano on the songs, and it's sort of a
cross between Keith Jarrett and Ralph
Stanley.- Hornsby lets out a big
laugh. "I'd probably say that because
then they'd know less than they did
when they started."
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GREAT
SOUND
No, not your CD player - the discs themselves.
A top recording engineer tells how he does it.

good audio system is a wonderful thing to have. The

components you select and the care you take in setting

them up can make the difference between merely

acceptable and truly dazzling sound. But without good record-

ings to play through your system, you'll never have the

opportunity to fully appreciate its capabilities. The way the

producer and engineers responsible for making a recording

approach their job, the equipment they use, and their skill in

using it influence what you finally hear as much as your

loudspeakers and listening room do, if not more. Even some-

thing as simple as a small change in the position of a micro-

phone can significantly alter tonal balance and stereo imaging.

It's hardly surprising, then, that a wide variety of techniques

have evolved to meet the demands of different types of music

and different artistic tastes. In the Sixties, for example, the rise

of multichannel recording provided solutions to the creative

BY JOHN EARGLE



demands of overdubbing and the addi-
tion of tracks at later times and even
other locations. Today we are accus-
tomed to major pop and rock acts
block -booking studios for weeks, not
just to record an album, but to deter-
mine its ultimate form. In this context
the recording studio has become a sort
of laboratory in which many possible
solutions can be evaluated, discarded,
or eventually used.

Most classical and jazz music does
not require such elaborate technology,
however. This music exists primarily
in live performance and in many cases
was conceived long before the inven-
tion of audio recording. Aside from
large-scale operas and big bands, clas-
sical and traditional jazz music is nor-
mally amenable to straightforward di-
rect -to -two -track stereo recording.

I spend about half my time doing
this sort of recording, and to illustrate
the nature of the task and what goes
into it, I would like to describe three
projects I've been involved in over the
past three years. Although quite dif-
ferent from one another, they still
have much in common in terms of
planning and logistics. The first was a
typical large -orchestra setup, the sec-
ond a quartet of guitars, and the third a
jazz group with a vocalist.

What a Recording
Engineer Does

But before getting into the sessions
themselves, I want to explain just
what a recording engineer does. Ste-
reo is an engineer's primary tech-
nique, and microphones are his tools.
Stereo enables us to convey over two
loudspeakers an impression of the
complex sound field existing in the
performance space. It takes no more
than two microphones to do this, and
most recording arrangements will
have a central, or main, pair of direc-
tional microphones located close to
each other and elevated to achieve
good "sight lines" to the players. The
microphones are splayed left and right
so that sounds originating at the sides
of the ensemble will be picked up
predominantly by one microphone or
the other and heard predominantly at
the corresponding loudspeakers.

sounds originating from the
middle of the ensemble will be
picked up by the microphones
about equally and will be heard
as so-called "phantom im-

ages" at positions between the speak-
ers. Reflected sound in the perfor-
mance venue will also enter the two
microphones, usually in a fairly random

omni microphone

_,) a C)

directional microphone

( 

Orchestra and chorus. Main microphones (a) establish the basic

stereo image. Mikes to the sides (b) and out in the house (c) add texture and

ambience. The other microphones were used sparingly to add presence.

manner that will convey a sense of
space or ambience behind the players.

The engineer also deals with musi-
cal balance. There are two aspects to
this: the balance among the players
themselves and their overall balance
with the ambience of the recording
venue. Balance among players is nor-
mally determined by seating arrange-
ments and their fore -aft relationships
to the microphone array. In complex
works (an orchestra with chorus, for
example), the main pickup may be
supplemented by additional pairs of
microphones. Individual accent mi-
crophones directed toward specific in-
struments or soloists may be needed
for final balance adjustments, and
their outputs will be "panned" to posi-
tions between the left and right loud-
speakers as required. (Panning is a
technique by which the signal from a
single microphone is electrically split
to create a phantom image at a position
determined by the relative strength of
the signal in the two stereo channels.)

Finally, the engineer often has to
deal with the acoustical characteris-
tics of the recording space itself. If the
room is too reverberant, or "live," he
will have to hang damping material in
the form of large drapes. More likely,

the room will not be live enough, and
the engineer will have to specify
sound -reflecting materials to cover au-
dience seats and openings into the
room. These modifications usually
take the form of large sections of ply-
wood placed over the carpeting and
sheets of plastic film pulled over the
seating area. The engineer specifically
looks for prominent early reflections
from the sides of the hall and tries to
incorporate them into the recording.
Early lateral reflections are important
in defining ambience, both in live per-
formance and in recording.

Seattle Symphony
Chorus and Orchestra

Delos International recorded Rav-
el's complete Daphnis et Chloe ballet
with Gerard Schwarz and the Seattle
Symphony Orchestra in their usual
performance venue, the Seattle Opera
House. A handy rule of thumb for
orchestral recording is that for 2 hours
of actual recording time you can net 30
to 35 minutes of finished product. A
normal session comprises this amount
of time, including breaks for the musi-
cians, so we scheduled two sessions.

Advance planning for the project
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fell into three major categories: musi-
cal considerations, physical factors in
the hall, and technical considerations
for recording. The conductor, produc-
er, and engineer, if they have worked
together for any length of time, nor-
mally come to a quick agreement on
the basic stereo soundstage that will
best serve a given musical work. In the
case of Daphnis, we all agreed that a
fine balance of "detail and distance"
was called for. That translated into
fairly close placement of microphones
within the orchestra, along with gener-
ous use of microphones well out into
the house to increase ambience.

The conductor and producer
then blocked out the score
to determine which sec-
tions should be recorded at
what times. Daphnis calls

for a large "wordless" chorus, and all
choral sections had to be scheduled for
an evening session because many of
the singers have day jobs.

I had earlier determined a number of
temporary physical changes in the op-
era house to make it more suitable for
recording. Among them were:

Reconfiguration of the orchestra
shell. We made it shallower and raised
the overhead canopy to provide better
coupling of the stage volume with that
of the house itself, enabling both the
front and the back of the orchestra to
radiate directly into the same acousti-
cal environment.

Livening the house. To increase the
reverberation time, we removed up-
holstered seating from the loge and
placed large quarter -inch sections of
Plexiglas over all the velour -covered
openings into the house.

Placement of the chorus behind the
conductor. Reconfiguration of the or-
chestra shell left no room for the large
chorus on stage. Moving the chorus to
between Rows 4 and 11 enabled it to
couple directly into the house with
considerable acoustical envelopment
by the reverberant field.

Stereophonic considerations call for
slight reseating of the orchestra. Usu-
ally we spread the players out some-
what to get a wider and deeper sound -
stage. The French horns moved from
their normal position behind the
woodwinds to stereo half -left, the aim
being to provide more stereo dialogue
between the horns and the heavy brass
instruments on the right. Timpani
moved to stereo half -right to make
room at the back of the orchestra for
wider deployment of the percussion
section. Again, the aim was to provide
more lateral differentiation in the ste-
reo image. Meanwhile, we set up the

Merrill Room, some 200 feet away, as
a control room and production center.

The microphone complement for
the recording was:

A main ORTF (Office Radiodiffu-
sion-Television Francaise) pair behind
and above the conductor-a pair of
directional microphones spaced about
8 inches apart and splayed at about 110
degrees. Their primary function was
to give unambiguous lateral and depth
localization on the soundstage. The
specific technique was first document-
ed by the French Broadcast group
about twenty years ago. (This is pair a
in the orchestra and chorus diagram.)

A secondary flanking omnidirec-
tional pair at the same height and
distance from the orchestra as the
main pair, each about 12 feet away.
We introduced them into the mix at a
lower level to broaden the string tex-
ture and provide added lateral reflect-
ed sound. (These microphones are la-
beled h in the diagram.)

A "house pair" of widely spaced
directional microphones placed well
out in the house to adjust relationships
of direct to reverberant sound in the
recording (c in the diagram).

An ORTF pair on the woodwinds,
used not so much for added level as for
added presence (d in the diagram).

Chorus microphones. As with the
woodwind microphones, this spaced
pair of directional microphones was
used for added presence, not level (e in
the diagram).

Two microphones, used very spar-
ingly, one on the first stand of basses
and one for harps and celesta (f and g
in the diagram).

Once levels were adjusted, the pac-
ing of the sessions was in the hands of
producer Adam Stern, whose major
responsibility at this point was to in-
sure that all parts of the score were
covered with proper continuity so that

Chamber quartet. A simple setup with simple

miking: a main ORTF stereo pair flanked

by a pair of omnidirectional microphones

mixed in just enough to yield a

good "blend" across the stereo stage.

the work could be edited in the seam-
less fashion routinely expected from
major record companies today. As the
sessions got under way, the music was
recorded in large sections, consistent
with the basic production plan. We
then did brief "insert takes" to fix
isolated musical problems of balance,
attack, intonation, and so forth.

Is twelve too many microphones for
orchestral recording? Certainly not by
today's standards-and certainly not
when you consider that the bulk of the
pickup is by way of the four across the
front and the house pair.

The Los Angeles
Guitar Quartet

The Los Angeles Guitar Quartet
was recorded by Delos International
and co -produced by Carol Rosen-
berger and Stephen Basili. The group
provided its own set of recording chal-
lenges. Basically, the players are
equals, and each should be heard with
the same uniformity of timbre and
precision of stereophonic placement.
The venue for this recording was the
chapel of the First Congregational
Church in Los Angeles, a musician -
friendly room noted for its acoustic
warmth. Our intention in choosing this
room was to preserve intimacy and, in
a sense, to bring the players into the
living room rather than to convey the
listener into the recording space.

The players were arrayed
from left to right, with those
at the outside heard virtual-
ly at the left and right loud-
speakers and the two inner

players panned to intermediate posi-
tions slightly left and right of center.
One of the pecularities of stereo is that
panned images do not sound quite the
same as those assigned directly to a
given loudspeaker. The reason for that
is rather complicated, but basically it
has to do with the manner in which the
ears localize a single source as op-
posed to a phantom source produced
by two loudspeakers. Our solution
was to employ flanking omnidirection-
al microphones, this time at a distance
of about 20 inches from the main
ORTF pair. We introduced the omni
pair into the stereo mix just enough to
decorrelate, or randomize, the overall
stereo signal, but not enough to spoil
the precise imaging.

As a check on all of this, we recorded
each member of the group playing a G
Major scale at a normal level. The
quartet came back fora listen, and final
fore -aft seating adjustments were
made. After this adjustment there were
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organ cabinet

organ console

no further gain changes. Unlike the
orchestral sessions described above,
these proceeded without clock -watch-
ing and extended well into the evening.
There were frequent breaks, many
playbacks, lots of snacking, and a gen-
eral air of ease and informality essen-
tial to making good chamber music.

Ruth Brown
Ruth Brown's album "Blues on

Broadway" was recorded in June 1989
at BMG Studios in New York with
producer Ralph Jungheim for Fantasy

111111111111111111111111

Blues session. A pure multimike

production with the outputs of

directional microphones panned

at the console to place

instruments and singers as

desired on the stereo stage.

Records. Ralph and I had discussed
the project and come up with a basic
plan for the stereo soundstage: Ruth
was to be front and center, with trom-
bone, trumpet, and alto and tenor sax-
ophones arrayed from left to right be-
hind her. The rhythm foundation was,
from left to right, piano, Hammond
organ, bass, guitar, and drums. Only
the piano, Hammond organ, and

 drums were miked in stereo; all other
performers were picked up with single
microphones and panned to the appro-
priate positions on the soundstage. We
used stereo digital reverberation on all
soloists, fed back into the console via
two extra inputs. This recording is a

clear example of a stereo image con-
jured up strictly for presentation over
loudspeakers-a pure product of the
control room, as are most pop and jazz
recordings.

As you can see from the blues ses-
sion diagram, the studio setup was
identical to the stereo soundstage as
heard from left to right. Furthermore,
the allocation of positions on the re-
cording console follows the same left -
to -right orientation. This matching of
visual, tactile, and sonic cues is impor-
tant to providing a comfortable envi-
ronment for both producer and engi-
neer working directly to two -track.
The improvisatory nature of jazz is
such that you are never sure what
might happen at the end of a chorus.
You have to watch all players at all
times and be prepared to adjust the
fader for whoever might have the next
solo, following only visual cues. The
producer will not have charts to help
you in this task, but two pairs of eyes
are certainly better than one.

The intrinsic nature of the blues is
that the first performance pretty much
says it all; a retake to correct a record-
ing error will often not measure up to
the first take, with or without its flaws.
But despite all our planning, the first
session got off to a bad start. The
cartage company had not delivered the
drum set by starting time, and we had
to improvise something without drums
to meet Jungheim's schedule. The
soulful Come Sunday was the result of
this mishap, and it is an unexpected
dividend in the album. When the drum
set finally arrived, the session got un-
der way in the normal manner, and we
began to rack up a set of what I think
are masterpieces.

What really makes direct -to -stereo
recording feasible in this particular
musical environment is that it is funda-
mentally an "acoustical" event; there
is never any thought of overdubbing
anything. And before the first take of
any song there is normally a bit of
rehearsing, just to make sure that the
musicians are all aware of their en-
trances and the order of things. This is
also a time for the engineer to make
initial balances, so that when Take 1
actually begins, there is a good chance
things will be correct at the outset.
From that point on, it is basically a
matter of keeping track of the slow,
twelve -bar structure of the blues and
keeping a good eye on the studio so
that by Bar 121/2 you have a good idea
of what will happen in Bar 13! It was a
happy day for all of us when the album
won a 1989 Grammy in the category of
Best Female Jazz Vocal.
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The
Canadian *\,

Brass

RED HOT
BY ROY

Okay, so they aren't all Canadians.
But Canada is where the Canadi-

an Brass got their start a little more
than twenty years ago, as well as their
first major support for both recordings
and concerts. It's still their home base,
and Canadian they proudly continue
to call themselves.

Only one of the quintet's members
actually is Canadian: trumpeter Fred
Mills (from Guelph, Ontario). And,
ironically, he wasn't one of the origi-
nal members (he was asked to be, but
other commitments delayed his join-
ing). The founding father of the en-
semble is a Missourian, trombonist

HEMMING
Eugene Watts, for several seasons a
member of the Toronto Symphony
under Seiji Ozawa. He and tuba play-
er Charles (Chuck) Daellenbach, a
Wisconsinite, are the sparkplugs of
the group, which also includes trum-
peter Ronald Romm, a native of Los
Angeles, and French hornist David
Ohanian, who's from Connecticut.

Watts and Daellenbach do most of
the informal and often very funny
commentary that introduces pieces
during concerts, and they have be-
come the group's spokesmen, as in
the interview I did with them earlier
this year in New York City.

"What we try to do," said Daellen-
bach, "is to bring fun to a concert or a
recording but still keep the music very
serious."

They have undoubtedly succeeded.
Each member is individually recog-
nized for his exceptional technical
skills, while the quintet is known for
showing that they enjoy performing.
Their concert programs throughout
the U.S., Europe, and Asia are invari-
ably sold out. And most of their near-
ly thirty albums have been best-sell-
ers, whether the music is by Bach or
Vivaldi, John Philip Sousa or Jelly
Roll Morton.

"You certainly can say we're ec-
lectic," Watts admitted unashamedly.
"Fortunately, the brass repertoire is
still developing. We don't have the
Beethoven string quartets, for exam-
ple, for which you always have to be
in a very serious mood."

"There was a period," noted Dael-
lenbach, "when American musicians
needed to establish that we really had
the wherewithal to perform at a very
high, serious level for concerts or
recitals. But the demands on perform-
ers today are such that we're compet-
ing with television specials or Mon-
day Night Football or whatever. So,
while maintaining high performing
standards, we're trying to show that
music is-and always was-an enter-
tainment."

"There are pieces that we set out to
have fun with," added Watts, "but we
always take the playing seriously. If
you look at our concert programs or
recordings, you'll see they're very se-
rious. We're not playing games with
the music."

"What brought us to the fun part of
our programs," continued Daellen-
bach, "was almost survival. When we
started out in 1970, no one was wait-
ing for the next brass quintet. There
was no audience demanding that we
play a certain repertoire. We needed
to create a space for ourselves if we
were to survive. We felt we had to
build a bridge, some kind of connec-
tion between the music and the audi-
ence. A pianist or a string quartet has
lots to choose from, but we spend
much of our time just creating a
repertoire."

Fred Mills does many of the ar-
rangements. He was principal trumpet
in the Houston Symphony under
Leopold Stokowski, and he came
away from playing Stokowski's fa-
mous arrangements of Bach and other
composers with what Daellenbach
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EST MUD
Squeeze Finds "Some fantastic Place"

mong the most tuneful and likable
bands to come out of the British
New Wave, Squeeze remains a
group of card-carrying pop neo-
classicists who, in an age of di-
minished expectations, are almost

too bright for their own good. On their
new album, "Some Fantastic Place," they
redefine their pure -pop style, undaunted
by the prevailing winds of faddishness.

Paul Carrack, replacing founding key-
boardist Jools Holland for the second
time, is on board here; it was he who
brought Squeeze their closest brush with

broad success as the main voice on their
1981 Top -40 hit Tempted. But where
"Some Fantastic Place" really shines is in
its moments of quintessential poperaft.
with Glen Tilbrook's still boyish tenor
leading the charge as the group negoti-
ates the fleet twists and turns of their un-
failingly melodic yet always unpre-
dictable tunes.

Squeeze has packed most of their fire-
power up front on the album. The open-
ing cut, Everything in the World, leaps
out of the speakers with barnstorming
vigor as Carrack's Booker T. -style key -

STEREO REVIEW'S

CRITKS CHOOSE

THE OUTSTANDING

CURRENT RELEASES

boards swim smilingly around a chunky
rhythm guitar. From there they launch
into the title song, a sweetly sentimental
reminiscence about a departed loved one
(someone's mother, by my reading of the
lyrics) that's aswirl in a vocale chorale
recalling the Beach Boys and 10CC. Oth-
er delights include Third Rail, in which
countryish guitar licks bounce and twang
around Tilbrook's and Chris Difford's
vocals; Loving You Tonight, an effective
Al Green homage; and It's Over, which
tangibly evokes a sense of a relation-
ship's finality in discordant musical
metaphor.

The Difford and Tilbrook songwriting
team is still razor-sharp here, with Dif-
ford matching wry, closely observed
lyrics ("Cold shoulder, like a slaughtered
cow in a butcher's fridge") to Tilbrook's
colorful and almost defiantly melodic
musical settings. Admittedly, "Some
Fantastic Place" loses some of its force
as it wears on. But the album stands out
from the current pack in its wit, sparkle,
and literate reach. More power to them;
may they Squeeze on indefinitely.

Parke Puterhaugh

SQUEEZE
Some Fantastic Place
Everything in the KOH& Some Fantastic Place:
Third Rail: Loving You limight: Over: Cold
Shoulder: Talk to Him: Jolly Conies Home:
Images; True Colors (The Storm): Pinocchio
A&M 31454 (48 min)

A New Russian

Piano Star

Boris Berezo51.), a member of the
last generation of Russian pianists
trained in his country when it was
part of the Soviet Union, won the
Tchaikovsky Competition in
Moscow in 1990, toured our coun-

try the following year, and has made a
few recordings. His initial impact on the
consciousness of Western listeners may
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BEST MONTH

Pianist Boris Berezovsky

not have been as dramatic as that of the
teen-age Evgeny Kissin (who is now
twenty-two), but his new Schumann
recital on Teldec should be enough to
propel him, at age twenty-four, not only
to the center of attention but to the very
top rung of today's pianists.

The three works Berezovsky plays are
the Davidsblindlerkinze, the Second Pi-
ano Sonata, and the Toccata in C Major.
None of these has wanted for attention
on CD, but what Berezovsky brings to
this music is so altogether exceptional in
respect to the style and character it de-
mands that comparisons become mean-
ingless. His response is nothing short of
miraculous-not just in terms of tech-
nique, but in really getting to the core of
the music without laying on even the
thinnest veneer of the sort of "interpreta-
tion" that would set him up as a middle-
man between Schumann and the listener.
Everything one hears in this remarkable
succession of emotions and colors is too
spontaneous-sounding-too instinctive,
one might say-for that. And the toccata
rounds out the program not as a py-
rotechnical display, but as a summing-up
of its poetic content.

It is all too facile to suggest this is
"Schumann's own voice," but that's the
effect these performances have. Their
persuasiveness is bolstered as much by
Berezovsky's reflectiveness and tender-
ness as by his enthusiasm and drive, by
his tasteful avoidance of excess, by any

number of appealingly balanced quali-
ties. What they add up to is an unchal-
lengeable belief in and love for this mu-
sic, a love that the listener is most
happily compelled to share. It helps, too,
that the recording itself is as honest and
unobtrusive in its well -focused realism as
Berezovsky's approach to the music.

Richard Freed

SCHUMANN:
Davidsbundlertiiinze; Piano Sonata
No. 2; Toccata in C
Itk 1, v.1.) (piano)
TELDEC 77476 (62 min)

The Great lost Joe

Ely Album

n 1980, Texas country -rocker Joe Ely
joined up with the punk band the
Clash for a tour of England. Ely,
raised on equal parts Jerry Lee Lewis
and wild Texas wind, was no stranger
to over-amped raving, but that tour

brought out some kind of energy that
must have surprised even him. If in some
ways it severed his country roots, it also
resulted in "Live Shots," a concert set

that remains the best record he's ever
made, and earned him a well -deserved
cult following in Europe.

Unfortunately the U.S. release of
"Live Shots" was delayed for a year or
so. And when it was finally released
here, it was in a limited -edition LP with
an EP of four additional songs produced
by Al Kooper; with little promotion or
fanfare, the album sold sparingly, and all
but disappeared. Through the years,
though, it took on a mystique of its own.

Now available for the first time on
CD-and including the four bonus
tracks-"Live Shots" is a powerhouse
performance that more than lives up to
its myth. From start to finish, Ely and his
band are at the top of their form, crack-
ling like an overloaded circuit and threat-
ening to burn down the house (in this
case, a now -defunct club a teacup's
throw from Buckingham Palace). Ely
matches his personal exhilaration with a
first-rate program, including a manic ver-
sion of his crowd -pleasing Fingernails
and eerily atmospheric renditions of
Butch Hancock's haunting songs of ro-
mantic craving and loss (Boxcars, Fools
Fall in Lore, and She Never Spoke Span-
ish to Me). Throughout, the band con-
cocts a brilliant interplay of country,
rock, and blues, the kind of cultural ex-
change that was still somewhat revolu-
tionary at the time. But the real juice
comes from Ely, who sings in a quavery,
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'EIJI:EMDEN
elastic voice that suggests a man pos-
sessed-on the edge, pent up, misunder-
stood, dangerous, like someone who's
just broken out of the loony bin and
knows that he's got only one hour of
freedom.

In short, there's not a dull moment
here. And even if you own the rare LP,
you'll want it on CD, too, particularly if
you've misplaced the four bonus
tracks-Jimmie Dale Gilmore's transcen-
dent Treat Me Like a Saturday Night,
Hancock's Wishin' for You, a hop -headed
Not Fade Away, and Ely's own Crazy
Lemon, a tale of small-time thievery and
lunacy worthy of Gus Van Sant. If
you've heard Ely's previous records and
never quite understood all the fuss, then
"Live Shots" should set you straight. It's
what the best melding of Texas country
and roots rock is all about. Alanna Nash

JOE ELY
Live Shots
Fingernails; Midnight Shift; Honky Tonk
Masquerade: Honky Tonkin'; Long Snake Moan;
I Had My Hopes Up High; She Never Spoke
Spanish to Me; Johnny's Blues; Fools Fall in
Love; Boxcars; Crazy Lemon; Not Fade Away;
Treat Me Like a Saturday Night: Wishin' for You
MCA/SOUTHCOAST 10816 (55 min)

Anne Sofie von

Otter Sings Grieg

I. his year, which marks the 150th an-
niversary of the birth of the Norwe-
gian master Edvard Grieg, has
brought with it a freshet of new
recordings, both of the old favorites
and of significant works not often

heard outside Scandinavia. Deutsche
Grammophon has released a CD on
which the Swedish mezzo-soprano Anne
Sophie von Otter and pianist Bengt Fors-
berg provide superlative realizations of
25 of the finest of Grieg's more than 140
songs.

The collection ranges from two of
Grieg's early settings of Danish poems
by Hans Christian Anderson, including
the ever -popular I Love Thee, through
settings of works by such Norwegian lit-
erary masters as Ibsen and Bjornson.
Kirsten Flagstad's classic performances
of many of these songs have set the stan-

Mezzo-soprano Anne Sofie von Otter

dard for decades, but Von Otter matches
the legendary Norwegian soprano at
every turn. And Forsberg's musicianship
and pianism are on the same high level of
poetic intensity and eloquence.

Unexpectedly, some of the finest
singing here, as well as the finest music,
is to be heard in the settings of German
poems by Heine, Goethe, and others. The
most striking of these is One Day, My
Thought, which uses a text by Emanuel
Geibel that is better known in a setting
by Hugo Wolf. Grieg's handling of har-
monic coloration is haunting.

Because the major international liter-
ary languages have dominated the world
of the art song, performances of Scandi-
navian songs in the original tongues have
been largely confined to Scandinavia.
Recordings have brought and will contin-
ue to bring this music to a wider audi-
ence. And as a representation of Grieg's
art songs, this superbly produced CD be-
longs at the very summit. David Hall

GRIM: Songs
Von Otter; Forsberg
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 437 521
(68 min)

NOW ON CD

POPULAR
 JAMES BROWN: Live at the Apollo,
1962. MOBILE FIDELITY 583. Newly
remastered version of what is widely
regarded as one of the top ten rock/R&B
concert albums of all time. Originally
released on King (1963).

 WILLIE DIXON: I Am the Blues.
COLUMBIA/LEGACY 53627. The 1970
solo album by the Chicago blues songwriter
and producer featuring his own versions of
his standards, among them Spoonful, Seventh

Son, and Little Red Rooster.

 SWING THAT MUSIC! SONY MUSIC
SPECIAL PRODUCTS 11020 (four CD's).
A boxed set, from the Smithsonian
Collection of Recordings, featuring ninety-
four Swing Era performances by Jack
Teagarden, Jimmie Lunceford, Bing Crosby,
Earl Hines, Charles Mingus, Stan Getz, Duke
Ellington, and many others.

 IAN HUNTER: You're Never Alone
with a Schizophrenic. RAZOR & TIE
2011. The 1979 solo album by Mott the
Hoople's frontman, featuring the anthemic
Cleveland Rocks.

CLASSICAL
 MARIAN ANDERSON: Sings
Handel, Bach, Schubert, Brahms,
and Spirituals. EKLIPSE CD26 (two
CD's). Transferred from 78 -rpm recordings,
this set spans twenty years of the legendary
contralto's career, from the late 1920's to the
late 1940's.

 BOCCNERINI: Cello Concertos.
Bylsma; Schroder. TELDEC 77624. Four of
the eighteeth-century Italian composer's
works recorded in the 1960's by the Dutch
cellist Anner Bylsma with the Concerto
Amsterdam led by Jaap Schroder.

 BRAHMS: Paganini Variations;
Four Ballades. LISZT: Paganini Etude
No. 2. Earl Wild. VANGUARD 4034. The
virtuoso American pianist in a program
originally released in 1967.

 ARTUR RUBENSTEIN: Carnegie Hall
Highlights. RCA VICTOR 61445. Works
for solo piano by Debussy, Szymanowski,
Prokofiev, Villa -Lobos, Schumann, and
Albeniz from three 1961 recitals.
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POPULRRMUSIC
OAKEN BROOKS

In Pieces
LIBERTY 80857 (38 min)

Performance: Drama junkie
Recording: Very good

Mega -seller Garth Brooks says he called
his new album "In Pieces" because

that's the way the program came together.
Well, it sounds like it, too. Brooks rounded up
his reliable writers (Stephanie Davis. Tony
Arata. and Pat Alger), so we know what to
expect-well-written but predictably unpre-
dictable songs about edgy, fringe subjects like
wondering what your uncle did to get strung up
(Kickin. and Screaininl or eavesdropping on
an adulterous couple who witness a murder
(The Night Will Only Know).

But most of this-including American lion-
ky-Thitk Bar Association, better suited to the
mindless Brooks & Dunn. and Ain't Going
Down ail the Sun Comes Up). a sex -and -
mayhem ditty that cribs from both Bob Dylan
and Eddie Rabbitt-is simply all too pat and
familiar. It's the Garth Brooks patchwork -quilt
approach, designed to dazzle and blanket at
the same time. And it works, as long as you
don't get too close.

The best work here is the music that leaves
Brooks's "let's get 'cm by the throat" sense of
drama on the shelf. One Night a Day, a jazzy
ballad Brooks sings with a straight -ahead
sweetness far removed from his put-on cow-
boy persona, is a terrific little song that does its
job nicely. And so does Dennis Linde's cajun -
tinged Calliie Baton Rouge. where Brooks
reunites New Grass Revival, who first record-
ed the song. to back him. But the album's real
gem is its closer. The Cowboy Song. Brooks
wisely and skillfully underlings it. one of the
few times in his career he lets art win out over
hamminess.

Brooks may have broken every chart and
concert -attendance record on earth. But he
needs to get back to the music before he starts
looking like little more than a drama major
who grabbed a guitar and got lucky. A. N.

BELINDA CARLISLE
Real

VIRGIN 39102 (47 min)
Performance: Real bad
Recording: Antiseptic

Devoid of personality and purpose. Belinda
a/Carlisle's "Real" is a bloated mirage of
counterfeit emotions and synthetic music.
Carlisle's voice has seemingly lost its range.
reduced to a joyless rasp not unlike Stevie
Nicks 's in her decline or a post -New Wave

oMarlene Dietrich's. And her programmed.
polyester rock tunes linger too long over the

1 mundane. arduous details of love's labors lost.
g arriving at such pearls of wisdom as "love is a

big scary animal." Attempts to inject musical

e xotica -African rhythms. Middle Eastern
modalities-seem gratuitous and designed to
deflect attention from the album's lack of sub-
stance. Listening to "Real" is like watching a
career sink into the La Brea tar pits. Carlisle's
lost the beat. P.P.

ROBERT CRAY
Shame 1- a Sin

MERCURY 314 518 237 (48 min)
Performance: Defines the genre

Recording: Mixed
glItin "Shame - a Sin," blues guitarist -

singer Robert Cray proves again why he's
the artistic successor to B.B. King and Bobby
"Blue" Bland. His guitar playing, while never
showy. carries a terse authority that speaks
not only for the tradition, but for the singer
himself-it walks its talk like King's beloved
Lucille. As a singer. Cray takes a populist view
(the everyman complaint. 1040 Blues, about
paying taxes, and the everyman fantasy-
winning the lottery-I'm Just Lucky that
Way). He also deals with neo-traditional blues
themes like domestic distress-how he's been
cuckolded (Some Pain. Some Shaine). how
he's confused about his own affair (Stay Go).
hors he brags about his newfound freedom
(You're Gonna Need Me),how he suffers when
she's gone (/ Shiver).

At times, as on Don't Break This Ring. Cray
finds a high, tortured vocal groove and rides it
like the great R&B kings of the Sixties. If he
sometimes goes on too long, if emotionally he

NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED

BY CHRIS ALBERTSON,

FRANCIS DAVIS, PHYL GARLAND,

RON GIVENS, ROY HEMMING,

ALANNA NASH,

PARKE PUTERBAUGH, AND

STEVE SIMELS

could bleed a little heavier now and then..: id
if the mix here is often skewed (drums mixed
as high as the guitar). Cray makes up for it with
a no-nonsense approach to an honest blues
lament A.N.

DARYL NALL
Soul Alone

EPIC 53937(56 min)
Performance: What soul?

Recording: Good
Dow's this for a bad idea: send Daryl Hall
to England to make an album that mates

hip -hop with Philly soul. Give the guy his due
for trying to stay up to date and putting a new
spin on old formulas. But "Soul Alone" falters
in the execution, its songs a series of stiff,
programmed rhythm tracks over which squig-
gly nothings have been scribbled on the syn-

LAWYERS, GUNS, AND MONEY

Music 1:4

Musical Stele

THE FIRM
ILA A,GRP)

Dave Grain

Jazzlblwes

Pop Acts Lyle Latest.
Shoehorneil In by Jimmy Lirdfett.
Greedy Execs Nanci Griffith

Shameless Bid How Could You
for Radio Play Lose Me? iGrusin
Best Song )scar piano s do)

Did you know that we live in :he Golden

Age of movie soundtrack albums? An era

when he score to just about any film-yes.

even Critters 2: The Main Course-is avail-

able ai CD? To help you through the glut.

here's a comparison of three recent sound-

track =D's you may have missed.

IN THE LIP E OF FIRE
/Tit .SoetithritA)

Luta° M uricone

Post -spaghetti
werern

None (studio
had attack of

integ ity?)

None (see
abcro

RISERS SUN
(Fox)

Torn Tr.kemitsa

Alban Berg
meets Tomita

None tall important pop
stars work for Japanese -

owned corporations?)

None (koto not
considered viable

commercial instrument)
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POPULAR MUSIC
thesizer. Hall's brow -furrowing vocal efforts
to coax fire from smoldering twigs prove fruit-
less, compounding the album's sense of exer-
tion. In such a desiccated context, the title's
evocation of "soul" is a misnomer. Hall would
have been better off revisiting his roots rather
than making this calculated effort at currency.
Especially now, when the current scene is a
corruption of everything soul stands for. P.P.

EMMYLOU HARRIS
Cowgirl's Prayer

ELEKTRA 61541 (41 min)
Performance: Mixed

Recording: Good
There are the makings of a really fine,
original album in a handful of tracks on

"Cowgirl's Prayer," but the song selection is so
inconsistent and the programming so muddled
that the artist's intentions get buried and a
golden opportunity is lost. Emmylou Harris
could have built an entire album around four
numbers-A Ways to Go. The Light, Prayer in
Open D, and / Hear a Call-on the theme of
finding and embracing "the light," a meta-
phorical embodiment of anything from which
inner peace can be divined. She sings these
songs to the crisp accompaniment of an inti-
mate acoustic ensemble in a smaller -than -
usual voice that is prayerful, supplicating, and
emboldened by conviction. Unfortunately, the
more transcendent material on the album is
surrounded by inappropriate and substandard
tunes such as High -Powered Lie (a lame
Wynonna Judd pastiche) and Lorin' You Again
(a tearjerker in which a wretch the singer can
never say no to comes over drunk-again).
Then there's the weird recitation of Jerusalem
Tomorrow (no Grammy for Best Rap Song will
be forthcoming), and the clichd-riddled ode to
New Orleans, Crescent City. "Cowgirl's Pray-
er" is half of a great album obscured by half of
a mediocre one. P.P.

THE JULIANA HATFIELD THREE
Become What You Are

ATLANTIC MAMMOTH 92278 (41 min)
Performance: Fresh
Recording: Garagey

Juliana Hatfield, formerly of the Blake Ba-
bies and currently alternative rock's pre-

mier pinup girl, gets right to the point on
Supermodel, the opening cut from "Become
What You Are": "The highest -paid piece of ass
/ You know it's not going to last / Those
magazines end up in the trash." That kind of
frankness, delivered with coquettish matter-
of-factness by guitarist/singer Hatfield, is re-
freshing. Listening to her lead her trio through
its paces-calling out "bridge" midway

through This Is the Sound, then assembling a
strange little snippet of guitar architecture that
has more to do with Sonny Sharrock than your
garden-variety rocker-is a pure delight. It's
that seeming gulf between Hatfield's sassy,
little -girl -lost vocals and her surehanded, so-
phisticated musical command that piques a
listener's interest. And her songs are wonder-
ful, especially My Sister, an offhand gem about
sibling rivalry set to music that passes from
fanciful pop to grinding guitar screed in the
time it takes to say "mood swing." Keep an
ear open for this intriguing ingenue. P.P.

DILLY JOEL
River of Dreams

COLUMBIA 53003 (49 min)
Performance: Lively

Recording: Sharp
You can tell that Billy Joel used to be a
boxer from the punches he throws on

"River of Dreams"-at his former manager, at
the music biz, at a world ruled by greed, at the
blues that at times overtake even him. "River
of Dreams" is a feisty rebuttal to all that's
gotten under his skin lately, balanced with a
fair number of unironic blows struck for de-
cency and family values. There are songs of
adoration to his wife (Blonde Over Blue, a
clever allusion to the mood -lifting power of his
marital mate Christie Brinkley) and child (Lul-
labye /Goodnight. My Angell), plus an ambi-
tious attempt to encapsulate two millennia in a
handful of overly larded verses ( Two Thousand
Years).

There is no question this record was dictated
by emotion. A Minor Variation is among the
most convincing arguments ever made that
fame and fortune cannot keep the blues away.
Joel sings with an unbridled passion that bares
the feeling behind plain-spoken lines like
"Some days I have to give right in to the
blues." The playing and arranging throughout
are as sharp as a saber's tip. Just listen to
Shades of Grey, a Cream -derived rocker fea-
turing a cameo by Mountain's Leslie West. Or
catch the band driving home the hoary truths
of No Man's Land-three guitars, a straight -
ahead beat, and anger to burn. Then try the on -
a -dime shift from crackling, bluesy verse to
dreamy, orchestrated chorus in The Great Wall
of China and the glowing chorus vocals of All
About Soul.

The title track, with its chanted, call -and -
response vocals and syncopated, percussive
thrust, seems to nod in the direction of former
labelmate Paul Simon. But it's Bruce Spring-
steen, with his first -person confessions of
doubt and dislocation writ large across his
music, to whom Joel seems most beholden as a

songwriter this time out. The decision to the-
matically build an album around Joel's unbur-
dening has opened up his music, giving it a
potent immediacy and the liberating air of a
personal catharsis. P.P.

JOHN MILLINCAMP
Human Wheels

MERCURY 518088 (45 min)
Performance: Familiar

Recording: Good
Ur wo years ago. John Mellencamp turned all
 the amps up to eleven and cut loose with
the most intense sonic blast of his career.
"Whenever We Wanted" was fine on its own
downbeat -but -rocked -out terms, but Mellen -
camp didn't sound like himself. On "Human

TRACK
RECORDS

Billy Joel
Billy Joel has been
making albums
steadily (If not quite
as prolifically as
some) since 1972.
These are some of
his best efforts.

Piano Man (1974)
COLUMBIA 32544
Major -label debut, image -defining
title song.

Turnstiles (1976)
COLUMBIA 33848
Overlooked gem: Say Goodbye to
Hollywood.

The Stranger (1977)
COLUMBIA 34987
Future standard: Just the Way You Are.

52nd Street (1978)
COLUMBIA 35609
Hit single: My Life.

Glass Houses (1980)
COLUMBIA 36384
"New Wave" record. humongous seller.

The Nylon Curtain (1982)
COLUMBIA 38200
Surprising protest song: Allentown.

An Innocent Mon (1983)
COLUMBIA 38837
Brill Building, Sixties -pop tribute.
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POPULAR MUSIC
Wheels," he's returned to strolling down Main
Street, USA, squinting warily at life as most
people live it.

The easy -moving combination of acoustic
and electric guitars, elastic rhythm section,
and folky violin -accordion accents-perfected
on "Scarecrow" and "The Lonesome Jubi-
lee"-is back in full, understated force. And
once again these arrangements provide an
energizing contrast to Mellencamp's world-
weary, sometimes fed -up vision. Junior is the
latest in a series of vivid character sketches-
"I sit here watchin' / The people down below /
I try to imagine / The places that they go / I

don't know." And Sweet Evening Breeze is a
wistful vignette about adolescent longing, a
memory playlet heavy with what might have
been.

If "Human Wheels" isn't as strong as Mel-
lencamp's mid -Eighties efforts, it's because he
flirts a little too much with lyrical significance.
The title cut, for example, is overripe with
turgid allusions ("While I, with human -hin-
dered eyes / Unequal to the sweeping curve of
life / Stand on this single print of time"). But
these are only minor glitches in a splendid
return to form. John Mellencamp is back home
again. R.G.

MCI
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U2 ZOOROPA
includes LEMON,

STAY (FARAWAY, SO CLOSE!)

and NUMB

112 in concert: ZOOROPA from Sydn
- Their only North American

ralia on Pay Per View November 27th
ate is in your living room.

PUT $NOP MOTS
Very

ERG/EMI 89721 (53 min)
Performance: Symphonic pop

Recording: Very good
ecause they're working in a genre that

EP doesn't get taken seriously, Pet Shop Boys
are generally shrugged off (at least in the U.S.)
as mere purveyors of high -gloss dance music.
Their tools are indeed the synthesizer and the
drum machine, yet they've shown that songs
of lasting substance can be created by knob
twiddlers no less than string pickers-witness
their moving and masterly "Behavior" album
from 1990, an artful brood on mortality. Now
they've returned with "Very," a lighthearted
album about love and its emotional facets. Its
dozen songs are given droll, deadpan readings
by singer Neil Tennant. Occasional lines (such
as the one in Can You Forgive Her about being
made a laughingstock "'cause you dance to
disco and you don't like rock") and entire
songs (like Dreaming of the Queen, in which
the singer kvetches with Lady Di) treat the
slings and arrows with a dose of wit. Well -
deployed synths mimic the sound of a pop
orchestra from the era of Jimmy Webb and Phil
Spector, achieving a heavenly liftoff on I
Wouldn't Normally Do This Kind of Thing, a
perfectly lovely, thrilling jewel of a tune. Not
everything here cruises along with such
streamlined authority, and some lapses in
songwriting and judgment (covering the Vil-
lage People's Go West) dull the sleek finish.
Nevertheless, "Very" is another good piece of
enriched poperaft from Pet Shop Boys. P.P.

smast)ip pumpicips  siamese dream

SMASHING PUMPKINS
Siamese Dream

VIRGIN 88267 (62 nun
Performance: Riveting

Recording: Good
 f nothing else, rock-and-roll teaches us the
 power of crossbreeding. From the first ge-
netic manipulation of country, blues, and
whatever that gave us early rock, to the almost
constant mutating of pop DNA that has more
recently given us such far-flung sub -genres as
thrash metal and techno, musicians are always
recreating something fresh in the lab. These
days, the splicing of metal and alternative
seems to be producing the most interesting
offspring. And Smashing Pumpkins is the
headiest of the heady.

Bombastic riffing-newly minted from the
archives of Hendrix, Zeppelin, and others-
gets reconfigured by this Chicago quartet into
jagged shards and clumsy arpeggios. They've
taken the beauty of heavy metal's obsessive
hooking and messed with it. "Siamese Dream"
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POPULAR MUSIC
doesn't go for the grunge, and yet it smells like
new, improved teen spirit. (Not coincidental-
ly, this album was, like Nirvana's "Never -
mind," co -produced by the masterly Butch
Vig.)

Like most alternative rockers, the Pump-
kins' major songwriter, Billy Corgan, broods
upon the conflicts of post-adolescence-the
push-pull of becoming independent, the push-
pull of romantic love, the push-pull of family.
For Corgan, life is like Newton's third law of
motion: For every emotion there is an equal
and opposite emotion. In Hummer, he first
talks about being reborn as his own happy self,
but concludes that "Life's a bummer / When
you're a hummer." Cherub Rock, which seems
to be primarily about the conflict between art
and commerce among alternative bands, is
dense with allusions to stuff like religions. All
of these thoughts are packed tight, but getting
through them is half the fun. The other half is
the way the music of "Siamese Dream" kicks
you in the solar plexus and leaves you gasping
for more. R.G.

Collection
BOB DYLAN: THE 30TH

ANNIVERSARY CONCERT
CELEBRATION

COLUMBIA 53230 (two CD's. 148 min)
Performance: All over the place

Recording: Good
Ir he most engaging aspect of this tribute

album is that its performances, like those
of Dylan himself, are kind of ramshackle,
letting the chips fall where they may. The most
disappointing thing about it is that there are a
lot of rote, journeyman readings that may
elicit a smile or a nod but little more. Compe-
tence is the byword as a procession of veterans
take their turns behind the mike, implicitly
celebrating the act of survival but too creative-
ly fatigued to make much out of the moment.
There's little palpable onstage chemistry to
support the claim that this was a defining (or
redefining) moment in pop culture. It was.

BRIT INVASION REVISITED

Elvis Costello, circa 1978

I n the more than fifteen(!) years since his
debut album, Elvis Costello has estab-

lished himself not only as the preeminent
singer songwriter of his generation but
also as one of the most prolific. Now the
folks at Rykodisc have acquired most of
Costello's humongous catalog and. with
input from E.G. himself, begun to reissue it
in coherent "universal" editions, reconcil-
ing the disparities between the former
American and UK versions. The first fruits
of the collaboration: Costello's first three
albums-"My Aim Is True," "This Year's
Model." and "Armed Forces"-each new-
ly remastered and fleshed out with seven
to nine bonus tracks derived from demos,
singles. B-sides, and EP's (Ryko is also
issuing the albums as a boxed set with the
previously bootlegged "Live at the El Ma-
cambo" as a bonus). Essential stuff, and it
all sounds significantly better than the old
Columbia CD's. S.S.

Smashing Pumpkins: Rockin' around the gene pool

rather, simply time for another temporal mile-
stone in a major artist's career to be marked
(and marketed).

Still, there are individual moments that
stand out. Neil Young gives adrenaline -
charged performances of Just Like Tom
Thumb's Blues and All Along the Watchtower,
and Lou Reed chomps into the verbose, ellip-
tical Foot of Pride with relish. Eddie Vedder of
Pearl Jam is the token new kid on the block,
and his venomous reading of Masters of War
clearly argues that those lyrics hold true for
yet another generation. Eric Clapton's bluesy
take on Don't Think Twice, It's All Right is a
boldly ambitious rethink worthy of Dylan him-
self. And Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers,
playing like heaven's very own house band,
kick up a cloud of dust on Rainy Day Women
#I2 & 35. The round-robin singalong of My
Back Pages by Dylan, Roger McGuinn, Petty,
Young, Clapton, and George Harrison toward
the end of the program qualifies as a bona fide
Historic Moment but is offered with a Wil-
burys-style grace and casualness, ennobling in
its understatement. All in all, Dylan's million -
dollar bash was a nostalgic exercise streaked
with gray, a good time with its share of ups and
downs-nothing more (and nothing less). P.P.

JAll
EASTERN REBELLION

Simple Pleasure
MUSICMASTERS 65081 (56 min)

Performance:
Recording: Good

nianist Cedar Walton's quartet, Eastern
ir Rebellion, has undergone some personnel
changes since it first appeared on a 1975
Impulse album-only Walton and drummer
Billy Higgins remain from the original group.
Clifford Jordan was Eastern Rebellion's first
saxophonist, followed by George Coleman and
Bob Berg. After Berg left to work with Miles
Davis, the group continued as a trio; three
years ago, it was joined by Ralph Moore, who,
along with bassist David Williams, completes
the present quartet. It is a winning combina-
tion. "Simple Pleasure" is their second Music -
masters release and the best. Four of the nine
selections are originals by Walton, who is as
versatile a writer as he is a player. But he is no
less creative when it comes to rendering stan-
dards. Here the group gives enticing face-lifts
to three-My Man's Gone Now, All the Things
You Are, and My Ideal-and the set ends with
a lovely duet that has Walton and Moore
redefining Fred Lacy's Theme for Ernie,
which you might have heard John Coltrane
play on an early Prestige album. C.A.

SHIRLEY HORN
Light Out of Darkness
VERVE 9703 (63 min)

Performance: Hopeless
Recording: Very good

The band is fine, altoist Gary Bartz has
winning moments, and it's a well -recorded

album. But I have heard Ray Charles, and
Shirley Horn is no Ray Charles. Frankly, she
was ill-advised to tackle the Ray Charles mate-
rial that makes up "Light Out of Darkness." I
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POPULAR MUSIC
should confess that 1 don't consider Ms. Horn
worthy of all the attention she is getting lately.
but her labelmate, Betty Carter, has been
getting away with much worse for years.
Horn's interpretations of songs we love are not
as grotesque as Carter's, but neither does she
demonstrate any talent that might distinguish
her from the run-of-the-mill wannabe at your
local showcase club. Her voice is feeble, her
breathing is atrocious, and her piano is just a
touch above adequate. Skip this pale attempt
and buy a real Ray Charles record. C.A.

J. J. JOHNSON
Let's Hang Out

VERVE 4454(69 min)
Performance: Hip bone

Recording: Good
While the Swing Era embraced the glid-
ing. sonorous sound of the trombone,

Bebop seemed not to take to it. Thus there
were fewer star trombonists in postwar mod-
ern jazz than at any time since Kid Ory
became the instrument's first major exponent.
Bop nevertheless boasted a handful of signifi-
cant trombonists, and none more successful
than J.J. Johnson. Today, trombone players
are even more scarce, but Johnson is still
playing, and doing so with a characteristic mix
of vigor and elegance.

"Let's Hang Out" offers a prepossessing
blend of quintet and sextet performances, and
an unaccompanied reading of Victor Young's
Beautiful Love. But Johnson is as interesting a

writer as he is a musician, and about half of the
selections are his originals, including the four -
movement Friendship Suite, played by the
quintet: Johnson, Jimmy Heath (tenor sax),
Renee Rosnes (piano). Rufus Reid (bass), and
Lewis Nash (drums). The group plays with the
precision of a working unit, which it isn't, and
Johnson's arrangements give everybody a
chance to be heard to advantage. Although the
sometimes familiar -sounding suite is the quin-
tet's most interesting contribution, two other
tracks, It Never Entered My Mind and I Got It
Bad (and That Ain't Good), are not easily
dismissed.

For the sextet performances, trumpeter Ter-
ence Blanchard is added, and Ralph Moore,
Stanley Cowell, and Victor Lewis replace
Heath, Rosnes. and Nash. While it is not quite
as cohesive, this combination compensates
with the often overlooked talent of pianist
Cowell and the youthful spirit of Blanchard
and Moore. There is no generation gap in
evidence here-Johnson is clearly comfort-
able in both environments. C.A.

RANDY WESTON/MELBA LISTON
Volcano Blues

ANTILLES 92692 (54 min)
Performance: A lay

Recording: Excellent
"Illolcano Blues" is a blues -drenched safari

to the very roots of jazz. Randy Weston's
music has always reflected his deep respect for
the jazz pioneers and the sounds and

rhythms-particularly African and Caribbe-
an-that inspired them. It is a love that comes
through as clearly when he speaks as it does
when he plays, and you will find it in abun-
dance on this release. Arranger Melba Liston
has retired her trombone, but Benny Powell is
on hand, and the ten -piece band also includes
trumpeter Wallace Roney, saxophonists Ted-
dy Edwards and Hamlet Bluiett, and a rhythm
section graced by guitarist Ted Dunbar. bassist
Jamil Nasser, and drummer Charlie Persip.
Two selections are sung by Johnny Copeland,
who perhaps should have left Harvard Blues-
the 1941 Jimmy Rushing number-alone, but
is excellent on Blue Mood, with acoustic -
guitar accompaniment. The orchestral ar-
rangements are just what Weston's composi-
tions call for, and the overall feel of this album
is just right. C.A.
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DAVID POSTER
The Christmas Album
INTERSCOPE 92295 (51 min)
The man who brought us Whitney Hous-
ton's / Will Always Love You strikes again,
with a grotesquely overproduced holiday
platter starring all the usual suspects (Mi-
chael Crawford. Vanessa Williams, Peabo
Bryson). I'm glad I can enjoy the holidays
knowing that I won't have to give this one
another spin. S.S.

DJIVAN OASPARTAN
Moon Shines at Night
GYROSCOPE 6604 (49 min)
A virtuoso on the oboe -like duduk, Djivan
Gasparyan plays as though inspired by
benevolent forces from other worlds. Here
his music sounds warm, sensuous, pro-
found, exotic, meditative, and mellifluous.
It's wonderful. William Livingstone

ROS LAISPIR
Swimming Lesson
EYE 2201 (39 min)
Stunning, off -kilter -but -accessible neo-Six-

ties pop/rock, like Michael Penn but far
more gorgeous. In fact, the opening Sum-
mer Bloom (oh, those tablas!) and This Is
Our We (chiming -guitar heaven) are so
addictively melodic it was a week before I
played the rest of the album. [SI I postpaid
from Eye Records, 8391 Beverly Blvd.,
#263, Los Angeles, CA 90048.] S.S.

PORGY LIN
Love Held Lightly
ANGEL 54798 (48 min)
Passing years have taken a toll on Peggy
Lee's vocal articulation, but not on her
lightly swinging jauntiness. For this album
celebrating songwriter Harold Arlen, the
singer has uncovered eight previously un-
recorded gems with lyrics by Johnny Mer-
cer. Dorothy Fields, and Yip Harburg,
among others. Cheers to Lee for resuscitat-
ing them so beautifully. R.H.

MOST
Move
ELEKTRA 61568 (32 min)
I could be wrong, but this sure sounds like
dance music to me. S.S.

MORPHINE
Cure for Pain
RYKODISC 10262 (37 min)
Morphine frontman Mark Sandman's old

band, Treat Her Right, played what was
essentially minimalist blues, and his new
combo-which dispenses heavy-metal riffs
using sax, bass, and drums, but no electric
guitar-pushes the concept even further. It
sounds sort of like pared -down Gary Glit-
ter, or maybe Led Zeppelin fronted by cool
Fifties jazzbos. Atmospheric, different,
and absolutely compelling. S.S.

THE MOTHER OP ALL FLAGPOLE
CHRISTMAS ALBUMS
ORT-TONEJDB 001 (74 min)
Concept: Athens, Georgia, types (the La-
brea Stompers) performing weirdo Yule-
tide standards (You're a Mean One, Mr.
Grinch) for rock fans who have had enough
of "Phil Spector's Christmas Album." Pick
hit: Allgood's revival of Spinal Tap's
Christmas with the Devil. Laugh riot: Porn
Orchard's duet -from -hell impersonation of
Tom Waits and Peter Murphy. S.S.
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BACH: Keyboard Partitas Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 5

Claudio Arrau (piano)
PHILIPS 434 904 (two CD's. 90 min)
Performance: Shaky but interesting

Recording: Excellent

BACH: Keyboard Partitas Nos. 1-6
Maria Tipo (piano)

EMI 54463 and 54464 (75 min each)
Performance: Bracing and alive

Recording: Superb

Although
Bach figured little in Claudio Ar-

rau's mature recording career, his all -
Bach recitals in Berlin during the 1920's and
1930's are legendary. There are echoes of that
era in these performances of four partitas,
taped in Switzerland in 1991 when he was
eighty-eight. At times the readings are Cho-
pinesque, with elastic, seesawing rubato and
the sort of rhetorical gravity that made even
his Chopin seem weighty. At other moments
the interpretive decisions seem dictated by his
technical shortcomings-trills lose steam and
tempos slow as more difficult passages ap-
proach. But an Arrau fan will reach the end of
these ungenerously filled CD's wishing he'd
lived to record the other two partitas.

Like Arrau, the Italian pianist Maria Tipo
plays Bach in an unrepentantly pianistic style,
never limiting her coloristic range to approxi-
mate the sound of the harpsichord. She takes
full advantage of the music's lack of dynamic
markings to mold a highly personal, overtly
emotional interpretation. She has a spectacu-
lar technique and at every turn exhibits exqui-
site taste in using color, rubato, tension, and
release, guided by an innate Italian sense of
drama. Even the most functional fugue sub-
jects take on vital, expressive roles. There's
lots to quibble with in these performances (her
ornaments don't sound quite right, for in-
stance), but if you respond at all to this kind of
approach to Bach's keyboard music, no one
does it better than Tipo. D.P.S.

BRAHMS: Violin Concerto
BRUCN: Violin Concerto No. 1

Oleg: Royal Liverpool Philharmonic. Pesek
DENON 79944 (65 min)

Performance: Fine solo work
Recording: Generally good

es -born Raphael Oleg was the Interna-
tional Tchaikovsky Competition winner

for 1986. and in standard concerto repertory
he's among the best violinists around today.
There is no superficial flash in his Brahms,
where one senses an exceptional musical intel-
ligence at work from beginning to end, togeth-
er with impeccable intonation, unforced pas-
sagework, and a vibrato that's warm but never
spills over into the "hot" Russian manner. The
ever -popular Bruch Concerto No. I. in G

DENON

Brahms

*IP
Violin concerto

B
0.t

Raphael Oleg
Libor Pda

Minor, always offers temptation for the soloist
to lay on the sentiment, but, as in the Brahms,
there's an uncloying warmth in Oleg's playing,
as well as a satisfying feeling for the music's
big line.

While Libor Pesek and his Liverpool play-
ers provide convincing enough collaboration
in the Bruch, a lack of genuine orchestral fire
and drive in the Brahms keeps that perfor-
mance as a whole shy of the top rank. In terms
of the recording, the soloist is beautifully in
focus throughout and well balanced with the
orchestra. The latter has plenty of sonic body,
but I would have preferred sharper textural
delineation in the climaxes. D.H.

BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 5
Cleveland Orchestra, Dohnanyi

LONDON 433 318 (74 min)
Performance: Superlative

Recording: Top -class
Sprawling blockbuster that it is, the Bruck-
ner Fifth requires a conductor to have

supreme control over the music's architecture,
making each episode within a movement re-
late unerringly to every other part. Moreover,
the orchestral brass must have unlimited lung
power to handle the gigantic climaxes, and
refinement in the woodwind body is essential
for the many episodes with a bucolic atmo-
sphere. Above all, the music must flow like a
great river, with its moments of hesitancy and
occasional lingering flawlessly integrated into
the main stream. Overly rigid tempos drain
the music of life, but without firm underpin-
nings the whole edifice falls apart-which has
happened all too often in performances that I
have heard.

To their everlasting credit, Christoph von
Dohnanyi and the Cleveland Orchestra have
brought it all off to perfection in this recording.
There is a wonderful fierceness to the main
allegro of the first movement, and an atmo-
sphere of eerie dankness prevails in the shad-
owy slow movement-the control of dynam-
ics is awesome. The fluctuating and curiously
uncertain moods of the scherzo are tellingly

N EW RECORDINGS
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N ALL, GIORGI JELLINEIC,

E RIC SALZMAN, AND

DAVID PATRICK STEARNS

conveyed, with a lovely pacing but no linger-
ing in the trio section. The huge finale, with its
amalgamation of sonata and double -fugue
forms, is a real tour de force-I can't remem-
ber its being so thrillingly realized before,
either on or off records. This is the performance
of a lifetime, and the recorded sound is the best
I have heard from Severance Hall. D.H.

DONIZETTI: L'Elisir d'Amore
(The Elixir of Love)

Devia, Alagna. Spagnoli. Prance>, others:
English Chamber Orchestra. Viotti
ERATO 91701 (Iwo CD's. 129 min)

Performance: Spirited
Recording: Bright

A welcome addition to currently available
Elisirs, this performance is a particularly

exuberant one. All the performers seem
caught up in the joyousness of the piece, a
quality they communicate to the listener. And
herein, paradoxically, lies my only niggling
reservation: The high spirits are so sustained
that the performance lacks some degree of
variety in mood. The unusually clear record-
ing, tonally brilliant without sharpness, admi-
rably captures the spirited work of the orches-
tra and for the most part is kind to the singers.

As Adina, the soprano Mariella Devia sings
with commendable accuracy and fluidity and
creates a charming and sympathetic character,
although her high notes tend on occasion to-
ward harshness (but that may be due to the
brightness of the recording). As Nemorino,
the young Italian tenor Roberto Alagna sings

Pianist Maria Tipo
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DONIZETTI
L'ELIS1R D'AMOR:

ALAGNA-DEVIA
SPAGH011 PRATICCT PROVVHIONAIU

TAWS CHAMBER CHOIR - ENGUSH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

MARCELLO VIOTTI

effortlessly, winningly, and with impressive
ornamentation (fioratura). His aria "Una fur-
tiva lagrima" is tastefully molded and affect-
ingly delivered, and his Act I duets with Devia
are particularly winning.

The baritone Pietro Spagnoli is properly
bumptious and swashbuckling as Belcore,
singing with notable ease and a strong sense of
Donizetti's flowing line. Bruno Praha) brings
to Dulcamera a resonant bass, engaging pom-
posity, a sure sense of comedy, and breathtak-
ing delivery of the "patter" sequences. Fran-
cesca Provvisionato provides a clear, agile,
and silvery soprano for her ingratiating Gian-
etta. The Tallis Chamber Choir sings with
verve and palpable enjoyment.

The conductor Marcello Viotti is comfort-
ably at home with L'Elisir. His tempos are
crisp, his dynamics are effectively controlled,
and, most important, he allows the vocal line
its full measure of expression. R.A.

I 1111 1  1%1111 4\ 1,41114 1..1\ I 1111

GERSHWIN: Rhapsody in Blue; Cuban
Overture; "Porgy and Bess" Suite (Catfish

Row); An American in Paris
Levine; Chicago Symphony, Levine

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 431 625 (67 min)
Performance: Energy, delicious schmaltz

Recording: Hard to beat
Wm read it right: Levine; Chicago Sym-

phony, Levine. James Levine plays and
conducts the Rhapsody in Blue, and he does it
with dash, élan, and style. And, for good
measure, he's using the original Ferde Groff
orchestration (made for Paul Whiteman)-the
only one that should ever be used. The day is
long past when symphony players from almost
anywhere, let alone Chicago, have problems
playing Gershwin or dealing with the stripped -
down, jazzy sound of this version. Quite the
contrary, these excellent musicians relish the
chance to dig in, and a certain kind of energy,
vigor, and enthuasiasm are what this piece is
all about.

Although the Rhapsody will command the
most attention, the most fascinating part of

this album is Gershwin's own suite, orchestra-
tions and all, from Porgy and Bess, dubbed
"Catfish Row" by Ira Gershwin. Where has it
been all this time? It includes most of the big
numbers as well as the more showy instrumen-
tals. from the overture to the fight scene and
hurricane. The finale, which takes off from I'm

on My Way and works in half the major themes
of the opera, sums it all up brilliantly. This
suite is, far and away, a better (and certainly
more authentic) "symphonic picture" of the
opera than the hyped -up Robert Russell Ben-
nett version, which it should replace now,
forthwith, and forever.

New Christmas CD's
December always brings a wide variety
of recordings featuring music of the
season. From the truly sublime to the . . .

well, lighter -hearted side of the holidays,
here is a sampling of new recordings and
CD reissues that we hope will bring
musical cheer. -Robert Ripps

ANONYMOUS 4: On Tool's Night
HARMONIA MUNDI 907099 (68 min).
Medieval carols and motets performed by
an a cappella women's quartet.

THE BOSTON CAMERATA: An
American Christmas
ERATO 92874 (61 min). Carols, hymns,
and spirituals dating from 1770 to 1870,
with the choruses of the Schola Canton=
of Boston and Brown University joining
the Boston Camerata players, all directed
by Joel Cohen.

CHRISTMAS TRIASURIS
RCA VICTOR 61867 (72 min). This digi-
tally remastered collection of "Living Ste-
reo" recordings from 1957-1966 features
some of the label's greatest artists, includ-
ing Mario Lanza, Leontyne Price, Arthur
Fiedler, Marian Anderson, Fritz Reiner
and the Chicago Symphony, and the Rob-
ert Shaw Chorale.

CHRISTMAS WITH THU MORMON
TABIRNACLI CHOIR
LASERLIGHT 12 198 (42 min). The fa-
mous choir is accompanied by brass, per-
cussion, and organ in this all -new digital
collection.

PLACIDO DOMINGO, DIANA
ROSS, JOSE CARRERAS:
Christmas in Vienna
SONY 53358 (63 min). Two of the famous
"three tenors" joined Miss Ross for a

concert of holiday music arranged and
adapted by Lab Schifrin. Broadcast live
last December, the recorded program will
air again this month on PBS stations
(check local listings). Available in five
formats: CD, analog cassette, videocas-
sette, laserdisc, and MiniDisc.

GLORIA! DOI CANTOR'S: What
Cheer!
GDCD 012 (67 min, from Paraclete Press,
Orleans, MA 02653; 1-800-451-5006). Tra-
ditional English and American carols sung
"to the glory of God" by the forty -four -
voice Gloriae Dei Cantores choir.

THU NOW YORK POPS: Christmas
in the Country
ANGEL 54891 (60 min). Skitch Hender-
son leads the New York Pops in fifteen
selections, including a first recording of an
early piece by Erich Wolfgang Korngold
(King's Row and other great film scores)
titled The Snowman.

SIMPHONMS HIS NOELS
DORIAN 90180 (72 min). A collection of
Baroque Christmas concertos by Corelli,
Charpentier, Sammartini, and others
played on instruments of the time by Les
Violons du Roy led by Bernard Labadie.

Domingo, Ross, and Carreras make merry in Vienna
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The Cuban Overture and the inevitable An
American in Paris are hardly lesser attractions.
Both are played with energy, brilliance, and,
where required, schmaltz. That is not a criti-
cism; Gershwin without schmaltz is bread
without butter, a hot dog without mustard,
salsa without spice. E.S.

MAYAN: Symphonies Nos. 82, 83, 85
Lausanne Chamber Orchestra, Lopez -Cobol

DENON 75356 (65 min)
Performance: Neat and trim

Recording: Very good
JesCis Lopez-Cobos offers the three most
popular of the six symphonies Haydn com-

posed for the Paris Loge Olympique in 1785-
1786. All three have nicknames: No. 82 is
known as "The Bear," No. 83 as "The Hen,"
and No. 85 as "The Queen (of France)." The
first two symphonies, both colorful and lively
works, launch straight into the musical matter
at hand with the ascending arpeggio figure
known as the "Mannheim rocket." As befits
royalty, No. 85 has a stately introduction, and
its overall refinement and sophistication look
forward to Haydn's London symphonies, be-
gun a half -dozen years later. The "romanze"
slow movement (an unusual title for the time)
features a French folk -song melody.

Lopez-Cobos's readings, excellently re-
corded with a modern -instrument chamber
group, are trim and vital, and his are the only
versions of Nos. 82, 83, and 85 available
together on a single CD. On that basis, I'd call
this disc a very good buy. D.H.
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PIRGOLISI: Stabat Mater; Salve Regina
A. SCARLATTI: Salve Regina

Anderson. Bartoli: Sinfonietta de Montreal,
Dutoit

LONDON 436 209 (69 min)
Performance: Beautiful

Recording: Excellent
The literal centerpiece here is the Stabat
Mater of Giovanni Battista Pergolesi (1710-

1736), no stranger to records and always wel-
come. Several current recordings combine the
soprano soloist with a countertenor, adhering,
presumably, to historical authenticity. Con-
ductor Charles Dutoit opts for the more con-
ventional soprano -and -mezzo partnership,
and given the presence of June Anderson and
Cecilia Bartoli, I must acclaim his choice.
With their clearly contrasting timbres and
well -matched phrasing, their voices form an
angelic blend. They are supported by a cham-
ber orchestra of moderate size using modern
instruments-a decision that will get no objec-
tion from this corner. In his choice of tempos,

For a catalog of uncommon gifts from the Lynchburg Hardware and General Store, drop us a line.

FOLKS IN Lynchburg, Tennessee, hold simple,
time-honored traditions dear.

We like getting together to prepare for the
holidays. And taking the time to do things
right. (Mr. Jack Daniel felt that way about
his Tennessee Whiskey, just as all
of us who make it today still do.)
We hope your holidays are spent
in an enjoyable manner. And that,
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of your tradition.
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however. Dutoit may have been influenced by
the "period" trend: His brisk pacing of the
earlier sections seems contrary to the lament-
ing tone of the texts.

It was a splendid idea to fill the disc with two
versions of the Salve Regina, since Pergolesi's
bears a clear structural resemblance to that of
the much older master. Alessandro Scarlatti.
Written about ten years earlier than Pergole-
si's, it dates from around 1720, during this
incredibly prolific composer's late period, and
combines inspired arioso writing with melodic
declamation. G. J.

PROKOFIEV: Symphony No. 5;
Scythian Suite

City of Birmingham Symphony, Rattle
EMI 54577 (64 min)

Performance: Highly charged
Recording: Brilliant

nhave always considered Prokofiev's war-
time masterpiece the only Russian sympho-

ny that can be spoken of in the same breath as
the Beethoven "Eroica." Some conductors
have espoused this view rather too literally,
making the first movement sound pompous
rather than genuinely heroic. Simon Rattle
does not fall into this trap. He sets just the
right pace most of the way, though he does
slacken it a bit too much at the coda. The
scherzo is taken at a sizzling pace-perhaps a
mite too sizzling for some tastes. The poignant
and gripping slow movement fares well here,
with an outstandingly nuanced and poetic
treatment of the coda. The mood is sustained
to fine effect in the ruminative introduction to
the finale, recalling earlier thematic material,
and the work concludes in a blaze of orchestral
glory.

The youthful Scythian Suite gets off to a
splendidly rabble -rousing start that will take
you right out of your chair. This is the first
recording I've heard that measures up to Antal
Dorati's memorable 1958 reading with the
London Symphony on Mercury (now reissued
on CD). The explosive "Dance of the Evil
Spirits" second movement is a spectacular
exhibition of orchestral virtuosity, but the tem-
po is so rapid that the ear cannot properly
assimilate the all-important string pas-
sagework. The night music that follows is
gloriously spooky, and the final sunrise move-
ment is as gorgeous as one could ask-up to
the very final chord, which I find oddly incon-
clusive.

The recorded sound in both works is bril-
liant as well as wonderfully resonant. Though I
would have liked a bit more violin sonority in
the symphony, the Birmingham players are on
their toes all the way. D.H.

SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto No. 1

Engerer, Royal Philharmonic. Krivinc
DENON 75290 (69 mint

Performance: Excellent Schumann
Recording: Warm and full

Both Brigitte Engerer and Emmanuel Kri-
vine seem not only at home with the

Schumann concerto but truly in love with it.
So instinctively right and persuasive are they
in every phrase, and so productively do they
build on each other's incandescent contribu-
tions. that the listener can only be swept along,
happily and unresistingly.

The Tchaikovsky, which comes first on this
disc, is a solid, musicianly performance, al-
ways tasteful but a little sleepy. It does have
moments of great beauty, but other perform-
ers-especially Gary Graffman and George
Szell on Sony-have succeeded in giving us
both elegance and vitality in this work.

The recording itself, for all its appealing
warmth and fullness, is a bit wanting in respect
to orchestral detail. The horn phrases in the
finale of the Schumann, for example, and
several other passages for the winds tend to be
obscured by the veil of strings. R.F.

TAKEMITSU: A Way A Lone
BARBER: String Quartet, Op. 11
BRITTEN: String Quartet No. 2

lokyo Quartet
RCA VICTOR 61387 (61 min)

Performance: Gutsy
Recording: Warm

Ur oro Takemitsu's A Way A Lone, written for
the Tokyo String Quartet's tenth anniver-
sary in 1981. is the sort of modern music that
you can admire without liking very much. It is
a bleak and unpromising opening to a record-
ing that then delivers two of the best string
quartets ever produced outside of central Eu-
rope: the powerful Barber (with the famous
Adagio in its rightful place as an exquisite
interruption of the dramatic outer sections)
and the highly original, dramatic Britten Sec-
ond with its long final Chacony movement, a
kind of contemporary (that is, 1945 contempo-
rary, but still with bite) tribute to Purcell.
Gutsy performances, warm recordings. E.S.

TCHAIKOVSKY: The Sleeping Beauty
Kirov Orchestra, Ciergiev

PHILIPS 414 922 (three CM.. 164 min)
Performance: Mostly wonderful, but ...

Recording: A little hard -edged
This presentation of the uncut score for the
work many regard as the greatest of Tchai-

kovsky's three ballets is mostly wonderful, but
(Continued on page 134)
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BEETHOVEN: Plano Concerto No. 1;
Sonata No. 15
De Lanncha: London Symphony. Thomas
RCA VICTOR 61676 (59 min)
Most performances I know of the Beetho-
ven Piano Concerto No. I are on the crisp
side, but Alicia de Larrocha prefers an easy
Pacing. to which she brings her always
elegant passagework. Fine support from
Michael Tilson Thomas. The "Pastoral"
Sonata, Op. 28, is serenely Classical, with
the "walking tune" andante a high point.
Good sound all the way. D.N.

(MASS: Itaipu; The Canyon
Atlanta Symphony. Shaw
SONY 46352 (56 min)
Written in 1989, Philip Glass's choral work
Itaipu, inspired by a huge hydroelectric
dam in Brazil, is a kitschy, 40 -minute -long
amalgam of amelodic, monotonous vocal
lines, world -music influences, and swirling
wind writing borrowed from The Moldau.
One can only be grateful that The Canyon,
the 1988 tone poem that fills out the disc,
fails to imitate the Grand Canyon Suite.
Conductor Robert Shaw and his Atlanta
forces are good sports, producing a hand-
some recording of fifth -rate music. D. P. S.

hIENER
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HAYDN: Symphonies No. 92 ("Oxford")
and No. 96 ("Miracle")
Vienna Philharmonic. Previn
Philips 434 915 (49 min)
It is easy to say what these performances
are not: not ultra -brilliant or virtuosic, not
in the early -music vein, not highly romanti-
cized or quirkily personal. What they show
is a love of Haydn and a homegrown feeling
for the roots and the quality of the music.
This CD will not sell Haydn to the nonbe-
lievers, but it will please the already con-
verted. E.S.

111110: Lamentations; Vesper Psalms
Huelgas Ensemble, Nevel
SONY 53115 (64 min)
The little-known Portuguese composer
Joao Lourenco Rebelo (1610-1661) made a
wildly eclectic mixture of Gesualdo-style
chromaticism in the Lamentations and used
lots of Monteverdian techniques in the Ves-
per Psalms. Paul Van Nevel is a robust
interpreter, and he has included female
sopranos in the chorus, which may not be
entirely authentic but does give unusual
luster and texture to the sound. D. P. S.

SIBELIUS: Symphony No. 2;
The Swan of ruonela; Valse Triste;
Andante FesUvo
Oslo Philharmonic. Jansons
EMI 54804 (61 min)
Mariss Jansons's reading of the Sibelius
Second is not quite as persuasive as his
recent account of the First, but it's a satis-
fying one-dramatic. well-balanced, free of
excess, propelled by a fine sense of mo-
mentum. First-rate playing and vivid,
open-air sonics in all four works. R.F.

VERDI: Famous Opera Choruses
Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia. Rizzi
TELDEC 90267 (61 min)
The eleven choruses here include the ex-
tremely famiNar ones from II Trovatore and
Aida and the indispensable "Va, pensiero"
from Nabucco. Equally attractive and ef-
fective are the sparkling "Fuoco di gioia"
from (Mello, the solemnly sinister choral
passage from the auto-da-fe scene of Don
Carlo, and the rousing choruses (saturated
in Verdi's nationalist sentiments) from
Lombardi, Macbeth, and La Battaglia di
Legnano. Carlo Rizzi drives his forces too
hard at times, and the results are not the last
word in polish, but the performances are
exciting and well -recorded. G.J.

INSIMBLE WION-BIRLIN
Opera Fantasies
SONY 52564 162 min)
This program of medleys of operatic hits
transcribed for piano with flute, clarinet.
oboe, bassoon, or horn is played with great
gusto by the young Austrian pianist Stefan
Vladar and soloists of the Ensemble Wien -
Berlin. The paraphrased operas are Car-
men, Der Freischiitz, Porgy and Bess. Ri-
goletto. and Wagner's Ring, of all things!
The fantasy on melodies from the Ring for
piano and horn slips amusingly into camp.
and the whole program is a lot of fun. A
must for opera fans. William Livingstone

511011 NAKARIAKOV
Trumpet Corcertos
Nakariakov; Lausanne Chamber Orchestra,
Lopez-Cobos
TELDEC 90846 (56 min)
Two trumpet concertos from the Classical
period (by Haydn and Hummel) and two
from post -World War II France (by Andre
Jolivet and a certain Henri Tomasi) played
with grace, savoir-faire, and virtuosity by a
sixteen -year -old Russian prodigy with the
Lausanne Chamber Orchestra conducted
by the redoubtable Jesus Lopez-Cobos.
and all of it nicely recorded by Teldec. I
don't think music gets very much fresher or
livelier than this. E.S.
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Video Recorders
e.p .....1:
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Panasonic PV -4301
4 -Head VHS Video Recorder

*Program Director remote control *Easy -to -re,:
English/Spanish on -screen menu 181 channel
cable -compatible tuner At( channel auto set
*Digital auto tracking *Auto daylight savings time

I5nce $22995 (PAN PV4301)

JVC HR-DX42
VHS. 4 heads. digital tracking . *23955
Panasonic PV -4351
VHS Hi -F, Stereo 4 heads ... $299"
JVC HR -D990
*VHS HeFi Stereo. 4 -heads. pop/shuttle 5369"
Aiwa HV-M0360
Mult-System VHS Retarder dual volt remote 5499"

Sony EVC-100
Petlmm Hi-Fi Stereo , digital special effects CALL
Go Video OV-3050X
Hi -F1 Stereo Dual Deck VHS Recorder CALL

Camcorders

Sharp VLL-62
VHS Camcorder

Full-size VHS 12x zoom lens *7 lux
light sensitivity S read *Insert editing
& audio dubbing Mi fade irlout

,ze $59995 (SHA VLL621

Samsung SCX800
 Omm Camcorder. 81 poster mom. 3-Imo5479"

559955

5799"
Panasonic PV -43
WHS-C Camcorder. 20X dotal zoom CALL
Sony CCD-FX620
 Bmm Hi-Fi Stereo. 12 1 zoom. 2 -lux CALL
Sony CCD-TR61
Omm Stereo Camcorder, 10 1 zoom CALL

Fuji F120SW
 Omm Camcorder. 129 zoom 1 5 Sr

JVC ORS -X90
C Stereo Carncoroei

Interactive Multimedia

Philips CD -1220
CD -Interactive Player

Hays CL-; & pholc CD discs
Puts complete control of your TV & audio
system in your hands *Plays on your TV re-
ceiver & stereo system  19 hour maximum
audio capability *Color capabilities for more
than 16 million colors *Menu -driven opera-
tion Includes Thumbstick remote

Our

rw $499955o (PHI CD12201

Panasonic REAL-- FZ-1
Interactive Multiplayer, enjoy interactive movies,
sports. fight simulations, video games,
edutainment, children's Storybooks, encyclopedia/
reference & education cimcula
D.,

$69995 IPANHEAL-FZ1)

Video Recorders

ICI
JVC HR-DX62

HiFi Stereo VCR
k1ssead s aSh noiseless stills O. slow mo-
iron *Hyper bass system *Digital AN tracking
Bilingual on -screen menu *Auto head cleaner
Dual audio outputs 181 channel cable -ready

Price$329951JVc HRDX621

Panasonic PV -2301
WKS Recorder. on-streen. remote .. 1 VW --
Samsung VR-8702
*VHS Hi-Fi Recorder. 4 -head, on -screen 5249"
General Electric VG -4217

Stereo VHS Recorder. -LOW--
Toshiba M649

Stereo VHS Recorder. 4 -heads .. 5349"
JVC HRS-6800
 Super VHS Hi-Fi Recorder, 4 -heads 5599"
Sony SLV-750HF
ei -F, Stereo VHS. 4 -head. VCR. built-in CALL

Video Accessories/Editors

Everquest V2010
Clearknage- Video Stabilizer

defeats Macrovision caused
distoniur *Ultra -compact *Operates on one
9 -volt battery (included)

IZie *4 995
Vidpro CX-40U
 Cordless Halogen video Light 559"
National Captioning VR-100
Captton Decoder, converts to words on screen I LW - -
Amble° V6350
*Video Title Writer.519955
Sima Video Ed/Ir 4
*Special Effects Editor 5249"
Videonics TM1
*Video Titlemaker. broadcast easily 5399"
JVC JX-S900
-Remote AudioNgeo Selector

(EVE V2010,

5549"

Antennas/Remotes

Terk AF3000
Amplified AM/FM Stereo Antenna
Unmatched AM and FM reception 20X
more powerful than passive wire dipoles
*Optimum AM & FM performance High tech
design

Our $3495
rice (TRK AF3000)

Terk 9300
*Amplified FM Antenna to 25d13 parr $1 9"
Sony RM-V10
Preprogrammed remote for 3 video urn i 995
Gemstar VCR Plus + 539os
VCR Instant Programmer.

Recoton TV600
'6995VHFAIHPFM Power Wave Antenna

Tort TV -20
07995O ndgor Amplified TV/Video Antenna

Terk AF -9925
AM/FM Amplified Antenna 42 d b gain $79"

Television/Video

Mitsubishi CS-13SX 1
13" Color Stereo Monitor/Receiver

Auto -
programmable FS tuning .Quick view 2 -side
firing speakers *Variable stereo audio output
Headphone lack *Wireless remote

Poe $2499(5,ircs135.1,
Samsung TN3157M

Coior TV rotary tuning 514955
Samsung TC-2550S
251 Stereo Color TV/Mondor, remote 5299"
Panasonic PV -M2043
 VHS Recorder/201TV Combo 5499"
Sony (WS -50
8mm Video Walkman 41 active mate CALL
Sony KV-20T529
-20 Color TV AN window on -screen. remote CALL

Sony KV-27TS32
WT Stereo Color Monitor CALL

Speaker/TV Mounts & Stand

Or.traMouur.
5-'? 5 1 E M-5

Omnimount Systems
Speaker Brackets

Universal wall mount for compact speakers
(up to 8 lbs ) with rear insert or mounting
capability Includes all mounting hardware
and drill bit -Black finish

Og.v $5995
etftrice 10MN 25RSTOM -BF

Plateau L-2000
 Speaker Stands. 6 5' tall, black pair $1 995
Target BT1
Tirl/swfvel Speaker Wall Bracket pair $29"
Quick Lok A300
M crophone Stand with boom attachment $34"
Altra TV -2100
TVA/vIeo Cabinet black $79"
Lucasey HMS1724-BK
iTV Wall Mount. hoids 75 lbs black

Plateau MA4
*Audio Rack, metal 4-sheives, black $149"

Cameras/Optics

Olympus Infinity Zoom 2000
Zoom Lens 35mm Camera

-38-70mm zoom lens *Compact & lightwe.),
design -Precise 200 autofocus steps -Auto
flash with red -eye reduction -Automatic
exposure *Fully automatic film handling

$17995 1OLM SZ20001

Minolta AF1OR
 uity Automatic Ganwra built-in flash 579"
Nikon 7880
Travelite Ill Binocular. 7 c 20 579"
Polaroid Captiva
SLR Instant Camera . . '1 39"
Nikon Lite Touch
 Ultra -Compact 35mm Camera $1 5995
Minolta SPXI35-80

,amenKrt Aulo-lacus SLR '369"
Olympus IS-3DLX
Zoom Lens Relict Camera, fully automatic '579"

<I1A For More Savings, Please Turn To Previous Page

This Month's
New On VHS

it
a

Special Color Version

$595
Also Available
Boomerang S15.95
Patriot Games $15.95
01 Mice 8 Men $15.95
Stalin $15.95
The Mighty Quinn $15.95
9-12 Weeks $15.95
Single White Female $15.95
Dennis The Mennace $16.95
Free Willie $16.95
Public Eye $15.95
Dr. Giggles S15.95

New Music On VHS

524" VHS
Also Available:

Prince:'Greetest Hits $16.95
James Brown: Hard Hits $12.95
John Pizrzarelli: Live $16.95
Bob Dylan: 30th Anniversary $29.95
Neil Young:Unplugged $16.95
Bunny Wailer:in Concert $19.95
Sun Ra: Space $19.95
Harry ConnIcic Big Band $16.95

SE HABLA ESPANOL

WORLD

ORDER TOLL FREE
24 HOURS A DAY1 Outside U.S.A. Call:
7 DAYS A WEEK -800-221-8180 1-718-417-3737
JAR Music World, Dept. SR1293, 59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, Queens, NY11378
FAX 718-497-1791



PUTERS/PRINTER MONITORS/COMPUTER SOFTWARE/FLOPPY DISKS/COMPUTER S
ESS SYSTEMS/HOME SECURITY/PERSONAL COMPUTERS/PORT

-R R

Super Specials!
New Releases On Laser Disc

$2995.
Also Available:
Mickey Mouse: The Early
Years (5 discs, 1928-1935) $99.95
Sliver (PS or LTX) $32.95
Starwars Trilogy $229.95
Terminator 2 Special Edition
(P/S or LTX) $42.95
Cliffhanger (P/S or LTX) $34.95
Made In America $29.95
An Affair To Remember $22.95
Night Of The Hunter $29.95
Indecent Proposal (P/S or LTX) $32.95

Music On Laser Disc

SARAH VAUGHAN
1HE DIVINE ONE

Also Available:
Gipsy Kings :
Live $24.95

John Coltrane:
World According To $34.95

Leonard Bernstein:
On The Town $29.95

Red Hot Chili Peppers:
Best Of $24.95

Robert Palmer
Ridin' High $24.95

Patsy Cline:
Remembering $24.95

Christmas In Vienna
(r/ Placid° Domingo. Diana Ross. Jose Carreras) $24.95

First Class
(r/ Claude Rolling & Stephan Crapelli) $29.95

Digital Recorders
Sony MZ-1

MlnlDIsc Portable
Recorder/

Norm
10-Aey direct track

access 'Bach -ft LCD shoos
disc( tack names Shock

resistant memory Auto or
manna wording eves *Auto

track nurroerng 8 dale & time
memo fa sorer -recorded discs

$67995 (SON *AD)

Aiwa
AND -100
MinlDisc
Recorder/
Player
*Digital recording 8
playback Ouick
random access with
10 -key operation Mic input
Shock proof memory Table of
Contents edit function 21 -selection memory
Includes AC adaptor, case. 11 -Cad batteries
headphones 8 optical cords

ICOur

$64995
e MalW AMDIOCi

Portable Stereo

PALIR-Mtgafilmm.."4"--
41110

Sharp QT -100
Radio/Cassette Recorder

AM/FM tuner *Cassette with auto -record
level & bu microphone --leadphone Jack
2 -way speakers

*e$2995
Sony CFS-200

(SEA °TIDO)

.00M/cassette 2 -way speakers

Casio CP400
eriNVFMOua Cassette surround socked

Panasonic RX-FS41-3
e ANVFM/Cassette Stereo

Panasonic RX-CS71O
 AM/FM/Cassette, 3 pc stereo

Sony CPS -10.10
e AM414/Cassette Stereo, 3 -pc, E0

JVC RC -135
AM/FM dotal tuner. Cassette recorder

$3905

$44°5

$49"
$59"
$69"
$7996

Electronic Reference
MEW

With NOW Pelee Technology

CO3 500000113041100

Psion Series 3a
Pocket -Size Computer- .: .. .(5/ or perspire reminders wrth

'r 12e. .nierna mernory e4 screen tat ;ves .18 mlerA3. putter
anverseWom processor 8 outner  )atabase Spreadsneet
Rime& Persona management Autc-dang Grachics

$49995 (PSN SER1302011

Sharp EL -6250
ClatabanaJauto-dialer. 100 namesAymbers 549"
Seiko TR2700
Spamsh/Erplish Dictionary $49°$
Casio SF4600
eaatabank.641. phone directory ._. $5996
Franklin LM -4200
eTalking Language Master *129"
Franklin DB82
eflotal Book System $129°5
Sharp P17000
Expen Notepad. Newton technology $649"

PROTECT YOUR wresmairr
With JAIR's Extended Womanly Program -Ask For Details!

Portable CD Players

Panasonic SL -S150
Portable Compact Disc Player

Ultra-slm design .8 hour payback rA-th 2 AA
alkaline pattenes (not include d)Heat- esistant
body E X oversampling 2-4 track p ogram-
ming OCBS extra bass Inckdes AC adaptor

K ce /0995IF AN SLS15.

Sony D-121
el hit. 22 -tack programming withneactanortes

84 4
Sony D-223

,ecnergegue ueaupnones tenet $1 69"
Panasonic SL -5441
-r Sr uM rechargeable. incbdes car artaptors$1 7 995

Sony D-11 3CR
Ste. ri-card seed remote. recnageable $199°5

Panasonic SL -8551C
ePodableCar Opmi signal processing 14I 2eC.7
Sony 0-822K
*Car Dittman. remote . $249°5

CD Portable Stereo

Casio CD -530
Dual Cassette/CD Portable Stereo

AWFAA tuner *Dual cassette with high speed
dubbing 1 -touch recording Built-in
microphone .3 -band equalizer *1-ladphone
jack

Our $9895
WiPrice Ii=AS CD53t

Som. CFD-10
*AM/FIXD, 34 -track programming $1 1 9"
Aiwa CSD-EX10
MIA/RAZOttassefte. auto-rekerse ray $129°6
JVC RC -X320
 Amifwcasseneco Super Bass $149"
Panasonic RX-DS202
efaINFNeAuto-reverse Cassettea

Panasonic RX-DT610
MIA/FM Dual Cassette/CD. digital titer, 3 s LAG 7 -
Sony CFD-758
WA/FlAaeDual Cassette Detachati speaker $27995

Telephones & Accessories

Sony SPP-X30
Cordless Telephone

12 -digit LCD display on hanc set Lightett keypad on
handsa Compantler Pro Samd noise rductich 10 -
channel lransmrssbn with MCA auto-scan Oul-or-range
ales *Dual battery system .8* ended 7 -do y standby

V $19995 (SON ;Pax

PhoneMate 7900
eknsye-mg Machine voce time/dry stamp. black$6 9°5

Panasonic KX-T3705
10-C run nel Cordless Phone

$7900
Southwestern Bell FF695
Cordless Answering Machine, la -cut 1 39
Panasonic KX-T4400
{odes Answering 'Menne:inch...a 9 9995
AT&T 1545
 DprtallPhone/Anskrienng Machine9 99"
Tropez 900DX
Corctlem Phone WOMHz 20 ch autc-seiect $279"

Personal Stereo

Aiwa 14S-TX320
AM/FM Cassette Personal Stereo
World-wide synthesizer tuning 18 station
presets Super bass Multi -time display
Anti -rolling mechanism Includes head-
band -type headphones 8 belt clip

I';' $4995roe (AIW HSTX712'

Panasonic RQ-V54 29AWFMitassette $ 95
Sony WM-FX22
AM/FINCassette, rechargeable, anti -rolling

Aiwa HS-TX410
AWF11 digital tuner/Auto-reverse Cassette $59 95
Sony WM-FX41
* AM/FM/Auto-Reverse Cassette Walkman $6995
Panasonic RtZ-V190
 AM/FM digital tuner, auto -reverse Cassette

Sony WM-FX45
Oigital Tuner, auto -reverse Cassette

13995

$7995

SES995-

Electronic Keyboards

Casio VA -10
Voice Arranger Keyboard

.32 mid -size keys *6 note polyphonic 100
sound PCM bank 460 different effects bank
Eff-lects generator *Pitch sensor Includes
headset

Our 7995
7Z5e

Casio CT -638
tut/side, tone bank

Yamaha PSR-150
 61 -hill -sire keys stereo. 12 note porybbonc

Casio CT -700
-Pane Sourel Kertoad 61-touchsenserre keys

Yamaha PSR-210
61 -tun -size touch -senses keys

Yamaha PSR-310
 614ill-size kers stereo. MIDI cool

Casio CTK-1000
kpe keys rhythm. revert). MIDI

(CAS vA101

6149"
$19995

$249"
$299"
$37995

$499°5

J&R Catalogues

\
For FREEFREE Catalogue, Please Check:
DAudioNideo/Music ElCompulers
Or Call Toll -Free 1-800-221-8180
Write To:
J&R Music World
Department SR1293
59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway
Maspeth, NY 11378

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

u CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD
TO ORDER BY MAIL:

SEND MONEY ORDER. CERTIFIED OR CASHIER S CHECK. MASTERCARD. VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD I Imlude Int-rbank No
expiration date and signature) To: JAR MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. 5R1293, 59-5) QUEENS -MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, MASPETN. ClUEEN.S, NY 11378.
Personal and business checks must clear our tuthorization Center before processing. Shipping handling 8 insurance charge is 5 CI total order
with a $4.95 minimum for orders up to $500: 4- °tor orders over $500 to 51003 3'. for orders (we' $1000 For heavy oversized items cr shipments
by air, please call for information. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry. no COD's. NY -esidents please add sales -ax. ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION
AND ACCEPTANCE. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TVOGRAPHICAL OR
PICTORIAL ERRORS. ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW. FACTORY FRESH. AND 100 GUARANTEED. Copyright 1993 JAR Music World CIRCLE NO 37 ON READER SERVICE CARE.



CLASSICAL MUSIC
not as surpassingly so as might have been
hoped. Valery Gergiev once again has the
advantage of working with an orchestra he has
conducted in staged productions of this reper-
tory, in a house (St. Petersburg's Maryinsky
Theater) whose performing tradition goes
back to the work's premiere in 1890. His
pacing is unfailingly enlivening, his affection
for the music evident in every bar; the orches-
tra sounds world -class, and the recording itself
is gorgeous, if a little hard -edged here and
there.

And yet there are disappointments. The
balance in the Crumb Fairy's enchanting little
variation in the Prologue's pas de six is frus-
tratingly misjudged. Whether the fault is the
recording team's or Gergiev's own, the theme
is virtually inaudible, leaving the accompani-
ment figure to carry the piece. As serious a
lapse to my mind is that the set's track break-
down and documentation are not as compre-
hensive as they might be. How does one find
the Crumb Fairy's variation, for example, or
know exactly which part of the work one is
hearing? The main track listing gives no inti-
mation that the big numbers may be composed
of several small ones, nor are these sections
indexed.

Much as there is to enjoy from Gergiev's
performance, the budget set of the complete
ballet on Naxos, with a Czech orchestra under
Andrew Mogrelia, apparently a very young
English conductor, has more than just econo-
my to recommend it. R.F.

Collection
YO-YO MA

Made in America
SONY 53I26165 mint

Performance: Stunning
Recording: First -raft

Ir his CD is no mere grab-bag of cello en-
cores. Yo -Yo Ma and his ace collabora-

tors-Jeffrey Kahane and Gilbert Kalish on
piano, Lynn Chang and Ronan Lefkowitz on
violin-have given us a wonderfully varied
and substantial program of twentieth-century
American chamber music, beginning with
Leonard Bernstein's first published work, the
1942 Clarinet Sonata. The two movements
display Bernstein's lyrical and jazzy aspects in

pristine state, though Ma's cello transcription.
done with the composer's blessing, sounds
quite different from the first, 1944 recording by
clarinetist David Oppenheim and Bernstein
himself. Ma's partner is Kahane.

The Triptych by Ma's Harvard mentor,
Leon Kirchner, composed for Ma and Chang
and first performed by them in 1988, is cast in
Kirchner's most highly developed post-Bartok
expressionist language. A stunning earful, it
offers 9 minutes of incomparable solo -cello
virtuosity, then two duo movements, the sec-
ond full of unexpected contrasts.

A lighter touch is provided by Jascha Hei-
fetz's arrangement of three Gershwin pre-
ludes, transcribed by Ma. His cello versions
are no less effective than Heifetz's violin ones,
and they are performed with equal suavity.
Kahane is again the pianist.

Finally. Lefkowitz and Kalish join Ma for
the tautest and most brilliant reading I have yet
heard of the Ives Trio for Violin, Cello, and
Piano (1904-1911). The first movement is a neat
piece of musical acrobatics, with the initial
pages played by cello and piano right-hand,
followed by a section for violin and piano left-
hand; the two sections are superimposed to
finish off the movement. The scherzo is a
marvelous collage of Yale college tunes, and
the very substantial finale has both hymn -tune
and transcendentalist elements.

Offering an unusual and most fulfilling lis-
tening experience, this collection is a "must"
for lovers of chamber music. D.H.

r: SAVE MONEY, TIME AND FREIGHT ON FAMOUS BRAND STEREO EQUIPMENT aro

11

le

1:1

Mimi, audio
(800) 621-8042 (706) 934.9669

HOURS: Monday thru Friday 9.7
Saturday 9-6
Sunday 12-5

1284 E. Dundee Rd.  Palatine, IL 60067
VISA

LOUDSPEAKERS I CASSETTE DECKS I RECEIVERS __ I CD PLAYERS
JBL LX -44
3 -Way Bookshelf
Speakers
 I` pure titaniurndome

high frequency
transducer

 5' high polymer
laminate midrange
transducer

 8. high polymer
laminate low
frequency transducer

List
564000 Pair

SALE $399V
DESIGN ACOUSTICS
PS -CV List
Video shielded 119 95

YAMAHA
NSA 635 List
8' 3 way system 17500

.1111. J2050
5'4' 2 way List
system 198 00

DESIGN ACOUSTIC
, 6 spkr Pro

Logic System List
subwooter 940 00

SALE $64r$

SALE '90"

SALE lir

SAL E'46900

PORTABLES

.S JVC RC -4150

1 SONY D121

SONY D 822K

:a SONY CFD758

JVC PCXT 5

00 SONY CFD970

'109"
'199"
'159°1'

CALL

'289°
CALL

Mini
Disc

TEAC V-1010
3HD B C HO Pro.
Muiti.volt

PHILIPS DCC130
NEW DCC portable List
w Dolby 549 00 CALL

AIWA ADF1110
3 HO deck. Dolby - BC Ho Pro CALL

JVC TD -W309
Twin auto reverse. Dolby -
HX.Pro. BIC NR. List
Pitch control 260 00 SALE$177C4

AIWA AMD-100
Portable
Recordable
Mini Disc System
 Digital record

playback yersat.i.ry
 Quick random

access 2 10
opera, on S,
proof memo,y

CALL FOR
PRICE

List
400 00 SALES 269"

AUTOMOTIVE
SHERWOOD XC-6810
Rem AM FM CD L.st 399 95 SALE

JBL 1900
6.9 Coos speaker List 199 00 SALE $6900

SHERWOOD XA-124041
2 3,4 than amp List 350 00 SALE016500

MTX MEXM
Mobile encl 10-
3 way List 300 00 SALE $165P

TECHNICS SA -G K650
AV STEREO RECEIVER

 3,100 watt  2,45 sear
 Home Theater Mode

 Dolby Pro logic
 Surround Sound

List
0529 95

TECHNICS
SA -OX 350
3,50 Home Theater
Dolby' Pro Logic
Surround Sound

JVC RX 905
2.120. 1,70 2r30
watts Dolby -
Pro Logic
surround sound

PHILIPS
FR9401I
260 wan Prologic
5 chan receiver

CALL

2,20 rear.

List
299 00 CALL

List
999 95 SA 116649"

List
47995 SALES325"

VIDEO

TECHNICS SLPD 947
ROTARY COMPACT DISC CHANGER

 Front loading 5 disc rotary
 MASH 1 bit DAC system  Pitch control

S26995 CALLLost

TECHNICS SLPG 440
Mash 1 bir DAC List
30 key remote 19995 CALL

PANASONIC SLPD 365
5 Disc CD List
changer 19995 SALE$14998

PHILIPS CDC 936
Top rated 8 bit List
stream Remote 300 00 CALL FOR PRICE

JVC XLF 207
5 Disc Carousel. List
Remote 300 00 SALE $185°'

TECHNICS SLPS1140
MASH1 bit Center List
mech optical output 42995 CALL

MINI SYSTEMS
SHARP 4 HD HIFI

JVC HRVP604

JVC HRS-4900

SONY SLV750HF

SONY MOP 455

PANASONIC LX900

'260°
'350"
CALL

CALL

CALL

'760°°

AIWA NSX-3500

PANASONIC SCDH44

SONY MHC 610

JVC MX 2S

TECHNICS SC -00455

JVC MXC 9S

54180

$31000

CALL

'339'

apLeihrlitamiimi mum Prices this od are for mall -order only. Freight charges not included in prices Amiimail,impiap mmumm otfiiig,igmaieio+-dmibariai.,-

ll:erin
rs

merchandise shipped brand new, factory fresh with lull warranty. Not respon.siiimiiimiimi,o
totypographical errors. Prices and availability subject to change

,iiirimiommi



CLASSICAL MU

GIFT LIST: CLASSICAL VIDEOS

Many of the problems of presenting classi-
cal music on TV and home video have
been solved, and there is now a dazzling
array of music videos for the classical
enthusiast to choose from. Whether you
are choosing for yourself or for a holiday
gift, we recommend the following selec-
tions from the past year's releases, all
available on both laserdisc and VHS tape.

-William Livingstone

DVORAK: Symphony No. 8;
Serenade for Winds.
BEETHOVEN: Octet for Winds.
Berlin Philharmonic, Andre Previn. RCA.
No visual gimmickry mars the presentation
of this popular symphony played by a great
orchestra, nor the excellent chamber -mu-
sic performances by the orchestra's wind
players that follow it.

MOIST: The Planets. Philadelphia
Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy. RCA.
The director Ken Russell has created a
kaleidoscope of documentary film footage
of people making love or war or enjoying
sports or nature to match the moods of the
sections devoted to the different planets.
Visually exciting with very good sound.

MENDELSSOHN: Symphonies No. 3
("Scottish") and No. 4 ("Italian");
Violin Concerto. Kyung-Wha Chung;
Chicago Symphony, Georg Solti. LONDON.
This video performance of three mainstays
of the Romantic repertoire is one to play
over and over again because of the bril-
liance of this orchestra, the elegance of this
soloist, and the vitality of this conductor.

MOZART: The Magic Flute. Kathleen
Battle, Luciana Serra. Francisco Araiza,
Manfred Hemm. others; Metropolitan Opera
Chorus and Orchestra. James Levine.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON.
The colorful sets and costumes (designed
by David Hockney), the singing of an inter-
national cast, and the playing of the excel-
lent orchestra under its artistic director
combine with Mozart's magic to make this
a treat for eye, ear, and spirit.

MOZARTe Serenades. Bavarian
Symphony. Colin Davis. RCA.
The Reichssaal in Regensburg. Germany,
provides an attractive visual context for
this concert of three lighthearted sere-
nades, including the Gran Patina and the
familiar Eine Kleine Nachtmusik.

PUCCINI: Tosco. Catherine Malfitano,
Placido Domingo. Ruggero Raimondi,
others; RAI Chorus and Orchestra, Zubin
Mehta. TELDEC.
Performing on the actual Roman sites
where the story of Tosca takes place adds
extra realism to this searing interpretation
of this durable melodrama. The telecast
won three Emmy Awards.

VENNI Don Carlo. Jose Carreras.
Fiamma Izzo d'Amico, Ferruccio Furlanetto,
Agnes Baltsa, others; choruses, Berlin
Philharmonic, Herbert von Karajan. SONY.
Karajan's legacy for home video includes
this stirring performance (from the Salz-
burg Easter Festival of 1986) of Verdi's
complex drama of sex, politics, and religion
in sixteenth -century Spain.

VIRDIs Macbeth. Leo Nucci, Shirley
Verrett. Samuel Ramey, others; Chorus and
Orchestra of the Teatro Communale di
Bologna. Riccardo Chailly. LONDON.
Not a staged performance, this moody film
of Verdi's early Shakespearean master-
piece has extraordinary cinematic value
added to quite effective vocal and dramatic
interpretations. Great witches!

Artairrm
11-{ 1 LEI:YU:11A

ELECTRONICS
1 -810111:11E1=7 --=M=7
Call Now For Your Best Delivered Legitimate Price! Convenient Fax # 201-633-1176

H ME THEATER SYSTEMS

SUPER WIDE

Home Theater
reproduction requires a Large

Screen TV, Pro Logic Receiver, 4

Satellite Speakers, 1 CE nter channel

Speaker, Sub -woofer, and a Hi Fi

VCR. The Sntem can be

further enhanced with a Laser

Combo Pleyer and DAT
86° :0111142 Deck for the highest
foe 4 quality Audio and sharpest
j8 -ry wJ 7iutruimd aottrid-i;)-J Tag Video oeproduction.
$1' 'Mara:: -ry s7J Plutua In Pluturs OVQO

- 55' 16 X 9 Cinema Wide TV's Now Shi
olby Pro Loic Rear Pro ectio V...$

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Wear. y a he fine MAW& And Adwerf SpealmrSplorns

Ask about the satellite & surround sysbus Call
4 pc srs. shielded. 1 center channel speaker, 1 left & 1
right speaker & subwooler Call ___.0,m-----
6 pc sus, shielded. 1 center channel speaker, 2 bust .."" - - .digill
smilers, 2 rear spealers& subwoolor $549111'
Dual Satellite & Subwooter SPKRS $299

100w Center Channel S eaker 79
Low patented 80SF Acoustamll

BOSE
PINNACLE
AD VENT

CAR STEREO

SYSTEMS

7sr :n  70.5 Luis
AMFM CD in dash, DIN, Noise Reuiction,
deb chable lace, 8x4 watts/channe $219
Toshiba AM/FM Cassette, pull-out, 25 watts
per Menne! DIN Fitting $88
Toshiba AM/FM Gassett, 25 watts/cInnnel,
detachable lace $98
Remote 6 CD Changer, w/laser dig output.$259
Po ver Amps:
220 Watts $119 400 Wafts $199

SAMMAN'S ELECTRON ICS
CUSTOMER SERVICE:

201-696-6531
We ship within 24 hours. All price: quoted

include manufacturers standard acessories
8 U.S. Warranty. All units are factory

sealed. Shipping 8 Handlirg
are non-refundable.

HI Fl RECEIVERS CAM R e ERS

Dolby Pro Ltgie 80 watts per cranny!,
multi -room capacity $279
Dolby Pro Live 100 watts per Mannel,
multi -room rapacity $349
Dolby Pro tepid' 125 watts per tannel,
.005% THD, multi-room/mild-source
'to enjoy 2 aifferent program saints
In 2 rooms" 5 speaker outputs: J, B
subroom, rear & center $669
Multi room 'emote sensor kit.._ $59

CANON 12X1, Optical Stabilizer, 0 Lux ....$799
Hi 8mm, EIS Stabilizer, & 8x1 loom ._....$899
Your Choice 8mm & VHS -C Palm Size _.... $499

E.

VCR'S
Toshiba 4 HO HiFi VHS & Flying erase haad..$299
Super Beta, w/slowmotion playback...._ $329
8mm reconleffplayback $339

CD & COMBO PLAYERS BOOKSHELF AUDIO

Karma Players CALL
CO player, 18 disa/3 magazine multi play 1
bit DLC & elm flow $299
CD Laser Disc Combo, 5 CDs, a- 1/8 inch or 1
12 -inch laser disc, wlspecial eftds, optcal
output & auk] reverse $749

CASSETTE DECKS
Dual Deck 11/51-1 Multi Cassette, Auto Reverse

& fix Pro $269
DCC AT Cassette Deda, Plays & Recods wit!
COClarity Starting a $299

MINI SYSTEMS
3 Disc Changer 110120 Volt, Dual Czssette Auto
Reverse Dolby $399

Panasonic AM/FM. Cassette, & CS Player
& Digital Tuner. Mini System $199



YAMAHA CDC -635.
 5 Disc Carousel CD Changer  3 Beam
Pickup  20 Track Programming  Skip
 Search  Direct Track
Access  Remote
M.S.R.P. $299

CARVER SDA360 5 Disc Carousel Changer _299
KENWOOD DPR-4450 5 Disc Carousel Changer .. 181
ARCAM DELTA 110 D/A Converter 799
DENON DCAA-440' 5 Disc Carousel Changer CALL
DENON DCD-550* 6 Disc Magazine ChangerCALL
FISHER DAC-2403 24 CD Charger Remote ... 299
HARMAN KARDON HD -7600 II BEST BUY! 449
JVC XLM-409 6 Disc Changer Changer CALL
NAD ' High End CD Player ..... ..... 219
NAD 505' 5 Disc Carousel Changer.. 269
ONKYO DX -788F' Dual 1 Bit DAC CD Player .699
ONKYO DX -C206 6 Disc Carousel Changer.. 249
ONKYO DX -C606 6 Disc Carousel Changer .349
ONKYO DX -C909 6 DiscCarousel Changer ...459
PHILIPS CDC -935 5 Disc Carousel Changer .. 279
YAMAHA CDC -735' 5 Disc Carousel Changer.. 329
YAMAHA CDC -835' 5 Disc Carousel Changer.. 399

CARVER TFM-35.
 250 Watts x 2 Power Amplifier  Solid
State Design  Fully Regulated High
Current/High Voltage Power Supply
 Amp & Speaker Overload Protection
 2 Analog Power Meters
With Switchable Range IP49
M.S.R.P $700

ADCOM GFA-555 MKII 200 Watt Power Amp CALL
ADCOM GFA-565* 200 Watt MONO Block Amp ...649
HAD 1600' Pre -Amp Tuner 299
HAD 2400THX 100 Watt Power Amp 459
CARVER TFM-15* 100 Watt Power Amp ... ........ ..349
AUDIO SOURCE SS THREE MK II Sound Processor... 299
CARVER TFM-55* 380 WPC Amplifier 799
CARVER CT -17' AV Pre- Amplifier 629
COUNTERPOINT LARGE SELECTION IN STOCK
DEMON PMA-1080R .... 105 Watts p/c Integrated Amp CALL
NAD 2700 THX 150 Wan THX Power Amp 599
PARASOUND HCA-120011 400 Watt Power Amp CALL
YAMAHA DSPA1000 ...Digital Surround Processor 1199
YAMAHA DSPE1000 ... 180 Walt AN Integrated Amp 799
YAMAHA DSPA2070* ... Top Of The Line Processor 1549

POLK AUDIORM-3000.
 125 Watt 3 Pc. Subwoofer/Satellite
System  2 Satellites  3/4' Dome Tweeter
 317 Midrange  Sub Has
2- 61'2- Drivers & 1-10'
Sub Bass Radiator SYST
ADVENT MINI & SUB .................3 Pc Satellite System 299
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY 100_3 Pc Powered Satellite 269
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY 150 ....Home Theatre System CALL
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY 200 ....Pro Logic Satellite .._ 799
AUDIOSOURCE SW 3.1 ................ Satellite SYSTEM 269
CELESTION TRINITY 3 Pc Sub/Sat System ...349
DESIGN ACOUSTICS PS -3 3 Pc Satellite System.... 299
INFINITY INFINTESIMAL MICRO "... ..... 3 Pc System 299
JBL PRO III PLUS 3 Pc Satellite System 399
POLK AUDIO RM-2000 ' 3 Pc Satellite System 299
YAMAHA NSA -325 & YSTSW100' ....3 Pc Satellite Sprtaa

YAMAHA kil.
 160 Watts  5 Channels  Dolby:- Pro
Logic Circuitry  40 Presets  Auto Input
Balance  4 DSP Modes
 Direct PLL  Remote
M.S.R.P. $899 $699
CARVER HR 875' . Dolby." Pro Logic Receiver 699
CARVER HR 895' ..... ...... 365 Watt AN Receiver 849
DE NON AVR-3000* 5 Channel Dolby Pro Logic . BEST
DEMON AVR-800' 5 Channel Dolby** Pro Logic. PRICE
JVC RX-809VTN Pro Logic Remote Receiver CALL
KENWOOD KRV-6050' Pro Logic Remote Receiver ..289
KEN WO OD KRV-8050' Pro Logic Remote Receiver 399
NAD 705' 100 Watt Receiver Remote ... 349
ONKYO TX-SV313 PRO' Pro Logic Receiver 299
ONKYO TX-SV515 PRO' .. Pro Logic Receiver 399
ONKYO TX-SV717 PRO' ..Pro Logic Receiver 699
PHILIPS FR -940 240 Watt AN Receiver 429
SHERWOOD RX-4010R ...130 Watt Top Rated 149
SHERWOOD RV -6010R ... Pro Logic Top Rated 299
YAMAHA RXV-470' Pro Logic Remote Receiver ..339
YAMAHA RXV-670' Pro Logic Remote Receiver ..499
YAMAHA RXV-1070' Pro Logic Remote Receiver ..949

HARMAN KARDON
TD -46
 Audiophile Cassette Deck  Dolby S, B,
& C & HX Pro  Separate Motors For
Capstan & Reels  Bias Tone -Generator
& Trim Control  Program
Search  Intro Scan  Rec
Mute M.S.R.P. $749

AIWA ADF-810 3 Head B&C NR & HA PRO 269
CARVER TDR-1550' B&C NR & HX PRO 379
DE NON DRM-710 3 Head Deck CALL
DENON DRW-840' Double Deck CALL
HARMAN KARDON TD4800 3 Head Dolby S Deck 599
JVC TDW805 Double Deck CALL
NAD 6100' Dolby. BC NR Deck 379
ONKYO TARW414' Double Deck B.0 & HX PRO ..... 269
PHILIPS FC-910 Double Deck B.0 & HX PRO 199
TEAC TA -W410' Double Deck Dolby B.C.. 89
TEAC V-1010' 3 Head Dolby." B.0 & HX PRO 219
YAMAHA KXW-262' B.0 & HX PRO Dual Deck 199
YAMAHA KXW-952' Dual Deck Dolby -BC HX PRO 579

WE CARRY A LARGE SELECTION OF
MINI DISC  DCC  DAT

LEGACY II
 500 Watts Peak
Power Handling
 90 dB Sensitivity
 2 -Way System
 10' High -
Excursion Woofer
 1' Ferrofluid-Filled
Dome Tweeter
MSRP. $459

PER PAIR

$229
ALL PRICES PER PAIR
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH M-6 .Floorstanding CALL
ADVENT LEGACY III 2 Way Floorstanding 399
ALLISON AL -100 100 Watt Bookshelf 129
ALLISON AL -120 200 Watt Floorstanding 299
BOSE MODEL 21 100 Watt 2 Way Bookshelf.... 89
CELESTION MODEL 1 2 Way Bookshelf 189
JBL PRO VIII Studio Monitor Pro Line 249
JBL L-7 Top of Line Black Lacquer Finish . CALL
JBL LC -310 100 Watt 3 Way Floorstanding 349
KEF 0-80 High End Floorstanding 549
KEF 0-90 High End Floorstanding 649
KEF 104 2' Reference Series Floorstanding .1499
POLK AUDIO M-3' 2 Way Bookshelf 129
POLK AUDIO LS -50'...........3 Way Floorstanding 549
POLK AUDIO LS -70' Floorstanding 749

BOSE BOSE LIFESTYLE 3 MUSIC SYSTEM
 50 Watt Acoustimass Sub/Sat System With A 200
Watt Direct Reflecting CD
Player Remote Music System $999

........... ....$1139

1314:301 5:1114=
LIMITED TIME OFFER B!! ENDS 1/2/94

BOSE AM5 SERIES II
 100 Watt Subwoofer
Satellite System
 Bass Module With
Two 5'4. Woofers
 Compact Modular
System With Acousti-

Module
 Magnetically Shielded.
Direct/Reflecting Cube
Speakers
MSRP $799

$649
BOSE AM -3 SERIES II 3 Piece Acoustimass System 399
BOSE AM4 4 Piece Acoustimass Speaker System 499
BOSE AM -7 7 Piece Acoustimass Speaker System 799
BOSE 102 SERIES II 180 Watt Floorstanding Speakers 199
BOSE MODEL 21 100 Watt 2 Way Speakers 99
BOSE VS -100 Center Channel Speaker 79

ADS L-300is
 75 Watt In Wall
Speakers  2 Way
Design  5'4' Woofer
 1' Copolymer Tweeter
M.S.R.P $503

$299
PHILIPS DCC-130
 Portable Digital Compact
Cassette Player  High Quality
Digital Sound  High Perfor-
mance Headphones With
Remote Control  Playback.
Of Analog Cassettes
With Dolby°. B NR
MS.R.P $549

Authorized Dealer For

PIONEER
Full Line of Audio
and Video In Stock



AlA NSX-3500
 60 Watts  3 CD Changer
 Dual Deck  Dolby". BNR
 High Speed Dubbing  32
AM/FM Presets
 Remote Control BEST
M.S.R.P $E60 PRICE
DENON D-801 CALL
FISHER DCS993 .. 24 CD Changer 599
FISHER DSCM15 10 CO Changer 399
JVC MX -C2 399
KENWOOD UD-351M 499
KENWOOD UD-700M 799

VELODYNE
VA -1012
 Powered
Subwoofer
M.S.R.P $695 $549

PRICES EACH
CELESTION CS -135 Subwoofer .189
JBL POWERED Subwoofer .............IN STOCK
MUSEATEX SW12.....Stabwooler .999
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY 252 PM __SUB
VELODYNE VA -810' Subwoofet .449

ADS PC/ 10.2.
 160 Watt Power Amplifier
 4 Channels  Bridgeable
 Discrete High Current
Output Design 379
m S R P. $493

ADS PO 20.2' ..340 Watt Power Amp529
ADS 32015' ............_........Component Speakers 349
ADS PH 15 2' 330 Watt Power Amp/99
AUDIOCONTROL EOL SI11..E0/PREAMP ........159
BEL 645SD Laser Pachr Delecbr...FULL LINE M STOCK
BLAUPUNKT CDCACQ .10 CD Changer 219
BLAUPUNKT BMA53508 .. 5 Ch 350 Watt AMP479
BLAUPUNKT TC-12 .17 SUSWOOFER ....89

Mail Order
800 394-6283

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
MOH-=RI 9AM -7PM  SAT10-6

FOR INFO CALL 201 467-0100

the electr(Dnics store. NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE

MITSUBISHI
HSU-58
 4 Head Hi Fi VHS
Recorder  On -Screen
Programming  On Screen
Displays  Auto Heac
Cleaner  Jog Shuttle
 Remote
M.S.R P ..........

JVC HRS-6900L TOP (F LINE S -VHS

MITSUBISHI HSL -38 4 Head 249
MITSUBISHI HSL56P..4 Head Hi-Fi ...389
RCA VR-601. ....... Hi-Fi V -IS 299
TOSHIBA M -75f. . 4 Head Hi-Fi 449

POLK AUDIO
CS -150
 100 Watt Power Handling
 41Q' Wooers  1/2' Dome
Tweeters  Dyn-
amic Balance st/9
M.S.R.P $199.95

PRICES EACH

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH MC.1 121

CELESTION CS3-100 119
DESIGN ACOUSTIC PS -CV 79

JENSEN CS -225 ZEST IUY! 49

KEF CEPfTER 0-ANNEL CALL

MB QUART215cx.
 50 Watt 2 Way Component
System  Two 5"" Woofers
 3/4' Titanium

M.S.R.P. v9$249Tweeters

BLAUPUNKT 21.6530VC __V' Speaker 139
BLAUPUNKT 21_693DVC 609 Speaker 149
BLAUPUNKT CANCUN.AM/FM Detachable Cass179
BLAUPUNKT LAGURA.AM/FM Detachable CD .299
CELESTION AP12.....17 Stberoolur 80

CODE ALARM 1015SX s.Sted cyZuSystm 80
JBL 1000GTI .....__1(1' 229

JIM 1500GTI ............15'Sfbwooler 1000 Watt 259

WE ALSO CARRY
A FULL LINE OF

PROJECTION TV'S

MITSUBISHI
CS -35301
 35' Stereo TV W/PIP  On
Screen Menus
 Remote
MSRP. $1999 13943
MITSUBISHI CS -26201 399
MITSUBISHI CS -27301 _ 549
RCA F27230ES-P-I-P Top Raked ! CALL
SHARPVISION FULL LINE IN STOCK
TOSHIBA CF35C60 2 TUNER P -I -P

JVC ALA -15'
 Semi Automatic
Turntable with
Cart ndge
 Belt Dnve $99

DUAL CS -431 199
DUAL CS -750 3 SPEED
THORENS TD -180..3 SPED 359
THORENS TD -290 369

FULL UNE OF CARTRIDGES IN STOCK

KENINOODKRC-360.
 Detachable Face AM/FM
Cassette  High Power  18
AM/FM Presets
 Dolby°. BNR $199MS RP $310

JAL GT0400 X 200el Poem Amp 399

JBL GT522 .5 Cowed 89

JBL GT622 64' Casual 99
KENWOOD KRC-560'AMFM Detachable Cam 249
KENWOOD KRC-660'.AkfM Detachable Cass 279
KENWOOD KRC-860' AMYM Detectable Cass 319
KENWOOD KDC-70001 AMFM Detachable CD 349
KENWOOD KDC-9000 AM:FM Detachable CD 399

ASK SALESPERSON FOR DETAILS

SHARP VL-E3OU
8MM VIENCAM
 3' LCD Color View Screen
Menu  8X Zoom  Flying
Erase Head

M S P.P. St199 95~999 R emote

CANON UC1 .....8MM 549
JVC GRM3U VHS -C 599
CANON UCS5 24X IMAGE STABILIZER
RCA PR0865 8MM 499
SHARP VL-LIF:21.1 VHS SLIMCAM 499

HITACHI vr4.98
 4 Head Multi System VHS

scarc-en-$349Program

WE CARRY A LARGE
SELECTION OF

110/220V, 50-60 Cycle
MU _T1 SYSTEM
TV'S, VCR'S &

PAL CAMCORDERS

 
Fn cis I Kompl.

mama -*Mi. upemeM.

BLAUPUNKTDENVER
 Removable AM/FM CD
Player. 1 Bit DAC

M

 24R
P

Presets $199
S

KON/000 KDC601" 10 CD (haver 329

MB OLART 0M-325CS* _3 Way Speaksi ... 299
MB QUART OM -335(5* _3 Way Speakers .........449
MB QUART 0M-2I8Ce . 2 Way Speaks System 269
ORION XTA-12' .... 1 7 Subwoofer 800 Watts 99
TOSHIBA TX 902A . AM5M REMOVABLE CD 199
TOSHIBA TX -103 AktYM Detectable Cass .99
WHISTLER 1170 _ .,Tn Rani Radar W/ Laser 199

WE WILL BEAT ANY
ADVERTISED PRICE
WE WILL "BEAT" OUR COMPETITORS
BEST ADVERTISED PRICE On Identical
Items Excluding Display Models
and One of a Kind Merchandise

New York Retail
1030 Gth Ave

New York, NY 10018
BETWEEN 38. & 39" STREET OPEN 7 DAYS

14/TAW/F 6 SAT 9-6:30  THUR 9-8  SUN 11-5

New Jersey Retail
331 Route 4 West

Paramus, NJ 07652
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

MONDAY -SATURDAY 10-9

r Nakamichi

ALLISON
A DV EV'

_1717SE"
PIONEER'

CELESTICII1
DAHLILPILIIST

Dc1,28usics
it> HITACHI

Hafler
hannanikardon

JSHARParasound

N -IT

'AL 10

PHILIPS
TEAC.

ffSANSU I
RC/1
TOSHIBA
Quasar.
Museatex

ShenNotm

lir-, FISHER
ouuLN TEI-IFCINT

FUJI
OLYMPUS
PENTAX
YASHICA
Canon
MINOLTA
4 AT&T
broth&
CASIO.

 BLAUPUNKT

S ON;yf
rETC...r

New Jersey Retail
22 Route 22 West

Springfield, NJ 07081
OPEN 7 DAYS  SUNDAY 11-6

MONDAY -SATURDAY 10-9
We Welcome VISA. MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS & DISCOVER. Next Day Service Available. + Registered Tradernatk Dolby Laboratories Ucenstng Corporation. Not Responssb4e For

Typographical Errors. Limited OuanUtes . F1ctures are for Illustration Only. ' Comes With 1 Year firth Avenue Electronics WarrantyPnces-Valsd Thru 1/1/94.



WHILE OTHERS PROMISE
Audio Source 4001 System Hughes AK -500 SRS
Dolby Pro Logic Home
Theater System Includes:

surround sound processor
 SS4 Dolby' Pro Logic j 0
 VS -One video shielded
center channel full range speaker

!.

Make Your Receiver Into
A Home Theater System CALL

Sonance SB30
Indoor/outdoor speaker
 Two way speaker system
 4' Polypropylene woofer r sort dome tweeter
 50W power handling
 Weather resistant
 Available in OP ,

No Bracket,

NOW ONLY
Orig.

$"9 $1 69 pr

Aiwa
NSX3500
Compact Bookshelf System Orig. s649 oigv r M

NOW ONE Y 3 -Disc changer ith remote
 Super T -Bass with BBE sound
 Vocal fader w/digital echo

Luxman R361
rernote

CALL

5 Year Warranty

1,1()V, Ht.
 Video amplification
 Front panel NV lack, $479 Low impedance de,

1.===.=1MMIMMIMIIIMINI

JVC ALA95BK Turntable
 Auto arm return
 Belt drive design
 Cartridge included Orig 5139
 No Dust cover Now Only $4 9

Cartridge included

BBE ARS Sonic Maximizer
ARS helps to restore the sparkle and clarity and
add warmth and natural music ity to digitally
recorded material. Ong '249 199
old LP's and tapes.NOW ONLYFt 0 0
SHIPPING & HEADPHONES

Panasonic
RXDT707
Platinum Radio CD

Cassette Recorder

Li pane Orig. '489
 MASHDil DAL  Techno surround
 noTy B !PC)11{'!VT  S-XBS

RXDT670  RXDT401  FIXDT505

NOW ONLY

Minim
-nosimp.

Technics SAGX53O
AN Stereo Remote Receiver

Orig. '449
r DSP

NOW ONLY .10Wich front. lUVVich rear. 15W
4 Sand parametric equalizer

 Full function remote .)1

Pinnacle PN8+
Patented Compact Loudspeakers
 Patented dual diaduct port system
r liquid polymer dome tweeter

 10-125W RMS power handling
 375W peak pow,' handling
 Designed 8 m r hired .ISA

NOW ONL0Y $249 Pr
Orig '40

Also Avail: PE+, P115+, P1160

Philips FR940
AN Stereo Remote Receiver On '480

, In delay
n rear

259

NOW ONLY

Altec Lansing ITVV260
In -Wall Subwoofer
 Dual 6-1/2" w
 Easy iistallatum
 Great bass response down
 Connects to any speaker syY.
 Designed to fit between standard 16"
spacing of 2X4 war r!'

Orig. '200 $8
NOW ONLY

United
*renal's

Bookshelf Loudspeaker

NOW ONI
Orig.

s2" 5199`
B&W V202
Bookshelf Loudspeaker

Stereo digital headphones with risladvanced titanium element, ad-- et szae

volume controls. Orig '119 With purchase of BBE ARS NOW ONLY3(9 $2 9 9
justable headband and inline L/R 111 Ong

MAIL ORDER CALLS

1.800.542.7283
To C

1.201 *838 *2516

FREE
SHIPPING

 Basically, a stereo
enhancement system
that simulates 3D/Full Surround Sound
 If used with tape recordings. the tape is
perrranantly printed as a 3D nix Astounding

t.7) (12,) CI)

g FREE SHIPPING $99
AK -100 AVAILABLE

 Remote controlled single CD player
 3 -beam laser  Dual DAC
 20 track programming LAST g 99
 4X oversampling CALL

,AIMMPAPPROMPOIN.4*,

Luxman F-116 o ssso
5 YEAR LUXMAN PARTS & LABOR WARRANTY

 Digital Dolby- Pro Logic Surround Processor
The computer conton, ,

Ott[Wf nnly prewousi, Remote $3 99
ctheaters Included

FULL LINE OF
CERWIN VEGA

AT8  AT10
AT12  liT210C

Cerwin Vega SW12B Subwoofer
 Dual channel home subwoofer Now Only
 Connects to speaker outputs

$ UP
 12" driver in wood ca 1binet
 Up to 150 watts Orig 5320

Advent Baby II
Compact Bookshelf Speaker

`219NOW ONLY CALL
Terk Antennas
AMFM (pi)'"

, .

v
W/1 HEE GI1 $89

Terk Tower"
Terk fam'"
Terk TV10
Terk TV20

s29
s3495
$24"

7 9 9 5Ft 0 0
SHIPPING & HEADPHONES

Stereo digital headphones with advanced titanium
element, adjustable headband and inline UR volume
controls. Ong '119 With purchase of Ann Terk antenna

RETAIL STORE INFO
Meadtown Shopping Center
Rt 23, Kinnelon NJ 07405
Call 201'83803444
Mon -Fri 9-9  Sat 9-6



SOUND CITY DELIVERS!
IN WALL SPEAKERS

ADS C400IS orig,65o
Ol with 6' CALL

Advent A1042 Orig '199
' '!' 1/2 .; FOR

B&W CWM5 Orig '300
: ;nriclary B&W sound OUR

JBL S-4 Orig '320
: ,' -way wititanium tweets LOW

Niles 75 &ion
Way in -wall sneaker PRICE

SUBWOOFERS

INFRARED

REPEATERS

VOLUME

CONTROLS

SPEAKER

SELECTORS

PANASONIC PORTABLES
SL -S150 Portable CD Player

SL -S331 Portable CD Player
.599

5129
SL-C440C Portable CD Player

JS wired remote
Large stereo phones. Dynamic XBS sound. Backlit LCD 5169

CENTER CHANNEL SPEAKERS
Advent Focus
 Dual 4" full range drivers 10-70W handling

Audio Source VS One
 Ti; Jesup dual 4" 1" dome tweeter

Monitor Audio CC200
*ar channel speaker

Pinnacle PN50

CALL

FOR

BRANDS

NOT
Atlantic Technology 153C

& 1/2- tweeter LISTED

CELESTION SPEAKERS
Celestion 3 Ong '289Now on Sale $4169

Celestion SL700 Ong '3000 On Sale

Celestion 9 Ong '599 Now on Sale
4 5' n : 1 twni , 5299

Celestion 11 Orig '699 Now on Sale
Vented 3 -Way w'8" driver 4 5 mil ti ' 5329
tweeter Exceptional dynamir

Audio Control C-101 II
Realtime EQ/Spectrum Analyzer

 10 bands paired channel
 Lab grade in.-rn['"P'
 Only E0 $299

CANTON SPECIALS_
Ergo 70 Mah orig,rsoo on Sale $76,
Karat 930 Oak orig 'woo On Sale

5489
neaker system

iss reflex tower a-  

Karat 940 Mah orig '1100 On Sale s649
:; my 2 -way lower with 6 .

Plus S Orig '350/pr On Sale CALL
Plus C Orig '600 On Sale CALL2. driver
Ergo 80 Gloss Mah Orig '3500 5i699

(Aver speaker
COMBI Sub orio roe On Sale $499

Itwoofer systt-
AV-500 Ong '500 On Sale CALL

"BEST BUY"

CONSUMER

REPORTS

AUDIO/VIDEO

BUYER GUIDE

Orig '300

TO LOW TO
ADVERTISE

Aiwa AD -F810
3 -Head Stereo Cassette Deck

t.'hlor dove met hanisin Orig. '400 NOW ONLY.

CALL
OUE1

c. L__ C c

JVC TD -V1050
SuperDigitine Stereo Cassette Deck ,7(11)

.1,1 3 1,,JJ ,1114J1,111,1i Hrh
Cy' B/C N/R Dolby' HX Pro sAin
od calibration  CD direct moo'

. mires detedction recording processe' "Da

JVC XL -Z1050
SuperDigifine CO Player Orig. 1749

L, A Iv. '1, ;ix OS NOW ONLY
nterlace nu, e' signal transfer

Atlantic Technology Pattern 100
Powered 3 -Piece Speaker System

enclosure salelliles
549$249

 Patented bass
contouring circuit
 Dual 6 1/2' wooff rs

150 Home Thaater
151LR,154SR,153C &Sub

Philips CDC935BK
Remote 5 -Disc Carousel CD Chager

I avorite IraLk Selection
: niOnio  .1000 modes

ring play

Rock Solid
Reference Mini Monitor

wafter
nr nuirfnio

TWIN BASS SUB AVAIL

CALL -'="1--."From The Makers Of B&W

Solid TEAM
Total Entertainment Audio Monitor

TEAM SUB AVAIL CALL
WE ACCEPT

ANIF =O. tZli: = I
SE0.1.55

Mail Order Hours:
Mon - Fri 9-9 Sat 9-6

CUSTOMER SERVICE

1.201 838 2653
For Returns or Claims
Monday - Friday 9-5

Se Habla
Espanol

We Ship
To Canada

Hafler HAF945S
19" Silver Series Preamp/Tuner

Special
 Debatable tone contron Package

mote controlled
Priceinputs & 2 tape inputs

Hafler HAF9180S For Both
19" Silver Series Amplifier SAVE OVER

..,

 ,i(11.1% tt'ctitt,t
 'Quasi -tor -Aar transformer $200

nremnwirnmirwm,
Luxrnan TP-114
5 YEAR LUXNUUI PARTS & LABOR WARRANTY

Multi-Ro3m Tuner/Preamplifier
,ed level preamp out lacks for FRAN;

NOW ONLY

Advent

'400Ai 89osets

Advent A1016
Prodigy Tower Speaker

: ; speaker
 a.4 Poi .,torrit sio¢ dome tweeter
 8" high excursion woofer
 75W power handling

HERITAGE

GRADUATE

LAUREATTE

LEGACY III

Orig '399
111):;,/

$199
NAD RECONDITIONED

NADI 700 Orig '599 Now on Sale
w/ec . S349

NAD3400 Orig '600 Now on Sale
s'34.9. ... - ., oed amplifier w'remot-

NAD5170 Ong '500 Now on Sale $349
. ., , I 4i1/111e

NAD6325 Ong '279 Now on Sale S169.. ' . B/C NB Full logic transport

NAD5340 or,g,289 Now on Sale $15.9. .

HEADPHONES
JVC HA0590 Now on Sale

Sony MD 3V600 Now on Sale

Beyerdyr amics DT511 Now on Sale
our i -

JVC HAW55 NOW on Sale
High oual, , s heailph

Sennheif er 1111154011 Now on Sale

589
569
CALL
5119
CALL

JBL L7
Floor SlandingTower Speaker
 4-Waytower system

1 Purl Titanium dome tweeter
 n diecast midrange
 8 die-cast midbass
 12' Acuaplas bass driver
 450W Sower handling
 Black ash wood veneer

Best Prices Anywhere
J2060, 1X300, 1X500, 116013

L1, U, 15, PS100, PS120

Ong

$1950CALLNOW ONLY

FOR A FREE CATALOG CALL 1800GET-HI Fl
THIS NUMBER FOR CATALOG ORDERS ONLY



FACTORY AUTHORIZED
JVC Cl3CL3
13 Color Television

Hitachi CT2033B
20" Color Television

$249

JVC HR -S680004
Super VHS Hi Fi Stereo VCR Ong '995

;;1: J..1!,,::,
 Full-fledged editing capabill
 Multi-color/multi-language

1'1'0111111p nn VCR 8 multi -brand remote

NOW ONLY

PS Audio Digital Link
Outboard Digital to Analog Converter 799

ONLY

CALL
TELEVISIONS
TVNCR Combos
16:9 Projections
Front Projection
Direct View from
8" - 40" Tubes
LCD Projection

Guaranteed
Lowest
Prices

PORTABLE AUDIO
JVC RCB1 AM/FM/CD/Twin Cassette

JVC RCX320 AM/FM/CO Twin Cassette

JVC PCX95 AM/FM/CD/Twin Cassette

Sony CFD755 AM/FM/CD/Twin Cassette

$289
9139
$169
$219

Hitachi CXW500 AM/FM/CD/Twin Cassette

Panasonic RXDT675 AM/FM/CD/Dual Cass
,AL LOW

JVC RCQ50 AM/FM/CD/Cassette
CALL

Panasonic RXDT680 AM/FM/CD/Dual Cass

DEMOS * OVERSTOCK  ONE OF A KIND
Era Ob Yean Cleo/tame

ADC PSX10 -4.4uunt turntable LAM dye Oily $99 95
ADS P020 1W x 6 bridgeable car amp Orig $750
ADS 84. 83 abinets for atelier series Ong $180
ADS Sub1081k powered home subwoofer Orig $111.
ADS S10 ..n: subwoofer Orig $250ea
ADS R4 .. -t! receiver (no remote) Orig $1200
ADS SubSWal " home subwoofer Ong $400
Advent A1022 '.' I passive home subwooter
JVC UXA3 '.' stied system with remote
JVC MX77M Mini bookshelf system
JVC MX55M f!..  p-kshell system
Optnnica CDX17

: Ist music system w/twin casse".
Panasonic SCCH700 Mini home component system
Yamaha YSTC11 Mini system with remote
AR Partner 570 Of cowered bookshelf speakers
Audio Source SSThree Pro Logic surround processor
Infinity 6 Kappa :, floor standing spkrs Ong $10,,,-
880 BM6500 receiver Ong $3000
880 CD6500 Compact Disc player Ong $1500
B&W DM310 2 -Way bookshelf speakers Orig $500
Canton 6L260 2 -Way indoor/outdoor speaker Ong $5'1
Canton Pat1o160 2 -Way indoor/outdoor Ong $600
Cobra 19 Ultra :1 Channel CB radio
Kenwood KT880 AM/FM tuner Orig $300
NAD NAD4100 ...1FM tuner Orig $349
Luxman T111 .' M toner Ong $300
Philips FC50 Bette., deck Ong $350
Audio Source AmpOne Subwooler mono amplifier
Haller SE120 r. amplifier Ong.$400
Technics SETX100 THX 100W/ch amplifiers Ong $60
Philips DFA1000 120W/ch integrated amp Ong $2500
JVC RX2068K .)Vich stereo receiver Ong $199
JVC RX905VIN ' Dolby' Pro Logic receiver
Philips FR930PBK Dolby' Pro Logic receiver
Philips FA50 '.fgrated amp Orig $400
Sansui RZ9500 ./inning Dolby Pro Logic receivd
Sherwood RV601OR by' Pro Logic receiver Ong 5.1
Philips MAG9000 Way VHS rewinder Ong $2995
Niles 75 ' square In -wall speakers
Advent A1020 Indoor/outdoor speakers
Devon DCM420 5 -Disc CD changer w/remote Orig $40
NAD NAD5060 6 -Disc CD changer Ong $450
Technics SLPD927 MASH 5 -Disc CD changer w/remot.
DBX SX20 . Impact Restorer Ong $150
Denon DCR7290 Car AM/FM cassette stereo Ong $S.
Denon DAP2500 nte digital preamplifier Ong $10
Denon DCD3500RG - ...fence CD Player Ong $2000
Target BT1 d-oalof tnracket
Atlantic Technology 152PBM ,:1 home subwoofer
Audio Source EQ10 ..,'Izer/analyzer
Niles SPS1 ,cep, sere for
Brand Name DCC Digital Compact Cassette
Brand Name DAT Digital Audio Tape Player/recorder
Haller Iris Tuner AM/FM digital tuner Ong $450
Halter DH330 '.m digital tuner Ong $365
Haller SE130 1.1 FM turner Ong $350
Haller SE100 : l'rq $400
Philips AV1001 gic preamp Ong $2000
Soundcrattsman Control 3 -MOS Preamp Ong $400
Kenwood OP990SG 41e CD player Ong $630
SSI SSI5000 Logic surround processor
Sharp VCA504 .ddt VHS VCR w/on-screen menu
JBL HP420 .. . 'loom standing speaker Orig $1200
Philips FB650XBK ',Nay bookshelf speaker Orig $2`
Philips FC910PBK -.assette deck Ow] $250
Philips FCR50
Luxman G007

'9.95
i'399
'50'
CALL
$135'-
$399
5249
599
9279
$599
$499
$599
9699
$499
9259
9239
9649
91399
$749
5329
9299
s299
$49
9169
9169
5199
9229
5229
s239
$449
5829
9139
$579
$299
s259
9449
5299
s12"'
$149
$99
9239
5259
$209
$19"'

'369
51299929"'
5299
9289
569
$599
$459
$199
9175
9159
$189
$1299
9229
9249
9289
$219
$799
5129
165
179
159

LASER DISC PLAYERS
Atiffiramma.

j VHL $379
Ong '599

NOW ONLY

Philips CD950
High Performance Single CD Player Ong '750

D,131.w L, A 1, NOW ONLY
 Remote control with 10 key keypad
 Auto select feature
 Dual digital output (coax nnticain CALL
PHONES/ANSWER

Panasonic KX-T1000

Panasonic KX-T9000

Panasonic KX-T3940

Panasonic KX-T3620

Panasonic KX-T4400
cstori

MACHINES

$445
9299
5119
56495

9179
A/V TAPES (Minimum qty of 10)

Scotch T120EG .1., ..Jeci rape 9189 es

Scotch T120EXGHiFi :0 min Hi Ft VHS tape 9399..
HS video tapeJVC T120SX si9

Maxell XL2S90 'n

s89.
'inn high bias audio tape 1 9

Denon 1108100 100 min audio tape (great for CDC s2"
Sony MDW74 74 mm Mini Disc bland CALL
JVC ST120XG 120 - ' ./,'. ..  - 9699'.
Denon R1200T 120 min DAT audio tape CALL
JVC TC3OEHG s4" -
Sony P6120CV , 5499.

CAMCORDERS
Ricoh R-16

CALL
Canon E700. UCS3. UCS5 8.m Camcorders
Hitachi VME53A. VME55A. VMSP1A (8mm)

VMH38A. VMH39A (Hi8mm)
Sharp VLH100U. VLE3OU. VLE4OU

Panasonic PVIQ203. PVI0303. PJIQ403.
PVIQ503. PV43. PV53

JVC GRSZ1. GRAX75. GRM7U, GRAX25

GRS505. GRM3

THE GREATEST VALUE EVER OFFERED ON A COMPLETE DOLBY® PRO LOGIC HOME THEATER
INSTANT HOME THEATER ...ALL YOU ADD IS A TV AND A STEREO VCR!
The Atlantic Technology Pattern 200 Is A Complete Dolby® Pro Logic
Surround Sound System Which Includes: Orig
 5 Rotating dual enclosure satellites  Remote control '1500
 Dolby' Pro Logic system controller  Bass/amplifier module (sub) SALE NB
 MAIL ORDER CALLS

1.800.542.7283
1.201 838 2516

is..
1411.

11.11111

BIM
51.111.1111: RETAIL STORE INFO

Meadtown Shopping Center
Rt 23, Kinnelon NJ 07405
Call 201.838.3444
Mon -Fri 9-9  Sat 9-6



1 -800 -542 -SAVE
Rockford Fosgate Punch 75
Car Power Amplifier
 2-0, power anipldirr
 37.5W x 214 ohms)
 Bridgeable to mono
 Variable input sensitivity
 MOSFET output circuitry
 Patented "Punch" equalization

NOW ONI Y
Orig. 9399si 99 FACTORY AUTHORIZED

PUNCH 75 DEALER

JVC CAR AUDIO
5.L.A170=1:21111trril

NEW DETATCHABLE FACE CASSETTE DECKS
KS-RT30  KS-RT50  KS-RT70  KS-RT80

NEW DETATCHABLE FACE CD PLAYER XLG3900

CD Changers With Controllers
XLMK500 XLMG700RF  XLMGROOF F

Panasonic Car Audio
CO-DP33 CD Player w/AM/FM Tuner

CQ-R75 Auto Reverse AM/FM cassette
. r etaiLlidbk

CX-DP60 6 -Disc CD Changer
' " . operas

CX-OPFM60 6 -Disc CO Changer
,,,plete with ufhared wireless remote (me(

FM built in FM modulator

CALL
FOR

OTHER
MODELS

NOT
LISTED

Brand Name Car Amps

TWO CHANNEL Orig $199 FOUR CHANNEL Orig $299

. ' ,',

IASCA STANDARD MEASUREMENTS

JBL CAR AUDIO
GTI SERIES Automotive Subwoofers
800GT1

1000GTI

1200GTI
1500611

1,1.1x Power of I1)00W 14 ohm)

 Max Power of 1000W14 ohm)

Max Power of 10000114 ohrm

1992 Winner...Auto:sound Grand Prix Awards
GT622

GT963

GT Series Automotive Amplifiers \"'"--

1111111111111111111111111

ads

ADS PG8
Car Power Amplifier

 ,OW r 412 otinhi

11111111111111111111111111111)

P08

CALL FOR PRICES ON
PQ10.2  P1320.2

PS5  3001$  3201$

NOOnWg

'

0NLY" $139

Bazooka Bass Tubes
I, I

T5211  18211  1 10211
Trill I ...II

CALL FOR PRICES

Sound City Sub Boxes
NrABar:.:,
sures for It

CALL FOR PRICES

Code Alarm SECURITY
VEHICLE SECURITY SYSTEMS

Professional Series

Eite Series

CALL FOR PRICES

Competition

Series

Also

Available

CALL

PHASE LINEAR
PLS800 Ong ,79 ea Now on Sale $4 ea
PLS1000 or,9 ,69 ea Now on Sale

$69ea: ,, : A hacdlr

PLS1200 Ong 'i49 Now on Sale $896a
P12690 Ong '159 ea Now on Sale

it speakers 1141W pow,.
P12460 Orig. '129 ea Now on Sale

II' handy

S59Pr

S59 r

SPECIAL OF
THE MONTH

Hafler MSE88
4 -Channel Car Power Amplifier

 76Wich x 2 into 4 ohm

'1

1( 011

III':"':'JJI

$159
, MSE44

GT13200 : MSE100
GTQ400 : I.- MSE120

CALL FOR OTHER MODELS NOT LISTED MSE200

599
5189 "The ALC11 just may win itself a
5289 niche in the signal -processing game"
5299

PRECISION
POWER

N401,11.,,PPI4200
Car Power Amplifier

t

Available In Designer
Series or Classic Black

,- ---
ke

BBE 4012

CALL

CALL FOR BBE FOR THE NOME

Sonic Maximizer For The Car

Brand Name

LI.J1

139

High Power Pull -Out Stereo Orig 1249
NOW ONLY'.' catsetle. receives

p.,i..  Dolby' B

$oi 39 , music search

'

SOUNDSTREAM
06011 Ong '198 Now on Sale

010011 Ong '329 Now on Sale

D20011 Oriq '499 Now on Sale

SS -10 Ong '250 ea Now on Sale

SS -12 Ofig '290 ea Now on Sale

Altec
Lansing
ALC-11

Active/Passive Crossover Equalizer

LIMITED QUANTITIES
FIRST COME FIRST SERVE

Ken C Poolman Car Stereo Review June 91

$129
199
s299
CALL
CALL

Orql '150

$69
Bang&Olufserf THORMLUXMAN Canon Hafler n_
AudioSource. plwitcLE. SHAH P Y IS ION CA119N - - -- ,Ir7'.,, -----:
pl-base IneAr. .......--- 'L'ilisk

soNY-mtMITS111131SHI (:-\R\ l''R ' . - -
SOUNDSTREAM Ai 1RIAD PS'

%ADVENP Panasonic ORION 77
)HITACHI KENWOOD Technics DENOW-37 .5.,..A... 0,1..,.... N I :A- idio

76f4x,,.e
ALTE.0

ntuaudid k LIT TERIC Ill hdir IDqcs)23 LANSING 0-1z1

2-- i a /d /s /
Hiles

i a0111:17.10pioNeER.brothe-eJVC!.'T.

HUGHES NAD

WE ACCEPT CUSTOMER SERVICE
' 'S' Hri'" ' ' ' , ,' % ".r.,,,

1.201 .838 *2653ijiM ta go WSA
Mail Order Hours: For Re --urns or Claims

Mon - Fri 9-9 Sat 9-6 Monday - Friday 9-5

Se Habla
Espanol

We Ship
To Canada

FOR A FREE CATALOG CALL 1800GET-HI Fl
THIS NUMBER FOF CATALOG ORDERS ONLY

A
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The Optima" Card: It's the smart way to
plug into Stereo Review's Retail Mart.

One component is essential when you're shopping by phone in
Stereo Review: the Optima Card.
With it you have the benefit of one of the lowest interest rates
for purchases available from any major credit card issuer.
currently 14.25%.* With the opportunity to get an even lower
rate, currently 12% for purchases.
You can use the Optima Card everywhere American Express"
Cards are welcomed. And it's the only credit card that gives
you the unsurpassed benefits and service of American Express
- including the Protection Privilager'
When it comes to choosing a credit card. you've made the
sound decision - the Optima Card.

You Know What You're Doing:"
d Jrchases ca-eot Hz: 11690': tdt cash advaoces)

[et:. of  Ar-e cah Express arc Opt-a Caro
..entry '2 00% for purchases (16 90%

k. 90% tor cash advances1 All rates are
a The a[ see Card [s 615 [525 tof non-Amehcan

:.ore Cao,^4rhr,[th[ C''Tune ^fOrT3!!0^ ran.n v 'ne Cn!Irna Caro ca 1-800-0P"'MA-E 1.0993 Arze.,.cah Express Ce-...rior Bank



CD STORAGE CONNECTION Collection

BO A MI
@MI@ TM

for a
sound value.

R A

Our solid oak
Stack Racks will
hold audio, video
and satellite
components,
providing
unmatched
flexibility
and economy.
Available in
black lacquer
or honey oak
finish.

For a free
brochure on the
full line of Stack
Racks and CD Storage, contact us at:
P.O. Box 609, Boone, NC 28607, call
1-800-344-5116 or Fax: (704) 262-0844.

The Market Tree, Ltd.
Manufactured by:

.

ons
VaNyfCT9114" C0909A

Trademark Pending: Stack Racks TM

Best Buy CD Tower
Sturdy & Durable Forged Steel

Model
('D50

Holiday Sale
Model CD50
48" Tall
Stores 50 CDs
2 for $49
Unbeatable!

Model ('D40
48 " Tall
Stores 40 ('Ds
2 for $38
Similar to ('1)50

militates
CD256

Rotating Tower
55" Tall (inlc. dbls)

Your Options:
1. Stores 256 CDs
2. Stores 200 Tapes
3. Stores 192 CDs

and 50 Tapes
4. Stores 132 CDs

and 100 Tapes
Only $69 or
2 for $129 !!

1 -800 -ANY -PORT 1-800-269-7678
Visa MC ('heck MO COD

30 Day Money Back Guarantee
751 Laurel St. Suite 720

San Carlos, CA 94070
Easy Assembly + CA & KS acd Tax

ELEGANT & AFFORDABLE

AUDIONIDEO STORAGE

and Triple Freestandu it, . .wers
and 3 Sizes for Wall -mounting in Your
Choice of '2 Decor Enhancing Color

dr with R J n Speaker

$3 4.9 5 to $199.95

NOVO
TOII-free:1-800-874-8803

Stores

306 CDs
or any combination

ot CDs VHS Cassettes etc

Featuring our patented ALLSTOP STORAGE SYSTEM, no slots,
no plastic molds, no wasted spoce  Full -extension drawer
slides  From high quality ook veneers and hardwood 
23' H x19 1/2" W x 17 1/2' D  Fully assembled  Stackable 

Available in Light, Medium, Dark Oil Stain ($225) &
Block ($235) - Plus shipping and handing

To order or for free brochure

800-933-0403
Lorentz Design, Inc.  P.O. Bcx 277

209 Parkway Ave. N.  Lanesboro. MN 55949
FAX 507-467-2468

Millions of your prime prospects can be found in
the industry leading titles of Hachette Filipacchi
Magazines, Inc.
To place a classified ad, simply call toll -free and
reserve your space today!

1-800-445-6066 (gam-5pm EST)
In Canada' 1-212-767-5750

protection!
Safeguard, organize & display your

valuable CD's, audio cassettes, videos &
collectibles in a beautifully handcrafted

solid hardwood cabinet by SORICE

SORICE storage system components let
you custom -design the ideal unit for your
needs. Shown below is just one of many possi-
ble combinations made by stacking a full-size
and half-size cabinet on a toe -kick base.
Choose from solid wood or tempered glass
doors and shelves, mirrored cabinet backs and
three styles of cabinet bases.

Our modular storage system allows for
infinite expansion as your collection grows.
Versatile no -slot design, moveable bookends
and fully adjustable shelves maximize space
and simplify organization. SORICE cabinets
are available in solid Cherry, Walnut, Teak
and Golden, Brown or Black Oak.

Ml

For FREE full -color literature and prices,
Write, call Toll Free 1-800-432-8005 or FAX
your name and address to 1-201-667-8688

LISORICe
P.O. Box 747-03, Nutley, NJ 07110
We accept \ aa. MasterCard, American Express. Checks and
Money Orders. All Models come with a 30 Day Money Back
Guarantee and a Full One Year Warrants.



Stereo ReviewCD STORAGE
CONNECTION
Storage Solutions

CD, Audio and Video Storage - Fully Assembled!

Call or ante for a fres color brochure 1. 100% Solid Oak!
. 30 Day Money Back

Guarantee!
.. Made in U.S.A.

AGM Woodworking ice -Smoked Glass Doors
K70 Capirolio Way #5 . Ajustable Shelves
San Luis Obispo. Ca. 93401 # No Hidden Costs
19051 544.9668 VISA Just One Low Price!szosimssixta

1-800-858-9005

C111131E0

CD/VHS ,coisk5 Fe5Gios
15995

Black

Furniture Quality
Oak Construction

 Fully Adjustable
Shelves

 Hand Rubbed
Danish Oil Finish

Immediate Delivery
in Oak or Black

 Free Color Photos

of products. Glass door
cases. 150 Shelf unit. 250
shelf unit & much more in
oak and black

30 Day Unconditional
Money Back Guarantee

ov1-800-878-7458

WHY RENT
SAVE! SAVE!

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS
JERROLD  OAK  HAMLIN  ZENITH

PIONEER  SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA
READY -TO -SHIP!

6 MONTH WARRANTY! ABSOLUTELY
LOWEST WHOLESALE RETAIL PRICES!
MASTER CARD  VISA  AMEX  C.O.D.

FREE COLOR CATALOG!ji rip 1 (800) 950-9145
1470 OLD COUNTRY ROAD, STE-315
PLAINVIEW, NY 11803
NO NY SALES - SR

Millions of your prime prospects can be found in
the industry leading titles of Hachette Filipacchi
Magazines, Inc.
To place a classified ad, simply call toll -free and
reserve your space today!

1-800-445-6066 (9am-5pm EST)
In Canada: 1-212-767-5750

CLASSIFIED
For Advertising Information Call 1-800 445 6066, 9am 5pm EST

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to
verify all of the claims of advertisers, includ-
ing product availability and existence of
warranties. To confirm that an advertiser is
authorized to sell a product, we suggest you
contact the manufacturer directly. Please re-
view our Tips for Mail Order Purchasers in
this section.

RECORDS

EV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes, record
lockets. sleeves, storage boxes, 78 sleeves. dividers, much
morel Free brochure. CABCO PRODUCTS. ROOM 641, POB
8212. COLUMBUS, OH 43201 (614) 267.8468

NEEDLES/CARTRIDGES & Belts -Expert Consultations, All
Major Brands, One of Largest Stocks In Country Including
Old/Obsolete Models. NEEDLE EXPRESS. 1-800-982-2620.

HALF MILE VINYL. AFFORDABLE PRE -OWNED LP'S. SELECTED
W/CARE. CLEANED & GRADED. ALL CATAGORIES. CALL F/INF OR-
MAT1ON. SASE CATALOG/WANTS: BOX 98. EAST WAREHAM, MA
02538. (508) 295-2508.

AUTHORIZED

HIGH -END LOUDSPEAKER systems. speaker kits and the widest
selection of raw drivers from the world's finest manufacturers.
For beginners and audiophiles. Free catalog. A&S SPEAKERS.
3170 23rd St, San Francisco, CA 94110 (415) 641-4573

EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE' FREE SHIPPING! MIRAGE,
PS, CWD, CARY. KINERGETICS, KEF, PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST,
FRIED, MONSTER, QUAD, SPICA, STRAIGHTWIRE, MORE!! READ
BROTHERS, 593-B KING, CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
29403.(803)723-7276.

SPEAKER COMPONENTS - KITS, Audax-Vifa, Crossovers. Foam
Speaker Grilles. Books, more. Catalog $2. Meniscus, 2575 28th
St., SW, Unit 2, Wyoming, MI 49509. (616) 534.9121

CALL TOLL FREE! 1(800) 826-0520. NAD *
M&K * HARMAN KARDON * ONYKO * HAFLER *
SONY * CARVER * CELESTION * AUDIO -
CONTROL * ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY * ROCK -
FORD FOSGATE * MONSTER CABLE * LEXICON
* GRADO * PRO -AC * CWD * NILES AUDIO *
SANUS * NITTY GRITTY * DAHLQUIST * TARGET
* THORENS * STAX * PROTON * SOUND -
STREAM * SHARPVISION * SOUND ANCHORS
*. SOUND SELLER, P.O. BOX 224, 2808 CA -
HILL RD., MARINETTE, WI 54143-0224.
FAX#715-735-5838, phone 715-735-9002.
AC COMPONENTS sells the finest drivers, components and
accessories for yr, sneaker building projects Free catalog.
PO Box 212, La ' '14602-0212. (608) 784-4579.

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, sub -
woofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,
3021 Sangamon Ave., Spnngfield, IL 62702. 1
(800) 283-4644.

, PEERLESS, FOCAL, VIFA & DYNAUDIO
LOUDSPEAKERS with good prices and fast service. MADISOUND
SPEAKER COMPONENTS, 8608 University Green, Box 44283.
Madison. WI 53744-4283 (608) 831-3433

LOW PRICES!! Nakamichi, CARVER, Polk, DE -
NON, Onkyo, PARADIGM, NAD, Parasound,
B&K, KEF, M&K, Snell, plus more! SOUND SHOP
206-692-8201.
-STEREO WORLD" IS YOUR DISCOUNT SOUND SOURCE WITH
GREAT DEALS ON HOME AND CAR STEREO: PANASONIC, JBL-
Car, JVC. SONY, POLK CRUNCH, LEGACY PIONEER, DENON,
HIFONICS, BLAUPUNKT, AUTOTEK KENWOOD, SCOSCHE EFX
AND MANY OTHERS. CALL OR WRITE FOR CURRENT FREE SALES
FLYER. FREE UPS IN 48 STATES. OUR 7TH YEAR. VISA/MC: COD
ACCEPTED PO. BOX 596, MONROE, NW 10950. (914) 782-6044.

FOAM SPEAKER GRILLES ROTTED? CUSTOM
POLYACOUSTAFOAM REPLACEMENTS (NON -
ROTTING). ALL SIZES, DESIGNS, COLORS.
313-463-5039; 313-463-1946 FAX.

FOR SALE

FREE CALL...(800) 423-1122...FREE CALL.
BOSE AM5 II $569, AM7 II $699; CARVER
TFM-35 $569, CT -27V 5599; DENON
AVR-2000 $675, AVR-3000 $1049; ONKYO
TXSV-717 $699, TXSV909 $1299. IN STOCK,
FULL MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY. 15 DAY
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. NEW WORLD
AUDIO (800) 423-1122.

$5.60H. enTERPRIISES
1678 53rd St. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11204 /Bon. -Fri. 8-7, Sun 9 6

(800) 451-585 NYC (718) 438-1021,,e4A4'
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 * NOISE REDUCTION  
DNA COMPONENT REDUCES Tiff NOISE OF STEREO
SYSTEM AT I EAST 10 DB. COMPARABLE TO DOLBY -
B WITHOUT ENCODED MATERIAL, ANY LINE LEVEL
SIGNAL -DISC, TAPE, FM, AM OR TV. EMPLOYS PAT-
ENTED PSYCFIOACOUSTIC NOISE MASKING AND
ADAPTIVE FILTER. FREE BROCHURE. SILL 5'X5'X1.5"
PRICE 5139.00 .7.00 SHIP. COD OR CHK ONLY.
VISTA, BOX 1425, BOLINGBROOK, IL

60440 (708)378-5534

Music Collector. Easy -to -use computer software t, organize
and catalog your entire music collection. Perfect Holiday gift.
$69.95. $3.50S/H. Orders, 513-228-9465. Catalog $1. 00T13,
P.O. Box 821, Dayton, OH 45401-0821.

BIG DISCOUNTS!!! CARVER, NAD, POLK, B&K,
DENON, ONKYO, M&K, VELODYNE, GRADO,
B&W, KEF, VPI, SNELL, SPICA, NAKAMICHI,
PARADIGM, PARASOUND, AND MORE. STEREO
TECH. 414-836-2942.



FOR SALE
TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER

PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your
protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-
sories and rebates included in the
price.
2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period, who pays the
postage for returned merchandise,
and whether there is any "restocking"
charge.
3. Understand the product's war-
ranty. Is there a manufacturer's war-
ranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or
foreign manufacturer? Note that
many manufacturers assert that,
even if the product comes with a
U.S. manufacturers warranty card,
if you purchase from an unautho-
rized dealer, you are not covered
by the manufacturer's warranty. If
in doubt, contact the manufacturer
directly. In addition to, or instead of,
the manufacturer's warranty, the sell-
er may offer its own warranty. In
either case, what is covered by war-
ranty, how long is the warranty peri-

will the product be ser-
viced, what do you have to do, and
will the product be repaired or
replaced? You may want to receive a
copy of the written warranty before
placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondance. For phone
orders, make a note of the order
including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date
and salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised time
or if no time was promised, 30 days
of receipt of the order, you generally
have the right to cancel the order and
get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the perti-
nent information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-
faction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the
seller's state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the above guide-
lines, you experience a problem with
a mail order advertiser that you are
unable to resolve, please let us
know. Write to the Associate
Publisher of STEREO REVIEW
Magazine, Tony Catalano. Be sure to
include copies of all correspon-
dence.

Wholesale Connection
To order-Call:(711El) 997-6544
CD PLAYER
aanina SLPO67 Call

SL P0647 119
SL Call

JVC XL 2451 159
XL M408 189
XL M509 Call
FUN/ 189

Pion./ P01552 Cell
P091702 Call
POOM902 Cell
P005902 Cell
PINY) Cell

Knwood 0054450 179
0006650 Call
1217147750 Cell

Sony CDPC316 199
C0PC435 209
COPCS39 Cell
CDPC735 Cell
CDPC910 Cell
CDPCX 00 Call

RECEIVERS
Toonnlo SAG9550 Can

SAGI650 Call
JVC RX5011 239

55709 309
RM. Call
RX905 Call
551050 Call

Pio/NO.' VSX452 Call
056502 Cell
VSX512S Coll
VS3D6025 Call
05107025 Call
VS909025 Cell
VSXDISII Call

Knwool K8185550 229
KR86050 Call
KRV 7050 Call
KR98050 Call

Sony 5750611 239
5190711 Cell
STRIAll Call
579131311 Call

Mennen AVI1130 Cell
storoon
TAPE DECK
1o0nnio 815181333 169

557111535 Coll
95711 /177 Call
5563606 Call

JVC 700611 239
TOW209 139
T0W109 169
TOW709 Cell

(lone.. C TV/502P Call
Cr460281 Call
CTVI4O2R CM!

5 00000 4 X0VI9050 159
K%916050 Call
KXV/9050 Cell

Sony TC1(611 CM!
TCWRS35 ISO
TCWS1319 Coll
070140 CM

Mi nl 0, 3 MZI Cell
Norman, 74600 Coil
K a/ don 7341K10 Cell

HOME SPEAKERS
Pr Peir

I /Nonage 459
Leone. 354
FF0019004 218

Soso 41511 Cal
AM/II Cal
404 Cel
501C1ASSIC Cal
42 239

Infinity 05325 Cal
F5425 Cal
(5525 Cal
PS925 CMfon*
Infinneomaii CM
Santoinia Col
Micro.,lem CM

CM
51482 239
50112 Cal
SM122 Cal

Pinnacle AC950 CM
AC603 CM
ACB50 Cal

MINI SYSTEMS
JVC 1160041 Coo
Kentroo0 All Models Cal
Sony All Moline Cal

CAR STEREO
JVC K SAGS Col

K SR T 70 Cal
XL01900 CM

CD Change/ X L MG7001118 Ca
Konwood KRC260 CM

KRC340 Cal
KRC11110 Cal
41005000 Cal
KOC803 Cal

CD Changer 0CC801 C al
Pd ganger% 5E1700 Cal

KE71145410 Cal
5E014650 Cal
13E044 Cal
0E3520 Cal
DEMM66 Cal

CD Changer CD98M35 CM
CDX0.112 C*I
COX226 Cal

Pony 150220 Cal
(DX 5060 Cal
COX 5290 Cal
C00S440 Cal

CD Changer CDIA351:1; Cal
CO9L12001118 Cal

Call foe boat prices
CAR AMPS  SPEAKERS
CAMCORDERS n856145E01 DISC S
JVC. Sony, Ponoaonlo A Conon
NAOMI DETECTORS

CALL FOR PRICES on Models and Brands Not Listed
MRS: MonrSat 9 ALTO PM EST Pnoes subiect to change Puce, exclude ship.
;mg a handling. Not responsible lor typographical errors MasterCard. Visa.
American Express and COD sodded Products come reth W C. Warranty.

Wholesale Connection 53,8 108th SI. Fun! Hills. NY 11375

ADCOM, ADS, AUDIO RESEARCH, BANG &
OLUFSEN, B&K, B&W, BRYSTON, CARVER, CE-
LESTION, DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY, DENON,
FOSGATE, HAFLER, HARMAN/KARDON, INFIN-
ITY, JBL, KEF, KLIPSCH, LEXICON, MIRAGE,
NAKAMICHI, ONKYO, POLK, SNELL, VANDERS-
TEEN, VELODYNE, YAMAHA, *HOME THEATRE
SYSTEMS* AND MORE. MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTIES. LIVE ASSISTANCE -WEEKDAYS.
AUTOMATED PRICING 24 HOURS. SATISFAC-
TION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK.
AMERISOUND SALES, INC. (904) 262-4000.

audio EXCELLENCE
audio video

Phone us for expert advice, persorwil service,

and great prices!

Specialists in Mini Disc  DAT  D/A Converters
Transports  CD Players  Receivers  Amplifiers

Loudspeakers  Turntables  TV  VCR's
Camcorders and more!

FROM ALL MAJOR MANUFACTORERS
Full manufacturers warranty plus audioEXCELLE4CE extended

warranty aYaolable - phone for *WO'

(212) 229. 1622
143 West 26th Street NY,NY '0001

.41144.4101t CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTTD

THX SPECIALIST,  CUSTOM HOME THEATER
PRODUCTS  DESIGN, CONSUL7ING, SALES,
ALL BRANDS,  PRICING 24HRS  AMERICAN
THEATER SYSTEMS  (904) 321-0100.

-z --NENWRit
MU; if-IV:Mall

CALL FOR PRICES ON VCR'S & FAX'S

2 PARK AVE., DEPT. 15, NY, NY 10016
212-684-6363 FAX: 212-684-8046

CAR STEREOS
'ALPINE

5952Z 349 7618 469

59575 439 7525 439
7982 549 7524 389

7807 429 7521 349
7517 299 3566 479
7805 389 7514 269

3342 399 7513 239

3331 199 7502 209

35225 139 3547 199

3548 239 3553 289

3555 359 3527S 2339

6395 129 5256 79

7804 339 5966 439

CALL FOR OTNER MODELS
'SAS BAZOOKA

162 159 T62A 219

T82 209 182A 249

1102 149ea T102A 289

'BOSTON
841 149 4 0 NEW 259

851 169 54 279

861 179 64
757 89 767

797 149 8 0 par
100 pair 299 12 0 par

CLARION
6770 379 5760

5780CD 349 5700

5671CD 289 5740

6201CD 299 2060
BLAUPUNKT

LAGUNA 279 CANCUN 169

VENTURA 349 MEMPHIS 199

MONTE;EY 439 LEXiNGTON 209
CALL FOR PRICES
POLK-ROCKFORD
PPI-COLLINS-MTX

299
99

259
399

329
269
239
599

NOME AUDIO

Denon
DRA34: 228 DCM340 238
DRA545 288 DCM440 298
AVR2040 658 DRS610 248
AVR30A0 958 DRW840 288

''JVC
RX309'N 168 XLM407 208
RX5091J'TN 238 XLM509 238
RX7091.1N 308 TDW309 168
RX809rN 368 TDW707 208

'Pioneer
VSX40.1 208 PDM502 168
VSX502 308 PDM702 198
VSX702S 508 PDDIV902 268
VSX90?S 718 CT -W502 168
VSXDiNil 848 CTWM62R 308

'Sony
STRD511 208 CDPC355 188
STRD790 268 TCWR690 208
STRD1011 418 TCWR790 248

'Yamaha
RXV670 528 CDC635 238
R)0/870 698 CDC735 328
RXV1070 998 C00855 428

HARMON KARDON
AMC 759 807725 589

AVR15 489 807225 209

803300 239 FL8400 429
803500 419 104600 379
803600 589 104400 309

' CAMCORDERS & VCR's

Panasonic
PV2301 198 PV4301 228

Sony
SLV400 268 5,1/750 398
SLV90A 438 SLV700 348

Toshiba
M449 218 M228 198

M658 318 M458 248

Sony Panasonic
TR101 Call 0403 679
TR81 849 0303 629
TR61 729 0503 699
TR31 649 0203 599

 WALKMAN

FX20 .

FX38
FX41

FX42
TCS4

WMD6C
2078

HST20

HSTX410
HSP 110
HS la 010

Sony
52 FX56 118

54 EX35 44

72 SFX10 61

78 SXF30 74

88 SXF 33 78

308 SRFH55 62

104 WM03 208

Aiwa
34 HST610 65

52 HSJ707 159
24 H5J215 58

98 HSRX610 120

PS5 2
4 25
30016
64210 189 SlOpar
2001 219 62
6 25 329 AL4
ALS 249 AL6

'KENWOOD
60C9000 429 KDC5000
KCC7000 349 KDDC800
KRC960 449 KOCC601FM
KRC860 329 KRM60
KFIC660 289 KRC260
KRC460 239 09060
KAC714 159 KAC744
KAC723 189 KAC823

'PIONEER

DEHM990 629 KEHM8500
DEH880 429 KEHM8210
DEH780 359 KEHM7500
DE 8730 299 KEHM5500
DEH520 279 0682500
COXM30 299 KE1700
COXM35 379 7511670
7541390 59 GMH100
DEHM980 479 CDXM12
E06500 169 *PREMIER

'SONY
CDXU404 399 CDXA35RF
0000303 319 CDxA55RF
CDx5060 249 CDXU70
CDX5260 279 CDX5460
CDXU6260 369 CDXU8000
X50110 199 X511660
X50330 269 R 77
X54400 169 XR5600
XM4040 219 W5420

'ADS
179 PH15 2
239 P0202
249 3201S

399
349
289

239
179
149

79
199

329
Cal

359
389
289
319

449
329
449
209
139

439
499
299
299
129

219
279

289
389
389
209
189

169

249
279

RADAR

Uniden

LRD9000W 159 RD3XL 99
Bell

966W 88 625
6451 238 645ST1

198
268

'LASER DISC

Pioneer
CLDS201 328 CL0502 478
CLDM301 398 CLDV740 528
CLDM401 468 CLDV840 628

bOny
MDP605 568 MDP600 Call

 MINI SYSTEMS
Aiwa

8663100 289
LCX01 339
NXS3500 388
NSX055 438

Sony
MHC510 34E1

MHC610 418

D.non
0.80 768

JVC
UXTI 288
MXS2 318
MXS4 398
MXC7 598

Pioneer
CCS370 468
CCS-470 598

Technics
SCCH700 718

Ws Carry A Full Line Of
PAL VCRs TVs Camcorders

 BOOM BOXES

Aiwa
CSDEX5 263 CSDSR300 139
CSDEX1 125 CSDEX03 99
CADW5S0 199 CSWN30 58

JVC
PCW150 105 PCW333 125
PCX95 165 PCXT3 205
PCXT5 275 RXDT501 299
RCO 70 199 RXFT630 219

Panasonic
RXDS101 139 RXDS202 155
RXDT401 169 RXDT501 229
RXDT610 189 RXDT630 219

Sony
CFD758 235 CFD768 265
COF 703 285 CF D970 248

CFD580 235 CFD460 165

CFD140 115 C9030 112

' DISCMAN

D121
D125
D808

SLS150

DPC331

Sony
114 D55
129 0122
214 0802

Panasonic
108 SLS440 138

K.nwood
115 DPC531 138

228
118
174

Factory Warrantee-Authonzed ',Factory Warrantee-Non-
AuthonIed 'NY Wholesale Warrantee -Non -Authorized

ASK FOR DETAILS AT TIME OF ORDER



FOR SALE LOUDSPEAKERS

COLONEL 1/1DEO Er AUDIO

Texas
Hospitality

Se Habla
Espanol

Camcorders  VCRs Editing
Televisions LCD Projectors

 Home Audio  Car Stereos
 Laser Discs  Laser Disc Players
 Home Office  And Much More!

1-800-423-VCRS
 Friendly  Honest  Knowledgable

 Instant Financing Available
Authorized For Every Brand We Sell.

Panasonic TOSHIBA
KENW0( PHILIPS
Son7TaPf! YAMAHA
Da BBL RCA

ITACI-11
SHARP

.1/4, Infinity
JVC

All Includes Manufa fees W rran s

VISA 'NESS

-HioifpinidaHrs

10-6pm (est)

Call For A FREE 64 Page
Comprehensive Buyers Guide

B&W, CELESTION, DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY,
KEF, MIRAGE, VELODYNE, ADCOM, B&O, CARV-
ER, DENON, HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI,
ONKYO, YAMAHA, AND OTHERS. S.T.I. (800)
370-1800.

THREE BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS!!! THX
HOME THEATER!!! B&W - Alon - Celestion - KEF
- Hafler - Fosgate - HarmaniKardon - Bang &
Olufsen - Denon - Adcom - Polk - McCormack -
Eminent Technology - Carver - Crown 29
More Brands - Honest Advice! TECH ELECTRON-
ICS. (904) 376-8080.
HARD TO FIND DBX & ADC PARTS & SERVICE. CALUWRITE RES
5462 BUCHANAN PLACE. FREMONT, CA 94538. (510) 490-1622,
FAX (510) 656-8878

SINGERS REMOVE
 VOCALA:

Unlimited Backgrounds''
From Standard Records & CD's with the

Thompson Vocal Filmlnator'" Call for Free
Catalog G Demo Record.
Phone (404)4824189 Ea 50
Singer's Supply, Dept. SR -I

7985 Hightower Trail
Lithonla. GA 30058

24 Hour Dirm0InIo Request t.
Lino (404) 482-2485 Ext. 50
Singles Suppry  We wave

BLANK TAPES

me SONY FUJI OUR 113TM YEAR' MAXELL

DISC. VISA. MC

NO EXTRA
CHARGE

0 ,44(CMAL04 OCMON JvC itiC11400.> CL.

MAXELL XUI BULK. CUSTOM LOADED CHROME CASSETTES.
FREE CATALOG. SONOCRAFT, 575 EIGHTH AVE., N.Y., NY 10018.

WANTED TO BUY

WANTED SONY AMPS. TA3130F, TA3140F, TA3120F, TA3200F,
TA2000F and Sony and Pioneer 3 -way and 4 -way electronic
crossovers. Paul (313) 274-5983.

McIntosh and Marantz tube type Hi-Fi; and old JBL Altec.
Tannoy EV Patrician and Western Electric speakers. David:
1-800-356-4434

LP's & CD's. BOUGHT & SOLD: Classical, Rock Jazz, Audi-
ophile. Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tulane St.,
Princeton. NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881.

MISCELLANEOUS

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS EXCHANGE*. Nationwide link be-
tween unattached music lovers. Write CMLE, Box 31, Pelham,
Mt 10803 (800) 233-CMLS

TERMPAPER assistance. 19,278 papers available! 306 -page
catalog---rush--$2.00. Research. 11322 Idaho, #206SX Los An-
geles. 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: 800-351-0222. (California:
(310) 477-8226).

CAR STEREO

B.J. AUDIO INC.
>Audio Control

>Alpine

>BIC*

>Boston Acoustic car
>Bose*

>Carver

>Harman/Kardon*

>lnfinity
>JVC*

>MB Quart car

>Onkyo'

>Paradigm

>Polk Audio

>Precision Pwr

>Yamaha

>Soundstream

call call call !!
513-451-0112

991 Ef EDMADOW

01040. OH 45238

4AC1ORY AUTHORWEB-All OROS MB 61' 8.J WOO 'ORM

LOUDSPEAKERS

SPEAKER
CATALOG 4%

*
Parts Express is a full -line distributor of electronic
parts and accessories, geared toward the
consumer electronics industry, and the technical
hobbyist. Stocking an extensive line of speaker
drivers and accessories for home and car. Call for
your free 172 page catalog today

Dayton, Ohio 45402 "I v

Parts Express
340 E. First St. ryt 0

00(0

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES? LOWEST PRICES. BEST WARRANTY
Speaker reconing.DNFoom Surround Kits. ViscvMC/Discover.
SIMPLY SPEAKERS 1-800-767-4041.

REPAIR FOAM ROT
FOR YOURSELF!

SAT a, save you hundreds of dollars, All
sizes including AR. Advent, BOSE. JBL
Surrounds, adhesive & instructions
$27.95ipr BOSE 901's 567.95/pr ono
S/H. No COD's) Do it yourself with SAT!

800-747-3692 MC/VISA
STEPP AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 704-697-9001 24 Hr
P0 Box 1088. Flat Rock. NC 28731 Inn' make & model w order

SPEAKER REPAIR. ALL BRANDS. RECONING, & SURROUNDS
(BOSE!!). PERKINS ELECTRONICS (800) 769-9599, RT 1 BOX 219,
HOUGHTON MI 49931.

CD CABINETS

CD STORAGE SHELVES TOW( RS, DRAWERS BINDERS SLEEVES
LARGEST SELECTION ANYWHERE! GIFT IDEAS. FREE CATALOG:
1-800-829-4203

CABLE TV

CABLE TV CONVERTERS DESCRAMBLERS.
Guaranteed lowest prices in U.S., Jerrold, Ham-
lin, Zenith -many others! Lowest dealer
prices! Orders shipped within 24 hours!
MasterCard-Visa-C.O.D. accepted, For Free
catalog, orders and information, call (800)
345-8927. Pacific Cable Co., Inc., 7325 1/2
Reseda Blvd., Dept. 1393, Reseda, CA 91335,

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE MONEY,
DON'T RENT! NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICE! CALL

US LAST FOR THE BEST PRICE!! ALL BRANDS 24

HOUR SHIPPING. VCI 1-800-677-0321.
CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS. Jerrold Zenith, Pioneer, Oak.
Scientific Atlanta, And Many More! 12 Years Experience
Gives Us The ADVANTAGE. Visa/MC. Amex, COD. ADVANTAGE
ELECTRONICS, INC.; 1-800-952-3916; 1125 RIVERWOOD DR.,
BURNSVILLE, MN 55337.

Cable IV Descramblers, Converters, Accessories. Name
Brands. Lowest prices. Best service. Call CABLE READY
COMPANY. (800) 234-1006 for FREE 16 -page color catalog

ARE YOU TIRED OF PAYING A HIGH MONTHLY
CABLE FEE? WE STOCK ALL MAKES & MODELS

OF CABLE EQUIPMENT. FOR FREE CATALOG
SEND SASE TO: CABLE-TRONICS, INC., 450
SHAGBARK, ALGONQUIN, IL 60102 OR CALL
(800) 232-5017. VISA MC COD. NO ILLINOIS
ORDERS.

Lowest prices on cable IV descramblers, converters, acces-

Call Prime Time Cable: (8001 777-7731 for information and
color catalog.

NEW PRODUCTS

Eliminate Unsightly & Dangerous Speaker Cable Runs -
Speaker Wall Plates for In -Wall Wiring (2)Terminal
Plate -$5.95 (4)Terminal Plate -$7.95 (8)Terminal Plate -$9.95.
Wail Boxes & Cable Available. Contemporary Design,
Rochester,N Y 14626. ORDER -INFO was (8001723-1622.
number Is (800)723-1626, FAX (716)289-6926.

COMPACT DISCS

'OVER 15.000 USED CD's! $2.99 - $9.99. Send $2 00 for 28 page
catalog (refundable) or $1000 for 12 issues.10th Year, Visa/MC.
Buy/Sell. AUDIO HOUSE 43048 Brayan, Swartz Creek Michigan
48473. 313-655-8639"

INVENTIONS WANTED

THE LOGICAL PROCESS*: inventors, Call for free advice. Your
first step Is important. Complete patenting and marketing
service. APSI in Washington DC 1-800-458-0352.

Millions of your prime prospects
can be found in the industry

leading titles of Hachette
Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.

To place a classified ad, simply
call Toll Free and reserve your

space today!

1-800-445-6066
(9am-5pm EST)

In Canada: 1-212-767-5750



Custom
Car

Installation

Where Audio -Video Connect

Us

1100% BgkuTISFACT1E7

CD -PLAYERS
ONKYO DXC 210 288

...moteuie
!MIMS

CARVER SDA 360 333
HAR KAR TL 8500 399
JVC XLF 207 199
JVC XLM 509 247
JVC DIG! XLZ 1050 CALL
KENWOOD DP 2050 156
KENWOOD DP 6650 216
PHILIPS CD 920 157

PHILIPS CDC 935 256
PHILIPS CD 950 CALL

PIONEER PDM 702 198
PIONEER PDM 902 279
PICNEER PDT M3 337
SONY CDP C435 208
SONY COP C910 324
MUSEATEX CD TRANS CALL
YAMAHA CDC 635 248

Trained experts
to help select,

match & integrate
components

TAPE DECKS
TEAC V1010 3HD 327

1171,M111-mounnow"--1.7

mai!. N II III -

AIWA ADF 810 CALL

JVC TDW 309 176
KENW000 KXW 8050 229
PIONEER CTVV 502R 173
PHILIPS DCC 900..646
SONY TCK 611S 268

MANY MORE IN STOCK

THE FINEST IN
HIGH-FIDELITY

We Will
Beat Any

Advertised
Price

In This
Publication
Prom pt Delivery

On The Finest
Audio and Video

Components

Total
Home

Installation

30 Day Money -Back Guarantee
Defectives Gladly Exchanged

RECEIVERS
JVC RX 709 327 PIONEER`.'

CARVER : 498

DEMON A. f0 2200 646
HAR KAR HK 3600 CALL

HAR KAR AVR 30 795

JVC RX 509 246
KENWOOD KRV-8050 416
ONKYO TXSV 515 427

SPEAKERS
469 I BOSE Al. ` 1:3TEM CALL

PIONEER VSX 452 248
PIONEER VSX 0902S 753

SONY STR D1011 398

SONY STR D2090 672
SHERWOOD RV6010:4 CALL

TECHNICS SAGX 550 319
YAMAHA RXV 670 596

The Best Service  Best Prices
Best Guarantee  Best Selection
and The Best Brands in Stock

Amps CAR STEREO Speakers
PIONEER DEH 780 357 JBL 1500 GTI 217

03=3 G...=

ALPINE 3547 193 ROCKFORD FG 040 245

AUTOTEK 710OBTS 237 ROCKFORD FG 200 498

CLARION 1700RT 158 BAZOOKA 1102 167

JBL GTO 200 248 BAZOOKA 182A 256
JVC KSRX 750 187 JBL GT 621 64

KENW000 KRC 660 297 JBL GT 963 108

KENWOOD KDC C601 CALL JBL T-06 88

PIONEER M-6 299 INFINITY RS6903 145

PIONEER KEHM8500 398 BOSTON PRO 5.2 298

SONY XRU 330 263 POLK MM 3065 295

SONY CDX 5260 297 KENW000 KFC 6963 77

SONY CDX U303 309 KENW000 KFC 1374 65

HIFONICS VULCAN 251 PIONEER TSA 6940 64

HIFONICS GEMINI 456 PIONEER TSA 1680 97

THE BEST IN QUALITY AND COMPETITION CAR STEREO

Home Theatre  Dolby N Surround
Laser Disc  Powered Subwoafers

DAT  Separates  Interconnect

VIDEO  TV  LASER

HITACHI 27AX1B
HITACHI 31KX6B
JVC AV27BM4 566
JVC NV 55BXR CALL

SONY KV27TS32 588
SONY KV27EXR25 697

SONY KV32XBR95S CALL
TOSHIBA 27 C30 447

TOSHIBA 35 C60 LOW PRICE
HITACHI VTF 361A 351

569
898

JVC HRJ 600 356
SONY SLV 700 367
TOSHIBA M 649 LOW PRICE!
TOSHIBA M 759
PANASONIC LX 900
PIONEER CLDM 3C1
PIONEER CLD D702
SONY MDP 455
SONY MDP 600
MITSUBISHI 3520

399
846
407
756
419
598

CALL

ADVENT 458
AR M2 217
ARM 4 5 525
BIC V52 134
BIC V12 POWERED SUB 548
BOSTON HD 5. 126
CAMBER LS7 398
DES. ACOUST.PS CV ...BB

HAR KAR TWENTY 497
JAMO SW300 SYSTEM .544
JBL L 7 CALL
NHT 1 1 299
NHT SW 2 PWD __._ CALL

PARADIGM TITAN 169
PINNACLE PN 5+ 147
PINNACLE PN 8. CALL
YAMAHA SAT/SJB CALL
B41 ALL MODELS

POWERED SUB WOOFERS
IN WALL SPEAKERS

SPEAKERS PRICED IN PAIRS
SYSTEMS ARE COMPLETE

SYSTEMS
AIWA NSX 3500 429
JVC MXS 4 443

JVC MXC 7 678

KENWOOD UD 351M 588

KENW000 UD 700M 898

PIONEER CCS 370 489

SONY MHC 51C 366
SONY MHC C9C 793

Custom wiring &
in -wall projects

CABLING 8. ACCESSORIES

THE FINEST IN
AUDIO GEAR

The
Best Prices

With
The Best
Customer
Support!

We are devcted to 100%
Customer Satisfaction
Fully Authorized with

Manufacturers Warranty

MON-FRI 10 .8  SAT. 10 -5

Returns may be subject to a restocking fee  Shipping & handling non-refundable - ask salesperson for details

100% Satisfaction Guarantee - Everyday !
NEW ADDRESS: 9 Whippany Road C-3  Whippany, NJ 07981  MON-FRI 10-8 SAT.10-5

1 -800 -USA -1002
STORE: 201-227-9002 WE ACaPT A CARDS MAJOR INFO: 800-872-1002CREDIT

Stereo Review

RETAIL MART
HOURS:(CST)

omputAbi1  ity Mon.. Fri. 8am-8pm

(',,,r.,,,,,, 7- 1-21.771-i ... i . Sat. Ilam-5pm

HI Fl Equipment

Cassette Decks
TD-V661TN
TD-W709TN
TD -W309

JVC
AN Recivers CD Players
RX-509TN XL-M509TN
RX-709TN XL-M409TN
RX-809TN XL-Z451TN

Audio / Mini Systems
SONY

CO Boom Boxes

CFD-445 CFD-580
CFD-560 CFD-758
CFD-570 CFD-768

.JVC
Compact &Mini Systems

MXS4 MORE
MXC5 MODELS
MXC7 AVAILABLE

VCR'S & Camcorders
Authorized Dealer

Canon
SONY TOSHIBA

PanasonicJVC
ViSA 800-554-2183 al)

U

Authorized Dealers For...

JIM
.J.MITSUBISHI

Wornalsonal CorpotIon
ELECTRONICS_BOSE'

Panasonic
Canon
SONY.
WALL

BRACKETS

(Sorry No Catalogs)BEACH ac v pa

1 (800) 229-0644
RECORD PLAYER NEEDLES
AND CARTRIDGES. World's
Largest Selection and
Lowest Price!!

Proud to promote ADC, AT, Audioguest, B8,0,
Denon, Grado, Ortofon, Shure, Signet,
Sumlko, Stanton, Nifty Gritty, Last,
asewasher and more!
U -Sat 10-7 Sun 12-5
419 14th Avenue SE
Minneapolis, MN 55414
(612) 378-0543 FAX: (612) 378-9024

Jerry Raskin's

Needle Doctor



Stereo Review

RETAIL MART

,,1 !,11' Musical Difference
Authorized Dealer For:

 NAD
 GRADO
 PROAC
 APATURE
 PROTON
 CWD
 STAX
 SANUS
 M & K
 KEF
 ONKYO
 SONY
 ADCOM
 THORENS
 TARGET

 CARVER
 LEXICON
 ATLANTC TECHNOLOGY
 NAKAMICHI
 AUDIOCONTROL
 CELESTION
 DAHLQUIST
 NILES AUDIO
 NITTY GRITTY
 SOUNDSTREAM
 HARMAN KARDON
 MONSTER CABLE
 ALTEC LANSING
 FtOCKFORDSOSGATE
 POLK AUDO

2808 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143

1-800-826-0520 (715) 735-9002

40.1111
1 rl 11

 Encore II
Dipole
Surround

For the ultimate
home theater, the ambient sound should
be realistic and fill your room yet never

give a clue where the speakers are!
We've refined the design of the dipole

surround speaker for 54l00'7, less than
competing systems! Superb sound and
build, unsurpassed value!

Since 1977
901 South 4" St., La Crosse,W1 54601
Voice (608) 784-4570 Fax: (608) 784-6367
Ask fora free catalog on our full line of loudspeakers

SEE US
LAST

WE WILL

BEAT ANY
PRICE

PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE
ON HOME & CAR STEREO'

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725
Full Mfrs. Warranty / Auth. Dealers Only'

Argara. (8001 368,2344DEALER

Who we are...
SPEAKER WORLD IS A TEAM OF AUDIO experts with

years of experience. Our warehouse is stocked
with the absolute finest home theatre, surround
sound, in -wall and mobile speakers.

Our goal is to help our customers re-create the
most pleasurable listening environments their
budgets can provide.

Our recommendations don't just come from
a spec -sheet... but from first hand experience.

We really can save
you a fortune...

wE DON'T JUST'SE11, TOP of the line equipment...
we sell it at discount. We understand what it

means to purchase the components of your dreams
and how disappointing it can be if you have no
money left for tapes or discs.

Our prices are as good or better than
any merchant in this publication - everyday.

Rut money isn't the only thing to consider when
buying loudspeakers. Sound -quality, accuracy,
performance and value all need to he evaluated
when choosing the best speakers for
your specific needs. Ask About

0 FREEur
Delivery

Premium Month Specials
ADVENT Heritage $466.00 per pair
The best mid -bass performance in its
price range

ALLISON AL -115 5340.00 per pair
Rated #1 accuracy by leading consumer
publication

BK V -52S $136.00 per pair
Great performing application speakers

BOSE AM -5 II Please Call
Virtually Invisible! Accustimassnd
technology brings you unmatched quality

ENERGY 5.1e $795.00 per pair
Sonic excellence at an affordable price

JAMO SW 600 8888.00 each
Powered sub -woofer delivers accurate
deep -base

JBL L7 $1296.00 per pair
JBL's Top -of -the -line and the most
accurate series yet

We're talking selection...
FROM TifUNDERING SUB -WOOFERS to precise

acousfic-static towers, we have the speakers
you've always wanted. Call our toll -free number
and get connected with a virtually limitless
selection of quality loudspeakers.

30 -Day 'Satisfaction -Guaranteed' Trial Period

Save10-6W
ON THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS SPEAKERS

800 -44 -WIRED
535 Tabor Road, Morris Plains, New Jersey 07950

Phone: 201-984-5200  Fax: 201-538-2578

YOUR COMPLETE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

 CUSTOM DESIGNS  WIRING & INSTALLATIONS  HOME THEATRE SYSTEMS 
 HIGH QUALITY INTERCONNECT & SPEAKER WIRE  PLUGS  ADAPTERS  PINS 
 DOLBY PRO -LOGIC MI 5 -CHANNEL SURROUND SOUND  REMOTE SYSTEMS 

WE GLADLY ACCEPT  VISA  MASTERCARD  AMERICAN EXPRESS  DISCOVER



NO BULL....
1 -800 -NO -BULL -93
(800-662-8559)  INFO 1-908-566-7100

VISIT US LAST WITH YOUR BEST

LEGIT DEAL & WE WILL BEAT IT!!!

AUTO HOME

AUPOYOX' 14 FCNICS ADVENT' 111TBUBISW

ADVENT' INFINITY* AIWA' M LES'

ALTEC JUL MANTIC TE0410.0GT ON KYO

ALRIASCNIC NC BOSE' RCM'

ALPINE

AUTOTEK'

KIDA,000
MOWER CABLE

CARVER

CCM VEGA'
ACOUSIX3'

RONEEIr

LASER KARAOKE'

PINNACLE'
BLAUPUNKT PYLE

DROOP RCA'
CERN% VEGA' PIONEER'

INFINITY 93NANC E
030E ALARM POLK JBL' SONY'
EXCALJBUR ' PRECISION POWER !VC' TECHNICS'

HORNET' STREET GLOW KENW000 VAN ANA'

ALL CAR AUDIO & HOME THEATRE

ALL CAR AUDIO
& ALARMS

P(E-F AB BOXES

CAR STEREOS
CAR ALARMS

SPEAKERS
LCD PROJ.

T.V.'8 (All Sties)

RECEIVERS
CASSETTES

COMPACT DISCS
LASER PLAYERS

PAN! SYSTEMS

WE ARE CUSTOM DESIGN SYSTEMS SPECIAUSTS

LiEcirnoWconics,INC.
100 HWY. 34MATAWAN, NJ 07747

545 HWY. 18  E. BRUNSWICK, NJ 08816
FAX 1-908.566.8234

MASTERCARD  VISA  DISCOVER  AMEX  C.O.D
'FACTORY AUTHORIZED VAN FULL MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY ON ALL

PRODUCTS ALL OTHERS CARRY ELECTROWORKS EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY

Information Call 1-908-780-6600

ABC 1-800-354-1324
Many Makes & Models Priced too Low To Print

[ RECEIVERS

Carver
110895 Call
Donon
AVR 3000 Call
H.Kardon
AVR 30 . New
HK3600 Call
JVC
RX 809 395
Kenwood
KRV 7050 325
NAD
71000 Call
Nakanuchi
%carver I Call
Onkyo
SV 909100 In

SV717pro Stock
Pioneer
VSX D1SII Call
VSX 5125 Call
Sony

P 01011 Call
.irnaha

1070 Call
.,370 Call

,,PEAKERS I

AR
Mb Great
Bose

Lowest
..lassie Pr ce

DalyinsI
All MocielS Call
Harmon Kardon
All Models Call
Infinity
Reference 3 295
,.Ierence 6 Call
,hpsh

Models Call
.it adogrn

Call
Callik
New
New
Call

r lel acle

PSB
Many

1 CD PLAYERS I

Carver
SDA4901 Call
H.Kardon
TL 8500 BesI
HD 7525 Price
JVC
0121050 Top
XLM 509 Rated
Nakamichi
M82 Call
MB3 Call
Onkyo
DX -C606 Call
DX.706 Call
Pioneer
CLD 0502 Call
PD DM902 Call
Phillips
CD 950P Call
Sony
CDP C 735 Call
COP C601ES Call
Yamaha
CDC 635 Call
CDC 735 Call

I CASSETTES I

Nakamichi Can
Yamaha For
Denon Your
H Kardon Best
Pioneer Pr., e'

SEPARATES

Adcom
GYP 50011 Call
SEA 55511 Car
Carver
TFM55 All
TFM 35 In

Ur/ Stock
Haller
9270 Call
9300 Call
H.Kardon
PT 2300 Call
PA 2200 New
NAD
1600 Can
2700THX Ca.l

Yamaha 
SPA,

1 CAR 37E111 0 I

AudioConlrol
Most Mxlels Call
Autolek
7054 BTS Top
715013TS Rated
Bazooka.
T.62A 109
T -82A Call
Boston
Pro 6 2 Call
797 . 145

Collins
Bass&sees Are
BassLibes #1
Clarion
New Models Call
7770 Call
Couslic
AMP -460 199
Eclipse.
ECD412 Call
EDS 2900 Call

RS -600 Call
693 Kappa Call
Kenwood
KDC 7000 325
Kicker°
Comption 12 Call
Solobanc Call
LA Sound
50W x 4 249
75W x2 199
Phase Linear
PLS 1200 99
PLA 234 349
Pioneer
DEH-680 370
GM -H100 195
Polk
MM 3065 Call
MM 6920 105
PPI
A300 New
A 404 Call
Rock.Eosgate
12. Punc h 95
Punch 100 349
Sony
CDX 5460 Call
XR-U660 Cali
Soundslream
Pvl 3)0 Ca,

ABC. 116 Cralg Rd . EnglisNown NJ 07726
rc No, USA .ecc.a.c.f,se c ..... d nr Mr 010110titlor s errant,

O. wwww,w, row,. 00,11..0 ace 0.0110
14 14 100. GuaranteeMon frk IP, II SA, 101 11
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AUDIO

AR
ALCHEMY
APATURE
BOSE
GRADO
HAFLER

CAMBRIDGE
MASSACHUSETTS

AUTHORIZED
PEALER FOR

JVC
LEXICON
MARANTZ
M & K
NAD
NILES
PARADIGM
PS AUDIO
SONY
SONY ES
SUMIKO
THORENS

(617) 547.2727
AUDIO M -F 10:00-7:00

95 Vassar Street SAT. 10:00-6:00
Cambridge, MA 02139 A* = =

WE LOVE TRADE-INS.
Please bring us your old gear

This publication is available
in microform from UMI.
800-521-0600 toll -free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan

I 800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada

VIDEOTAPES
by the bon (10) only

SONY
644 11 OMIN 121E0
IAN 1201401 0011A0E SNEA
!NOM 00 080E AREA
61/511201/19 nil 7.39EA

601619 nil 079EA
MAI 12061/1011 EVAP 12.29EA

K14 604N NII POOP LISA
T.1200 -09S 7.49EA
T-120 PF53-X S.WEA
4750 BETA LISA
5.750 ES inGRADE 359E*
5800 PRO -X I /SEA
L-750 PRO -X f99E A
L130E5 AMA

TDK
T.120 S-V1G
T.120 S -VHS
T.120 AV IISTP PRO
T-120 &VHS PRO
T-140 SVHS PRO

73DEA
SJIIKA

S.39EA
ESKA
11.99EA

MAXELL
 120 SVHS BLACK TASEA
T160 SVHS BLACK IAEA
TAW SAMS 1110011512 49E4
NAM 60104 010 4.99EA
SAM 120.164 111$ LASEA
5COT01 129 S -VHS 7. (A
NC T-120 S-AIS TAXA
SAC 1'20 5-Nro 5)(2 1019E0

NSTOCK MAK D.A.T.,
VHS -C TAPES. AND

MORE CALLI

RCA
*VR1100 VR647
VR662 VR657
*F R536 VR5211
P RO930 PR041113

7R0640 *PRO630
MID MOREL

'HITACHI
VTF772 VTFSSI
VT462 VTF372
VMH39 VM1-1313
V6411200 VMH57

AND MORE!
 0.E. CALL

 RICOH CALL
 MINOLTA CALL

ADVENT
BABY II 125 PAIR
LEGACY III 269 PAIR
PRODIGY 209 PAIR
HERITAGE 419 PAIR
LAUREATE 309 PAIR
1 PAIR MN SPEAKERS

steNOCFER 320 SYS.

CENTER CHANNEL SEA
GRADUATE 179 PAIR

/4 WALL SPEAKERS CALL
MN SPEAKERS 115 PAIR

JBL
L7 CALL
U CALL
lX 1100

LX 440
/20110

PS120

PRO 3 PLUS
JBL

CAR CALL

L5 CALL
LI CALL

WOO
L2300
J2090
PS100
PRO 3

CAR AUDIO
SONY
JVC

PIONEER
CLARION
TOSHIBA

SHERWOOD
JBL

INFINITY
PYLE

ALTEC
LANSING

JVC VIDEO
-IRS 6900U HRS 6800U
HRS 4900U HRS 4700U
HR -V 7000 HR -VP 6060
HR-VP404 HR -DX 62
GRS-505 GRM7U

JVC AUDIO
RX70 XI.70
7DV1070 AX1/30
XDZ1010TN FIX9051/TN
RX809117N RX709 VT N
RX509TN XLM509YN
XLM509TN XLZ451TN
XLF2OTTN XLF1068K
TDV661TN TOW709TN
TOW309IN XPA10
MXC95 SYSTEMS MXC7
MXC5 SYSTEMS MX5I

BOOMBOXES, DISCMAN

JVC CAR
XLMG 1800 389
XLMG 800RF 345
XLMG 700RF 295
XLMK 500 239
KSRG8 259
XLG 3900 279
XLG 2900 235
KSRT80 235
KSES 100 185
KSRX 835 469
KSDP 100 349

MORE CALL!

SHARP
XVH30
XVS250
XVP10
4MT3OU

2749
4499

SALE!
469

VLHL 100 CALL

AUDIONIDEO CALL

AUDIO VIDEO 2898 N. UNIVERSITY DRIVE
#35 Coral Springs, FL 33065

*FACTORY AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR AUTHORIZED

WITH THE FULL MANUFACTURERS L SA WARRENTY.
14 DAY TRIAL PERIOD FOR DEFECTIVE EXCHANGES

/AUTHORIZED DEALER, ADVERTISED PRICE
SHIPPING CHARGES NOT REFUNDABLE

SONY VIDEO
SLV700HF SLV7SOHF
SLV900HF SLVRSV
SLS800 SU--360
SLHF2000 SLHF2100
MDP455 MDP600
MDP605 MDPKS
CCDVX3 CCDTR101
CCOTR300 CCDTR200
CCD7R61 CC DTR31
CCDFX710 CCDFX620
CDFX310 EVS3000
EV S2000 GVM20
GVS60 CGV-P700

SONY AUDIO
STRD 2090 STRD1011
STRD 911 STRD 711
STRD 611 STRD 511
STRD 311 STRD100
COPC 910 CDPCX 100
COPC 335 CDPC235
DTC 690 TCWR 6355
TCWR 535 TCW 435
7CK 6115 7CRX 311
NHC 610 MHC 510
MHCC 90 MHCC 70
MHCC 50 MDS 101
LBTD 220CD LBTD 110CD

FULL UNE OF
BOOMBOXFS

DISC MAN

SONY CAR
CDX-5060 CDX 5260
CDX 5460 CDX U6260
CDX U8000 COX -A55
CDX U303 COX U500
CDX A35RF CDX ASSAF
CDX-1.130013F COX-1J303RF

MDX-U1 XR-0110
XR-0220 XR U330
XR 0660 XR-U770
XR-5600 XR-2900
XM 3060 XM-4520
XM-2540 XM-4040
XM-6020 XM-10020
XM-C2000 XM-C600
XE-8MKII XE-90MKII
XE 700 XE-700/S
NEC 1000/S XMC U150
RM-X12A RM-X14

CAR SPEAKERS
AND MORE!

SONY EN CALL

46177/0R/ZEO

AUDIO VIDEO
1-800-34&7799 DELIVERY
MANUFACTURERS FULL

USA WARRANTY
I/ 'WE'LL BEAT ANY PRICE"
INFINITY

INFINITEASIMAL 4
MICRO II SYSTEM

VIDEO I CENTER CHANNEL

KAPPA CENTER CHANNEL

RS -VIDEO
RS 625 RS 525
RS 425 RS 325
RS 225 RS 125

RS 10 SUBWOOFER
RS 12 SUBWOOFER

SM 152 SM 122
SM 112 514 102
SM 42 SPA 62

SUBWOOFERS
SSW -10 5W210 SSW212

KAPPA 8.1
KAPPA 7.1
KAPPA 6.1

KAPPA VIDEO
ERS 620 RES 620

BOSE
LIFESTYLE MUSIC

SYSTEM
AM7 CALL
AM5Il CALL
AM3 II CALL

ROOMATE II
FREESTYLE

SYSTEM
901 VI 601 III
501 VI 401
301 III 201111

101 AND MORE!
CAR SPEAKERS

PIONEER
VSXDIS IIVSXD 902S
VSX702 VSXD 602S
VSX512S VSX 502
VSX 452 VSX 402
SX312R SX251R
5X201 VSA7500
$301 F449

SP 700D GR T77
GR 555 GR 470
VSP 333 PDTM3
PDDM902 PDDM802
PDM702 PDM 502
CTWM 62RCTWM1302R

CTWM 6028 CTWM 5028

CLEM 702 CLD 502
CUM 401CLDM 301

KARAOKE

HOME AUDIO
AIWA

SHERWOOD
HARMON
KARDON

BIC
DAHLOUIST
ACOUSTIC

RSRCH
POLK

CARVER
ALTEC LANSING

KLH

PIONEER CAR
DEH M990 DSP 579
DEH 980 425
DEH 880 375
DEH 730 275
DEH 520 255
GEH M2000 169
DEX M400 155
FHM 75 719
KEHM 8500 369
KEHM 8200 319
KEHM 7500 249
KEHM 7300TR 269
KEHM 6500 215
KEH 9898TR 209
KEH 22000R 169
KEH 6969 175
COXFM38 395
CDXFM35 345
CDXM30 385
CDXM12 305
CDXM6 279
E06500 169
GMH 200 379
GHM 100 189
GMH 840 OR 900 99
GMH 44 195
TS -A 6980 119 PAIR
TS -A 697090 PAIR
TS -A 570569 PAIR
TS -A 410579 PAIR
TS -A 168089 PAIR
TS -A 1675TS-A 1660
TS -A 139569 PAIR
TSW 301 75 EA
TSW 251 59 EA

MORE MODELS
CALL!

PREMIER CALL
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Number

1 Adcom I 2. I- Admit 12:t
52 Allison Acoustics 121
4 Alpine IT,- American Express 10, II 12.112- Arista Records III- Atlantic Records- Atlantic Ted logy 55. 96a. I.- Audiophile Systems ,1i
10 AudioSource 82

- BM(; (a) C1111) I 6a. h- Bose- Bose Express
9 Boston Acoustics
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125
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RETAIL MART

AUTHORIZED
DEALERS FOR:

 ADS
 ADVENT
 ALPHASONIK
 BAZOOKA
 BOSE
 CARVER
 DENON
 INFINITY

SEE US FOR

THE SOUND

 KENWOOD
 NILES
 ONKYO
 PIONEER
 ROCKFORD
 SONANCE
 SONY ES
 AND MANY MORE

BEST PRICE

APPROACH

800-368-2344
6C67 JERICHO TPKE., COMMACK, N.Y. 11725

Copies of articles from
this publication are now
available from UMI
Article Clearinghouse.

A Bell & Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA

106 Brands Available!
AUTHORIZED DEALER

AWARD WINNING
DEALER

for
34 YEARS

We are not aware of any
one facility that ham
the unique combina-
tion of physical size,
depth of inventory,
and number of
quality lines to

complement our
approach to display,
demonstration and

competitive pricing.

KANSAS UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS & ALUMNI

ASK ABOUT OUR

SPECIALS

Mon- Thur loam -Bps, Fn & Sot lOom-6pm

DI
913-842-1811

24TH & IOWA Lawrence, KS 66046

We don't sell
perfect systems.
After 15 years, we've learned nti perfect system exists.

It has to be built-to your specifications, within your budget.
To help you, we've selected the 60 companies that offer

the finest equipment, at the best value.
We'll proceed step by step until you're satisfied that

the system you purchase is the perfe or you.
To get started, call us today.

310 517-1700
310 517-1732 fa fax
18214 DArrws. 1\ F:\) F., DEPT S
C.111TENA, 90248 oSul&at.

.K

.4'41 AA``l"

Ja

AUTHORIZED DEALER: AKO  ATLANTIC TECII 
 Olo 1,FIIEAll II covrnoi.  ISM ER \ %Nth; BS  CARVER

cEi,EsTigi\ 1 1.1: \RH  cot \TER poi NT  c D  D1111.91 isT  Dcm  roscATE  GENESIS
CR \ 111,1,1:11  1111 Al N K IROON  111 COES  INFINITI  JAMO  JIM,  LEXICON

MAI;NI \I 111 N LIB  \It-I:MINI 11:h  MERU)! IN 11  NESTOROVIC  NI1T  NILES  ONKYO
1.111 \ I/ 11111.11'S  NH \ KEIT  PoI% ER 11 I'. 1/6 I.:  PROTON  PROAC  Ptill  IWOMTUNE

SON \ I:  O\11:VHF 95  SO \ 1  sTt  TliTTET  TIIOR ENS KI.ODYNE  VPI
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HIER INDEX 1993
EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS

Amplifiers and Preamplifiers
Coda -technologies Model 10 (power), Mar. 38
Forte F44 (preamplifier), Feb. 32
Fosgate Audionics Model Four (preamplifier),

Jun. 29
McIntosh MC7100 (power), May 38
Mondial Acurus A250 (power). Jan. 41
Sony TA-E2000ESD (digital preamplifier). Jan. 26
Yamaha DSP-A2070 (integrated). Nov. 58

Audio/Video Equipment
Atlantic I echnology System 150 HT home

theater speaker system (user's report). Jan. 44
Fosgate Audionics Model Four preamplifier.

Jun. 29
Harman Kardon AVR30 receiver. Apr. 29
JBL SoundEffects speaker systems, Oct. 62
Luxman RV -371 receiver, Mar. 29
Nakamichi AV -I receiver, Jul. 34
Onkyo TX-SV5I5PRO receiver, Oct. 82
Panasonic LX -900 combi-player. Jul. 50
Pioneer VSX-502 receiver. Oct. 82; Elite CLD-

97 combi-player, Dec. 62
Sony TA-E2000ESD digital preamplifier. Jan. 26
Technics SA-GX650 receiver, Nov. 34
Yamaha RX-V470 receiver, Oct. 82; DSP-A2070

integrated amplifier, Nov. 58

Car Stereo
Eclipse ECD-412 CD receiver, May 32
Kenwood KDC-C800 CD changer, Nov. 66
Pioneer KEH-M680 cassette receiver, Sep. 48

Compact Disc Players
Carver SDA-3901 (changer), Oct. 32
Denon DCM-400 (changer), Jun. 54

Harman Kardon TL8500 (changer). Jun. 54
Panasonic LX -900 (combi), Jul. 50
Philips CDC -935 (changer). Jun. 54
Pioneer Elite CLD-97 (combi). Dec. 62
Sony CDP-C60IES (changer). Jun. 54; CDP-

CX100 (changer). Dec. 70
Yamaha CDC -735 (changer), Jun. 54

DCC Recorders and Players
Marantz DD -92 (recorder), Apr. 38
Philips DCC-I30 (portable player). Dec. 46
Technics RS-DCIO (recorder). Feb. 22

MinlDisc Recorders and Players
Sharp MD -D I0 (portable player). Oct. 50
Sony MZ-I (portable recorder). Mar. 52;

MDS-10I (recorder), Aug. 40

Receivers
Harman Kardon AVR30, Apr. 29
Luxman RV -37I. Mar. 29
NAD Model 705. Aug. 30
Nakamichi AV -I, Jul. 34
Onkyo TX-SV515PRO, Oct. 82
Pioneer VSX-502, Oct. 82
Technics SA-GX650, Nov. 34
Yamaha RX-V470. Oct. 82

P REPARED BY

D AVID STEIN

Speaker Systems
Acoustic Research M.5, Jun. 34
Advent Legacy III, Oct. 40
Altec Lansing Model 115, Jan. 39
Atlantic Technology System 150 HT (user

report). Jan. 44
Bang & Olufsen Beloab 8000. May 48
Boston Acoustics 525V (center -channel),

Apr. 54; SubSat7, Sep. 36
Cambridge SoundWorks Powered Subwoofer,

Mar. 42; Center Channel Plus, Apr. 54;
Model Six. Oct. 34

Carver AL -III. Jul. 48
Celestion Trinity (three-piece), Aug. 34
Dahlquist DQ-16. Sep. 30
DCM CX-07. Sep. 34
Definitive Technology Cl (center -channel).

Apr. 55; DR7 Bookshelf, Dec. 57
Design Acoustics DA900, Aug. 50
Infinity Kappa Video (center -channel).

Apr. 56
Jamo Model 507. Nov. 48
JBL HP520. Feb. 28; PSI20 (powered

subwoofer), Sep. 32; SoundEffects,
Oct. 62

KLH Premier 81, Feb. 30
Klipsch kg-', May 50
Martin -Logan Aerius, Jun. 42
MB Quart Quart Three, Nov. 45
Mirage M-790, Jul. 42
Museatex RTRE Tower, Mar. 36
NHT VT -I (home theater system, user's

report), Jun. 24
Niles NSW -I00 (in -wall subwoofer). Apr. 35
NSM Model 25, Jan. 35
Paradigm Phantom, Sep. 28
Philips Digital Loudspeaker System. Sep. 42
Polk Audio CS100 (center -channel). Apr. 57
Rock Solid Sounds Solid Monitor and Twin

Bass subwoofer, Apr. 46
Video Acoustics VA 1300 (center -channel),

Apr. 57
Wharfedale Diamond V, Dec. 53

Other Equipment
Beyer IRS 790 cordless headphones, Aug. 36
Denon TU-680NAB tuner, May 42
Quad 66FM tuner. Jun. 38
Teac V -8000S cassette deck. Oct. 56

THE HIGH END (Hodges)

Surround About, Feb. 144
An Idea Still Coming, Apr. 108
Trained Listening, May 112
A Phono Refresher. Jun. 112
Goosebumps, Jul. 112
Movie Sound at Home, Aug. 108
Things That May Not Last. Sep. 128
Repercussions. Oct. 128
Repercussions II. Nov. 160

PERIPHERALS

Supercharged CD Players (Elrich), Aug. 20
PC Sound: More Than Beeps and Buzzes

(Worthington). Oct. 24
The New Multimedia Speakers (Ranada). Dec. 30

SIGNALS (Pohlmann)

Art and Science, Jan. 18
Less Is More, Apr. 20
Getting Psyched. May 28
Swords into Plowshares, Jun. 17
Reality Check. Jul. 30
The Buried Channel, Aug. 25
Edison 's Failure. Oct. 26
As Good as New, Dec. 25

SYSTEMS

Set for Life (Day). Jan. 66
Private Concert Hall (Day), May 66
Hi-Fi on the High Seas (Ankosko). Jun. 60
A/V on a Shoestring (Ankosko), Sep. 76
The Real World (Day), Dec. 80

TECHNICAL TALK Hirsch)

What a Reviewer Can't Tell You, Mar. 22
Audio Developments, Apr. 26
What Makes a Product "Good"?. May 36
Pitfalls of Speaker Selection, Jun. 20
The Overlooked Component, Jul. 32
Is Distortion Desirable?, Aug. 26
How Do I Know It's Right?, Oct. 30
Good. Better, or Best?, Nov. 32
Too Much Technology?. Dec. 42

TECHNICAL FEATURES

AmpIlliers for Surround Sound (Riggs). Nov. 70
Audio's Top Ten (Hirsch), Feb. 35
Autosound-see Car Stereo
A/V Receivers: How to Buy (Ranada), Jul. 58;

Three $500 A/V Receivers (comparison tests,
Ranada), Oct. 82

A/V Systems (Masters), Jan. 52
Broadcasting-see Digital

9
z
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EDITORIAL INDEX 1993

ti Buying Time (Masters): Miniature and Portable
o Equipment. Mar. 17: Car Stereo. Jun. 46

Car Stereo: CD for the Road (Kumin). May 54;
z 35 Years of Autosound (Pohlmann). May 60:

Car Speakers (Kumin), Aug. 62; 1994
Autosound Preview (Ankosko), Nov. 94: also
see Buying Time

Cassette Deck Cleanup (Kenny), Jun. 72
CD Players: Carousel Changers (comparison

tests. Pohlmann), Jun. 54; CD for the Road
(Kumin). May 54; Portables (Pohlmann),
Jul. 68: CD Player Shopping (Kumin). Oct. 69

CD Prices: Do CD's Cost Too Much? (Masters),
Nov. 89

Center -Channel Speakers (comparison listening
tests, Kumin), Apr. 50

CES Showstoppers (Ankosko). Apr. 75; Sep. 79
Combi-Players (Foster), Apr. 63
Comparison Tests-see A/V Receivers:

CD Players: Center -Channel Speakers
Connections-see Speaker Wiring
Dealer's Choice (Day). Aug. 53
Digital Radio: Digital on the Air (Mitchell).

Nov. 102
Driver's Ed: Car Speakers (Kumin). Aug. 62
Equalizers: EQ Review (Mitchell). Dec. 88
Equipment Buying Guide, Feb. 53; Tape

Recording Buying Guide. Mar. 65
First Step to Great Sound (Eargle). Dec. 99
Home Theater: Center -Channel Speakers

(Kumin), Apr. 50; Speakers for Home
Theater (Masters). Sep. 61; JBL
SoundEffects system (Ranada). Oct. 62:
Surround Sound Amplifiers (Riggs). Nov. 70

Loudspeakers-see Speakers
MiniDisc, Inside IRanada). Mar. 46

z Mini Systems-see Shelf Systems

Portable Components: Portable CD (Pohlmann).
Jul. 68: 35 Years of Portable Audio
(Ankosko). Jul. 75; also see Buying Time

2 Preamps, Pumped -Up (Ranada), May 69
§ Radio-see Digital
S Receivers-see A/V Receivers
 Recording Techniques-see First Step

Rodrigues Cartoo9 Contest, Jan. 50; Jul. 25
Shelf Systems (Ankoskol. Aug. 73
Speakers: Center -Channel Speakers

(comparison tests, Kumin). Apr. 50; Outdoor
Loudspeakers (Masters). Jun. 67: Speakers
for Home Theater (Masters). Sep. 61; The
Lowdown on Subwoofers (Foster), Dec. 75

Speaker Wiring: Making the Right Connections
(Kumin). Sep. 52

Subwoofers, The Lowdown on (Foster). Dec. 75
Surround Sound: Add -On Surround Sound

(Kumin), Jul. 62: Amplifiers for Surround
Sound (Riggs). Nov. 70; also see Speakers

Systems-see A/V; Dealer's; Shelf; Upgrading
Tape Deck Cleanup (Kenny). Jun. 72
Tape Recording: Buying Guide to Tape Decks

and Blank Tape. Mar. 65; 35 Years of Tape
Recording (Stark), Sep. 67

35th Anniversary Specials: Audio's Top Ten
(Hirsch), Feb. 35; 35 Years of Rodrigues.
Apr. 59; 35 Years of Autosound (Pohlmann).
May 60; 35 Years of Portable Audio
(Ankosko), Jul. 75; 35 Years of Tape
Recording (Stark), Sep. 67

2028: The State of the Art (Pohlmann), Dec. 83
Upgrading. A Sensible Guide (Mitchell), Feb. 44
VCR's, Hi -F) (Kenny). Jan. 69

BEST RECORDINGS
OF THE MONTH

Popular
American Music Club: Mercury, Jun. 75
Baez, Joan: Play Me Backwards, Apr. 82
Cash. Rosanne: The Wheel, Jun. 78
Clark. Guy: Boats to Build, Jan. 75
Dada: Puzzle, Feb. 116
Delray, Martin: What Kind of Man. Mar. 76
Ely, Joe: Live Shots. Dec. 112
Hamilton. Scott: With Strings. May 78
Col. Bruce Hampton and the Aquarium Rescue

Unit: Mirrors of Embarrassment. Jul. 84
Hiatt. John: Perfectly Good Guitar, Oct. 93
Hitchcock. Robyn, and the Egyptians: Respect,

May 77
King. B.B.: Blues Summit. Nov. 114
The Loud Family: Plants and Birds and Rocks

and Things, Apr. 81
Loveless, Patty: Only What J Feel, Jul. 81
Midnight Oil: Earth and Sun and Moon, Sep x7
Nyro. Laura: Walk the Dog & Lite the Lit.

Sep. 90
Scott. Jimmy: All the Way. Jan. 75
Shaver. Billy Joe: Tramp on Your Street, Nov. 113
Squeeze: Some Fantastic Place. Dec. 109
Sweet, Matthew: Altered Beast. Aug. 78
Texas Tornados: Hangin' On by a Thread.

Mar. 75
Westerberg, Paul: 14 Songs, Oct. 96
Whitfield, Barrence, with Torn Russell: Hillbilly

Voodoo. Aug. 79
Young. Neil: Harvest Moon. Feb. 115

Classical
Bartok: The Wooden Prince. Cantata Profana,

May 79
Brahms: Piano Concerto No. I, Songs. May 78
Copland: Lincoln Portrait, other works, Jun. 76
Crumb: Black Angels, Nov. 114
Debussy: La Mer, Nocturnes, Prelude a l'Apres-

Midi d'un Faune. Mar. 78
Franck: Symphony in D Minor. Les Eolides,

Aug. 80
Grieg: Songs. Dec. 112
Haydn: Symphonies Nos. 82-87, Sep. 87

Mozart: Three Piano Sonatas, Mar. 76
Prokofiev: Symphonies Nos. I and 3. Jul. 82
Puccini: Tosca, Feb. 117
Schnittke: Cello Concerto No. 1, Jan. 76
Schubert: String Quartet No. 14. Nov. 114
Schumann: Cello Concerto, Jan. 76; Cello

Concerto, other works, Nov. 116: Piano
Music. Dec. 110

Shostakovich: Symphony No. 8, Jan. 78
Stravinsky: Pulcinella Suite. Apr. 81; Music for

Two Pianos. Aug. 79
Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 6 ("Pathetique").

Apr. 81; Symphony No. 6, Romeo and Juliet.
Oct. 94

Wagner: Overtures and Preludes. Sep. 88

African -American Classics, Jul. 82
Balanescu Quartet, Apr. 83
Bernstein's Last Recording, Feb. 115
Brodsky Quartet. Nov. 114
Fleisher. Leon: Left -Hand Piano Concertos.

Jun. 76
Tangazo-Music of Latin America. Oct. 94

GOING ON RICORD/
BACKSIAT
The Last Romantic (Livingstone). Jan. 112
Totally Tubular (Simels). Apr. 92
Moby Grape Now (Simels). May 92
Who Sold Out? (Simels). Sep. 106

MUSIC FEATURES

Bartoli. Cecilia (Ardoin), Oct. 77
Basic Tchaikovsky (Freed). Nov. 78
Bernstein, Elmer (Simels/Carpenter), Sep. 73
Canadian Brass (Hemming), Dec. 104
CD Offers: Legacy's Rock Artifacts, Feb. 13;

The Sound of Delos, Jul. 19; Savoy Jazz
Sampler. Aug. 93: Legacy Blues, Sep. 93;
DG's 4D Sampler. Oct. 29: Rhino's Atlantic
Jazz Legends, Dec. 41

Center Stage: Krystian Zimerman (James), Mar.
104; Anne -Sophie Mutter (Schwarz). Nov. 150

Hornsby, Bruce (Nash), Dec. %
Ramey, Samuel (Livingstone). May 74
Record of the Year Awards. Feb. 41
Salerno -Sonnenberg. Nadja (Schwarz). Jul. 78
Salonen. Esa-Pekka (Stearns), Jan. 61
Tchaikovsky-see Basic
35th Anniversary Specials: 35 Years of Music,

Mar. 58: Jazz Classics, Jun. 62; Pop Classics
(Hemming). Aug. 69

Williams. Lucinda (Nash). Apr. 72
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The real story in
home entertainment today
is Home Theater. The
most realistic approach to
Home Theater can be
experienced with Infinity
speakers. Not only do
Infinity speakers employ proprietary

drivers and material; they hate
been"voice matched" :o opti-
mize Dolby Pro Logic Surround
Sound. This preserves both the
scund quality and spatial imag-
ing of the original performLnce.

When you discover that
infinity's 25 years of advanced loud-

speaker engineering can delver such
extraordinary performan:e and value,
you might ask 'Are they or real?"

,AS YOU CAN HEAR!
H A Harman International Company. Call (800) 765-5556 for the Infinity Dealer nearest you.

In Canada, call (416) 294-4833, H. Roy Gray. Ltd. CIRCLE NO 35 ON READER SERVICE_ CARD



For over 83 years Denon has

been producing sound faithful to the

original. Whether recording and press-

ing records or Compact

Discs; making the

world's first com-

mercial digital recording; building professional recording and broadcast equipment or producing the CD Players

ranked No.1 in Consumer Satisfaction for two years in a row (Verity Research.1991/92), the Denon name has

been synonymous with high fidelity.

DOLBY Pk° LOGIC

AN -3000 AV MINN RECEIVER

IL I OCIUIY SURROUND I
PRO LOGIC

Denon's AV Receivers

give dramatic new

direction to high fidelity.
By accurately controlling signal placement, Denon has redefined high fidelity fcr Audio Video Surround

Sound-sound that is fully faithful to the director's vision of the cinematic experience.

Uniquely, Denon AVR Receivers deliver both audiophile signal

quality (wide dynamic range, high signal-to-noise, outstanding

phase linearity, immeasurably low distortion) andaccurate

low level steering, precise digital delay and rear channel

fidelity. Plus, sophisticated signal processing enables you to tailor the sound to your listening room

as well as create new listening environments.

AVR-2000 AV SORROW. RECEIVER

AVR-1000 AV SURROUND RECEIVER

AVR-NO AV SUNNI. RECEIVER

Whether you choose Denon's most sophisticated or least expensive AV Receiver, you'll not only be able to create

sounds different from the original; you'll be able to recreate the original.

Denon America. Inc . 222 New Road, Parsippany. New Jersey 07054 (201) 575-7810

RC -159 UNIVERSAL
PROGRAMMABLE AND RC -160
SIMPLIFIED AVR REMOTE CONTROLLERS

DENON
The first name in digital audio.

CIRCLE NO 74 ON READER SERVICE CARD


